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Preface

Society is changing and the changes continue to accelerate. The changing
lal-or market, extended life expectancy, the expectation of lifelong learning,
divorce, single-parent families, blended families, teenage suicide, substance
abuse, sexual experimentation, and peer and family pressure are not abstract
issues. They are real and have a substantial impact on students and their personal,
social, career, and educational development. (The Iowa K-12 Career Guidance
Curriculum Guide for Student Development, 1987).

Educational Reform

To respond to changes such as these, education is being challenged. Education
is in the midst of reform as it probably will be into the forseeable '-ture.
Numerous reports have been issued that speak to educational reform (Gardner,
1983; Boyer, 1983), but, unfortunately, most reports have said very little about
the contributions of guidance (Herr, 1984). This is a setious omission because
as Herr pointed out:

Effective functioning in the schooling process and m tht work force requires attention
tc emotional values and decision-making components that school counselors and
guidance processes contribute to the overall educational mission. Students cannot
choose opportunities that they do not know about and they cannot compete effectively
when they are unsure or unaware of their own aptitudes and interests or preoccupied
with their changing and perhaps neglectful family situations or chemical dependency.
Intellectual effort and educational excellence frequently rest on resolution of such
matters They are affected by student feelings of security and self-esteem that simply
cannot be Ignored if children or youths are to develop the diverse competencies to
become fully functioning adults and future workers of quality. (p. 219)

Reconeeptualization of Guidance

To be responsive to continuing societal and individual changes as well as to
calls for reform, education must look to reforming the entire educational enter-
prize, including guidance in the schools. Guidance reform will require a recon-
ceptualization of guidance from an ancillary, crisis-oriented service to a

vii
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PREFACE

comprehensive program firmly grounded on principles of human growth and
development Such a reconceptualization of guidance will require that the guid
ance program become an equal partner with the instructional programwith the
concern for the intellectual development of individuals. Traditionally, however,
guidance was not conceptualized and implemented in this manner, because, as
Aubrey (1973) suggested, guidance was seen as a support service lacking a
content base of its own. Sprinthall (1971) made this same point when he stated
;hat there is little content in the practice of guidance and that guidance textbooks
usually avoid dicussion of a subject-matter base for guidance programs.

If guidance is to become an equal partner in education and meet the increasingly
complex needs of individuals and society, it is our opinion that a content base
for guidance is required. The call for this is not new, many early guidance
pioneers issued the same call. But the call was not loud enough during the early
years so that by tne 1920s guidance had become essentially process- or technique-
oriented. The need and the call continued to emerge occasionally thereafter,
however, but it wasn't until the late 1960s and early 1970s that it reemerged
and becar visible once more in the form of developmental guidance.

Thm is not to say that developmental guidance was not present before the late
1960s. What it does mean, however, is that by the late 1960s the need for
attention to aspects of human developmeni other than "the time-hunored cog-
nitive aspect of learning-subject matter mastery" (Cottingham 1973, p. 341)
again had become apparent Cottingham characterized these other aspects of
human developmeit as "personal adequacy learning" (p. 342). Kehas (1973)
pointed to this same need by stating that an individual should have opportunities
"to develop intelligence about his self his personal, unique, idic ncranc,
individual self" (p. 110).

It seems dear then that the next step in Cie evolution of guidance was to
establish guidance as a comprehensive programa program that is an integral
part of the educationa process with a content base of its own. In response to
this need Gysbers and Moore (1931) published a book titled Improving Guidance
Programs. It presented a content-based, K-12 comprehensive guidance program
model and described the steps to implement the model. This current book uses
the model and implementation steps presented in Improving Guidance Programs
as a base, but expands and extends the model and implementation steps sub-
stantially

Four Phases of Program Improvement

The four phases of developing and implementing a comprehensive girdanct
program as described by Mitchell and Gysbers (1978) are useu as the organizas
for 'his book. The four phases are planning, designnig, implementing, and
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evaluating. Chapters 1-4 address planning, chapters 5 and 6, designing, chapters

7 and 8, implementing, and chapter 9, evaluating.

Planning

Chapter I traces the evolution of guidance in the schools from thc turn of the
century. The changing influences, emphases, and structures from then until now
are described and discussed in detail. The recent emergence of developmental
comprehensive guidance programs is highlighted. To have an understanding of
the evolution of guidance in the schools and the emergence of developmental
comprehensive programs is the first step in improving your school's guidance
program.

Based on this understanding, we turn to the specifics of the planning phase.
Chapter 2 focuses on the issues and concerns in planning and organizing guidance
program improvement. Next, chapter 3 presents a model guidance program based
on the concept of life career development, it is organized around three structural
components and four program components. Chapter 4, the last chapter on the
planning phase, discusses in detail the steps involve(' in finding out how well
your current program is working and where improvement is needed.

Designini;

Chapter 5 begins the designing phase of the program improvement process,
focusing on designing the program of your choice. Issues and steps in selecting
the desired program structure for your comprehensive program are presented.
Next in the designing phase, chapter 6 describes in detail the steps necessary to
make the transition to a comprehensive school guidance program.

Implementing

Chapter 7 describes the steps in actually making the transition to your com-
prehz3kive school guidance program. It descnbes transition activities required
at the district and building level. Chapter 8 focuses on how to ennre that school
counselors have the necessary competency to develop and manage a compre-
hensive school guidance program. Counseic upervision procedures are high-
lighted.

Evaluating

Comprehensive school guidance program evaluation is discussed in detail in
chapter 9. Program evaluation, student outcome evaluation, and professional
personnel evaluation are featured. Special attention is given to evaluation pro-
cedures in each.

1 o
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Concluding Thoughts

The chapter organization may leac: same readers to think that guidance program
improvement activ ities follow one another in a linear fashion. Although there is
a progression involved, some of the activities descisibed i chapters I through 9
may be carried on concurrently. This is true particulaey for the evaluation
procedures describd in chapter 9. Some of these procedures are carried out from
the beginning of the program Improvement process throughout the life of the
pfogram Also, some readers may misinterpret what has been written ad think
that guidance program improvement is a simple task requiring little staff time
and few resources. This is not true Although substantial wnrk can be completed
during I year, at least 2 to 3 years with the necessary resources available to
ensure successful implementation are required.

Finally, a word about who the book is for. It is written to inform and involve
all members of the guidance still* about the development and management of
comprehensive school guidance programs. Although specific parts are high-
lighted for guidance program leaders (central or building level directors, super-
visors, coordinators, departmimt heads) and school administrators, the information
prov ided is important for all Also, the book is designed for practitioners already
on-the-Job as wc11 as for counselois-in-training and administrators-in-training.
It .:an and should be used in preserv it.e education as well as inserv ice education.
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CHAPTER 1

THE EVOLUTION OF
COMMEHENSIVE GUIDANCE
PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS

By the beginning of the 20th century, the United States was deeply involved
in the Industrial Revolution. It was a period of rapid industrial growth, social
protest, social reform and utopian idealism. Social protest and social reform
were being carried out under the banner of the Progressive Movement, a move-
ment that sought to change negative social conditions associated with industrial
growth.

These conditions were the unanticipated effects of industrial growth. They included.
the e--.ergence of cities with slums and immigrant-fille4 ghettos, thc decline of
puritan morality, the eclipse of the individual by organizations, corrupt political
bossism, and the demise of the apprenticeship method of learning a vocation.
(Stephens, 1970, pp. 148-149)

The Early Years

Guidance was born during the height of the Progressive Movement as "but
one manifestation of the broader movement of progressive reform which occurred
in this country in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries" (Stephens,
1970, p. 5). Its beginnings can be traced to the work of a number of individuals
and social institutions. People such as Frank Parson, Meyer Bloomfield, Jessie
Davis, Anna Reed, Eli Weaver, and David Hill, working through a number of
organizations and movements such as the settlement house movement, the Na-
tional Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE), and schools
in Grand Rapids, Seattle, New York, and New Orleans were instrumental in
formulating and implementing early conceptions of guidance.

The implementation of one of the first systematic conceptions of guidance in
the country took place in Civ:c Service House, Boston, Massachusetts, when

3
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4 EVOLITION OF COMPREHENSIN E. GUIDANCE PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS

the Boston Vocation Bureau was established in January, 1908, by Mrs. Quincy
Agassiz Shaw, based on plans drawn up by Frank Parsons. The establishment
of the Vocation Bureau w as an outgrowth of Parsons's work with individuals at
Civic Service House. According to Davis (1969, p. 113), Parsons issued his
first report of the Bureau on May 1, 1908. "This was an important report because
the term 'vocational guidance' apparently appeared for the first time in print as
the designation of an organizcd service." It also was an important report because
it emphasized that vocational guidance sho-Id be provided by trained experts
and become prxt of every public school system.

Parsons's conception of guidance stressed the scientific approach to choosing
an occupation The first paragraph in the first chapter of his book, Choosing A
Vocation (1909). illustrates his concern.

No step in life, unless it may be the choice of a husband or wife, is more important
than the choice of a vocation The wise selection of the business, profession, trade,
or occupanin to which one's life is to be devoted and the development of full
efficiency in the chosen field are matters of deepest movement to young men and
to the public These v ital problems should be solved in a careful, scientific way.

ith due regard to each person's aptitudes. abilities, ambitions, resources, and
limitations, and the relations of these elements to the conditions of success in
different industries ip 3)

The basis for Parsons's conceptualization of guidance stressing the scientific
approach w as his concern about society 's general lack of attention to the de-
velopment of human resources. "It trains its horses, as a rule, better than men.
It spends unlimited money to perfect the inanimate machinery of production out
pays very little attention to the business of perfecting the human machinery,
though it is by far the most important in production" (Parsons, 1909, p. 160).
He also w as concerned about assisting young people in making the transition
from school to work "Yet there is no part of life wh,..re the need for guidance
is more emphatic than in the transition from school to workthe choice of a
vocation. adequate preparation for it. and the attainmeni of efficiency and suc-
cess" (Parsons. p. 4).

The work of Frank Parsons and the Vocation Bureau soon became known
across the country Out of it grew the first National C inference on Vocational
Guidance, held ir Boston in 1910, followed by a similar conference in New
York in 1912 and the fornation of the National Vocational Guidance Association
in Grand Rapids in 1913 (Ryan, 1919). It also had a direct impac on the Boston
public schools because in 1909. the Boston School Committee asked personnel
in the Vocation Bureau to outline a program of vocational guidance for the public
schools of Boston On June 7, 1909, the Boston School Committee approved
the horeau's suggestion and "instructed the Superintendent ot Schools to ci holm
a committee of six to work with the director" (Bloomfield, 1Y 5, p. 34).

1 6



EVOLUTION OF COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS 5

The report of this commIttee, the Committee on Vocational Direction, is
interesting because it pointed out that a vocational counselor already had been
appointed in every high school and all but one elementary school, and that a
vocational record card for every elementary school graduate also had been com-
pleted, ready to be forwarded to the high school. The committee, in its report,
spelled out three primary aims of vocational guidance.

Three aims have stood out above all others. firs., to secure thoughtful consideration,
on the part of parents, pupils, and teachers, of the importance of a life-career moti;
vcond, to assist in every way possible in placing pupils in some remunerative work
on :caving school, and third, to keep in touch with and help them thereafter,
suggesting means of Improvement and watching the advancement of those who need
such aid. (Bloomfield, 1915, p 36)

These aims were to be implemented by a central office staff and by appointed
counselors in each schc,ol. The central office functioned in an advisory capacity
only, however, and in most schools the counselors were teachers with some timc
allowed for counseling students. Nevertheless, according to Brewer (1922), the
work in Boston was commendable and promising.

At about the same time that the Boston schools were establishing a vocational
guidance program, a group of New York City teachers, the Student Aid Com-
mittee of the High School Teachers' Association, under the leadership of E.W.
Weaver, was active in establishing a program in the New York City schools. A
report issued in 1909 by the committee indicated they had passed the experimental
stage and were ready to request that:

(1) the vocat,onal officers of the large h.gh schools be allowed at least one extra
period of unassigned time to attend to this work, (2) that they be provided with
facilities for keeping reLords of students and employment, and (3) that they have
opportunities for holdmg conferences w ith students and employers (Ryan, 1919,
p. 25)

In Grand Rapids, vocational guidance began first in the ...assroom and then
was organized in a central office. Jessie B. Davis (1914) inaugurated a plan of
teaching vocational guidance through the English curriLulum. The follow ing
general topics were to be covered in each of the grades:

Seventh grade.
Eighth grade:
Ninth grade:
Tenth grade:
Eleventh grade.
Twelfth grade.

Vocational ambition
The value )1. education
The clemc 6 of character that make for success
The world's worka call to service
Choosing a vocation
Preparation for one's life work

The Grand Rapids approach suffered from some of the same problems that
had plagued guidance efforts in Boston and Ncw York, however In fact, Brewer
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(1922, p. 39) commented that no large city had "succeeded in spreading the
interest widely enough and in securing adequate funds to bring about what could
be called a complete, city-wide plan for vocational guidame." For the most
part, vocational guidance was being carried out on a voluntary, permissive basis
in Grand Rapids and elsewhere.

Vocational guidance was being introduced also into the public schools in other
parts of the country. In Chicago, it first took the form of a central office to serve
students applying for eriploymen1 certificates and for placement, and it also
published vocational bulletins. I'l other cities such as Buffalo; Los Angeles;
Rochester; New York; De Kalb, Illinois; Cincinnati; Milwaukee; Philadelphia;
and San Jose, California, vocational guidance took several different forms but
relied mostly on disseminating occupational information and on conducting oc-
cupational surveys, placement activities, and life-career classes. For example,
Newton. Massachusetts, organized an Educational-Vocational Guidance De-
partment with the following three responsibi' tties:

( I) The change of all saiot,l-attentnce records including the school census and
the enforcement of school attendance laws,

(2) The granting cf work certificates, and
(3) Educational-Vocational Guidance work.

(Bloomfield, 1915, p. 53-54)

According to Ryan (1919, p. 26) "by April 1914, approximately 100 public
high schools, representing some 40 cities, were reported to the Bureau of Ed-
ucation as having definitely organized conscious plans of vocational guidance,
through vocation bureaus, consultation committees, trial vocational courses, or
regular courses in vocations." (It is interesting to note the titles of some of the
offices. For example, in Minneapolis, the Divisionof Attendance and Vocational
Guidance was established.) This expansion continued throughout the next 4 years
so that by 1918, 10 years after the establishment of the Vocaticn Bureau in
Boston, "932 four-year high schools reported vocation bureaus, employment
departments, or similar devices for placing pupils" (Ryan, 1919, p. 36).

Changes in Theory and Practice

As the vocational guidance movement expanded in the 1920s, a number of
visibie shifts began to occur in its theory and practice. Up until about 1920,
vocational guidance was

bound up v,ith ,ocanonal training, prevocational education, continuation school
work, the cooperative plan of half-time work, the Gary Plan, and the juaior high
school, and, like most of these it presupposes a complete remaking of education
on the basis of occupational demands (Ryan, 1919, p 98)

1 8., 1
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From 1920 on, however, there was less emphasis on guidance for vocation
and more on education as guidnce. This shift apparently was a natural outgrowth
of a change that was taking place in education itself. With the advent of the
Seven Cardinal Principles in 1917, education, at least philosophically, began to
shift from preparation for college alone to education for total life.

This was a life to be charactenzed by an integration ,)f health with command of
fundamental processes, worthy home membership, wational competence, civic
responsibility, worthy use of leisure time and ethical characte....Given these Seven
Cardinal Pnncirles, all education now appeared equally vocationally relevant
from this one could construe that all of education is guidance into later vocational
, ving. (Johnson, 1972, p. 27-28)

This shift occurred partly because the leadership of guidance, particularly on
the part of people like John Brewer, increasingly was more educationally ori-
ented. It also occurred, according to Stephens (1970), because the National
Education Association's Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Ed-
ucation "had so broadened the definition of vocation as to soften it, if not to
virtually eliminate it as a cardinal principle of secondary education" (p. 113).
This move by the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education,
together with the more educationally oriented leadership of guidance, served to
separate the twin reform movements of education, vocational education and
vocational guirlance, as Stephens called them, leaving vocational guidance to
struggle with its own identity. This point is made in a similar way by Johnson
(1972).

The 1918 report of the NEA's Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education construed almost all of edwation as training for efficient vocational and
avocational life No element in the cumculum appeared salient after the CRSE
report This was no less true of vocational education. Thus. as a "cardinal pnnciple"
vocational education was virtually eliminated. The once Lorrelated responsibility of
vocational guidance lost its historical anchorage to vocational education and was
set adrift in the public school system to be redifined by the logic of the education
subculture. (p. 204)

What was the direction cf this new identity? It was clear that by the 1920s
less attention was being focuczd on the social, industrial, and national-political
aspects of individuals whei as considerably more attention was being given to
the personal, educational, and statistically measurable aspects of individuals.
More specifically, at least within the school setting, there apparently was a
"displacement of the traditional vocational, socioeconomic and political concerns
from the culture at large to the student of the educational subculture whose
vocational socialization problems were reinterpretPd as educational and psycho-
logical problems of personal adjustment." (Johnson, 1972, p. 221)

1 ,9



8 BOLUTION OF COMPRLHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAMS IN I'HE SCHOOLS

The Clinical-Services Model Emerges

This shift in emphasis in the theory and practice of vocational guidance was
related to a number of influences in education in the 1920s. These included the
continued growth of the mental hygiene and measurement movements, devel-
opmental studies of children, the introduction of cumulative records, and pro-
gressive education. In effect. "Vocational guidance was taking on the new
socabulary present in the culture at large and in the educational sub-culture; the
language of mental health. progressive education, child development and mea-
surement theory" (Johnson, 1972; p. 160).

As a result of these new influences, a new model of vocational guidance began
to emergeone that wP -finical in nature. Vocational guitlance theory and
practice began to empha .. more personal, diagnostic, and clinical orientation
to the student. with an incrLasing emphasis on psychological measurement.

Content to explore with yet greuter precision the psychological dimensions of the
studcnt, and guaranteed a demnd for testing sen ices in the public school system.
the guidance moement defined its professional role to meet the expectations of its
institutional colleagues Thus, there deeloped a mutual role expectation that -quires
analysis and synthei,, ii-thering and organizing personal data), diagnosis (com-
paring personal data tu test norms, and occupational or professional profiles), prog-
nosis (indicating iailable career Lhoices), counseling (or treating, to effect desired
adiustment then or in the future) This formed the basis for the clinical model
Teh ing had Lreated the demand for a Unique techmLal skill around which the clinical
model Lould deelop, and around whiLh voLational guidance had established a
professional claim (Johnson, 1972, p 138)

Further es idence of this can be tten in the 1921 and 1924 statements of the
Principles of Vocational Guidance of the National VoLational Guidance Asso-
Liation (Allen, 1927) These principles stressed testing, the use of an extensive
Lumulatise record system, information, the study of occupations. counseling;
and case studies. Between 1925 and 1930. as the clinical model of vocational
guidance emerged. counseling became of primary concern Vocational guid-
anLe beLame problem oriented, centering on adjustable psy chological, personal
problemsnot social, moral, religious, etincal tr political problems" (Johnson,
1972. p. 201)

As the 1920s continued to unfold, the main ingredients of the new model of
NoLational guidance began to appear. There was Lontinued stress on occupational
information, placement, and follow-up, as had been true between 1908-1920.
In ,,ddition. howeser, counseling from a more psychological perspective and
testing emerged In fact, to some, these latter two elements began to assume
preeminance and became the basis kr the emerging clinical model It also seems
dear that the foundation for the rresent day conception called the services model
of guidance was laid during the 1920sthose services in present-day language
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being orientation, assessm:. information. counseling, placement, and follcw-
up. Only orientation as a service iid not seem to be discussed at length during
the 1920s. As evidence of this, Payne (1925, pp. 237-240) listed the following
functions and responsibilities of the vocational guidance advisor:

I Tests and TechniqueA guidance advisor should be thoroughly familiar with,
and specifically trained in, the technique of giving all kinds of tests, such as
intelligence, achievement, prognosis, aptitude, character, psychiatric, and vo-
cational tests.

II Records and ReportsThe vocational guidance advisor should maintain com-
plete and up-to-date records and make reports as called for concerning (1)
classes, programs, registration, syllabi, and tests; (2) student data...; (3) vo-
cational data on opportunities for full-time work, part-time work, vocation
work, apprenticeship, follow-up and supervision data; (4) education and train-
ing.

III Courses of StudyThe guidance advisor should supervise or conduct courses
of study in vocational information.. Collect and disseminate vocational in-
formation...

IV CooperationThe guidance advisor should at all times be ready to cooperate
with various agencie.,..

V PlacementThe guidance advisor should maintain and develop contacts with
all forms of placement agencies.

VI Follow-up and Employment SupervisionThe guidance advisor should re-
cord, check, and follow up the results of all advice given .

VII Statistics and ResearchThe guidance advisor should make statistical stud-
ies...

Among the functions and responsibilities for vocational guidance advisors
listed by Payne was the keeping of records. The keeping of such records in
schools has had a long evolutionary history, beginning with the adoption of the
school register in the 1830s. It Wasn't until the early 1900s, however, that the
pupil attendance recordthe school registerwas supplemented by various
kinds of individual record systems. One of the first such systems was developed
in 1909 by Charles M. Lamprey, the Director of the Boston Model School. His
system was adopted in the Boston public schools in 1910.

The first modern cumulative record card did not become available until 1928.
It was designed primarily as a guidance instrument by its authors,. Ben D. Wood
of Columbia University and El. Clark of Northwestern University. It was
published by the American Council on Education. According tc Humphreys and
Traxler (1954), its publication "constituted a landmark in the history of individual
guidance in the United States" (p. 96).

As vocational guidance was becoming institutionalized in schools and in the
process being defined and implemented by its leadership, the expectations of
other educational personnel concerning vocational guidance elso were being

0 .r
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shaped This seemed to be particularly true for school administrators. Johnson
(1972) underlined this when he pointed out that administrative obligations were
a substantial part of the new professional responsibilities. In fact, many suggested
vocational guidance rclponsibilities delineated by the profession became admin-
istrative obligations when incorporated into the school settings. (See Payne's
listing of seven suggested functions and responsibilities foi evidence of this.)
"Professional responsibilities became in fact administrative obligations for which
guidance would be held accountable not to professionally determined values bt..
values of the education subczAture interpreted titrough its administrati.ie struc-
ture" (Johnson, p. 191).

By the beginning of the 1930s, as a result of the work of A. Geseli, the mental
health movement, and the emerging clinical model of counseling. pe, sena! coun-
seling began to dominate professional theory and practice.

Up to 1930. not much progress had been made in differentiating this function
(personal counseling) from the preexisting programs of ocational and edw.ational
guidance After that date, more and more of a separation appeared as guidance
workers in the high scaools became aware of increasingly large numbers of students
who were troubled by personal problems invol mg hostihty to authority. sex re
lationships. unfortunate home situations. and financial stringencies. (Rudy. 196,
p 25)

It was clear too that by the 1930s, the term guidance was seen as an all-
inclusiv e term including "problems of adjustment to health, religion, recreation,
to family and friends, to school and to work" (Campbell, 1932, p. 4). Vocational
guidance, on the other hand, was defined as "the process of assisting the in-
dividual to choose an occupation, prepare for it. enter upon ,,rid progress in It.
A, preparation for an occupation involves decisions in the choice of studies,
choice of curriculums. and the choice of schools and colleges, It becomes evident
that vocational guidance cannot be separated from educational guidance" ;Camp-
bell, 1932, p. 4).

It also is interesting to note that vocational guidance was seer as a process
that helped individuals examine all occupations, not just those for which vo-
cational education provided training.

As ocational guidance and ocational education are linked togeth:. i -1 many minds,
a statement of this relationship may clarify the situation Vocationa: education is
the giving of training to persons whO desire to work in a specific occupation.
Vocational guidance offers infomution and assist. a.c. which leads to the choice of
an occupation and the training which precedes it It does not give such training.
The term vocational refers to any occupation. be it medicine. law. carpentry, or
nursing Preparation for nuny occupations and professions must be planned in the
secondary school and in college by taking numerous Lourses which are not usually
known as ocational Vocational guidarke concerns itself, therefore. tkith pupils in

'72
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the academic courses in high school or students of the liberal arts in college. as
well as with the pupils in the trade and commercial courses which have become
1-nown as vocational education. (Campbell. 1932, p. 4)

This distinct; Jri is important because during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s this
was a point of contenti... in the development and implementation of guidance
in vocational education legislation. Some individuals contended that vocational
guidance was guidance for vocational education only, and that if money were
made available it should be spent only for vocational education students.

Finally, it is clear that by the beginning of the 1930s the terms counseling,
testing, information, placement, andfollow-up were being used widely to de-
scribe the components of guidance. These components, or services, as they were
later called, were implemented in schools through a list of duties to be performed
by cow dors including counseling pupils, changing courses, dealing with fail-
ures and problem pupil:- , providing transcripts and personnel records, and co-
operating with other agencies (Campbell. 1932, pp. 335-340).

Education as Guidance

As guidance became more firmly incorporated into the schools during the
1930s, efforts were made to interpret much, if not all, of education as guidance.
From this perspective, guidance was seen by some as an emphasis on the in-
dividual during the educational process.

...in the late 1920's and through the 1930s guidance was in danger of being so
absorbed into curriculum revision in particular and into the educational effort in
general, that even a congressional investigating committee would not be able to
recognize it as a functioli existing in its own right. (Miller. 1971, p. 6)

The guidance-as-education view was advocated particularly by Jones and Hand
(1938). They felt that guidance was an inseparable part of education. They
emphasized the point that teaching invohed both guidance and instruction and
that neither could be delegated to separate personnel (Jones & Hand, pp. 24
25). They did not suggest that specialists were not neededin fact they pointed
out the need for more specialists. They did emphasize, however, that it was
impossible to separate guidance and instruction. "It distinctly does mean, how-
ever, that the tasks of guiding and instructing cannot legitimately be made the
respective responsibilities of separate groups of educational workers" (p.25).

This meant, in their minds, that classroom teachers were in a unique position
to deliver guidance and could do so more effectively than could specialists. As
a result, they advocated the use of teacher counselors who would serve as guides,
instructors, and directors of instruction for small groups of from 30 to 40 students.

0 '")"CO
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During the 1930s, then, it was apparent that a major effort was under way to
make guidance an naegral part of the instructional program. The homeroom
approach frequently was talked about as a va:uab:e guidance device.

The home room, argued one enthusiast, would do away with the excessively "ar-
tificial," intellectual emphasis of earlier times and give needed attention to the "all-
around" needs and adjustment of the average pupil in the new era of mass education
(Redy, 1965, p. 25)

Several other themes also began to cmerge during the 1930s. Personal coun-
seling, with its emphasis on adjustment that emerged in the 1920s, became even
tronger in the 1930s. Bell (1939), in a book on personal counseling, stated that

the goal of counseling was student adjustment through personal contact between
counselor and student. Adjustment in his thirAng included all phases of an
individual's life, school, health, occupational, motor and mechanical, social,
home, emotional, and religious phases.

Federal Initiatives Begin

Although the personal adjustment theme for guidant.c.-. continued to play a
dominant role in guidance theory and practice in the schools during the 1930s,
the occupational emphasis continued to show strength. In February, 1933, the
National Occupational Conference, funded by a Carnegie grant, opened its doors.
The activities of the National Occupational Conference included studies and
research related to the problems of occupational adjustment, tlfk publication of
a number of books, and the development of a service that provided information
and consultation about vocational guidance activities. The National Occupational
Conference for a time also provided joint support for OLcupations, the official
journal of the National Vocational Guidance Association.

In t938, a national advisory committee on education, orginally appointed in
1936 by the President, issued a report that pointed to the need for an occupational
information service at the national level as well as for guidance and placement
services as a part of a sound program of vocational education. As a result of
these recommendations and the George Dean Act, the Occupational Information
and Guidance Service was established in 1938 in the Vocational Division of the
U.S. Office of Education. Richard Allen served for a few months as the 4..hief
of the unit before Harry Jager assumed the post (Wellman, 1978). Although the
service was established in the Vocational Division, it was not designed to be
exchsively vocational in nature. This point was made clear in a document,
Print iples Underbing the Organi:ation and Administration of tht Occupational
Information and Guidance Service, issued by the U.S. Office of Education in
1940.

2 4
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The functions to be perfoimed by the Occupational Information and Guidance
Service are to be as boad and complete as it is practicable for the Office to provide
for at any given time within the limits of funds, cooperative assistance from various
orgamzations, both within the government and outside, and other assets The ac-
ovine in which the service will be interested will include such phases of guidance
as vocational guidance, personal guidance, educational guidance, and placement.
While, with respeet to personnel, no service in the Office can now be said to be
complete, the various divisions or services go as far as possible in their respective
fields in meeting needs or requests for service. Thus, for example, in the field of
education for exceptional children, a service which would require fifteen or twenty
professional workers m the office if it were even to approximate "completeness"
in numbers and types of persons needed, we have only one specialist. Yet this
specialist is responsible for representing the Office in handling all problems and
service in this particular field. (Smith, 1951, p 66)

Of particular importance in this statement are the tkords "The activities in
which the Service will be interested will include such phases of guidance as
ocational guidance, personal guidance, educational guidance, and placement"
Not only did the statement clearly outline the broad mission of the service, and,
as a result, of guidance in tIv . schools, but it also descr'bed a currently popular
v.ay of descnbing guidance as having three phases ocational, personal, and
educational. Onee the Oceupational Information and Guidance Service was es-
tablished at the federal leeel. It also beearne possible to establish guidance offices
in state departments of edueation Sueh funds eould be used only for state offices,
however

Reimbursement was provided for State Supervision under the George Dean Act and
the number of States with a state Guidance Supervisor inereased from two to twenty
eight between 1938 and 1942 The Occupational Information and Guidance Sal, ice
was instrumental in initiating conferences of State Supervisors to eonsider issues in
the field. This group subsequtmtly became the NAGS (Nanonal Association of
Guidance Super% isors). then NAGCT (National Assouation of Guidance Supervise,.
and Counselor Trainers), and finally the current ACES (Association for Counsdor
Education and Supervision) (Wellman. 1978, p 92)

A Growing Interest in Psychotherapy

As the 1930s ended, the clinical-sere ices model of guid int e and counseling
was contmuing to evolve, assisted by a growing interest in psychotherapy. Of
particular importanee to guidance and eounseling in the sehools was th.: work
of Carl Rogers, beginning with the publication of his book Counseling and
Psyllotheram in 1942 "The years following its publication in 1942 saw a
grow th in inte.cst in psyehotherapeutie proeedures whieh soon became eeen
greater than interest in psyehometries This moeement, and the numerous re-
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search and theoretical contributions which have accompanied it, has had its
impact on vocational guidance" (Super, 1955, p. 5). Aubrey (1982) used the
expression "steamroller impact" to describe the impact that this book as well
as the later works of Rogers had on guidance and counseling in the schools.

The impact of psychotherapy on vocational guidance and the testing movement
precipitated a new field, the field of counseling psychology. This, in turn, had
a substantial impact on the professional development of school guidance and the
school counselor in the 1950s, 1960s. and 1970s, particularly in terms of the
training counselors received and !he role models and literature available to them.

An imponant outcome of the merger of the vocatiorn1 orientation, psychometric,
and personality des elopment mos ements has been a cnanged conccpt of thc function

and training of the person v,ho does the counseling Hc was first either a teacher
w ho helped people explore the w orld of vi ork or a psychologist wha gave and
interpreted tests The he. who might or might not have been a psycholoost, was a
user of community resources, of occupational information, and of psychological
te- ts He has now emerged as a psychologist who uses saying combinations of
exploratory experiences. psyzhonic...c techniques. and psychotherapeutic inter-
s ievi ing to assist people to grow and to dc .elop This is the counseling psy(.hologist.
(American Psychological Association. 1956. p 284)

The George-Barden Act

In 194o, an ev ent occurred that was to haNe substantial impad on the g,owth
and developnient of gidame in the schools. The event was the passage of tht
George-Barden Act As a result of the act, funds could be used to support
guidance activ ities in a s anety of settings and situations. More specifically, the
U S Commissioner ruled that federal funds Lould be used for the following four
purpo,es.

1 The maino, mince of a State program of supervision.
2 Reimbursement of salanes of counselor-trainers.

3 Research in the field of guidance: and
4 Reimbursement of salaries of local guidance surer\ isors and counselors (Smith.

1951, pp 67-68)

For the first time. beLause of the ruling of the U.S Commissioner concerning
the George-Barden ALt mndance reLeived material, leadership, and financial
suppol The result of sua support v. as a rapid growth of guidance at state and
local levels It also signaled to all concerned the need for attention to the prep-
aration of ,ounselors This problem had been of Luncern for some time but had
not been given extensive Lonsideration. The passage of the George-Barden Act,
whia made it possible to use state funds to reimburse counselor training, made
the Lunstuntly reoccurnng question. 'What should Lonstitute a counselor training
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program?" of extreme importance. How this question was answered set the
pattern for the practice of guidance in the schools for years to come.

In the spnng of 1948 the Occupational Information and Guidance Service staff
called a meeting of state guidance supervisors and counselor trainers ui coop-
eration with the Division of Higher Education of the U.S. Office of Education.
The question was: What should be the preparation of counselors? Eight major
subtopics were identified and subcommittees were established to study each
subtopic. A report was presented for consideration at the National Conference
of State Supervisors of Guidance Services and Counselor Trainers held in Wash-
ington. DC on September 13-18. 1948. These reports were revised with others
participating in the work. Six of the seven were then published between 1949
to 1950 by the Federal Security Agency. Office of Education. The titles and
dates of the six published reports and the one not published are:

I. Duties, Standards, and Qualifications for Counselors. February. 1949.
Co-Chairpersons. Eleanor Zeis and Dolph Camp

2. The Basic Course (never published)
3. Counselor Competencies in Occupational Information, March. 1949.

Chairperson. Edward C. Roeber
4. Counselor Competencies in the Anal)sis of the Indisidual. July 1949.

Chairperson. Ralph C. Bedell
5. Counselor Competencies in Counseling Techniques. July . 1949. Chair-

person. Stanley R. Ostrom
6. Administrame Relationships of the Guidame Program. July. 1949. Chair-

person. Glenn Smith
7 In-Service Preparation for Guidance Duties. Parts One and Tho. May.

1950. Chairperson. Jonn G Odeers

A report had been issued on supervised practice at the 8,h National Conference
but was referred ba..1, to committee After revision it was considered at the 9th
National Conference in Ames. Iowa. September 11-15. 1950. and with sub-
sequent revision was released as the eighth report in the senes

8 Supervised Pract it P in Counselur Preparation. April. 1952. Chairperson.
Roy Bryan

All seven published reports were edited by Clifford P Froehlich. Specialist for
the Training of Guidance Personnel. under the general direction of Harry A
Jager. Chief. Guidance and Personnel Services Branch

Dunng the early and middle 1950s. a major change occurred in the organi-
zational structure of guidance at the federal level On May 16. 1952, the Guidance
and Personnel Branch of the U S. Office of Education was discontinued under
the Division of Vocational Education On October 27. 1953. a Pupil Personnel
Services Section was established in the Division of State and Local School
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Systems with Harry Jager designated as chief. This rk was halted with the
death of Harry Jager the following year. However, in 1955, a Guidance and
Personnel Services Section was once again established. Frank L. Sievers was
the first chief of this new section (Miller, 1971).

These changes reflected the shift that was taking place in the schoolsa shift
from guidance as vocational to guidance as a part of pupil personnel services.
As we will see later, the pupil personnel services movement, which had its
origins in the 1930s. particularly at the college level, was to become a dominant
theme in school guidance in the late 1950s and in the 1960s.

The National Defense Education Act

In 1958. another important influence on guidance in the schools emerged
an influence that continued throughout the 1960s and interacted with the pupil
personnel services movement to further conceptualize and institutionalize school
guidance as a collection of services related to other psychological services in
the schools. This influence appeared in the form of federal legislation, the
National Defense Education Act of I958Public Law 85-864. Under Title V,
the guidance title in the act. funds were provided for two major programs. The
first part. Part A. provided funds in the form of grants to states to establish
statew ide testing programs. The second part. Part B. provided funds for training
inszitutes to prepare individuals to be counselors in secondary schools. In the
1960s. the proy isions were expanded to include support for guidance programs,
t,sting. and training at the elementar:. and junior high school levels as well.

It is not ou. purpose here fully to report on the impact of the NDEA of 1958
and its many odifications that occurred later. Rather, our attention will focus
briefly on the at.t's impaa on how school guidance was further conceptualized
and institutionalized ds a result of its implementation. Of particular importance
is the nature of training the partmpants received and the major professional
hsues addressed during the courses of training for institute participants.

Pierson t1965i discussed five issues that seemed to be central to the training
of school counselors during NDFA institutes

I Determinism and a free society:
2 Mental health and individual responsibil*.
3 Basic science and supervisea practice.
4 Teaching and counseling: and
5 The role of the school counsdor

Of these. issues 4 and 5 related most directly to how counselors function in
sL hook. The teaLhing-Lounseling issue was resolved according to Pierson by
Lounselor eduLaturs who promoted the position "That the services of the high
sLhool Lounselor are adjunct to the serv ices of the classroom teacher (p 40).

, , 2 8
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The role definition Issue was handled by saying that the role of the counselor
cannot be predetermined. Lists of duties were downplayed. Counselors were to
develop their own role definition. "The adequately trained scho.,: counselor
develops his own role, a role that tends to be unique with him and unique to
the situation in which the role is developed" (p. 39).

Another aspect of the counselor role dilemma was identified by Tyler (1960)
in her review cd the first 50 institutes. She describes it as follows.

Before one can really define the roPe of the counselor, it will be necessary to clarify
the roles of all workers who make up guidance staffs. It may be desirable to replace
the ambiguous word "guidance" with the clearer term "pupil personnel work."
(p. 77)

Further anlysis of NDEA institutes also makes it clear that there was a heavy
emphasis on Individual and group counseling through counseling practica and
group procedures courses. Placement and traditional educational and occupa-
tional information procedures (collecting, classifying, and using information) as
well as philosophy and principles received relatively less attention. Pierson (1965)
summarized cumculum offerings in institutes by pointing out that:

the cumculum in regular session institutes has placed great stre.s upon practicum.
about one-third of an enrollee's t.,ne has been spent in supervised practice in coun-
seling. At the same time, institutes have strengthened their instruction in psychology.
particularly in the areas of personality. learning, growth and development, and
mental health. (p 46)

Pupil Personnel Services Model

Concurrent w ith the Influence of NDEA on the develwment of guidance in
the schools was the Influence of the pupil personnel services movement in the
1960s. What began in the 1930s and was nurtured in the 1940s and 1950s finally
matured in the 1960s. What were those services? The Council of Chief State
School Officers stated in 1960 that pupil personnel services Included the follow
ing. "guidance, health, psychological services, school social work, and atter-
dance" (p. 3). Thus, guidance was seen as one cf the services that sought tu
"facilitate pupil learning through an interdisciplinary approach" (Stoughton,
McKenna. & Cook, 1969, p. 1).

Of particular Importance to the developlment of the pupil personnel services
Loncept w as the creation in 1962 of the Interprofessional Research Commission
on Pupil Persu-nel Services (IRCOPPS). IRCOPPS was initiated and fostered
by the U.S. Office of Education and was financed by the National Institutes of
Mental Health. It was composed of 16 professional member associations. The
alms of the Commission were threefold:

P
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I. to provide through research a body of knowledge that will increase the effec-
tiveness of all professions and services collaborating to provide the total learning
experience:

2. to demonstate efficient programs of pupil personnel services for various sizes
and types of communities; and

3. to carry on and stimulate research on preventative mental hygiene related to the
schools. (Eckerson & Smith, 1966, p. 4)

In the IRCOPPS conception of pupil personnel services, guidance was viewed
"as a lifetime service, from preschool to retirement, with the goal of increasing
each individual's capacity for self-direction" (Eckerson & Smith, p. 24).

As the 1960s continued to unfold, the irnt.:?,-1 of the pupil personnel services
movement on guidance became increasingly api arent. Many state departments
of education and local school districts placed gliciance and counseling admin-
istratively under the pupil personnel services umbrella. Also, textbooks written
in the 1960s on the organization and administration of guidance adopted the
pupil personnel services model as the way to organize guidance in the schools.
This fit nicely with the service model of goidance that had been evolving since
the 1923s. As a result, guidance became a subset of services to be delivered
within the broader framework of pupil personnel services. The number of these
guidance services varied depending upon the authority quoted, but usually there
were six, including orientation individual inventory or appraisal, counseling,
information, placement, and follow-up. Also, as a result of the clinical model
of guidance and the focus on personal adjustment discussed earlier in this chaptcr,
the counseling service emerged as the central service of guidance.

Stripling and Lane (1966) stressed the centrality of counselingboth indi-
vidual and group. A second priority area was consultation w..11 parents and
teachers. Other traditional guidance functions such as appraipal, placement, and
evaluation were seen as supplementary and supportive to counseling, group
procedures, and consultation. Ferguson (1963) emphasized the same theme of
counseling as the core service. "No longer is it viewed merely as a technique
and limited to ocational and educational matters, counseling is regarded as the
central service in the guidance program" (p. 40).

The emphasis on counseling during the 1960s had deep historical roots. It
began to emerge in the 1920s under the clinical model name and the intense
interest in personal adjustment that followed. It was reinforced further, however,
according to Hoyt (1974) by the NDEA Title VB Training Institutes whose
enrollees by law were either counselors or teachers and by the standards used
by the U.S.O.E. le whether or not a proposal from a training institution
was acceptable ' ading. These factors, Hoyt suggested, led the training
institutes to plac a heavy emphasis en the counseling function . . . The
emphasis was on counseling and counselors, not on guidance and guidance
programs . . . (p. 504).

'a .
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School Counselor Model

The services model for guidance was not the only model being advocated for
guidance in the 1960s, however. As increasing numbers of counselors entered
the schools, less emphasis was given to guidance programs and more to the role
and functions of school counselors. In fact, to many individuals, what school
counselors did became the guidance program. Hence, literally hundreds of ar-
ticles were written (and are still written today) about the role and functions of
school counselors. The need for such statements was heightened considerably
by competition from other pupil personnel workers as they too sought to establish
themselves and their roles in the schools, particularly when the Commission on
Guidance in American Schools proposed that:

. . the confusing term guidance services be abandoned and that pupil personnel
services be seen as the activities of the school counselor, the school psychologist,

the school social worker, the school health officer, and the school attendance officer
Pupil personnel services thus became broader than any so-called guidance services
and yet a central function of such services is the work of the school counselor.
(Wrenn, 1962, p. 142)

Wrenn (1962), in his landmark work, The Counselor in a Changing World,
also emphasized the work of the counselor. He delineated four major functions
for . e school connselor.

It is reLommended. that the professional job description ot a school counselor specify
that he perform four major functions. (a) counsel with students; (b) consult with
teachers, administrators, and parents as they in turn deal with students; (c) study
the Lhanging facts about the student population and interpret what is found to school
1 ; Immittees and administrators, (d) coordinate counseling resources in school and
between sLhool dnd community From two-thirds to three-fourths of the counselor's
time, in eithei elementary or high school, should be committed to the first two of

these funcnons. (p 137)

In a similar fashion, Roeber (1963) outlined proposed school counselors'
functitais. He suggested that counselors engage in helping relationships including
indiv idual counseling, group procedures, and consulting In addition, the cow.
selor would have supporting responsibilities including pupil-environment studies.
program development, and personal development. This emphasis on the coun-
selor during the 1960s came at a time when some individuals were calling for
"the abandonment of the term guidance as it is associated with services provided

by a counselor" (Roeber, p. 22).

Elementary Guidance and Counseling Emerges

Finally, , the 1960s witnessed the birth of elementary school guidance, cul-
minating a gestation period of over 50 years Professional literature indicated
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that elementary counselors were employed as early as 1910 in the Boston sc'iools.
Apparently, however, the secondary school emphasis was so strong during the
early years that little attention was paid to work in the elementary school. What
attention there was proved to be heavily occupational in nature. Witness the
publication of a book by McCracken and Lamb titled Occupational Information
in the Elementary School published in 1923.

Faust (1968) divided the emergence of elementary school counselors into three
time periods. The first period he titled traditional. It stretched from the beginnings
of the guidance movement in 1908 through 1940s. During this period, elementary
guidance borrowed methods and techniques extensively from secondary school
guidance practice. Fly,he next 15 years, ,iom 1950 to 1965, elementary guidance

to change. Faust called it the neotraditionahst period characterized by a
deennphasis on traditional secondary methods coupled with more emphasis on
group counseling and learning climates. Finally, in the middle 1960s, the de-
velopmentalist penod emerged. According to Faust, elementary school coun-
selors had arrived with an identity of their own. The emphasis now was
developmr^:al, not crisis-centered. Individual and group work were stressed.

The de velopmental emphasis was reinforced by a preliminary report of the
Joint ACES-ASCA Committee on the Elementary School Counselor that ap-
peared in the February,, 1966, issue of the Personnel arj Guidance Journal. Its
central focus 1,1, a s "on the child and teacher in the educative process" (Faust,
1968, p. 74). Effective learning climates were to be central.

The Call To Change

Beginning in the 1960s but particularly in the 1970s the concept of guidance
for deelopment emerged Tic call came to reorient guidance from what had
become an ancillary cnsis-onented ser ice to a comprehensm program. The
call for reorientation came from dierse sources, inch ng a renewed interest
in ocational-career guidance and its theoretical base of career development,
concern about the efficacy of the preailing approach to guidance in the schools,
concern about accountability and ealuation. and a renewed interest in de%el-
opmental guidance

Vocational-Career Guidance

The resurgence of interest in ocational-career guidance that began in the
1960s was aided, in part. by a series of naunal conferences on the topic. These
confercnces were funded through the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and late-
the Vocational Amendments of 1968 It is clear from Hoy t's (1974) account of
these conferences that they contributed substantially to the icnewed interest in
the term guidance and its practice in the schools.
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In addition, the resurgence of interest in vocational-career guidance also was
aided by a number of career guidance projects beglin in the 1960s. Among them
was the Developmental Career Guidance Project, begun in 1964 in Detroit to
provide career guidance for disadvantaged yort. It was one of the early de-
velopmental career guidance programs, one th. accumulated sufficient evalu-
ative data to support the further development of comprehensive guidance
programming in schools (Leonard & Vriend, 1975).

Concern About the Prevailing Approach

Paralleling the resurgence of interest in vocational-career guidance was a
growing concern about the efficacy of the counselor-clinical-services approach
in schools. Particular concern was expressed about an overemphasis on the one-
to-one relationship model of counseling and the tendency of counselors to focus
mainly on crises and problems.

The traditional one-to-one relationship in counseling which we have cherished and
perhaps overvalued will, of course, continue. But it is quite likely that the conception
of the counselor as a roombound agent of behavior change must be critically reap-
praised. The counselor of the future will likely serve as a social catalyst, interacting
in a two-person relationship with the counselee part of the time, but also serving
as a facilitator of the environmental and human conditions which are known to
promote the counselee's total psychological development, including vocational de-
velopment. (Borow, 1965, p.88)

This same issue was discussed from a slightly different perspective in an
exchange between Brammer (1968) and Felix (1968) Brammer proposed the
abandonment of the guidance model for counse lors and the adoption of a coun-
seling psychologist model in its place. Felix, in a reply to Brammer, sharply

sagreed with Brammer's recommendation, pointing out that the counseling
psychologist model was not valid for a school setting. Felix instead recommended
an educational model for guidance. Similarly Aubrey (1969) recommenled an
educational model as opposed to a therapy model hy pointing out that the therapy
model was at odds or ev en frequently incongruent with educational objectives.

During the 1960s there were also e .pressions of concern about the potency
of the guidance serv ices concept and the need for more meaningful reconcep-
tualizations for guidance, if guidance were to reach higher levels of development
(Roeber, Walz, & Smith, 1969). This same theme was echoed by Sprinthall
(1971).

It is probably not an understatement to say that the service concept has so dominated
guidance and counseling that more basic -.id significant questions are not even
acknowledged, let alone answered Instead, the counselor assumes a service on-
entatior that limits and defines his role to minor administrative procedures (p 20)
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The Accountability Movement

The call for change in guidance was reinforced by the accountability movement
in education, which had begun during the 1960s. As education was being held
accountable for its outcomes, so too was guidance. It was apparent that it would
be necessary for counselors to state guidance goals and objectives in measurable
outcome terms and show how these goals and objectives were related to the
general goals of education. Dickinson (1969-70) made this point when he stated
that "counselors must turn their attention to setting specific goals if we are to
remain a major force in education. This is going to be a difficult task, and we
must begin now" (p. 16).

Wellman and Twiford (1961) also stressed this point when they stated that
the one appropnate measure of the value of a guidance program was its impact
on students. Later in the 1960s personnel of the National Study of Guidance
under the direction of Wellman (1968) developed a systems model for evaluation.
A taxonomy of guidance objectives classified in three domains of educational,
vocational, and social development accompanied the model. Wellman's model
and its companion taxonomy of objectives served as a basis for a number of
evaluation models that began appearing in the late 1960s and early 1970s. A
Process Guide for the Development of Objecthcs, onginally published by the
California State Deoartment of Education 1970 and later published b.., the
California Personnel and Guidance Association (Sullivan & O'Hare, 1971), is
an example of one such model.

The accountability movement. with its focus on measurable outcomes, pre-
sented a real problem for counselors. however. The traditional service approaA
emphasized techni pies of guidance rather than purpo.se of guidance (Sprinthall,
1971). As a result, counselors were known for the techniques they used, not for
the outcomes these techniques produced in individuals. This perspective was
supported by counselor education programs because the focus of such programs
tended to be mainly on counselors and techniques and not as muLh on guidance
program outcomes. Apparently, it was assumed that guidance techniques, par-
mularly individual counseling. were difficult to learn and. therefore, a majority
of training time needed to be devoted to them. Learning how to develop and
manage a guidance program with an emphasis on measurable outcomes, it was
felt, need not be stressed as much. because such things could be learned on the
job (Gysbers, I969a).

Developmental Guidance

Finally, in the 1960s, the term developmental guidance was heard with in-
creasing frequency Mathew son (1962), in discussing future trends for guidance,
suggested that although adjustive guidance was popular, a long-term movement
toward developmental forms of guidance would probably prevail.
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In spite of present tendencies. a long-term movement toward educative and devel-
opmental forms of guidance in schools may yet prevail for these reasons. the need
to devdop all human potentialities, the persistence and power of human individu-
ality, the effects of dynamic educative experience, the necessity for educational
adaptability, the comparative costs, and the urge to preserve human freedom.
(p. 375)

Similarly, Zaccana (1966) stressed the impoliance of And need for developmental
guidance. He pointed out that developmental guidance was a concept in tran-
sition, that it was in tune with the times but still large:,' untried in practice.

Developmental Programs Emerge

In the early 1970s the accountability movement intensified. It was joined by
increasing interest in career development theory, research, and practice and their
educational manifestations, in career guidance, and in career education. Other
educational movements such as psychological education, moral education, and
process education also emerged. In addition, interest in the development of
comprehensive systematic approaches to guidance program development and
management continued to increase. The convergence of these movements in the
early 1970s served as a stimulus to continue the task of defining guidance
developmentally in measurable individual outcome termsas a program in its
own right rather than as services ancillary to other programs.

By 1970 a substantial amount of preliminary work had been done in developing
basic ideas, vocabulary, and constructs to define guidance in comprehensive-
developmental-outcome terms. As early as 19.61 Glanz identified and described
four basic models for organizing guidance because of his concern about the lack
of discernible patterns fur implementing guidance in the schools. Tiedenian and
Field (1962) Issue:I I call to make guidance an integral part of the educational
process They also stressed the need for a developmental, liberating perspective
of guidance. Zaccaria (1965) stressed the need to examine developmental taskc
as a basis for determining the goals of guidance. Shaw and Tuel (1966) developed
a model for a guidance program dezned to serve all students. At the elementary
level Dinkmeyer (1966) emphasized the need for developmental counseling by
describing pertinent child development research that supported a developmental
perspective.

Paralleling the preliminary work on ideas, vocabulary, and constructs was the
application of sy stems thinking to guidance. Based on a naonwide survey of
vocational guidance in 1968, a systems model for vocational guidance was
developed at the Center for Vocational and Technical Education in Columbus,
Ohio. The model focused on student behavioral objectives, alternative activities,
program evaluation, and implementation strategies (Campbell, Dworkin, Jack-
son, Hoeltzel, Parsons, & Lacey, 1971). Ryan (1969), Thoresen (1969), and
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Hosford and Ryan (1970) also proposed the use of systems theory and systi-ms
techniques for the development and improvement of comprehensive guidance
programs.

On the West Coast McDaniel (1970) proposed a model for guidance called
Youth Guidance Systems. It was organized around goals, objectives, programs,
implementation plans, and designs for evaluation. The primary student outcome
in this model was considered to be decision making. Closely related to this model
was the Comprehensive Career Guidance System (CCGS) developed by person-
nel at the American Institutes for Research (Jones, Nelson, Ganwhow, & Ham-
ilton, 1971; Jones, Hamilton, Ganschow, Helliwell, ??,.. Wolff. 1972). The CCGS
was designed to plan, implement, and evaluate guidance programs systemati-
cally. Systems thinking also undergirded Ryan and Zeran's (1972) approach to
the organization and administration of guidance services. They stressed the need
for a systems approach to guidance in order to ensure the development and
implementation of an accountabk plogram. Finally, a systematic approach to
guidance was advo,:ated in the PLAN (Program of Learning in Accordance with
Needs) System of Individualized Education (Dunn, 1972). Gu.Nace was seen
as a major component of PLAN and was treated as an integral part of the regular
instructional program.

The task of defining guidance in comprehensie dev elopmental-o, _ome terms
receicd sAstantial support from these approaches that applird systems thinking
to guidance. Additional support was proNided by the deNeloptnent in a number
of states in the early 1970s of state guides for integrating career deNelopment
into the ;.,.:hool cam) ilum. One such guide v.us developed in August i970 by
the State of Wisconsin (Drier, 1971, ) closely followed by the development of
the California Model for Career DO elopment in the summer '2f 1971 1California
State Department of Education, 1971).

The idea of implementing career deeloprnent through the LurriLLIum did not,
of course, originate with these models. As early as 1914 Dols 1.,ad outlined
such a curriculum Of more inunediate interest, how eNer, is the work of Ten-
nyson. Soldahl, and Mueller (1965) entitled The Teacher's Role :n Career De-
clopment and the Airhe House Cui.:erence in May 1966 on the topic "Implementing

Career De% elopment Theory and Research through the CumLulum," sponsored
by the National Vocational Guidance Association (Ashcraft, 1966). Later in the
1960s and early 1970s Lame the work of such theorists and practitioners as
Gy sbers (1969b), Herr (1969), Hansen (1970), and Tennyson and Hansen (1971),
all of %Allot)) spoke to the nccd to integrate areer deNelopment concepts into the
..urnculum. Through th.:se cfforts and others like them, careei development
concepts began to be translated into indiNidual outcomes and the resulting goals
and objectives arranged sequentially, K-12.

Concurrent %kith these efforts, a national effort was begun to assist the states in
dc eloping and implementing state models or guides for career guidance, cotabeling,
and placement On July I , 1971, the University of Missoun-Columbia was awarded
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a U.S. Office of Education grant to assist each state, the District of Columbia,
and Puerto Rico in developing models or guides for implementing career guid-
ance, counseling, and placement programs in local schools. This project was
the next step in a program of work begun as a result of a previous project at the
university, a project that conducted a national conference on career guidance,
counseling, and placement in October 1969 and regional conferences across the
country during the wring of 1970. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico were involved in the 1971 proje. ', and by the time the project ended
in 1974,44 states had developed some type ol guide or model for career guidance,
counseling, and placement. As a part of the assistance provided to toe states,
project staff conducted a national conference in January 1972 and developed a
manual (Gysbers & Moore, 1974) to be used by the states as they developed
their own guides

E: the early 1970s it was clear tnat the movemcat toward developing and
iii.eiementing comprehensive, developmental guidance programs was well under
way. Influenced by career development theory and reseal:eh, the accountability-
ev aluation movement, and systems thinking, the earlier promise of guidance for
development began to take on form and substance. Career development theory
and research offered the content and objectives (Herr & Cramer, 1972, Walz,
Smith, & Benjamin. 1974, Tennyson, Hansen, Klaurens, & Anholz, 1975), the
emphasis on aLLountability-ev aluanon prov ided the impetus, knowledge, and
methods to plan, struLtme, implement and judge guidance programs (O'Hare &
Lasser, 1971. Mease & Benson. 1973. Wellman & Moore, 1975). and systems
thinking provided a way to systematiolly organize evaluation (Ryan, 1969,
Thoresen, 1969. Hosford & Ryan, 1970. McDaniel. 1970, Jones, Nelson. Gan-
schow . & Hanulton. 1971, Jones. Hamilton. Ganschow , Helliwell, & Wolff,
1972; Ryan & Zeran. 1972).

As the 1970s continued to unfold, professional literature devoted to the why
and how of developing and implementing systematic aLcountable guidance pro-
grams Lontinued to be written. Flumes (1972) urged consideration of applying
the planning, prograrnminiz, budgeting system (PPBS) to guidance programs.
Hay s (1 /2) stressed the need for guidance programs to be accountable. Pulvino
and Sanborn (1972) underlined the same point, and then described a commu-
mLations sy stem fur planning and carry ing out guidance and counseling activities.

KoLh (1974) issued a more Lautious call to accountability through behavioral
objeLtives. lie outhned possible negative side effects and then listed conditions
through which behavioral objeLtive writing for guidance could come to fruition.
In a similar manner Gubser (1974) stressed the point that for counselor account-
ability to take place the school system must also be acLountable One cannot be
accountable independently of the other.

As the movement toward plannmg and implementing systeniatic develop-
mental and accountable guiLiance programs in the early 1970s became more
sophisticatLd, theoretiLal models began to be translated into practical, w , ikable
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modelr, to be implemented in the schools. One vehicle used in this translation
procf,ss vias an expanded conception of career guidance. An example effort in
this regrd began in 1972 in Mesa, Arizona (McKinnon & Jones, 1975). The
guidance staff in Mesa felt the need to reorient their guidance program to make
it more accountable. The vehicle they chose to do this was a comprehensive
career guidance program that included needs assessment, goals and objectives
development, and related guidance activities. In cooperation with the American
Institutes for Research, competency-based training packages were written to train
staff in program development and implementation methods and procedures.

A similar example effort was begun at the Grossmont Union High School
District in the state of California in 1974 (Jacobson & Mitchell, 1975). Guidance
personnel in the district chose the California Model for Career Development
(California State Department of Education, 1971) to supply the content of the
program and then proceeded to lay out a systematic, developmental career guid-
am.- program. Another example occurred in Georgia when the Georgia State
Department of Education initiated a project funded by the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation to coordinate the efforts of several Georgia school systems in planning
and implementing comprehensive career guidance programs. The goal of the
project was to develop a career guidance system based on student needs, focusing
on a team approach and curriculum-based strategies (Dag ley, 1974)

On July 1, 1974, the American Institutes for Research began work on bringing
together program planning efforts prey iously undertaken by the Pupil Personnd
Div ision of the California State Department of Education and their own Youth
Dev elopment Research Program in Mesa. Arizona, and elsewhere (Jones, Hel-
hw ell, & Ganschow , 1975) This resulted in the development of 12 competency-
based staff development modules on developing eomprehensr : career guidance
programs K- 12 A :1 part of the project, the modules were field-tested in two
school districts in Cahfornia in the summer of 1975 and in a preservice class of
guidance and counseling majors at the University of Missouri-Columbia in the
fall of 1975 A final report of this project was issued by the American Institutes
for Research in January 1976 (Dayton, 1976). Later Jones, Dayton, and Gelatt
(1977) used the 12 modules as a point of departure to suggest a systematic
approach in planning and evaluating human service programs.

The work that began in the early 1970s on guidance program models was
continued and expanded as the 1970s unfolded. In May 1975 a special issue of
the Personnel and Gwdance Journal entitled "Career Development. Guidance
and Education," edited by Hansen and Gysbers (1975), was published. In it a
number of articles described program models and examples of programs in
operation. In 1976 the American College Testing Program published a program-
matic model for guidance. it was titled River Cit) High School Guidance Services.
A Conceptual Model (American College Testing Program, 1976).

The systems approach to program development, first emphasized in the late
1960s, continued to receive Important emphasis in the later part of the 1970s.
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Ewens, Dobson, and Seals (1976) described and discussed a systems approach
to career guidance K-12 and beyond. In a similar fashion, although using the
traditional smices model, Ryan (1978) presented a systems approach to the
organization and adminsitration of guidance services.

By the later part of the 1970s an increasing number of articles, monographs,
and books were being published on var;ous aspects of comprehensive guidance
programming. Brown (1977) discussed the organization and evaluation of ele-
mentary school guidance services using the threc-C's approach of counseling,
eonsulting, and coordinating. Upton, Lowrey, Mitchell, Varenhorst, and Ben-
venuti (1978) described procedures for developing a career guidance curriculum
and presented leadership strategies to teach the procedures to those who would
Implement the curriculum. Ballast and Shoemaker (1978) outlined and described
a step-by-step approach to developing a comprehensive KI2 guidance program.
Campbell, Rodebaugh, and Shaltry (1978) edited a handbook that presented
numerous examples of career guidance programs, practices, and models. Herr
and Cramer (1979) described and discussed a systematic planning approach for
career guidance, delineating goals, objectives, and activities for elementary,
jumor, and high schools as well as for higher and adult education. And finally,
Hilton (1979) prov ided a conceptual frame, mrk for career guidance in the sec-
ondary school.

In an article in the handbook by Campbell, Rodebaugh, and Shaltry, Gysbers
(1978) listeJ and described a number of systematic approaches to comprehensive
guidance programming, including the Career Planning Support System (Camp-
bell, 1977) and the Cooperative Rural Guidance System (Drier, 1976), both
developed at the Nation,1 Center for Research in Vocational Education, Colum-
bus, Ohio Another similar approach des eloped during the later 1970s was the
Programmatic Approach to Guidance Excellence. PAGE 2 (Peterson & Treichel,

1978) Finally, articles by Mitchell (1978) and Mitchell and Gysbers (1978)
described the need for comprehensive guidance programs an(! provided recom-
mendations for hovs to develop and implement such programs, and a publication
by Halasz-Salster and Peterson (1979) presented descriptions of different guid-

ance planning models.
The later half of the 1970s also vvitnessed increasing legislative activity to

mandate comprehensive, developmental guidance programming in schools For
example, developmental elementary school guidance v.as identified as a critical

area of education in the staN of Oklahoma The 1978 state legislature appropriated

SI 72 million to be distributed to schools on the basis of S5,000 per program
(Fisher, 1978) Grants are made to eligible schools provided the schools meet
these minimum criteria. st.cmc. of plulosphy, , needs assessment, program goals,
objectives, activities, evaluation of objectives, program evaluation, review, and
modification, personnel, student ratio, physical facilities, materials and equip-
ment, budget, cross-level program articulation, and professional growth and
development. Similar mar:sluing efforts were undertaken by a task force of

(./
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guidance professionals in California in 1977 (Hooper, 1977). In addition, on
September 28, 1979, a bill, H.R. 5477. titled "Elementary School Guidance
and Counseling Incentive Act of 1979," was introduced in the U.S. House of
Representatives. The purpose of this bi11 was to "assure the ac'essibility of
developmental guidance and counseling to all children of elementary school age
by providing funds for comprehensive elementary school guidance and coun-
seling programs."

At the same time that attention was being given to state and federal legislation
and mandates, some states were developing planning models for guidance. For
example, personnel at Marshall Univer,, v undertook a project to develop a
planning model and a state plan for improving comprehensive systems of career
guidance in West Virgmia The plan includes offering community-based guidance
services, upgrading guidance stRICes personnel, and :valuating guidance ser-
v ices programs for students, out-of-school youth, and adults (West Virginia
Department of Education, 1 19).

Comprehensive Guidance Programs:
Putting the Idea Into Practice in the 1980s and 1990s

As the 1970s drew to a dose. it v,as clear th.0 tradit(Jnal patterns of organizing
and managmg guidame and counseling in the nation', schools v,ere being reex-
mined and that new patterns were being reLommended .Herr, 1979). The coun-
selor-chnical-serv ices model of the prey ious decade vkas gradually being
emompassed Li,iiceptually if not yet :n pradiLe by the idea of developmentally
based vomprehensive guidince programs. Thc American School Counselor
Assoy lawn had endorsed this Lhange in a position statement entitled "The School
Counselor and the Guidame and Counseling Program in 1974. It was reviewed
and reaffirmed in 1980 In 1978 the assoLiation also had adopted a position
statement entitled Thc SLhool Coulsdor and Developmental Guidame." It too
was reviewed and rev ised in 1984. c haw and Goodyear (1984) endorsed this
Ltiange by stressing thc need for guidame speoalists to make Lunt:roe, wrritten,
and reasonable proposals for the delivery of primary preventive serv ices so that
some of their less professional and highly sLattered responsibilities can bc

(p. 446)
Thus, the work of putting Lomprehensive guidanLe programs into plaLe in the

si.hook continued in thc 1980s Gysbers and Moore (1981) published a book
entitled Inipro mg Guidance Progrwn.s. It provided a theoretiLal base and a step-

-step protess to develop and Implement Lomprehensive si.hool guidance pro-
grams It v.as based. in part. on their earlier work in directing the University of
Missoun projeo in the 1970s to assist thc states in developing and implementing
state models or guides for Lacer guidame, Lounseling, and plaLement (Gysbers
& Moorc, 1974).

4 0
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In a document entitled Guidtuit e 1984 the Ministry of Education of Ontario.
Canada. stated that "each school shall haye on file a written guidance program

(p 4). The Ministry also stated that "The aims of the guidance program
shall be aLlneY ed through guidance Instruction and counseling. Both are essential
components of a Lomplete girdanLc program. A balance shall be maintained in
the time allotted to each-- (p. 4) Also in 1984. Hargens and Gysbers presented
a Lase study of how line school district had remodeled and reY italized its school
guidance program s) that it was deyelopmental and comprehensive.

In 1986. the state of Missouri published a draft Yersion of "Missouri Corn-
prehenshe Guidance" (1986) lt presented Missouri s plan to help school dis-
tricts to do clop. implement. and eYaluate Lomprehensm. systematic school
guidanLe programs that had begun during the 1984-85 school year. Also. Wis-
Lonsin published St 11001 Colima. ling Pragraim A Resourt e and Planning Guide
Wilson. 1986) Thh document was the result of work begun in 1984 to reex-

amine the school counselor's role Also. in 1986. the National School Boards
Association passed a resolunon that supported compreherhiYe programs of guid-
ance and Lounsehng in the schools. (National School Boards Association. 1986).
The College Entrance Examination Board issued a report in 1986 that has direct
releyance to LomprehensiYe guidance programs in the schools It was entitled
Kt tping tht Optwm Opt n Rtt amnit ndatwm. lt was based on the work of the
Commission on Precollege Guidance and Counseling begun in 1984. In its
recommendations the board urged that sLhools establish comprehensie and de-
y eloprnental guidance programs. kindergarten through the 12th grade.

HendeNon (1987). in her article. "A Comprehenshe School Guidance Pro-
gram at Work described how a Lomprehensiye guidance program was designed
and was being implemented in a large school district in Texas. She described
the content of a Lomprehensice program as well as the process used to implement
it Also. thc School Climate and Student Support Sell ices Unit of the California
State Department of EduLation (1987) proposed the establishment of miality
standards for a model guidance program. These standards identify tour broad
student outcomes and four program elements. They are as follows.

1 Students acquire regular and timely information to enable them to make
informed decisions

/ Students develop self-.1anagement and planning skills
Students are assisted in oyerLoming disabhng educanonal personal soual
problems

4 Students experience a supportie and rewardin, learning emironment
5 There is a w ntten. publiLued program that reflects needs according to

priority
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6. Leadership roles within guidance and counseling are evident.
7. The guidance program is comprehensive and provides for staff develop-

ment.
8. The program is reviewed continually and renewed annually.

Concluding Thoughts

What began at the turn of the century in the schools under the term vocational
guidance, vvith a selection and placement focus, and then shifted in the 1920s,
1_930s. 1940s. and 1950s to I focus on personal adjustment organized around a
counselor-chnical-serv ices model, has now assumed a developmental focus or-
ganized around the concept of mprehensive program. Selection, placement,
and adjustment remain, but are incorporated in the concept of development.
Organizationally the concept of a comprehensiv e program has zncimpassed the
counselor-clinical-serv ices model and is now beginning to become a major way
of organizing and managing guidance in the schools.

Why is the history of the evolution of guidance in the schools presented in
chapter 1 important? It is important because it helps us understand why and how
current organization and management structures for guidance evolved. It also is
Important because It helps us understand why and how the concept of compre-
hensive guidance programs emerged in re'sponse to dissatisfaction with these
current structures.

Wh: are the terms comprehensive and program important? They are important
because they call attention to the following premises that do and will undergird
the organization and managem-nt of guidance in the schools in the 1980s and
1990s.

First. guidance is a program. As a program It has characteristics similar to
other programs in education. including:

1. student outcomes (student competencies);
2. activities and processes to assist students in achieving these outcomes,
3. professionally recognized personnel; and
4. mate::ils and resources

Second. guidance programs are developmental and comprehensive. They are
developmental in that guidance activities are conducted on a regular and planned
basis to assist students to achieve specified competencies. Although immediate
and crisis needs of students are to be met, a major fozus of a developmental

4 2
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program is to provide all students with experiences to help them grow and
develop. Guidance programs are comprehensive in that a full range of acto ities
and services such as assessment, information, consultation, counseling, referral,
placement, follow-up, and follow-through are provided.

Third. guidance programs feature a team approach A comprehensive, de-
velopmental program of guidance is based on the assumption that all school staff
are involved. At the same time, it is understood that professionally certified
school counselors are central to the program. School counselors provide direct
serv ices to students as well as work in consultative and collaborative relations
w ith other members of the guidance team, members of the school staff, parents,
and members of thc community.

Based on thc understanding we have gained from a review of how guidance
has been conceptualized and institutionalized in the schools over the years, we
are read} to examine a new organization and management structure for guidance.
The chapters that follow provide th,: theoretical and practical specifics about
how to organize and manage guidance. using the concept of a comprehensive
program The issues Inv olved, the procedures and methods to be used, and the
resources and personnel required are presented tri detail
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CHAPTER 2

A COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL
GUIDANCE PROGRAM:

GETTING ORGANIZED TO CET
THERE FROM WHERE YOU ARE

Traditional patterns of organizing guidance in the schools are giving way to
the comprehensive program concept. This major trend was brought into sharp
focus in chapter 1 as the evolution of guidance in the schools was described.
Although it is a major trend, it is not yet a reality.

This trend is not yet a reality because school counselors are still expected to
fulfill multiple, often conflicting roles. They are expected to work in the cur-
nculum; conduct placement, follow-up, and follow-through activities; and do
community outreach. In addition, they are expected to connue such guidance
functions as crisis counseling and teacher and parent consultation as well as
testing, scheduling, and other administrative-cltrical duties. School counselors
want to respond to new needs and expectations but often Pnd that the press of
their exisbng duties interferes with or actually prevents them from doing so. As
a resu.t, school counselors find themselves in a quandary, and, hence, role
conflict often is prevalent.

The range of counselor responsibilities and func.ions vary not u ^Iy among school
districts but among schools in the same district. The school principal is predominant
in determining the daily routine of counselors and, while citing the support their
principals provide them, many counselors bemoaned the plethora of administrative
tasks they are called upon to perform. Without standard position descriptions, coun-
selors "fill vacuums" with the result that counselas are expected t.. do "too much
for too many." (Commission on Precollege Guidance and Counseling, 1986,
p. 38.)

One reason for this dilemma is that current organizational patte,is of guidance
in many schools are still based on an ancillary services concept loosely grouped
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around broad role and function statements. it is an undefined program. As a
result, school counselors continue to find themselves in mainly supportive, re-
medial roles, roles that are not seen as mainstream by -Ist people. And, what
is worse, this concept reinforces the practice of having counselors do many
inappropriaie tasks because such tasks can be justified as being of service to
someone. The following list is typical.

Counselors register and schedule all new students;
Counselors are responsible for giving ability and achievement tests,
Counselors talk to new students concerning school rules;
Counselors change students' schedules;
Counselors are responsible for signing excuses for students who are tardy
or absent;
Counselors teach classes when teachers are absent,
Counselors do senior grade checks;
Counselors are assigned lunchroom duty;
Counselors arrange class schedules for students;
Students are sent to the counselor for disciplinary action;
Counselors send students home who are not apprcpriately dressed;
Counselors compute grade-point averages;
Counselors fill out student reports and records;
Counselors are in charge of student records;
Counselors supervise study nails; and
Counselors assist with duties in the principal's office.

Another reason for this jumble of duties is that some counselors are unwilling
to see others playing a role in the delivery of the guidance program. They feel
that it is their job to carry out the total program. In a1ition, some counselors
take their occupational title literally. They do counseling only (particularly one-
to-one), and, as a result are reluctant to take on nev competencies to carry out
the broader functiOns of a comprehensive guidance program.

Given this situation, the challenge that we face as school counselotb and
guidance program leaders , how to make the transition from the ancillary services
concept of guidance, with a v, ide variety of tasks involved, to a omprehensive
program, a program that is an equal partner with other programs in education.
How do we take an undefined program, improve it, and make it a defined
program?

Making the transinon is complex and difficult It means carrying out duties
prov ided by the current organizational plan at the same time as planning and
try ing out new duties dery ed from a new organizational plan. It can be done,
but it is difficult, time-consuming, and often frustrating

A number of issces and wnditions need to be conidered in planning the
process of c hange that ,,re prerequisite to making the transition to a comprehensike
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school guidance program Thus, attention in chapter 2 is first given to what is
involved in making the aH-upportant decision to change. Then, necessary con-
ditions for change are discussed Next, the topics of expecting resistance and
appreciating the challenges involved in the change process are presented. This
is followed by discussion of the need to develop trust among staff so that changes
can occur smoothly Finally. , chapter 2 describes how to form groups to participate
in the change process such as a steering committee. an advisory committee, and
work groups

Decide That You Want To Change

The initial stimulus to MA e to a comprehensive guidance program may come
from counselors. or it may come from parents, students, school administration,
the school board, or community organizations. No matter where the initial stim-
ulus comes from, however, the total K-12 guidance staff must be involved in
responding to it with administration involvement and support. The decision to
change, we believe. must be made jointly by the school counselors and admin-
istrators involved Because this is a key decision that w di change how guidance
and counseling are delivered in the schools, it requires time.

In one school district the guidance staff met several times with the full en-
dorsement of administration to assess the need to change. They compared and
contrasted activities they thought they should be providing with those they ac-
tually were providing Based on this comparison the% decided to take a detailed
look at their program "In retrospect, this was a key decision because it was at
this point that the staff decided to take charge of their own destiny rather than
1,ave it to fate or for others to decide." (Hargens & Gysbers, 1984, p. 121).
Once consensus was obtained among the guidance staff, the decision was shared
with the administration. and its support was ootained to proceed.

When the issue of changing has been fully discussed, consensus must be
reached on how to respond. School counselors and administrators may decide
to maintain the program as it is and not to change Or, as in the school district
cited above, the decision to change may be made jointly. If the decision to
change is made, it is imperative that a majority of staff (counselors and admin-
istrators) agree to be involved fully in w hater er it takes to change their guidance
program, to make it comprehensive, K-12

Understand the Necessary Conditions for Effective Change

As changes are being contemplated concerning how guidance activities should
be organized and implemented, it is important to understand that certain orga-
nizational, structural. and political conditions must be addressed during the
organizational phase it successful change is to occur. What are some of these
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conditions') How should the) be addressed during this phase of the planning
process?

General Conditions to Consider

The guidance staff of the Los Alamos, New Mexico, public schools found
that six conditions were imiA7(ant to them as they considered the change process.
These included (1) counselors committed to program improvement, (2) coun-
selors committed to change, if change is needed, (3) counselors committed to
formulating specific goals. (4) support for the guidance program leader from
administration and counselors, (5) funding for inset-% ice training, and (6) backing
from the local school board in the initial stages as well as throughout the program
improvement process (Engel, Castille, & Neely. 1978)

Mitchell and Gysbers (1978) provided a similar list of corlitions that they
felt were prerequisite for successful transition to a comprehensive guidance
program.

I All staff members are involved
2 All staff members are comnutted to the Lommon objectie. total integrated

development of individual students.
3 The administration is committed to thc Lomprehensive.approach and is willing

to negotiate (trade off), helping staff members identify current activities that do
not contribute to prionty outcomes and supporting staff members' abandonment
of such activities tn favor of those that do contribute to priority outcomes

4 All staff members see the comprehensive systematic counseling and guidance
program as a function of the total staff rather than the exclusive responsibility
of the counselor

5 Counselors are killing to give up such "security blankets" as writing kngthy
reports of their contacts with counselees or seeing counselees individually on
matters better addressed in a group

6 Counselors arc interested in acquiring competencies.
7 Staff development activities to help staff members acquire competencies needed

for successful implementation of a comprehensive program are provided.
8 Time is nu ailable for planning and designing the program and the evalu-

anon, witt iterested groups participating (students, parents, teachers, coun-
selors, administrators, ani .ommunIty).

9 Program deelopers design an incremental transition rather than abrupt transition
that ignores the need for continuing many current activities and thrusts. (p. 36)

Making the transition from guidance as an ancillary service to guidance as a
comprehensive program is not easy., automatic, or rapid. It involves changing
the behmior patterns of students, parents, the teaching staff, the community,
and the guidance staff Becausi. 9f this. Mitchell and Gysbers (1978) pointed
out that although all nine Londitions are important, none is more important than
the last "Abrupt change is difficult and anxiety-producing, it tends to cause
participants in the change to build barriers against it" (p. 36)

3
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Visions of Desired Programs

Because modifying an existing school guidance program or planring and
implementing a new program is complex and time-consuming, it is importar.t
to establish in the beginning a v ision of the desired program. This involves
hav ing an idea of the content and stricture of a comprehensive program that
will make sense in your school district It also involves knowing the change
processes to use, the timehnes involved in making the transition, and the materials
and resources that may be required.

A number of writers have described a variety of ways of going about :he
change process They have outlined and described what may be involved in the
program planning and implementing process. Ballast and Shoemaker (1978, p.
7) defined program dev elopment as a systematic process that includes the fol-
lowing components and sequence. :dentifying guidance department needs, gen-
erating support for program development, establishing departmental leadership,
preparing the proposal for leadership development. in., ohing key decision mak-
ers, identifying current sen ices and activities, developing tools for the assess-
ment of student need.,, administering needs surveys, tabulating the results of
needs surveys, identify ing priority items of needs surveys, interpreting the results
of the needs surveys, developing student outcome statements, determining coun-
selor activities designed to attain student ,utcomes and integrating these with
current activ ities and services, identifying timelines and materials, developing
a guidance calendar including indiv idual counselor responsibilities, and organ-
izing the guidance program handbook.

Mitchell and Gysbers (1978) described the change process that ieads to a
comprehensive guidance program model as having fou; major phases. planning,
designing, implementing, and evaluating. Each of the phases contains specific
tasks to be completed. The phases and tasks they described are as follows.

Planning
I. Statement of values;
2. Selection of a curriculum model,
3. Selection of program goals;
4. Determination of desired student outcomes;
5 Assessment of current program; and
6. Establishment of priorities

Designing
I Development of program objectives.
2 Selection of program strategies;
3 Assignment of program components,
4. Analysis of staff competencies, and
5 Provision of staff development
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Implementing
I. Administration of measurement instruments;
2. Installation of program; and
3. Modification based on evaluation data.

Evaluating

I. Formulation of the questions to be answered by the evaluation;
1. Selection of evaluation design;
3. Selection of measurement instruments;
4. Development of procedures for data collection;
5. Establishment of a monitoring system;
6. Performance of data reduction, summary, and analysis tasks, and
7. Preparation of reports.

In addition, a number of other writers and organizations have developed
guidance program planning and implementation models. Ryan (1978) developed
a model for the management of guidance in which she identified and described
three major management functions, including planning, implementing, and eval-
uating. Jones, Dayton, and Gelatt (1977) described a program planning model
developed at the American Institutes for Research. They outlined the steps in-
volved from the initial planning activities to the writing of evaluation reports.
Similarly. Ewens. Dobson, and Seals (1976) outlined the steps involved in
developing and implementing a systematic guidance program. Finally, two plan-
ning models complete with procedural guides, audiovisual materials, survey
Instruments, and staff training manuals have been developed at the National
Center for Research in Vocanor Education in Columbus, Ohio. The Career
Planning Support S., stem V/ as developed under the leadership of Robert Campbell
(1980). and the Cooperative Rural Career Guidance System was developed under
the leadership of Harry Dner (1979)

More recently.. the State of Wisconsin published a guide, School Counseling
Programs A Resource and Planning Guide (Wilson. 1986), which provides a
framework for contemporary.. developmental guidance programs. Wisconsin's
v ision of a program contains student competencies to be gained from theprogram.
In addition it shows how to incorporate a vanety of personnel into the guida.....:
delivery s)stem Attention also is given to guidame resource organization and
management

The school counsdors ot Northside Independent School Distna. San Antonio.
Texas. e Vision that a comprehensie guidance program should involve the
following characteristics it it is to be implemented

Assists all students (deelopmental. presentive. remedial).
Enhances development in all guidance content areas (personal. social. La-
reel-, educational).

rr, t""
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Ha l. defined all seven (7) program components (rationale, assumptions,
definition. curnculum. indiv idual planning. responsive semices, system
support):
Is articulated across all levels:
Is integrated with all other programs:
Utilizes all staff in roles appropriate to their training and competence; and
Is developed through taking all steps in the educational program develop-
ment process (planning-designing-implementation-evaluation).

A pitc::.ss package called "Pro2ram Quality Reviews for Guidance and Coun-
seling is being developed by the School Climate and Student Support Services
Unit of the California State Department of Education (1987) in cooperation with
counseling professionals in California. It is designed to encourage and assist
n.hools and distncts to begin the process of guidance program renewal. The
process package includes a process abstract, a procedures manual, and renewal
references In the procedures manual ihree steps for change are descnbed.

Program Quality Review for Guidance and Counseling
The Three Process Steps

Step I Develop the Climate for Chan2e

Getting the school and people ready to review and renew.
Successful change is l'ounded on a positive and supportive envi-

ronment This imludes commitment and suppert from the school
hoard. superintendent. sLhool administration and staff, students, par-
ents. and commumtv The following instruments or checklists are
provided

a. Survey of School Climate. Chcking y9ur own perceptions.
b. Building a Collaborative Team. Establishing and enhancmg a

supportive pohtical climate
c. The Anatomy of a Philosophy. . Developing a program philosophy

Step 2 Anal\ ze the Pro2ram

Relating w hat you have to what could be.
Change requires an understanding of the differeme between what

is and what Lould be This includes the perceptions of users and
providers. empinLal data about Outcomes. and a v ision of the future
The following instruments or checklists re provided.
a. Provider Survey. Comparing your program to a fu,ure model
b. t ser Survey. Collectu current data from program users
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c. Audit Procedures. Collecting other program data.
d. Prioritizing Grid. Determining desired program elements/ser-

vices.

Step 3. Design the Renewed Program

Deciding what you want the new program to be.
A successful program requires a well-developed plan. The plan

must integrate content, methods, resources, marketing, and evalua-
tion. The Nlowing instruments or checklists are provided:
a. Counseling Resources. Determining how much you have.
b. Other Possible Resources. Determining what is available.
c. Possible Delivery Methods. Surveying "how-to-do-it."
d. Services, Resources, and Methods. Combining 2d, 3a, 3b, and

3c
e. Program Description. Putting it together into a plan.
f. Staft De%elopment Design. Providing skills Ind knowledge as

needed.
g. Program Promotion. Tenn oinei 5 ,-..hat the program is and does.
h. Continuous Evaluation. Reviewing and renewing again and again.
i. The Guidance Program Calendar. The visual display of what

and when

Major Features of Desired Programs

One major feature of these visions of comprehensive guidance programs L
the focus on student outcomes (competencies), students' achievement of these
outcomes is the responsibility uf the program Knowledge and skills to be learid
by individuals as a result of the program are v ariously grouped as (a) personal,
soeial. career. and educational, (b) knowledge of self and others, career planning
and exploration, and educational arid v ocational des, elopment, or (c) learning.
personal soeial, and eareer, voeational. These categories serve to identify domain
or content areas of human grow th and development from which student com-
petencies arc drawn Guidance activities and resources designed to assist students
achieve these competencies are organized accordingly. .

Other features of these v isions include a definition of guidanee. rationale
iatements to support the definition, ;:ind assurriptions about human growth and

dev elopment and about guidance tt at give shape and direction to the program.
In addition, most plans describe the ways in which guidance activities and

resourees are organized to reach agreed-upon student outcomes They also in-
clude a eurrieulum eomponent incorporating guidance goals, objectives, and
achy ities into such disciplines as English, social studies. and science, or using
minicourses. special classes. or special guidance learning packages. Also, most
visions of desired progams provide for plaeement. follow-up, and follow-through

r P-1:1 I
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activities to assist students in their next step educationally and occupationally .

In addition, direct delivery of counseling and other guidance activities on a
demand basis is a part of most of these visions of desired guidance programs.
This element is included because there may be a need for direct immediate
services to students while they are in school.

Expect Resistance to Change

A new conceptualization orguidance such as the comprehensive program is
not always accepted enthusiastically by those involved, as MitLhell and Gysbers
(1978) pointed out Comprehensive guidance program proponents suggest that
the guidance staff should be performing different tasks from those they are
currently doing, whereas some of the staff may feel they have already made
commitments and their present investment of time and resources can be justified.
Their feelings are often expressed in such statements as:

Comprehensive guidance is a passing fad!
Look at what success we lave had and are continuing to have with our
present program'
We should wait until it really is better developed!
We are busy 100% of the time now'
We could do it if our counselor-student ratio were lower!
It cannot be added on tc what is already being done'

Behind these statements may lie fears of those faced with Lhange. This human
condition of some membeN of the guidance staff must be understood. The failure
of some staff menthcrs to embrace a programmatiL approaLh can be appreciated
if their original justification for existence and their current functions and oper-
ational patterns are understood Many counselors maintain they are trapped and
can react only minimally to change. they are v ictims of school rigidity and
bureaucracy that plaLe them in quasi-administrative and sell, iLes funalons that
impede them from achieving guidance objectives (Aubrey,, 1973)

Appreciate the Challenges Involved

The failure of some members of guidance staffs to rLadily embrace a pro-
grammatic, comprehensive approaLh to guidance also Lan be better understood
if the challenges that suLh an approaLh presents are known Here are some of
these challenges

Guidance programs are based on student competencies,
Guidance programs are accountable for these competentles,
Guidance programs are developmental:

r-,
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Guidance programs are responsive to changing student-school-community
needs:
Counselors need to develop new competencies:
Counselors need to consider differential staffing:
Counselors need to be involved in the community: and
Counselors need to be involved in the curriculum.

Why do some members of guidance staffs consider these factors challenges?
They are challenges because they require counselors to change their work be-
havior. They also may require some counselors to acquire new skills to fulfill
the responsibilities of new program emphases. In add,. in. some counselors fear
the potential loss of status and power they enjoy from being associated with the
authority of the pnncipal. Involvement w ithin the community and new relation-
ships with teachers and students may make some counselors uncomfortable. New
demands and the need for new competencies threaten others. The most difficult
challenge most counselors face, however. may be the prospect of accepting
responsibility for helping students achieve speLific competencies. Can counse-
lors. working in a comprehensive program. deliver what they propose?

Another challenge counselors face in considering change is balancing the
"costs" involved (the personal and professional time involved, the changes in
day -by-day work behavior) with the benefits to be gained Will the benefits
outweigh the costs ithoked in working through the transition? One school district
faced this challenge and found that the hard work imohed paid off in the
following ways:

As a result of the remodeling activ ities. the school counselors have generated
substantial support for their program from their board of education. administrators.
teachers, and the public Over the past 3 years. three elementary counselors were
added to the school district's guidance staff. There were none before High school
career centers and many guidance resources were added to the program In addition.
the counselors estabhshed their own counselor student ratios that were accepted by
the board of education These new ratios are lower than those recommended by t.'le
State of Missouri and North Central Association

In addition to these changes, more clerical staff were added to support the guidance

staff 11-- middle school coumelors were removed from lunch duty and thus were
freed from an activity that consumed over 1 hour of their time each day. The
counselors developed learning activity packet s (structured group activites) to be used

by all counselors The guidance department also is developing a guidance curriculum
K-12 to be coordinated by counselors They have also completed an every-cther-
month inserv ice program with :he area mental health agency The most remarkable
thing about thcse changes is that they occurred during a time of retrenchment in
budgets and programs. as well as during a decline in thc stuaent population (Hargens
& Gysbers. 1984. pp 120-121)

=
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Develop Trust

Beeause of the tendeney of people to resist change and because of the chal-
lenges and risks involved in making the transition to a comprehensive guidance
program. guidance staff require time and privacy as they deal with the issues
involved Time and privacy are necessary to work through possible resistance
to change that may not emerge otherwise and to develop trust and working
relationships as a total staff This IN true particularly for school districts with
guidance personnel at elementary,, junior high or middle school, and high school
levels Current duties at these levels often do not emphasize full staff discussions
about program directions and focus as much as does the comprehensive pro-
grammatiL approaeh Thus, provision for open dialogue. eonfrontation, and the
processing of attitudes and feelings during the planning process is highly desir-
able

Staff trust Lan be developed and nurtured through the full involvement of staff
in the change process In the section "Decide That You Want to Change" of
this chapter, an example was given about how the guidance staff of one school
district met sever d times as a full staff to assess the need tor change. One result
of these discussions w 'he decision to change, "to take charge of their own
destiny" (Hargens & Gysbers, 1984, p 121) Another result, and just as im-
portant, was the full involvement of the staff in the change process

Hav mg staff inv olved in the initial deLision to make ehanges and then in the
steps involv ed in th tr nsitliin proLess Lan help bring about staff trust and
commitment, we are all in this together It also IN impth.ant that staff members
realize their advice and counsel will be put to legitimate use Going through the
frustrations and joys of making the transition to a eomprehensive program Lan
bond the individuals who ,ire involved into a full-fledged guidanLe team

Form Committees and Work Groups

Once consensus to change has been reached, the next step is to form com-
mittees and work groups to accomplish the tasks involved Only two committees
are recommended throughout the entire process. a steering committee and a
school-community advisory committee The majority of improvement tasks can
be handled by forming work groups

Steering Committee

The steering commir,.e is responsible for managing the efforts needed to plan
and implement an unproved program This committee is a decision-making bodN,
and is responsible for outlining the tasks involved and in making eertain that tL
resources needed to Larry out these tasks are available. It monitors the activities
of the work groups and coordinates their tasks The steering committee not only
makes process-Lhange deeisions but also program-change decisions
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To carry out these responsibilities, one of the first tasks for the steering
eominittee is to prcpare a timetable of the steps it has chosen to take. Because
it is the master tunetable for program change, it requires careful thought and
attention Allow sufficient planning time for this phase of getting organized.
Also, keep in mind that the timetable will probably be modified as the program
improvement process unfolds.

There are a number of reasons for doeloping a master timetable. First, it
proides those inoked with an oeriew of the scope and sequence of the
irnproement process It also shows the relationship of the steps and activities.
In addition, potential problems can be identified and therefore anticipated and
dealt with in adanee. Finally, it pros ides those imolved with an indication of
the resource and materials required. Figure 2-1 presents an example of a time-
table for the improement process from Northside Independent School District,
San Antonio, Texas.

The steering committee should be large enough to reflect a cross section of
the ideas and interest of the staff but not so large as to be unwieldy and inefficient.
Ordinarily the steering Lommittee is eomposed of guidance personnel or rep-
rescntat ies from each grade leel or building invoked. Building administrators
and the superintendent or a member of the cabinet are essential members, as are
sueh indiiduak as the direetors )f matlonal education and special education.
Sometimes teaLheN. parents, sehool board members, or students also may serve.
The Lhairperson of the steering eommittee is the guidance program leader. If no
suLh title exists, then the person w ho ts administramely responsible for the
guidance program should be chairperson

In addition to eonsidering the steps. resourcesind strategies needed to make
the transition to a eomprehensie program, the steering eommittee is responsible
tor deL eloping a plan tor publie relations This may be done later :n the program
improcement proeess. but w lictioer it is done, eareful planning is required.
Lfteetie publie relations don't Just happen. nor Lan they be separated from the
basic L omprehensie program In faLt, the best publie relations begin with a
sound. LomprehensiLe program 1 he best publie relations in the world cannot
ek)cr up an inetteLtiLe guidanLe program (mit does not meet the needs of its
consumers

School-Community Advisory Committee

The sehool-Lommunity athisory Lommittee i Lomposed of representatives
trom the sLhool and Lommunity The membership on this Lormmttee vain Lary
aLLording to the sue ot th t. sLhool district and the Lommumty but Lould indude
suLh inJi iduak as an administran r (assistant superintendent. principal), the
guidanee program leader, the duet, or ot )Lational education, a representative
ot the teaehing stall. a rep, ntame of the student body, representatives from
business, industry ind labori reprc sentam e from the mental health community,

61
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Figure 2-1
Sample Timetable

Guidance Program Development Plan
1982-1986

'82'83: Planning Phase
Neecs Assessment
Goals/Outcomes Clarification
Program Definition
Current Program Design
Building Support

Results: Policy Established: Rationale, Assumptions, Program
Definition

'83'84: Designing Phase
Establish Program Model
Specify Client and Client Goal Priorities
Specify Program Delivery Priorities
Establish Model District Design ("Basic Structure")
Define Guidance Staff Roles/Responsibilities
Compare Current Local Designs with District Model
Design Realistic Local Model Programs
Local: Plan Specific Changes to be Made in '84-85
District: Identify Staff Development Needs and Plan for Meeting

Them

Results: District Design, Local Designs, Job Descriptions, Local
Plans of Action for Changing, Districtwide Staff Development
Plan

'84'85. Implementing Phase
Identify Needed Resources
Local: Implement Changes
District: Plan Overall Program E. .aluation

Implement Staff Development Program
Plan Staff Evaluation Process

Results: Changing Programs, Program and Staff Evaluation Plans,
Developing Staff, Resource Development Plan

'85'86: Evaluation/Redesign Phase
Evaluate Program/Redesign Program as Necessary
Continue Changes
Continue Staff Development
Implement Staff Evaluation Process
Plan Future Actions

C 2
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a representative from the Parent Teachers' Association, and a newspaper editor
or other media representative If any of these individuals are serving on the
steering committee (with the exception of the guidance program leader), they
probably should not serve here.

The school-community advisory committee acts as a liaison between the school
and community and pros ides recommendations concerning the needs of students
and the community A primary' duty' of the committee is to advise those involved
in the guidance program improvement effort. The committee is not a policy or
decision-making body: rather it is a source of advice, counsel, and support. It
is a communication link between those involved in the guidance program im-
pros ement effort and the school and community The committee meets through-
out the transition period and continues as a permanent part of the improved
g 'dance program A community person should be chairperson.

The use and involvement of an advisory committee will vary according to the
program and the community' It is important. however. that membership be more
than in name only, not one that is named at the beginning and then forgotten.
Members will be particularly helpful in deseloping and implementing the public
relations plan for the community

Community msolsement and interaction are important. there is no doubt about
that However. it is more difficult to accomplish than it may seem This con-
clusion w as reached in a said) of the impact of the plan of the Rural American
Series to develop and Implement career guidance programs

fhe third major LonLItmon is that ins ols ing the Lommunity and deseloping good
inter institutional cooperation is more dill kult than it would seem on the surface
In many instances in this tield test. limited Lommunity involvement and institutional
cooperation oLcurred Sonic sites wen. better at deseloping linkages between groups
and mills iduals due to the Loordinator's skill and possibly due to the existence of
prior such linkages Distance was Lertainly a taLtor in inter-institutional roles in
regard to the planning ot Lareer guidanLe programs In many Lases, increased positive
cooperation which was desirable just did not take plaLe Altsehuld. Kimmel. Ax-
elrod, Stein, & Drier. tI7. p 22)

his statement was not included to disLourage the use of advisory' and com-
munity involvement committees Rather it was int..luded to point out that the
process is more complex than many people imagine Careful planning and con-
tinuous et fort are required by all invoked It is dif ficult to do. but the nme and
effort spent will be well worth it

Work Groups

To accompltsh some of the work ins olved in making the transition to a com-
prehensive program, we raorimend the use of work groups Work groups are
small groups of stall niemtrs, usually counselors, but sometimes others in-
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Lluding administratoN, teaLhers, parents, and students vy ho are aslagned specific
tasks that need to be completed as part of the transition process. Assignments
to work groups will vary depending upon 'he tasks involved. Work groups form
and disband as needed.

Here are some suggestions concerning work groups.

I Use as many work groups as possible because it reduces the overall work-
load and provides opportumties for as many people as possible to become
involved and learn about remodeling and revitalizing the guidance program.

2. Some work groups should include counselors only; some should include
administrators or others. Specific suggestions are provided in subsequent
chapters.

3. Work groups are responsible to the steering committee. Work group lead-
ership is drawn from the steering committee. In fact, in the first phases of
the improvement process, the steering committees' ag....ias will consist of
work group reports

4 Charges to work groups need to be specific and feasib!e Each group exists
for one purpose, w hen that purpose is accomplished, the work group dis-
bands

5 Work group membership should include cross-grade level representation
when appropnate This enhanLes trust and builus knowledge among the
members that will provide a foundation for the Lornprehensive guidanLe
program

Guidance Program Leader's Roles and Responsibilities

The sLhool distriLt's guidanLe program leader will have the primary respon-
sibility for organizing and managing the program improvement pn Less Some
suggestions for progranl leaders regarding the organizanonal phase follow

Without your taking the primary leadership role tor these efforts, the) will
not get done You must Lause. lead, implement. and maintain the work acLom-
plished during this important time in your sLhool system We see :you as the
manager of the impmvement projeLt as well as the prograal, and :3,, the leader
and supervisor of the stall.

As the manager of the improvement proLess, you must develop and monitor
the plan for Lhange SpeutiLally. you must develop the proposal to Lhange and
the timetrame you antiLipate that it will take You must form the steering Lom-
mittee. Lhair it, and plan its agendas and meeting sLhedule You also form, or
Lause to form, the advisory Lornmittee and the various work groups. You need
to attend as many meetings of the work groups as feasible to keep them on task,
and you must attend all steering and adv isor Lomrnittee meetings They are.
aft,1- all. steering and adv ising the program for whiLh you are accountable.
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As the guidance program leader you not only continue your usual duties, but
you also add the responsibilities of being the primary missionary for the improved
program You must be very clear about the model you and your district want to
adopt or adapt. The success of this project is directly linked to your concep-
tualization of the model program. For a while you will be the only person who
may grasp the new design, student competencies, the comprehensive nature of
the program, and the r-Leans for redirecting the activities of the staff.

As the leader and supervisor of the staff, you develop the mechanisms for
educating and involving counselors and administrators. You provide staff lead-
ership to the steerog committee member.,; ultimately, they provide peer lead-
ership to their colleaves, under your direction.

You need to keep the purposes for changing the program in front of everyone
for the duration of the project. Remember you are doing all this to better help
student growin and development by the more appropriate use of counselors'
unique talents and skills. We advise you to develop a support system for yourself.
This might include committed counselors in the district, your own supervisoos)
who are eager for the changes to come, and guidance program leaders from other
districts who have embarked on similar projects. Involvement in the state and

.onal Associations for Counselor EduLation and Supervision (ACES) provides
useful assistance and affiliation as well.

Conducting Meetings

From the above discussion of leaders' roles and responsibilities, it is obvious
that meetings of vanous kinds will occupy a considerable amount of your time.
Because of this, let's review types of meetings and some procedures and practices
for conducting them AS t;ie improvement process unfolds, you will probably
be involved in three types of meetings. namely, specific task meetings, open
agenda meetings, and information sharing meetings

The primary purpose of each meeting you conduct should be clearly stated.
In addition. leadership (sometimes a role rather than a person) should be defined,
and the methods of achieving the purpose of the meeting should be presented
at the beginning of the meeting Assuming thc above have been taken care of,
here are some ideas that can make meetings effective and can allow the personal
and professional dignity of everyone imolved to be preserved and enhanced.

Set a Time Limitcontract when possible get agreemem , start and finish
on time.
(Time and energy are two of the only real possessions we have).
What Kind of Meeting Is This9purpose, leader, methods . . .

No Votingif possible, try to work toward concensus, especially in small
groups that will continue to work together.
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Have Mutually Agreed Upon "Facilitation Tools"stop action"we're
stuck", "we're off task", process toolsduring and especially at the end;
use the open agendaas a tool.
Have Some Agreed-Upon Form of Conflict Resolution
When we conflict, how will we handle it?
Helps establish meetings as a "safe place" for humans where risks can be

taken.
Check on Physical Environmentheat; cold, seating arrange,hent, noise

level, lighting.
Brainstorminguse it whenever possibleand go by the rules.
Rotate Leadershipif practical and efficient.
Jobsgood meetings end with people taking on tasks, even if it's only the
awareness of what to be thinking about before the next meeting.

''Tough Love"agree to practice personal, caring, gentle confrontation
when needed.
Etuourage a "Posinv, Attention" Environmentboth verbal and nonver-
bal
Have a "No Discount" Agreementwatch for put-downs, especially of
self, no suicide statements (this isn't important but---) watch what you laugh

at
No Arm Wresthngsubtle plays for leadership, asking permission when
not necessary
Personal Ownership(1 statementiwho is "we" or "they" or "You-
al l "?

Concerning Silrnce
Silence, at times, can be okthe birthing of new Ideas or aware:less
When dcmsions are being madesilence is consent (especially for groups

that operate together regularly)
Watch Out For "Shotgun Stotements""People are not handing in re-

ports". "Teachers in this school are really punishing students."
Plopsdon't let people's ideas or comments be ignored
Pla --don't disrupttiming is the key.
Gestaltperiodically check out group and self, trust "gut level' (intuition),
make sure you dleck yourself (I'm tired, angry with spouse, have another

meetin, in 4 minutes).
Closurewhat's next tor me and the group') Whom do I need to talk to
later )

Concluding Thoughts

Early on in this Lhapter it was pointed out .hat the task of making the transition

from an undefined program to a defined program is complex and difficult, It
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requires time and perseserance Although the time required may scent long, it
does pros ide the opportunity for counselors (and everyone else) to learn how to
master it Thus, the getting organized phase of improving and revitalizing guid-
ance programs should he designed to assist those involved to develop a vision
of what the comprehensive program will look like and to become committed to
working to make it happen Our premise is that staff development enables people
to have vision and involvement and raises their level of commitment. Staff
development Fcgins during the getting organized phase and must be earned out
throughout the program improvement and res ualization process.
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A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE
PROGRAM: PERSPECTIVE,

STRUCTURE, AND CONTENT

Once the getting organized phase of the transition to a comprehensive guidance

program is under way, the next phase of the improvement process begins. This

phase involves consideration of the foundation, structure, and content of a com-
prehensive program. Considerdtion needs to be given to a perspective of human
growth and development on which to build the program as well as to how the

program relates to other educational programs. Also considered must be the

competencies the program will assist students to acquire and the structure and

content of the program. What student competencies should the guidance program

be responsible for? How should a comprehensive program be structured9 What

are r.s components? What s the content of these components?

To assist you in considering these issues, chapter 3 opens with a presentation

of a perspective of human growth and det elopment tha: call be used as a foun-
dation for a comprehensive guidance program and for identifymg the knowleage,

skills, and attitudes (competencies) that students need to facilitate their devel-

opment. This perspective is called life career development (Gysbers & Moore,
1975, 1981). Next, the two major delivery . ystems In the schools for life career

velopmentthe instruction program and the guidance programare identi-
fied. Then, chapter 3 focuses on thP selection of student competencies and

domains for the guidance plogram. Finally, , specific and demiled attention is
given to the structure and content of the guidance program.

The Life Career Developmen: Perspective

Life career development is defined as self-development over the life span

throvgh the integration of the roles, settings, and events in a person's life The

wori life in the definition indicates that the focus of this conception of human
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growth and deelopment is on the tv;a1 personthe human career The word
career identities and relates the man and often sailed roles in v.hich mdisiduals
are invoked (student. worker. consumer. citizen. parent). the settings in which
indisiouals find themsels es (home. school. communit!. ). and the esents that
occur oser their lifetimes (entn. Joh, marriage. diorce. retirement) The word
doelopment is used to indicate that indisiduals are alwas in the process of
becoming When used in sequence. the words lite career de:,_.(pnient bring
these separate meanings together. but af the same nme a greater meaning es oh es
Life career deselopment clescries total indi% !duals unique indis !duals. with
their own lite st les (Gc sbers Ze. Moore. 19'5. 19S1

In the definition ot life career des elopment. the word career has a substannall
ditterent meaning trom that in Nome other definitions Hc:e it focuses on all
aspects ot life. not as separate entities but as interrelated parts of the whole
person The trm career. w hen siessed from this broad perspectise. is not a new
word for occupation People hae careers. the work world or marketplace has
occupations 1 ntortunatel . too man people use the word career when the
should use the.word occupation Also, the term career is not restricted to some
people AU people base a career their lite s their career Fmall . the words
lite career doelopment do not delineate and describe onk one part of human
growth and deselopment Althouch it is usetul to locus at times on different
aspects ot deelopmentph sical emotional. and intellectualthere also is a
need to integrate these aspects ot deelopment Lite _areer deselopment is ad-
ocared a an organtring and int:grat:n; ..orkept r understanding and taLM-
tating human gros%th and deselopment

k (site and Kolb ,V4`m, summed up the :ite cs ot ,areer &.eiopment as

Arcer \.e.-r"icn* .0'. ' 7101 ..si sus.h
.01Kerns ih skhoie persor .dpa.it,es and potenna,s es.itements
sni anvetli, insq!hts and r),,ndspots arts nd a!: \tore than that it i. kerns
him her In :he cs.,:r hanging omte \t- ot his her ;ac In; cm ronmental pressures
mnd ,nstr.;nts the honds that tic him her lc signitk ant ,)tners responsibilities to
.Midren and az:mg par;nts the ?oh:, stru.ture t one s ,,r,umstanses arc also ta.tors
that must N: understood and rek.koned st th 1r :rms sareer des elopment and
personal desclopment ,onserge and ,,unist,kes --eso,sing shanging un
toiding in mutual interadion ,onst:tute me t.),.u, and the drama ot sareer J:s Ci
opment pp 1 2'

One goal ot a comp ehensis e s,hool guidanLe program. tounded on the concept
ot lite career des elopment. is to assist students to acquire competencies to handle
current "here-and-now is ies tha: affect their growth and deelopment I hese
issues (ria include changes in the family structure. expanded sot ial relationships,
substance abuse, sexual experimentation, changes in phAical and emotional
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maturation. . d peer pressure In addition, another goal is to create career
consciousness in students to assist them to project themselves into possible future

life roles, settings. and ev ents. analyze them relate their findings to their present
identity and situations. and make informed personal and career choices based

on their fii.dings.

Life Career Development Domains

Four domains of human growth and development are emphasized in life career
development. Se:f knowledge and Interpersonal Skills. Life Roles. Settings. and
Events. Life Career Planning. and Basic Studies and Occupational Preparation

(Gysbers & Moore. 1981)

Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills

In the Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills domain the focus is on helpine
students understand themselves and others The main concepts of this domain
involv e students awareness and acceptance of themselves. their awareness and
acceptance ot others, and their development of interpersonal skills Within this
domain, students begin to develop an awareness of their personal charactens-
ticsinteresb. aspirations. and abilities Students learn techniques for self-
appraisal and the analysis ot their personal characteristics in terms of a real-ideal
sell-continuum They bn to formulate plans tor self-improvement in such
areas as physical and m..ntal health lndividuak become knowledgeable about

the interactive relationship ot selt and env lonunent in such a way that they
develop personal stanJards and a sense ot purpose in hfe Students learn how

to creak and maintain relationships and develop skilk that allow for beneficial

interaction ithin those relati nships They, can use selt-know ledge in life career
planning They -lave positive interpersonal relations and are self-directed in ,hat
they accept responsibility tor th.!ir own behav ior

Life Roles. SettEngs, and Fnts
The emphasis in this doman. is on the interrelatedness ot various life roles

(such as learner. citiren. consumer). settings (such as home, school. work. and

community ). and events i such as job entry. . marnage. retirement) in which
students participate over the lite span Emphasis is given to the knowledge and
understanding tit the sociological, psychological. and economic dimensions and
structure of their world As studen s explore the different aspects of their roles.

they karn how stereoty pes affect their own and others' lives The implication
ot futuristic concerns is examined and related to their lives Students learn of
the rv,iential impact of change in .nodern society and of the necessity of being
ah e to prolect themselves into the future In this wa; they begin to predict the
tature. toresee alternatives they may choose. and plan to meet the requirements

7
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of Ilk career alternatises As a result of learning about the multiple dinv-- ,ons
of their world. students understand the reciprocal influences of life roles, settings,
and esents and can consider sarious life-style patterns.

Life Career Planning

The Life Career Planning domain is designed to help students understand that
decision making and planning are important tasks In everyday life and to rec-
ognize the need for life career planning Students learn of the many occupations
and industries in the stork sorld and of their grouping according to occupational
requirements and charactenstics as well as personal skills, interests, values, and
aspirations Emphasis is placed on students' learning of various rights and re-
sponsibilities associated with their insolvement in a lite career.

The central focus of this domain is on the mastcry of decision-making skills
as a part of lite career planning Students des elop skills in this area by identifying
the elements of tha decision-making process They develop skills in gathering
information from relesant sources, both external and internal, and learn to use
the collected information in making informed and reasoned decisions. A nlioor
aspect of this process incolc es the appraisal of personal salues as they may relate
to prospectise plans and decisions Students engage in planning activities and
begin to understnd that they can influence their future by applying such skill.
They begin to accept responsibility tor making their own choices, tor managing
their own resources, and tor directing the future c mrse I their own lives

Basic Studies and Occupational Preparation

Fhe tourth domain, Basic Studies and Occupational Preparation, is the largest
component in terms ot amount ot content and number of ails ities This domain
contains the knoA ledge. skills, and understandings found in such disciplines as
English social studies. mathematics, fine arts, industrial arts, home economics,
phy steal and health education. foreign languageind ocational-technical edu-
cat 1011

1 hese areas ot educatior are basi to students total des elopment, but because
ot new and emerging cikilienges to education. now need to he clewed in inter-
disciplinary %says The roles, settings, and esents ot a student's life career and
the interrelated ..korlds oi education. work ind leisure can serse as a primary
content focus tor knowledge acquisition and skill desclopment in basic studies
and occupational preparation Also, because the education, work. and leisure
worlds are undereomg constant change, students need to update their knowledge
and skill in basic studies and occupational preparation Thus, a necessary em-
phasis scithin this domain ins olces 'he continuous acquisition and refinement of
h isi and occupational knowledge and skills throughout lite

71
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Two Major Delivery Systems

Elementary and secondary education as emisioned from a life career deel-
opment perspeLme irklude tv,o major. interrelated deliery systems the instmc-
twn program and the guidanLe program. Each delnery system emphasizes specific
student competencies. but at the same time there are areas of collaboration.
Competencies that students are to un through the instruLtion program usually
are grouped under such titles as fine arts. oLational-technical education, science.
physial education. mathemati,.s. social studies. foreign language. and English.
Competem its that student, are to gain through the guidance program can be
clemed from suh domains as Self-k,. ldge and Interpersonal Skills. Life
Roles. Settings. and Bents. and Life Career Planning

In a school setting. eNen though the instruction program is by far the largest
in terms of numbers ot stud,mt k.ompetcnt, ies. it is not more important than the
gualanLe program That is v.hy the Lirdes in Figure 3-1. Nhich depict the
delis ery sy stems. arc equal in siie Figure 3-1 also illustrates the fact that

Figure 3-1

Two Major Education Delivery Systems From a Life Career
Development Perspective
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separate !earnings in each sy stem (nonshaded area) require specific attention. At
the same time these !earnings oterlap (shaded area), requiring that the basic
studies and occupational preparation program support the guidance program at
times, and at other times that the guidance program support the basic studies
and occupational preparation program It is not a case of either, or but both and.

Richardson and Baron (1975) outlined a similar schema but labeled their
sy stems as txx o major purposes of education. social learnings and personal learn-
ings The) pointed out that teachers vb ere primarily responsible for the instruc-
tional functionthat of "guiding and learning of detelopmental tasks in the
area of 'social !earnings' (n 21) 1,thereas counselors Ix ere primarily re pon-
sible for the counseling functionthat of "guiding the learning of detelopmental
tasks in the area of 'personal learnings' (p 21) They also pointed out that the
counseling program contains de\ elopmental and crisis emphases. vbhereas the
instructional program focuses on de% elopmen,a1 and remedial elements.

Selecting Student Competencies and
Domains for the Guidance Program

One task in deteloping a ('indance program is the selection of student com-
petencies What knot% ledge Ix ill student, gain. %%hat kills tt ill students des elop.
and vb hat attitudes Ix ill stud.nts form as a result of participating in the guidance
program Another task is selecting the domains that tx ill group the competencies
into meaningful categories

To complete these tasks, begin by ret lett ing the educank.rial goals of your
school district and y our state The chances are good that goals from these tix o
sources tt ill focus in part on such guidance-related goals as educational achiete-
ment career do, elopment At the same time examine ihe professional lit-
erature and roles ant professional association position statements From these tsto
sources v.111 come ideas about possible competencies and domains others hat e
identiticd Also. reties', pre% ious needs assessment ,ind achietement data of
students in your school Such a ret lett tx ill add actual data about students to
more general statements dent cd trom broad goal statements and the professional
literature about competencies to be acquired

Based upon your ret let% of these souRes and data, the task is to establish the
domains and select the competencies for your guidance program W hat are some
broad headings (domains) that capture the essence of the goals and data from
the abot e sources Consider using no less than three or more than six broad
headings or domains Then think about the stcdent outcomes (competencies) that
fit under each domain or heading

Because this is a somev, hat abstract, complex process, three examples of
domains and competencies follotx The first example uses lite career detelopment
as a base and shot& s sample goals by domain and sample competencies by grade

7 3
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level. The second example presents the domains and competencies used by the

state of Missouri (Vocational Special Needs/Guidance Services, 1988). The third

example presents the domains and competencies used by Northside Independent

School District, San Antonio, Texas (1985).

Example 1: Life Career Development Model

The Life Career Development Model uses three domains as follows:

Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
Life Roles, Settings, and Events
Life Career Planning

Grouped under each domain ale five broad goals as follows:

Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills

Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of unique personal
characteristics and abilities of themselves and others.

Students will develop and incorporate personal skills that will lead to sat-
isfactory physical and mental health.

Students will develop and incorporate an ability to assume responsibility
for themselves and to manage their environment

Students will develop and incorporate the ability to maintain effective re-
lationships with peers and adults

Students will develop and incorporate listening and expression skills that

allow for involvement with others in problem-solving and helping relation-

ships

Life Roles, Settings, and Events

Students will develop and incorporate those skills that lead to an effective

role as a learner

Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the legal air!

economic principles and practices that lead to revonsible daily living

Students will develop and incorporate understanding of the interactive ef-

fects of life styles, life roles, settings, and events.

Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of stereotypes and

how sterotypes affect career identity.
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Students will develop and incorporate an ability to express futuristic con-
cerns and the ability to imagine themselves in these situations.

Life Career Planning

Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of producer rights
and responsibilities.

Students will develop and Incorporate an understanding of how attitudes
and values affect decisions, actions, and life styles

Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the decision-
making process and how the decisions they make are Influenced by previous
decisions made by themselves and others

Students will develop and incorporate the ability to generate decision-mak-
ing alternatives, gather necessary information, and assess the risks and
conseqmces of alternatives

Students will develop and incorporate 'skill in clarifying values, expanding
interests and capabilities. and oaluating progress toward goals.

Then, for each of the goals. competencies are listed by grade level KI2
For example. under the fiNt goal of the Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
domain, the following sample compctencles are listed

Domain Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
Goal Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the

unique personal characteristks and abilities of themselves and oth-
ers

K I can tell what I look ;Ike and some things I like to do.
1 I can tell something special about myself

I can tell something special about other people I know
3 I can describe myself to someone who doesn't know me
4 tell how people are different and tha they have different skihs

and abilities.
I can tell how my special characteristics and abilities are important to
me

6 I can tell how my characteristics and abilities change and how they can
he expanded

7 I can compare the characteristics and abilities of others I know with
my own and accept the differences

g I can list the skills I a:ready possess and those I hope to develop in the
futute

7 5
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9 1 can discuss the %alue of understanding my unique characteristics and
abilities .

10. 1 can describe and anal) ze how an individual's characteristics and
abilities develop.

11 1 can explain which characteristics and abilities I appreciate most in
myself and others.

12 1 can Lompare my charaLteristics and abilities with those of others and
appreciate and encourage my uniqueness.

Example 2: State of Missouri

The state of Missouri uses three domains as follows

Career Planning and Exploration
Knowledge of Self and Others
Educational/Vocational Development

Grouped below under each domain are a number of subdomams, or Lategories
(Vocational Special NeedsGuidance Services, 1988)

Career Planning and Exploration

Planning and deveping career
Understanding how being mak or female relates to job and careers
Making decisions about college
Planning high school classes
Learning how to use leisure time now and in the future

Knou ledge of Self and Others

Lnderstandmg and accepting sclf
Understanding and getting along with others
Knowing how drugs and akohol affect me and my friends
Learning about marriage and family responsibilities

Educational/Vocational Dev elopment

Making decision,
Finding lobs
hnprov ing basic skills and stud karning kiIls
Learning from friends and others who have graduated
Vocational selection and training

Example 3: Northside Independent Sehool District

Northside Independent SLhool Distria (1985) uses six broad domain, under
hich subgroupmgs and specific competencies are hsted

I Students will understand and respect themselves and others

A Self -know ledge

I Become aware of themselves physically and emotionally
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2 Understand that they are unique. with different characteristms and abil-
ities

3 Respect themselves and their individuality
B Interpersonal Skills

I Be aware of the unique personal characteri , and abilities of others
2. Understand the importance of the uniqueness of others
3 Develop and maintain skills to rdate effectively with others

II Students will behave responsibly in the school, the family, and the community.
A School

I Be aware ot need to behave responsibly
2 Develop an attitude that maximizes ejucational achievement
3 Understand the need to behave responsibly
4 Assume responsibihty for themselves and managc their environment

B Family
I Awareness of the family entity
2 Understanding of the family entity
3 Respecting the family entity

C Community
I Awareness of their responsibility to the community
2 Understanding and respect of their role in the community
3 Exhibiting responsible behaviors within the community

III Studcms will develop decision-making skills
A Making wise choices

I Awareness of how decisions are made
2 Exploration of use of the process
3 Implementation of the dek. ,Ion-rnaking process

B Manage change suc-essfully
I Be aware of inevitability of change
2 Understand effects of change

a iruhvidual
b group

3 Manage change
a individual
b group

C Solve problems
I Know how to identify problem
2 Understand steps Involved in solving problems
3 SO lye problems

IV Students will use their educational opportunities well
A Classroom

I Awareness of educational opportunities
2 Exploring of opportunities
3 Utilizing of opportunities

B School setting
I Awareness of alternatives/opporturunes

'7 'i
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2. Exploring alternatives/opportunities
3. Selecting appropriate alternatives/opportun!ties

C. Future educational oppOrtunities
1. Awareness of alternatives/opportunities
2. Exploring of alternatives/opportunities
3. tint- 'mg of appropriate alternatives/opportunities

V. Studenv will communicate effectively
A. Awareness of need to communicate
B Understanding necessary skills for communicating
C. Applicatirm of effective communication skills

VI Students will plan and prepare for personally satisfx ...: mnd socially useful lives
A Personal

I. Awareness of necessity for personal goal setting
2. Using past and present experiences to set goals
3. Setting appropriate goals

B Social
1 Awareness of responsibility for socially useful lives
2. Exploring opportunities availaoi: for socially useful lives
3. Choosing appropriate activizies

To put these domains and competenues into operation. Northside identifies
'strands Based on the above. 15 strands are iientified as follows. Students

1. Understand and respect themselves.
2 Understand and respect others.
3 Behave responsibly in school.
4 Behave responsibly in the family,
5. Behave responsibly in the community.
6 Make wise choices.
7 Manage change success! ully .

8. Solve problems;
9 Use their educational opportunities in classroom well.

10 Use their educational opportunities in school well.
11 Use their educational opportunities in community well.
12 Plan to use their future educational opportunities well.
13. Communicate effectively,
14 Plan and prepare for p-rsonally satisfying lives: and
15 Plan and prepare for socially useful lives.

A Program Structure

Selecting a comprehensive guidance program structure is another major task
in the improvement process. The structure serves as an ideal against which you
can compare your current program, It serves as a template to lay over the top
of the current program so that similarities and differences can be bt..en. Having

7 R
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made this companson, you can then adopt those components of the structure
that fit you: situation, adapt other components jf the structure as needed, or
create new components in response to unique local needs.

The structure we recommend for a comprehensive guidance prograni contains
seNen components organized around two major categolies (Gysbers & Moore,
1981, p. 62).

Structural Components
I Definition
2 Rationale
3 Assumptions

Program Components
4 Guidance Curnculum
5 Individual Planning
6 Responsive Services
7 System Support

The first three Lomponents identify broad areas of LompetenLies students will
possess as a result of the program and where the program fits in relation to other
eduLational programs (definitionh offer reasons why the program is important
and needed (rationale), and -oide the premises upon which the program rests
(assumptions) We haw labeled these components struLtural Lompcnents. The
next four Lomponents delineate the major actnities. and the roles and respon-
sibilities of personnel irkoked in the guidance program These are labeled
program Lomponents and in dude the guidance LumLulum, indi idual planning,
responsive services, and system support.

Structural Components

Definition

A definition of the guidance program identifies the Lentrality of guidance
ithin the eduLational process and delineates, in broad outcome terms, the

LompetenLies students v, ill possess as a result of their in okement in the program.
Two examples of a definition of guidance follow The first is the definit:on of
guidance used by the state of Missouri and the seLond is am Northside Inde-
pendent School Distfict. San Antonio, Texas

State of Missouri

GuidanLc is an integral part of each school's total educati program. It is de-
sclopmental by design and indudes sequentsal aLtis ities organized and implemented
by Lertified sLhool Lounselors v. ith the support ut teaLhers, administrators, students,
and parents, The guidance program includes

1 guidance curneululin,
2 individual planning,

7 9
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3 responsive services. and
4 system support

The program is designed to address the needs of all students by helm& them to
acquire competencies in Lacer planning and exploration. knossledge of self and
others, and educational and socational ueselopment (Vocational Special Needs,
Guidance Services. 1988. p

69

Northside Independent School District

f he guidance program in Northside independent school District IS a comprehen-
sive program based on indis.dual. sshoo'. and community needs and is organized
around skill des elopment goals fhe pogram IS delis ered through the direct service
program compoimts of guidanse sunisuluin. inch\ idual planning. system support.
and responsne sersices Additionally the guidance program pros ides indirect ser-
\ ices supporting the total educational program

The guidance program is a deselopmental educational program responsible tor
assisting students deselop and maintain the skills needed to

understand and respect themselses and others,
behase responsibly in the school, the family, and the commumty.
make vose choices. manage change successfully, and sone problems,
use their educational opportunities ssell,
communicate effecusely. and
plan and prepare for personally satisfying and soshdly useful Ines

Northside's guidanse program is designed to assist systematically all students in
our schools fhe deAelopmental perspectise recognizes that esery student must hase
sounsi emotional and social skills in order to achiese optimum benefit from the
educational program Ihe guidance program also pros ides mechanisms for assisting
indis duals resolse problems %MO present their healthy deselopment or %Inch
require remedial attention iNorthside Independent S(hcol District, 1985. p

Rationale

A rationale discusses the importance of the guidance program as an equal
partner with other programs in education It focuses on reasons why students
need to acquire guidance competencies and hace access to the assistance that a

comprehensice guidance program pro% ides It should be based on the goals of
your school, community. and state Some examples of the points you may wish
to consider in writing the rationale for your comprehensice guidance program
are as follows

Student Development

I Students today face depersonali:,ation in many facet of their lives as
huleaucracies and impersonal relations are cotnmonplace They often feel pow-

SO
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erless in the lace ot masses of people. mass communication, and mass everything
else, and need help in deahng with these feelings, not at the expense of society
but in the context of society Their feelings of control over their environment
and their own destiny ind their relations with others and institutions are of
primary importance in guidance programs Students must be viewed as totalities,
as indlY iduals Their deelopment Lan be best facilitated by guidance programs
that begin in kindergarten and continue to be available through graLie 12.

Self-Knowledge

2 Formerly. students were brought up in a Lai!, stable soele', in which their
roles %%ere defined and relationships ith oth were fairly constant. Now tt,ey
taLe an increasingly mobile society ,n which relationships with bc.h people and
things are becoming less and less , luring Society is characterized by transience
and impermanenLe Traditional behels and ways of doing things no longer seem
suft lent tor Loping v ith the em ironmental demands As a result, many students
ha\ e problems defining their roles. thux. the quests for answers to Who am 1'
and khere do I fit ' Guidance programs Lan help indi iduak respond to such
questions through tic Je elopment ot selt -appraisal and self-improYement com-
petencies Ihniugh thesL learning,. students Lan become more aware of personal
characteristics such as aptitudes. interests. goak. alues. and physical
traits and thc intluenLL these 1. haraLtenstiLs may ha e on the persons they are
and Lan become Being able to use seIl-knoMedge in lie career planning and
interpersonal relationships and to assume responsibility tor one's own behaLior
are examples ot needed competencies that studenh can acquire through partic-
ipation in a comprehensRe guidance program

Decision Making

3 Students need help in decision-making beLause planning for and making
decisions are %nal tasks in the liL es of all IndiL iduals EL eryday decisions are
nhide that influence one's life career Mastery of deLixiun-making skills and the
application ot these skilk to hie Lareer olanning are L .ntral !earnings in a guidance
program A prehimnary task to effeLtiLe decision making is the clarification of
personal L, alues The degree of congruence between w hat .ndiLiduak value and
the outcomes of decisions indi aals make contributes to personal satisfaction
InLluded in decision making are the skills for gathering and using relevant
information Lnderstanding the influence of planning on one's future and the
responsibdity one must take for planning are components of the life career
planning process Lite career planning is ongoing. Change and time affect one's
planning and decisions A &Limon outcome that i ansfactory and appropriate
for the present may ith time or Lhange, beLome unsatisfaLtory or inappropriate.
Thus, di, ability to eLaluate decisions in c ICA of new information or circum-
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stances is %nal Being able to darify personal salues. identify steps needed to
make personal decisions. vather reles ant information, and aply decisio- making
skills to life career plans are examples of desired and needed outcomes for a
guidance program

Changing Environments

4 IncreLsing soLletal Lomplexity affeLts not only interpersona' rdationships
nd feelings of indisiduality but also other life roles. settings. and events. spe-
cifically including those assoLiated %kith the \solids of eduLation. ssork, and
leisure Changes resulting from ad.tnc in teLhnology are perhaps mote ap-
parent as the) affeLt the vs odd of skork No longer are students well acquainted
s+ith the oeLupations of fatml) and ommunity members or their Lontributive
mles to the common goo.' of soLlet) Parents' oLLupatwns are remosed from
the home and often from the immediate neighborhood In addition. because
students mu. their liftimes %%ill he assuming number of roles, functioning in
a sariety ot settings. and experienLing man) es ents. learning in this area em-
phas:re their understanding of the sarious mks, settings, and es ents that inter-
reldt,: to form their life Lacers The roles ot family member. citizen, skorkzr,
nd leisure partiLipant. settings suLli s home. sLhool. Lommenity , and \sort.,
nd esents suL h as birthda:s. eduLational imlestones. job entry. and job change

are identified nd examined in terms of their influenLe on life styles GuidanLe
programs Lan help students des clop n understanding of the struLture of the
farm!) and cduLation. %%ark. and leisure requirements raJ L.haraLteristiLs. The
Oleo of Lhange natural as \sell s unexpeLted, soLial s \sell as teLhnological,
in self as \sell as in others i a needed maior learning for studLits that a
comprehensise guidance program can pros ide

Placement Assistance

5 .Ns students are dnd \kill be mo ing from one setting to another. the) need
speL ilk knoss ledge "nd skilk in order to make suLh muses as effeLtisely as
possible They need help in plaLement Although plaLement is defined broadly ,

speLifiL attention should be gi% en to intra- and IntereduLational nd oLLupational
transitwns and to the personal LumpetenLies needed to make suLh transitions
Personal LompetenLies needed inLlut: knoss ledge ot the speLtrum of eduL, tional
Lourses and programs, an understaialing of the relationships they may hase to
personal and soLletal needs and goals. and skills in using a wide sariety of
information and resourLes The) also indude n understanding of the pathways
and linkages beoseen those Lourses and programs and po:ential personal goals.
Stress is plaLed on the need for employability skill Jeselopment inLluding resume
writing, job searching. and job intervieng
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Relevant Education

6 Some ot the dissatisfaLtion of youth with eduLation stems from the feehng
that what the) are doing in sL hool is not relo ant to ,.4eir liNes A Loinprehensive
guidanLe program is needed to seek to Lreate relo anLe in the schools and to
show indRiduals Low the knowledge under .tandings, and skills the) are ob-
taining and the Lourses the) are takint,. ilI hclp them as the) progress through
ther life careers

A $$umptton 1

Assumptions identit) nd (Ina) desLrihc the premises upon whiLh a guidance
program rests Assumptions giNe Lie program its shape and direLti.m. itS nature
and structure Example\ ot assumptions are as follows.

I he- voidans e pr ,gram helps k s clop ,ind protec t studenh mthsolualas The
guidance program and personnel provide assistance to all Ntudents to znsure that
they beeome aware of their needs. interests. and abihnes. d-vislop and pursue
immediate and long range personal goa!,. and respect the individuahty of others

2 I lu guidans e program helps students fun, tont Mei us els i ithin groups The
guidance program ,,nd personnel help all studenh learn to participate produetively
with others in the school, home. and ,:ommunny

3 The guolato 4 pngram se ri 4 1 all students cAl all eche( athot letels The guidance
progr.un is Jowled to address the needs of all students at an leeelsehildren.
youth. and adults

4 I he voidance program u %Nish students m their personal. so, tat career. and
e dot (mortal th sr lopmcnt A LOmpruhen,1%c guidance program is not limited to
only one oi two it th t student development hut recogniles
the school's rev insibility to nunure thc echoic child Program goals and acne Ines
address an four maior developmental reas

5 I he guidath e program pros ides athon and oordination %mu es ta the
teas hers parents (ohnitostratom and c(IM1111412Its representans ilito 1.1111 .ith
stud( nts Counselors. by vir of their training and their rok, se-ve as resource
Nrsons and liaison between students and those individuals and ageneles who
play a significan( role in their lives

1-) I he guidance progrwn prim ide s de« lopmental t41 11 ell as pres emit(' (Ind re-
medial seri ots I he guidanc,: proram and personnd have a dee elopmental
toeus which maximi/es the precntion ot probkins. a preventive focus w hlLh
roe ides tor early intervention for me onset of prohkm,. and a re meek) emphasis
to assist with the solutions of problems that have arisen

4aolanc e pro4ram is lunh (.7 integral part eq cipil jfl mthpenthnt component
at the total edu«thon program The guldanee program is a necessary pan of the
total sehool program Many ou:comes of the guidanee program are supportive
of the goals of the total program. guidance serviees and aeuvities facilitate the
eft wts of other sehool personnel in those areas in e..hieh others have primary
responsibility 1 he guidance program also has identifiable outcome, of 1,, own.
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for sthich guidance personnel hase pnman responsibilin. but in %stitch all
personnel share

8 The guidance program is (otaanwusli refined through sl.sletnam planning.
designing. Implemenung. and etalualing In order to ensure that the guidance
progi I is responsise to the individual students' and the communin's needs.
ear.. il program deseiopment. monitoring. oaluation. and redirection must occur
on an ongoing basis The program design includes three direct sersice compo-
nents curnculum. indis idual planning s stem. and re,ponsise sersice. (Northside
Independent School Distrct. 1985. p 2)
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Program Components

An examination of the needs of students. the sariety of guidance methods.
techniques, and resources asailaHe. and the increased expectations of policy-
makers. funders. and consumers indicates that a new structure for guidance
programs in the schools is needed The traditional formulations of guidance
the six sell ices (orientation, information, assessment, counseling, placement.
and follow-upland the three aspects of guidance (educational. personal-social.
and socational). though perhaps once sufficient, are no longer adequate ways
to organize saindance programs in today's schools

When described as sers ices. guidance is often cast as ancillary and is seen as
suppornse to instruction, not as equal and complementary.. The three-aspect:-

less of guidance frequently has resulted in fragmented and esent-oriented ac-
tis ines and, in some instances, in the des elopment of separate kinds of programs
and c.-lunsek)rs Educational guidance is stressed by aLademit.-Lollege personnel,
personal-social guidance becomes the terntory of mental health workers. aad
socational guidance becomes the fours of socational eduetion and manpower-
labor economists

If the proposition that these traditional structures are no lontrer adequate is
acceptable. then the question is What ,s an appropriate one? One way to answer
this question is to ask what s;iould be expected of a Lomprehensive guidance
program

I Are there know ledges. skills, and attitudes needed by all individuals that
shouH be the insructional responsibility of guidance pro,-ams?

2 Do individuals has._ the right to has e so:rick -;k: in the school system sensitive
to their unique life career deselopment needs, including needs for place-
ment and follow-through?

I Should guidance staff be as ailable and responsise to speLial or unexpected
needs of students. staff. parents. and the community '

4 Does the school program and staff require support that Lan Ix best supplied
by guidance personnel '

An affirmatise response to these four questions implies. a structure that is
different f. im the traditional sers ices or aspeas model In addition. a review of
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the. x ariet 01 guidanLe methods. teaniques. and resourLes axadable todu and

an anderstanthng ot expeaations l polk makers and Lonsumers of ,:uidanLe
also suggest a model ditterent from the traditmal serxiLes or aspects model
The struLture siii:gested h an attirmatixe ansxxer to the tour questions and b
.1 rex lex% of thc literature is a p-ograrn model of guidarke teLhniques. methods.

and resourLes Lontaming tour 1 teraLtix e Lomponents ordtin(c (urn( nlwn. in-

II pitInnins;. re Ton t s rt e s, and s st in ,upport tGsbers & Moore.
1981f

The Lurrkulum Lomptaient xxas Lhosen beL dust: a LurriLulum pros ides a whicle

to impart to all students guidanLe 1/4. ontent in a s kii1atk xxa ihe next com-

ponent. indix idual planning. A,1 inLluded as a part 14 the model because of the

inLreasing need tor all students to ,ontinuousl and sstematiLalk plan. mor,or.
and understand their groxth and dcxelopment. -o 1/4.1)n,Ider and take action on
their next steps personalk . eduLa'ionall. and oLe.upationall The responsixe
ser\ e.Lomponent xxas inLluded beLause ot the need in comprehen axe guidance

programs to respond to the. drt. immediat.; inL ems of Ntudents xxhether these

LonLerns inxolse Lrisis Lounseling. reterral. or Lon,ultation Ith parents. teach-

ers. or other speL mkt. F.na"x. the s stem suppon component Ads included

beLause it ti reLognired that. kir the other gendanLe pokesses to be effectixe.
xarict t 1 support aLtix mes suLh as stall dexelopment. testing and research.

.nd Lurne.uluni dexelopment are required Sstem suppmi ako xxas included
beLause ot the. reed tor the guidarke program to proxide tippr, 'prune support to
other programs m the school

These Lomponents. then. serxe orgam/ers tor the man guidance methods.
tee.hniques. and reso4rLes required in a Lomprehensixe guidance program In

addition. hoxxeser. the also lan serxe as a LheLk on the comprehensneness of

the program In our opinion a program is not Lomprehensixe unless it has de-
ux Ines in each ot the components

Guideine e Currie :them

One ot the assumptions upon xxhiLh our LonLeption est guidance is based is
that there is guidanLe Lenten: that all students should learn in a sstematic.
sequential xx a} Thi, tHcarl ,l)tinclor ol% ement in the Lurnculum. it Illean1

a euedarke urnuIiuu hi, is not a nesx idea the :lemon )I a guidance curriculum
has deep. historkal roots 1 hat is nes.. hov.exer. is the array ot guidance and
ounseling teLhniques. niLthods. and resourLes 1/4. urrentl ax affable that y.ork best

as a part of LurriLu'uiii hat is nes.. too. is the Loncept that a comprehensixe
guidanLe program has an orgamied and sequential LurriLulum AS( ;. 1984.
Common tni PreLilegc GuidanLe nd Counseling. 1986. ERIC CAPS. 1983)

Des( ripnon I he guidanLe Lurne.ulum typiLalk Lonskts of student Lornpe-
tenLies lorgamiea ts.x domains and struLtured dews Ines presented \.qemancally
thnsugh such sq .iqies as

A5
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Clolsroom li ni int -Counselors teach, team teach, or support the teach,
mg tit guidance curmuluni learnin actRities or units in classrooms. Teach-
er\ also may teach such units. The guidance curriculum is not limited to
being taught in one or tuo subjects but should include as many subjects as
possible in the total school curnculum These acti Ines may be conducted
in the classroom, guidance center. or other school facilities.
Group Acus alesCounselors organize and conduct large group sessions
such as career day s and edccational college ocational days. Other members
of guidance. including teachers and administrators, also may be ins olsed
in organizing and conducting such sessions.

Although the counselor's responsibilities ii...iude,,rganizing and implementing
the guidance cumculum. the cooperation and sill-port jf the enure faculty and
staff are necessary for its successful Implementation.

Domain and Competenc) Sequencing and La.oi.i As you select the domains
you %ill use in the guidance curnculum and identify the competencies to be
included in each domain, keep in nind the follossing assumptions about human
grossth and deselopment

lndisidual deselopment is a process of continuous and sequential. but not nec-
essarily uninterrupted or uniform, progress tow ard increased effectiseness in the
management and mastery of the ens ironment for the satisfaction of psychological
and social needs

2 The stage or les el. of indisiduats' deseloprnent at any gisen point is related to
the nature and accuracy of their perceptions, the lesel ot complexity of their
conceptualizations, and the subseqaem ueselopment rate and direction No In-
dis idual in an educational setting is at a zero point in deselopment, hence change
must be measured from some relanse point rather than from an absolute
Positise deselopmentil changes arc potential steps tow ard the achiesement of
higher-loci purpoo goals This interlocking relationship dictates that achiese-
mem at a particular growth stage be s sewed as a means to funhcr deselopment
rather than as ar end result

4 Ens tronmental or situational sariables pros ide the external dimension of inch-
s idual des elopment Knowledge. understanding. skills. attitudes. -aims. and
aspirations are the product of the interaction of these external %ambles v.ith the
internal sariables that characterize the indisidual
The deselopmental learning process moses twin a Ix:ginning lesel ot awareness
and differentiation (pert plualr:alimo. to the next les el of conceptualizing re-
inionships and meaninp (0m eplualc.-alwn). to the highest lesel of behasioral
consistencs and effecuseness by both internal J external esaluation (gener-
ah:atron) \A, ellman & Moore. 1975. pp 55-56)

A major task in the des elopment of the guidance curnculum is to organize
and lay out student competencies so that they folloss a theoreically sound scope
and sequence Note the concepts perceptualization. conceptualization. and gen-
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eralization discussed in assumption 5. These concepts can serve as guidelines
for this very important task. What follows is a detailed discussion of these
concepts and how they fulichuf. :n making decisions about the scope and sequence
of student ciompetencies K-12 (Weilman & Mlore, 1975).

Perceptualization Level

a. Student competencies concerned wi:h environmental orientation

b. Student competencies concerned with ser-orientation

Competencies at this level emphasize the acquisition of knowledge and skills.
and focus attent.3n on selected aspects oi he environment and self. The knowlege
and skills most relevant are those individuals need in making appropriate life
role decisions and in responding to the demands of the school and social envi-
ronment. Attention is the first step toward the development and maturation of

interests, attitudes, and v alues. Competenc.es at the perceptualization level reflect
accuracy of perceptions. ability to differentiate, and elemental skills in perform-

ing functions appropr.ate to the individual's k vel ofdevelopment Competencies

at this level are classified under two major categories, em ironmental orientation

and self-orientation.
Competencies classified under env ironmental orientation emphasim the in-

dividual's awareness and acquisition of knowledge and skills needed to make
life role decisions and to master the demands of life career settings and events
The competencies at this level are essentially cognitive in nature and have not
necessanly been internalized to the extent that the indis idual attaches personal
meaning to the acquired know ledge and skills. For example. individuals may
acquire appropriate study skills and knowledge. but it does not necessarily follow

that they w ill use these skills and knowledge in their study behavior. However.
sach know ledge and skills are considered to be prerequisites to behas ior requiring

mem. Thus. the acquisition of knowledge and skills required to make
growth-oriented decisions and to cope w ith env ironmental expectations i viewed

as the first step in indis iduals' development. regirdless of whether subsequent

implementation emerges A primary and universally applicable goal of guidance
IS the des elopment of knowledge and skills to enable indis !duals to understand

and meet tile expectations of their school and soc ial env ironment and to recognize

the values underly:ng social limits
Competencies classified under self-orientation focus on the deselopment of

accurate self-perceptions One aspect of an accurate awareness of self is the
knowledge of one's abilities. aptitudes. interests, and values An integral part
of identity is individuals' ability to understand and accept the ways that they are

alike and different from other indiv iduals. Attention to life career decisions and

demands relevant to immediate adjustment and future des elopmen: arcconsidered

'''i
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a prerequisite to an understanding of the relationships between self and ern i-
ronmetit An awareness. and perhaps an understanding. of feelings and moti-
vations is closely associated with self-evaluation of behavior. with the formation
ot attitudes and values. and with voluntary rationally based modification of
behavior The goal of guidance at th.s level is to help Indic !duals make accurate
assessments of self so that they can relate realisticar to their envi.onment in
their decision and acttons The goal of euidance is indivtduals' development
of selt-aw areness and differentiation that will enable appropnate decision making
and mastery of behav ior in the roles. settings. and oents of their lives.

Conceptualization LeN el

a Student competencies concerned w ith dire :nonal tendencies
b Student competencies concerned w ith adaptive and adjustive be-

haviors

Indic tdual comNtencies at the conceptualization level emphasize action based
on the relatrmships between perceptions of self and perceptions of environment
The types of aotion sought are categorized into personally meaningful growth
decisions and adaptiv e and adjustive behav ior The general goal at this level of
(ley elopment is that Indic iduals will ai make appropriate choice. , decisions.
and plans that w ill move them toward personaHy satisfyme ..Ind socially a..-
ceptable development. I h) take action necessary to progress withm developmental
plans. and develop behavior to master their -,chool and ,,oual environment
as Judged by peers. teachers. and parents The two maior classifications of
conceptualization oblectiv es are dint nonal It nth nt it and ad(.pnt e and adJus-

behal wr
The directional tendencie relate to indiv iduak movement toward soually

desirable goals consistent w ith their potential for development These compe-
tencies are indicators of directional tendencies as reflected in the choices. de-
cisions and plans that individuak are expe:ted to make m ordenng the course
of their educational. occupational. and social growth The acquisition of knowl-
ekze and skilk covered by competencies at the perceptual level is a prerequisite
it) the pursuit of competencies in this category . although the need to make choices
and decisions may pro% ide the initial stimulus for considering perceptual com-
petencies For e \ample. a ninth grader may be required to make curncularchoices
that have a hearing upon post-high sLhool education and occuptional aspirations.
The need to make an immediate choice at this piint may stimulate an examination
ot both environmental perceptions anu self-perceptions as well as a careful
analysis of the relationships between the twi, To this extent. then. the interre-
lationship and interdependence of perccptual and conceptual cor.petencies pre-
clude the establishment of mutually exclusive categones Furthermore, the concept
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ot a deselopmental sLL,uenLe suggests this type of interrelationship Any choice
'hat may determin t. the diredion ot future leselopment is considered to represent

airedional tendenc on the part ot mdis iduals. and competencies related to
such choices are so classified

The expeded emergeme ot ukreasingly stable interests and the strengthening
and LlarifiLation ot salue patt,:Tns ..onstitute additional indicators of directional
tendemies Persistent attention to partkular persons. actis Ines. 3r objects in the
ens ironment to the exclusion ot others (selectise attention) is an indication of
the deselopment ot interests through an es aluation of the relationships of self
to differentiated aspeus of the ens ironment Objectises that relate to salue
Lonceptualization. or the internalization of social salues. compleme-, ?merest
des elopment Here indisiduals are expeded to slum increased co' _,ncy in
go. mg priority to partkular b :has ior that is salued personally and socially. In
a sense, the maturation of ink rests represent, the des elopment of educational
and oLLupatior J indis iduality . sshereas the formation of s alue patterns represents

the reLognition ot salues and the normalise tolerances of behasior
Competendes in the .e subLategories include consistenLy in the expression

ii ....rests and alues and the manifestation of behas ior Lompatible %kith the eme.g-

ing interests and L alue patterns For example. high sLhool students may be
expeLted to manifest imreasing and persistent interest (measured or expressed)
in partkular persons. adisities. and objects They may be expeded to deselop
a concept of self that is Lonsistent Lith these interests and to place increasing
importanLe. or ,alue. on behas iors. suLh as educational aLhiewment, that Ns ill
lead to the dc ,elopment ot related knossledge and skills and to the ultimate
aclnesement of oLLupational aspirations the direLtional tender', y emphasis is
upon aLhiesing imreased LonsistenLy and strength of interests am+ %,alues oser

a period ot time The inLidental or oLLasional expression ot imir..:diate interest

or s alue with litt'e or no long-range impad upon tha behas ior ot indisiduals
should not be interpreted as an indiLation of a directional tendenLy

The seLorid maoratcry ot objectises at the L.nkeptualization lesel imludes
objeLuses related to the applkation ot self -ens ironment LonLepts in Loping Ns ith
ens ironmenta: presses and in tl.e solution ot problems arising from the interaLtion
ot indisiduals and their ens ironment Competendes in this area ot fundioning
are designated as adapuse and adjustise behas for

Adapt ise behas 'or reters to indisiduals ability and skill to mark.2_ the'; sLhool
and soLial ens ironment ( %.Lith normalise tolerames to satisfy self-needs, to meet
ens ironmental demands. and to Noise problems Theie are Is% o t:,pes First,

mdisiduals may. ithin Lertain presdibed limits. Lontrol their en, Tonmental
transaLtions 6:. seleLtion For example, it the, laLk the appropriate s,,cial skills,
thQ, ma ask) J su tran.aLtions that demand danLing and Lhoose those IA here

existing abilities %ill gain thL aLLepianLe ot the soLial group SeLond. indisiduals
ma.- he able to modir. their ens ironment to meet their needs and Lertain external

(,)
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demands For example. students w ho find sharing a room with a younger brother
or sister disruptive to studying may be able to modi '. this situation by arranging
to study elsewhere.

Adjustive behav ;or refers to the ability and flexibility of individuals to modify
their behavior to meet environmental demands and to solve problems. Such
behavior modification may include the development of new abihties or skills, a
change of attitudes, or a change in method of operation or approach to th;
demand situation In the examples of adaptive behavior just mentioned, indi-
viduals might use adjustive behavior by learning to dance rather than avoiding
dancing, and they might develop new study skills so they are able to study while
sharing a room.

The basic competencies in this area invoke an indiv Idual's abily, to dem-
onstrate adaptive and adju,tive behavior in dealing w ith school atls. social de-
mands and in solving problems that restrict the ability to meet such demands.
The competencies may be achieved by applying existing abilities or by learning
new ways of meeting demands

Generalization level

a Student rompetencies concerned with accommodation
b. Studel.t competencies concerned with satisfaction
c. Student competencies concerned with masfery

Competencies at the generahzation level imply a high les el of functioning
that enables indiv iduals to (a) accommodate env iroamental anu Lultural demands,
(LI) ache\ e personal satisfaction from env ironn-Lntal transactions, and (c) dem-
onstrate competence through mastery of speciot tasks and through the gener-
alization of learned behavior. attitudes, and N al ues to new situations Behavior
that characterves the achievement of generalization-ley el competencies may be
described as ,.-poseful and effective by one', own or intrinsic standards and
by societal or extrinsic criteria Individuals should be able to demonstrate be-
havioral consistency,, commitment to purpose, and autonomy in meeting edu-
cational, occupational, ard social demands Persons exhibiting suth behavior
therefore are relatively independent and predictable.

Guidance competencies at this level are classified as attommodatwn, satis-
faction, and masten Tne concepf oi sequential and positive progress implies a
continuous process of internalization, int luding applitational transfer of behavior
and a dynamic. rather than a static, conditior in the achievement of goals. The
achies ement of generalization competencies .nay be interpreted as po,nive move-
ment (at each level of development) toward the ideal model of an effective person
(self aad socially derived) without assuming that individuals will ever fully
achieve the ideal
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ALLoiiiiliodnon Lompetencies relate to the consistent ald enduring ability to
solse problems and to Lope w ith en% ironmental demands win minimum conflict
ALLommodation of Lultural and ens ironmental demands requires that individuals
make decisoas and take action within established behasioral tolerances. Tb-
appliLational transfer of adaptise and adjustis.' behavior, learned in other situ-
ations and under other LirLumstanLes, to new demand situations is inferred by
the nature of the competencies classified in this category The achievement of
aLLoramodation LompetenLies Lan probably best be es aluated by the absence of,
or the reduLtion of, unsatisfactory coping behas tor. The wide range ot ceptable
behasior in many situations suggests that indisiduals who perform within that
range hase aLhiesed the accommodation competencies for a particular demand
situation, whereas if they are outside that range, they hase not achieved these
Lo npetemies For example, a student is expected to attend class, to turn in class
as agnments, and to respect the property rights of others. If there is no record

f exLessise absenLes. failure to meet teacher assignment schedules, or siolation
of property rights, it may be as ,aiaed that the student is accommodating these
demands with' normatise toIeranLes. 'n a sense, the objective ia this category
repicsent the goal that indo, idua: behasior Lont'orm to certain limits of societal
expeLtanLy, whereas the other Lategories of generalization competencies tend to

be more self-oriented Thn-i aLhiesement of acLommodation competencies may
inter Longil enLe of indisidual sables with the salues of one's culture Caution
should be exerLised in drawing sui h infLnces, how es er, because the individual
may demonstrate relatisc harmony externally but hase serious salue conflicts

that do not emerge in obsers able behavior
SatistaLtion LorypetenLies refleLt the internal interpretation that individuals

gise to their ens ironmental transaLtions. Indisidual interests and values serve as
Lriteria tor es aluating the deLisions made and the actions taken within the guid-
anLe domains Although the es aluations of parents, peers, and authority figures
may infleenLe indisiduals' interpretations (satisfactions), these competencies

beLome genuine only as tho., are achiesed in congruenLe with the niotivations
and feelings of ludo, iduak. The desLription of satisfaLtion competencies con-
sistent w ith guidanLe programming should inLlude indisiduals' evaluation of
at filiatiens, transaLtionstnd adjustments in terms of personal adequacy, ex-
peaations. and LongruenLy with a perceised ideal life style Expressed sans-

taLtion, as Aell as behas moral manifestations from which satisfaction may be
interred, suLh as persistenLe, would seem t be appropriate criterion measures
Also. LongruenLy between ticasured inter.:sts and soluntarily chosen career
actis vies should be considered

Mastery Lompetemies inLlude the more global aspects of achievement and
gel-mall/awn ot attitudinal and behasioral modes Long-range goals, encom-
passing large areas ot aLhiesement. are emphasized here rather than the numerous
short-range aLhicsements that may be required to reach a larger goal For ex-
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ample. a young child becomes aware of task demands and different ways to
meet them (per:eptuahzation) At the conceptualization level. task-oriented be-
haviors are developed and made meaningful. Generalization (mastery) compL
tencies reflect the internalization of these behaviors so that tasks are approached
and achieved to the satisfaction of self and social expectations. In the social
area, competencies relate to social responsibility,, and individuals' contributions
with respect to social affiliations and interactions appropriate to their develop-
mental level All of the ..ompetencies in this category are framed in the. context
of self and so,- estimate% of potential for achievement. Therefore, criteria for
the estiniat _ achievement of mastery competencies should be in terms of
congruent', b ween independent behavioral action and expectations for action
as de- fr n self and social sources For example, a mastery competency in
the educatio- al area might be achieved by high school graduation by one indi-
vidual. %he. ls graduate work at the university level might be the expected
achievement le :1 for another individual

Individual Planning

Concern for student development in a complex society has been cornerstone
of the guidance movement ynce the days of Frank Parsons. In recent years the
concern for student development has intensified as society has become even more
complex This concern is manifested in many ways. but ,erhaps it e. exp,essed
most succinctly in a frequently used goal for guidance helping students become
the persons they are capable of becoming

Casting guidance and counseling in a personal development. personal advocacy
role is not new Lortie (1965) suggested that one grouping of tasks counselors
might accept as part of their role would be that of advocate. Building on this
Name theme, Cook (1971) urged that school counseling and guidance claim the
role of student adv ocate, with the Lnd result being the enhanceinent of students'
development Similarly., Howard Miller. president of the Los Angeles Board of
f,ducatin9. supported the need tor guidancL and counseling programs to attend
to the individual development of students Writing in the Lw Angelo Tnno.
Sunday, July 17. 1977. about needed next steps for the Los Angeles schools,
he described the kind of school programs that Nsere needed Among the critically
important programs he described ere "extensive counseling resources insuring
personal direction and monitoring for each student ( 'ler, 1977)

To accomplish the purposes of this component of the model. activ ities and
procedures are needed to as, ist students to periodically monitor and understand
their growth and development in terms of their goals, values. abilities, aptitudes,
and interests (competencies) so that they can take action on their next steps
educationally and occupationally This means that counselors and others with
guidance responsibilities serve in the capacity of personal-development-and-
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placement specialists. Personalized contact and involvement with individuals are
required

Description. lndiv idual planning consists of activities that help students to
plan. monitor, and manage their own learning and their personal and career
development. The focus is on assisting students to develop, analyze, and evaluate
their educational. occupational. and personal goals and plans.

Individual planning is implemented through such strategies as:

Individual AppraisalCounselors assist students to assess and interpre
their abilities. interests, skills, and achievement. The utilization of all test
information and data becomes an important aspect of developing immediate
and long-range plans for students.
Individual Adv isementCounselors assist F*,idents to use self-appraisal in-
formation along with personal-social, educational, career, and labor market
information to help them plan for and realize their personal, educational,
and occupational goals. The involvement of students, parents, and school
in planning a 4-year program of studies that meets the indiv.dual needs of
students is a critical part of individual advisement.
PlacementCounselors and other education personnel assist students to
make the transition from school to work or to additional education and
training.

The Individual Ath ison S)stem One way we recommend that school sta.!
be organized to rc.spond to the individual planning needs of students is to use
the lndiv mai Adv isory System (lAS). This sy stem is based on the belief that
satisfaction en the part of the faculty students, and parents will result more
easily if every student in school is able to relate personally, in a comfortable
way. with at least one adult. In order for this one-to-one relationship to exist it
is necessary to involve faculty members in a program that includes all students
and their parents. Each teacher, counselor. administrator, and specialist acts as
an ach Bur to a group of 15 to 20 students. Thus, within these groups students
relate to one another as human beings sharing more than subject-matter concepts.
The faculty members relate to one another as advisors sharing ideas about suc-
cessfully dealing with their adv isees. Parents relate to an individual in school
w ho knows more al:pc." ft ;ir child than grades earned in a particular class.

Program planning arent contact, and personal development ar- the three
main areas of the ad% isor's role But ach Burs have other responsib. Les to their

*This sk awn on tht: Indi ,idual Advisory System. whIch encompasses material up to the heading
'Responsive Services. was written by Suzanne Fitzgerald Dunlap and Edna Erickson Bernhardt

when they were research assouates. University of Missouri Columbia It wak based on matenal
developed as a result of an ESEA. T.tle II Project. Ferguson-Florissant School District. 1975
Reproduced by penmssion of the authors and the Ferguson-Flonssant School District
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advisees and to their school. The following list contains eight categories of
advisor responsibility with the definition of each. Obviously, advisors will not
cover every area with every advisee completely. Also inservice workshops are
needed to assist advisors in developing skills in each of the eight arean.

Program Planning. Any activity dealing with the act of choosing school courses,
such as course selection, evaluation of course schedule, or tentative long-range

educational planning
Self-assessment. The analysis advisees make of their behavior, performance, or

actions in an effort to strive for continuous sdf-improvement and understanding

All goal setting activities are included in this category.
School Awareness. Any activity that contributes to an awarenss of the school and

its programs, philosophies, and actions.
Parent Relations/Conferences. Those snecial activities designed to increase parent

participation in the schooling process of their children and to ensure frequent
positive contact among the advisor, student, and parent.

Feedback' Evaluation. Information that a school needs to hear, formally or infor-
mally, so that it can change itself to better sun the needs and desires of the people
It serves. This cateogry does not mean feedback to the student. It means feedback

a student gives to the school.
Detision-making Skills. The conscious application of a process to make decisions

Although decision making is woven into activit:es in many categories, it also is
a dist:nct category to aid advisors in teaching the process.

Career Planningii.eparation. Activities to help students select and prepare for

careers
School,Coinraunin 13sue3. Activities concerned with the human aspects of individ-

uals working together Included are human development activities and group
building. This area also includes any discussions needed about current schoolwide
issues that might aose during a school year, such as vandahsm, a special decision

the school needs to make, or any shared concern (Hawkins & Cowles, 1975,

PP 7-9)

Being an advisor makes it possible to give all assigned students personal care
and attention. An advisor has 15 to 20 advisees for all of their high school years,
if this is mutually satisfactory. A student chooses an advisor in one of several
ways. The choice may be based on curriculum or out-of-school interests of the
advisor. A student may choose an advisor he or she already knows A group of
students may choose the same anvisor so they can be together.

Advisors are given folders for the records of their advisees. This allows for
easy access to student files during advisor-advisee meetings. In some schools

folders are kept in an advisement center, where advisor-advisee meetings may
also be iield. t ' -etings are held at a regularly scheduled time. The scheduled
advisement period usually takes priority over any other commitment students
might have.
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The Individual Advisory System acknowledges the need of students .3 have
long-term, personal relationships with advisors. The IAS provides the time and
structure necessary for this involvement to occur. It is accurate to say, then, that
the work of school staff is supported and enhanced by the IAS.

The counselor's role in the high school has traditionally included at least a
number. if not all, of the following functions:

I . Crisis-oriented counseling;
2. Administering and interpreting tests.
3. Fducational or vocational guidance for seniors;
4. Scheduling and student registration; and
5. Student record upkeep.

The counselor's role in the high scl-ool that uses the IAS includes:

1 Providing advi,ors with backup support by dealing with crisis-oriented
referrals;

/ Administering and interpreting tests along with the other advisors;
3 Ii:Iping advisors develop skiTs in providing students with educational (,,

vocational information;
4. Scheduling and stdent registration of 15 to 20 advisees;
5. Student record upkeep of 15 to 20 advisees:
6. Developing out-of-school learning programs; and
7 Helping advisors develop skills in active listening, group dynamics, parent

conferencing, and conflict resolution.

When we compare th two role descriptions it becomes evident that the
number of responsibilities does not vary greatly What is strikingly .dif. ent is
the manner in which each method meets students' needs and uses the counselors'
talents.

Traditionally, one counselor has been responsible for as many as four to five
hundred students or more in a school. As a result, interaction between these
students and the counselor has often been limited to brief en.iunters during
registration times or other encounters during p Jblemattc times. Interaction be-
tween teacher and counselor has been limited, too, to :acuity meetings, work-
shops. and brief consultations regarding pioblem students. The school program
has simply nc' ncluded the means for significant and consistent dialogue between
counselors, faculty members, and students.

With the IAS at work in the high school, communication barriers between
faculty members, and between faculty and students, are lessened. Personal caring
become% a pnonty in the school where there is equal Involvement on the part
of every faculty member and every student. C ,unselors become members of a
team whose over4:1 role includes meeting suet- student needs as receiving personal
attention, learning self-assessment and goal setting. entering into meaningful

95
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dialogue with parems and teaLhers. getting to know an adult in the school.
esperienLing daily emotional growth. and deseloping decision-making skills

At first glanLe it may seem to Lounselors that implementation of the IAS would
serse only to minimize their funLtion in a school. If suUdenl, every other faculty

member is wiled upon to ads ie a small group of students (help them plan their
sLhool programs, faulitate their eim,lional growth. and maintain contact with
their parentsh how . then, do counselors' .pcLial talents come into play')

Counselors .unLtioning u, a program of ads isement serse as prime resources
tor both ads isors and students. Freed from an abundance of paperwork and ow
integrated into the moinstream of the hi,:h school, counselors are finally able to
use their talents and training Counselors will continue to fulfill nl.my of the
traditional roles, such as Lrisis Lounseling. but the IAS fr.!es them to deliver a
high lesel of professional serskes. Simply stated, an ads isement program can
enhance the work ot counselors rather than jeopardize 'heir position

Ft.r some prinL pals. student LontaLt insolses nuinly disciplinary action with
resulting negative feelings. The IAS does not guarantee principals fn:edom from
that task, but personaliz.ed LontaLt and program planning will increase student
motisation and insolsement in the sLhool This is not to say that principals will
nes er hase &Lip:me problems. but IAS helps present such problems

The IAS needs prinLipals to lunLtion as ads isors This means that principals
will also hase thy opportunity for lull partiopation in helping relationships In

addition, print ipals Lan serse ds models tor cher ads isors As model adsisors.
the) r.,.ed to sustain partmpation ss ith enthusias,n In fact. prinLipals help pros ide

long-term maintenance of the program
As ads isor%.. prinLipals des elop an inLreased sensitisity to the problems of

adv isement Their lull part,. iratior demonstrates the salue and importance of
ads isement Making Lhanges :s neser easv The rest of the staff need support
as the) learn the role of ads isor and make neLessary adjustments and improve-

irwnts Seeing prinLipals share equally the responsibilities of advisor enhances

the feeling of togetherness among th,. faLulty Eseryone needs to feel trusted

and Lared for -Lounselors. teaLhers. administrators, and students l II; ens iron-
ment should say .1 all within. You arc trusta Principals need to do all the)
Lan do to Lreate this feeling. inLluding plaLing LonfidenLe in IAS. the staff, the

students, and themsels es
The skills needed to he an Medi% e ads isor are not so different from those

required to he d good teaLlier. prinL .pal. or counselor What is different is the
one-to-one LontaLt with a student outside of a LumLulum-hased situation It is
essential that ads isors deal ss ith their ads isees in an hJnest and Lomfortable
manner In other words. ads isors are most effeLtise wnen they are themselves

Realizing tf is bask point w ill make the one-to-one Lontact easier to deal with
Orke ads isors reaLh this point, it is time to assess strengths and weaknesses and
determine those areas sshere more skill deselopment is needed

I')
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Ads isors must has e skills useful in attending to the personal growth and well-
being of athisees. he;ping each ads isee outline a satisfactory learning program.,
and maintaining communization with the els isee's parents. Ads isor skills include
career planning and preparation. college information, conflict resolution, deci-
sion making. interpreting test ,cores. parent conferencing. program planning,
record keeping. school awareness. and self-assessment. It is -it realistic to expect
every athisor to master each of the listed skills. Adsisors need to share their
knowl.xlge and I-.elp one another deselop the skills. As in the case of advisor
responsibilities, it is helpful if ads isors present inset-% ice workshops for one
another.

It is important to keep the basic purpose of an indisidual advisory system in
focus when organizing the program. It is possible for an ads isory-type system
to be oriented toward school-system effkiency rather than personalized student
learning_ Although the system should be reasonably efficient. an overconcern
for efficiency can distort its purpose. It is possible to has e an lAS with no greater
indisrdualized student contact and insolsement. A warmed-oser homeroom ap-
proach. wherein students are seen only in a group and the goals are limited
mainly to such administratise concerns as dass scheduling, record keeping. and
announcements will probably offer little personal deselopment. Although class
scheduling may be onc responsibility of adsisors and group meetings may be
an appropnate method for 0 scssion and efficient processing, the primary focus
should always be on the facilitation of indisidual student deselopment

Benefits of an Indn.dual Advison System are as follow s:

I Better program planning:
2 Broader based decision making:
3. More personalized service for students.
4. More positive school climate: and
5 More positive staff relationships

Responsive Sen ices

Problems relating to academit. learning, personal identity issues. drugs. and
peer and family relationsips continue to be a part of the educational scene. As
a iesult there is a continuing need for cnsis counseling, diagnostic and reme-
dianon actRities. and consultation and referral to be an ongoing part of a k om-
prehensn e guidance program. In addition, there is a continuing need for the
guidance program to respond to the immediate information-seeking needs of
students. "arents. and teachers. The responsive services component organizes
guidance technique, and methods to respond tc thesc concerns and needs as they
occur In addition, the responsive services component is supportive of the guid-
ance curriculum and individual planning components.

Den noon. Responsise sen ices consist of actis Ines to iilcet the immediate
needs and concerns of students whether these need, ,* .-oncerns require coun-
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seling. consultation, referral, or information. Although counselors have speciat
training and possess skills to respond to immediate nds and concerns, the
cooperation and support of the entire faculty and staff are necessary for the
component's successful implementation. Responsive services are implemented
through such strategies as:

ConsultationCounselors consult with students along with parents, teach-
ers. other educators, and community agencies regarding strategies ta help
students deal with and resolve personal concerns.
Personal CounselingCounseling is provided on a small group and indi-
vidual basis for students who have problems or difficulties dealing wiia
relationships, personal concerns, or normal developmental tasks. It focuses
on assisting students to identify problems and causes, alternatives, possible
consequences. and to take action when appropriate.
Crisis CounselingCounseling and support are provided to students or
their families facing emergency situations. Such counseling is normally
short-term and temporary in nature. When necessary. appropriate referral
sources may be used.
ReferralCounselors use other professional resources of the school and
community to refer students when appropriate. These referral sources may
include:

I. mental health agencies:
2 employment and training programs:
3. vocational rehabilitation:
4. juvenile services:
5. social servres: and
6. special school programs (special or compensatory education).

The responsive services component also prov ides fcr small group counseling
Small groups of students w ith similar concerns can be helped by intensive small
group counseling. Al: students may not need such assistance, but it is available
to all students.

Adjunct guidance staffpeers, paraprofessionals. volunteerscan aid coun-
selors in carrying out responsive activities. Peers can be involved in tutorial
programs, orientation activ ities, ombudsman functions. andwith special train-
ingcross-age counsehng and leadership in informal dialog. Paraprofessionals
and v olunteers can provide assistance in such areas as placement. follow-up,
and community-school-home liaison activities.

System Support

The adrnmstran.3n and management of a comprehensive guidance program
require an ongoing support system. That is why system support is a major
program component. Unfortunately. , however, it is an aspect of a comprehensive
program that is often overlooked or, if it is attended to, only minimally appre-

r
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elated 4,nd yet, the sy stem support component is as important as the other three
components Why ' Because without continuing support the other three com-
ponents of the guidance program will be ineffective.

Activities inchded in this program category are by definition those that support
and enhance activities in the other three program components. That is not to say
that these activities do not stand alone They can and often do. But for the most
part. they undergird activities in the othcr three components.

Des, ription The system support component consists of mananment actis -
ities that establish. maintain, and enhance the total guidance program. This
component is implemented and carried out thiough actis !ties in the following
areas

Researth and Del elopmem. Guidance program ev aluation. follow-up .aud-
les. and the continued des elopment and updating of guidance learning ac-
tivities are some examples of the research and development work of counselors.
Staff Communal Public Relations. This Inv ()Ives orierting staff and the
community to the comprehensive guidance program through such means as
the use of newsletters. local media, and school and community presenta-
tions

Prefessional Detelopment Counselors need to be ins oh ed regularly in
updating their professional knowledge and skills This may, invols e partic-
ipation in reguhr school insen ice training, attending professional meetings,
compl:ting postgraduate coursework. and contributing to the professional
literature
Committee Adti ors Boards Serv ing on departmental curriculum commit-
tees and community committees or ads isory boards is an example of actis -
Ines in this area.
Communits Outreach Included in this area are activities designed to help
counselors become know ledgeable about community resources, employ-
ment opportunities. and the local labor market This may involve counselors'
!swn l. local businesses Wind industries and social services agencies on a

periodi: basis
Program Management and Operations. This area includes the pining and
management tasks needed to support the actis ities of a comprehensive guid-
ance program It also includes reponsibilities that members of the school
staff may need to fulfill

Also included in the system support component are those activities in the
school that support programs other than guidance These activities could include
being mvolved in the school testing program (helping interpret test results for
use by teachers. parents. and administrators). sei-ving on departmental curriculum
committees (helping interpret student aeeds data for curriculum revision). and
working w ith school administrators (helping interpret student needs and behav-
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iors). Care must be taken. howeNer. to watch the time given to these duties
beLause the prime focus for Lounselors is the carrying out of the comprehensive
guidance program. It is important to realize that if the guidance program is well
run. it prm ides substantial support for other programs and personnel in the
school and the community .

Concluding Thoughts

One goal of chapter 3 has been to present a theoretically sound perspective
for comprehensne guidance Jgrams. K-12. A second goal has been to present
a theoretkally sound structure around which a comprehensne guidance program
t_ould be organized and managed. A third goal has been to describe the content
of this structure and to prmide examples of lists of student competencies and
the domains that organize them. If this structure and the content involved are to
come together as a complete. comprehensne guidance program K-12 some
imperatives must be followed. We must do the following:

I. Understand that a Lomprehenso e guidance program is student development
oriente not school maintenance-administrative oriented:

2 Operate a comprehensne guidance program as a one hund-cd percent
program. the four program components constitute the total program. there
arc no add-ons:

3 Start the omprehensne guidance program the first day of school and end
it the last day of school. not begin in the middle of October and end in
Apnl. so that administratne. nonguidance tasks can be completed, and

4. Understand that a cornprehensne guicbnce program is program-focused,
not position-focused
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CHAPTER 4

ASSESSING YOUR CURRENT
GUIDANCE PROGRAM

The next phase of the program improvement process involves assessing your
chrrent program. Current program assessment is a process for obtaining a concrete
description of your school or school district's guidance program as it exists in
the pmsent. Quantitative and qualitative data are gathered, slicing the program
from as many angles as is feasible. The current program assessment process is
not a way of measuring students' needs, rather, it is a way of determining what
tne current guidance program is. Thus, the assessment is done using the com-
ponents of the program model adopted by the district for implementation. The
assessment process reveals what the current program is accomplishing and what
its present form is. It provides the basis for identifying critical gaps in service
delivery and for planning needed program changes.

Five steps involved in assessing your current program are discussed in this
chapter:

Step 1: Identify current resource availability and use;
Step 2: Identify current guidance and counseling activities;
Step 3: Determine student outcomes;
Step 4: Identif; who is served; and
Step 5: Gathor perceptions.
As you will see, several steps can be carried out at the same time, depending

on the personnel available and the program imprPvement plan established by the
steering or school-co..imunity advisory committee as its organizational plan.
Step I requires identifying the resources available and in use in the current
guidance program. Resources include the counseling staff, their time, and their
talent. Step 2 entails identifying and writing down by grade or school level
elementary; middle or junior high, or high schoolall thc guidance activities
presently being conducted by the guidance, teaching, and administrative staff.
In step 3 the intended outcomes for students are determined for each activity
identified in step 2. What competencies do students acquire as a result of their

1n2
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involvement in an activity') In this step, a description of t:ie students in your
school or system is developed by gathering available information. Step 4 requires
identifying the clients actually served by the current guidance program. This
step is also an outgrowth of step 2. In step 5, perceptions of the program are
gathered from students, teachers, administrators, counselors, parents, and com-
munity members.

Getting Ready

To accomplish the current program assessment, several work groups need to
be formed. As mentioned, steps 2, 3, and 4 are interrelated, thus the groups
gathering this information should either be the same or work closely together.
Concurrently, other wc.x groups can begin idgmtifying current program resource
use and collecting perceptions about the current program. One basic rule must
apply to all work groups and to other data collection efforts. To make your data
useful in future planning, it_ is important that you organize your current assessment
according to the components of the program model your school or school distric.
has adopted If you have adopted the model using die guidance curriculum,
individual planning, responsive services, and system support components de-
scribed in chapter 3, von should organize your data collection and reporting
according to these components. As you will see, the examples in this chapter
use that model.

Because assessing your current program is a substantial undertaking, the guid-
ance program leader has an important role to play. If you are the leader of the
guidance program, via,. have the primary responsibility for data collection and
for ensuring the full aid appropriate summary, analysis, and dissemination of
the results. We recommenj, however, that ail counselors in the building or
district affected by the potential changes be involved in the current asSessment.
Accomplishing the assessment tasks helps the staff become familiar with the
program model selected and feel comfortable that most of what they are currently
doing fits into the components of the modelthat the "new" program will not
be completely different from the current program.

Involvement of administrators in work groups also is of value. Administrators
so involved learn about the program model and are in a better position to support
the changes called for in the future. Some administrators have been counselors
in the past and have strong cxperience-based opinions on how the program can
and should be changed Of great value as well is the help that counselors provide
to the students, staff, and climate of a building and, by their knowledge of the
direction that the improved program is taking, they provide support for the
implementation of changes in their schools or districts.

The work of some groups, however, is at times truly laborious. Staff who are
not directly concerned with each minute detail may find it somewhat tedious,

3
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for exaniple. to analyze the time study data for similarities and differences for
each school or grade leel It is important to use administrators where they Lan
make a solid contribution to the deliberations, and not let them get bogged down
in data that are in fact the inter'. riffairs of the guidance department.

If a steering committee is used, we recommend that steering committee mem-
bers chair the various work groups. Then, steering committee meetings will
pro% ide the opportunity to monitor and coordinate the work of the various groups.
In any ease, some vehicle for coordinating the work groups' efforts will need
to be established, a committee of committee chairs also would work.

In planning your current program assessment, current program description
materials should be used. Many states have led schools and districts in the
(le elopment of guidance program "handbooks- or "plans." Much useful in-
formation can and should be extracted from these existing documents to facilitate
current assessment efforts. Usually they provide a listing of current program
actnities. One caution, though. It has been our experience that often these
"plans' hme been just thatplans and include activities that are not actually
performed.

Finally. assessing the current program will take time, and you need to be
realistic in establishing the tirnefram. Some specific suggestions for accom-
plishing each of the steps are offered below that will help save you some time,
but it still could take from 6 months to a year to compliito an as.essment. It is

orthw hile to take the time needed to gather your data acs.urately because they
are used to help the guidance staff underuand the current design of their program
aad to educate others about the current status of the program. It also becomes
the baseline frum which sour decisions for cnange - made and against which
your changes will be evaluated.

Step 1: Identify Current Resource Availability and Use

The effeLmeness of a program is measured in terms of the ratio of resources
applied to the benefits aLcrited. Taus. gathering concrete information about the
resourLes mailable and used in the guidance program is essential to any program
decisions to be made. The more complete your knowledge of the resources
currently mailable. the more room you have for creativity' as you decide to
redirect them for program improements and the more specific you can be in
y our requests for additional resourL,s Having complete information about what
is mailable is of benefit, in addition, most guidance program administrators will
be mcouraged by leammg the actual quantity of resources available to them

"Resources" is an ambiguous word, and further categorization is needed. For
the purposes of our discussion, we hme ,:hosen human, financial, and political
resources as useful categories. Human resources include staff members' time
alai talents Financial resourLes are those applied through the budget to proviuL
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materials, equipment, and facilities for the guidance program. Political resources
are represented by policy statements and supporters of the cirrent program and
staff. Because of the variety of resources Used in a comprehensive guidance
program, step 1 is a giant step" that requires time and staff commitment to
accomplish Some ways that districts have assessed resource availability anci use
are described below.

Human Resources

Human resources that need to be assessed include counsuors and guidance
department paraprofessionals. Teachers and administrators often conduct guid-
ance activities, so they may need to be included too. If your school or district
uses community volunteers, such as business community representatives as career
speakers or PTA volunteers as clerical support, you will need to list them as
well. Assessing these human resources involves identifying their talents and the
time they spend on the program.

Guidance Department Staff

The counseling staff is the basic resource of the guidance program. It is the
counselors' unique training and experiences that allow us to seek accountability
for helping students lean to make decisions, solve problems, and perform other
tasks Indeed, more often than not, when principals are asked to descnbe their
guidance programs, they will say. "I have five counselors," or, "I have six
counselors and a registrar."

There is, however, a widespread lack of information as to what counselors'
unique talents are. As a result, in several projects k have been involved with,
it has been useful to specify counselors' skills. There is a variety of ways to do
this: to ensure that everyone. concerned is aware of the certification requirements
for school counselors; to publicize the training requirements for the master's
degr.-T in courseling; to publicize appropriately written job descriptions of school
counselors; anti to disseminate the American School Counselor Association (ASCA)
role statement (1981).

A mom extensive and potentially more useful way to make counselors' skills
known is to ask them to identify their own modes of functioning within each of
the components of the model program. Figure 4-1 displays an example of this
fron-i one district. The next step is to have counselors define their modes of
functioning as they use them operationally in the schools. This approach also is
useful in building a common terminology base among counselors of varied
backgrounds and training. It has the additional benefit of helping counselors
relate their skills to the model program design.

An essential piece of quantitative data is the current counselor-student ratio.
During the discussions of the model ps- gram it is quite possible that everyone
involved may be starr:-eyed about the possibilities. The realities of case load

(c:-)
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Figure 4-1
Counselor Functions by Program Component
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1. Guidance Curuculum
leading
developing
coordinating/facilitating
evaluating

2. Individual Planning
counseling/gu;ding
developing/revising
planning/evaluating the system
conferencing
communicating/coordinating/
directing

3. Responsive Services
counseling
referring/linking
intervening
informing/disseminating

4. Support System

planning
consulting
teaching/demonstrating
communicating/describing

teaching (e.g.) decision skills
referring
informing/disseminating
consulting

assessing/identifying/diagnosing
monitori.ig/following up/following
through
case conferencing

In order to carry out their responsibilities, counselors need the following
support from the system:

district guidance policy
assessment programs
appropriate financial allocations
public relations program
administrative leadership at district and campus levels
mordinated articulation of activifies
time allocations
testing programs
district and community referral systems
parent education and parent involvement programs
community relations pronrams
development of guidancb curriculum
guidance program deveiopment/review/eval,.ation/improvement

In order to provide support for the total educational system, counselors will
perform the following support functions:

program development
attendance
supervision
activities

curriculum development
discipline
testing
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must be ever-present, ultimately your program design will have to acknowledge
what each counselor can be expected to do for 200. 500, or I .000 students.
Also, knowing whether the ratio is the same from school level to school level
allows you to tailor your expectations accordingly. In some &diets, the rec-
ognition of the disproportionately heavy loads at the elementary level when
contraste 4 with the secondary level has led to immediate efforts to employ more
elementary counselors.

In addition to ratios, typical patterns of counselor-student assignment need to
be reviewed. Are counselors assigned to a grade level or to an alphabetical
group9 How are specialized counselorsvocational or special educationas-
signed their students? The rationale behind these assignments implies the phi-
losophy of the guidance program: for example. case-load assignment by grade
level may reflect a developmental philosophy, whereas assignment by alphabet
may reflect an emphasis on responding to Audents with knowledge of their
family contest.

Clarification of counselors' unique talents provides qualitative data about the
contribution they are able to make to students' growth and development. As-
sessing how counselors use their nme provides quantitative data about the current
guidance program. Because counselors are the basic program resource, the re-
cording of their actual program-related 'Jehaviors is the most critical data you
will gather These data provide the most concrete information about the actual
design of your current program. therefore it is esse,itial that you gather this
information.

In order for data to be meanmgfal and useful. you must plan your time usage
study carefully There are many decision% to be made and itches to consider.

Wh: What is the purpose of the time study? You need to write it out to
ensure clarity. For example. "the purpose of the time study is to
determine how' the resource of counselor time is appropriated to the
four components of the model program": or. "the purpose of the
time study is to determine how the resource of counselor time is
appropriated to the functions identified as those used by counselors",
or, "the purpose of this study is to analyze the time that counselors
spend doing various tasks." These three different purposes lead to
different type% of time studie:,: the first is a calendar study, and the
second and third are log studies. You need to have a precise idea
ot why you are gathering the data. Also. you need to explain the
purpose to the staff and to school administrators.

There may be concern that the data will be used for personnel
evaluation rather than program description purpose, You need to
decide if you are willing to provide for anonymity, or somehow you
need to establish an appropriate tnist level with the counselors.

1 (17
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Who. Whose time usage i., to be assessed? Counselors' only? Paraprofes-
sionals'? Other aides"? Teachers' or administrators' who may per-
form guidance functions? Besides being able to identify staff in
broad categories, will it be importatit to sort the information collected
b/ subsets of staff? It is usually uFeful to distinguish between the
elementary, middle/junto high, and high school counselors, for
example.

What. What do you really need to know? In the first of the three previous
examples,. the time allocated to each of the four program model
componentsguidance cumculum, nd:vidual planning, responsive
services, and system supportwas the information gathered. In the
second example. specific information about each of the functions
that counselors pe:form, such as individual counseling, small group
counseling, and consultation is what w:s learned, both in terms of
the overall time allocated and the relative balance of function use.
In the third example, data relative to guidance program tasks were
acquired. You may want a measure relative to student outcomes or
one of the various clients served.

This is a golden opportunity to learn a great deal about what is
actually happening ;n your program, but you need to resist the
temptation to learn everything you always wanted to know but were
afra.id to ask. Because ,chool counselors and other guidance staff
are busy, consider carefully what you are asking them to record.
Collect only data you know you will use. The simpler the time-
recording system is, the more accurate your information will be.

When. Because this is a time usage study, there are several time questions
you need to answer: When will you do the study: all year? a certain
month? a scarering of days throughout the year? The study should
cover enough time so that some activities that may occur only oc-
casionally are not given undue attention. We recommend that you
conduct the study all year. Begin by recording time on Monday of
the first week; in the second week log your time on Tuesday; in the
third week,. Wednesday; and so on throughout the year.

DuBois (1975) recommended that the school year be divided into
quarters and that 9 days be chosen randomly for each quarter. If
information is needed quickly, then the best time for you should be
chosen. Try for at least one week and rernember to correct for the
possible distortion that could occur in a short sample.

What increments of time will you be asking to have recorded: by
minutes? by quarter hours? by half hours? by class periods? by the
length of activr. 's? When do you want the record keepers to log

irS
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their time: as they go? at the end of the morning and afternoon? at
the end of the day? Should they record time spent during the 8-hour
work day? or count extra-hours work tco? Your answers to these
questions again depend on the way you plan to use the information
and how precise you want the information to be.

In the first of our three examples begun above, the component
data would be gathered for a full year by the blocks of time that
the activities take. Counselors record the information on calendars.
In the second examole, the counselors record the number ofminutes
they spend doing each function as they do it during a I-month period.
In the third example, counselors record time they spend in activities
in 15-minute segments. (See Appendix A for forms used to conduct
this type of time study in the state of Missouri.)

Where: Is the staff to record time spent at school only? or should they and
you acknowledge the work some of them do before and after school
or in the evenings? Again, your answers depend on how you plan
to use the information and if your plans for data aggregation allow
you the variability that out-of-school data will bring. The counselon
will ask you this question. so be prepared to answer it. We rec-
ommend that all time spent on the program be recorded, so that the
time that is actually taken is reflected in the data.

How. The forms for data collection need to be as simple to use as possible.
both for recording and for tallying. Ideally you will be able to use
a computer for aggregating the data and generating the repons you
need. Be sure to consider ttrz dictates of the computer before de-
veloping your forms.

Directions for implementing the study must be precise and clear.
0,unselors need to be schooled in what the purpose of the study is
and how to keep their records. The terminology used in the cate-
gories of the study needs to be thoroughly understood by everyone
to ensure consistency of data. A system for fielding questions and
for monitoring implementation of the study needs to be employed.
If you are running this from a central office location, you must
ensure that the campus guidance program leadersthe head or lead
counsclors--understand the study and its purposes and can monitor
its implementation effectively.

As mentioned ear these data will be used again and again as your im-
provement efforts proceeo Once data are collected for the appropriate length of
time, the next step is to aggregate them into a meaningful report. From data
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Lollected in our first cx..nipie. Northside Independent School Distnct learned
that the current guid program reflected a design similar to that displayed in
Figure 4-2. From the data collected by the logging procedure, the picture dis-
played Ir. Figure 4-3 was generated in Northside Independent School District.
Both sets of data were totaled and figured into percentages. y :etc:ling a rather
graphic picture of the shape of the current program in one case and the actual
use the district was making of the counselors' unique skills in the other. The
rank order of usage .4 frnctions was a xlable as well Finally. within the totals
fir indisiduals and for buildings. there were great ranges of time spent for the

Jus functions. Each of these pieces of information was useful as the
p. ,rain improsement project unfolded

Oilier Personnel

School staff members are important members of the guidance team, and as
such their competencies and their contributions to the program need to be iden-
tified. In some schools. counselors share Lase loads w ith campus administrators.
ParaprifessionaIs or secretaries fulfill essential roles. for example. career center
technicians pros ide many guidance actis ales for students. Students also are
important members of the guidance team. Working as peer counselors or aid.,
in career centers. or making alumni presentations to younger students are just a
fes. of the way s students may contnbute. Such contributions need to be identified
and listed in a sin-Jlar way to staff partf, ipation. The same is true for business
and community representatises and PTA se ntcers

Financial Resources

Budvi

The place to begin the assessment of financial resources is the budget of the
current guidarce program ben II therz is no official budget and this is often
the Lase at tne building lest:Ifunds are being spent for gulu tnce acusities. so
begin there Consider listing such items as salaries for coenselors. secretanes.
and aides. money spent for supphes such as paper. pencils. record folders. money
spent for guidancc program materials st.ch as books. filmstrips, films and pam-
phlets. standardized tests, and scoring sersices All evpcnses for guidance ac-
t ities in the district should be inclut!ed as well as an!, special funding from
federal. state. or prisate foundations that is used. This information w ill gise you

perspectise about the share of the total educational budget that guidance has
In many Lases. it is often muLh larger than the guidance staff thinks

If you do not already hase it is important to take an insento.-y of the
matenak you hase as allable ou ill want to categonz.e your ins entory by the

1 1
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Figure 4-2
1985-86 Calendrr Data Aggregation

District Totals

Month Curriculum
Individual
Planning

Responsive
Services

System
Support

0 641.7 hrs. 1477.3 hrs. 1325.5 hrs. 2257.3 hrs.
C
T 11.3% 25.9% 23.2% 39.6%

N 672 hrs. 1170.5 hrs. 1278.5 hrs. 1387.3 hrs.
0
V 14 9% 26% 28.3% 30.8%

D 354.5 hrs. 929 hrs. 997.25 hrs. 1276.75 hrs.
E

C 10% 26.1% 28% 35.9%

J 256 hrs. 1272.7 hrs. 1115.25 hrs. 2146 hrs.
A

N 5.2% 26.6% 23.3% 44.9%

F 253 hrs. 1266 hrs. 910.5 hrs. 2987 hrs.
E

B 5.6% 28% 20.2% 46.2%

M 80.5 hrs. 1683 hrs. 606.75 hrs. 1122.75 hrs.
A

R 2.3% 48.2% 17.4% 32.1%

A M 582.5 hrs. 2839 hrs. 2675.25 hrs. 3751.25 hrs.
P A
R Y 5.9% 28.8% 27.2% 38.1%

T
0 2830.2 hrs. 10637.5 hrs. 8909 hrs. 14028.35 hrs.
T
A 7.8% 29.2% 24.5% 38.5%
L

S

'Two schools turned in April-May summaries

1 1 1

I

1



Figure 4-3
Counselor Log Totals

Bementary Middle High :Nstrict

Minutes % Rank Minutes % Rank Minutes % Rank Minutes % Rank

Counseling-lndw. 21,804 10.7 2 23,333 14.6 1 25,281 12.8 2 70,418 12.4 1

Counseling Sm. Grp. 12,606 6.2 5 5,547 3.5 13 955 .4 21 19,108 3.4 13

Counsehng-Parent 2,658 1.3 18 4,846 3.0 15 4,448 2.5 16 11,952 2.1 17

Guidance-Group 18,702 9.2 4 3,309 2.1 19 7,234 .6 12 29,245 5.1 9

Guidance-Indiv. 2,650 1.3 19 4,616 2.9 16 15,102 8.0 4 22,368 3.9 11

Conferencing-Staff 11,652 5.7 6 8,912 5.6 8 12,949 6.3 6 33,513 5.9 6

Conferencing--1-drent 5,717 2.8 12 5,913 3.7 12 6,236 3.2 13 17,866 3.1 15

Conf. Staff/Parent 2,799 1.5 16 1,988 1.2 21 2,535 1.3 lf. 7,322 1.3 23

Consulting-Staff 5,321 2.6 13 8,311 5.2 9 7,926 3.9 11 21,558 3.8 12

Consulting-Parent 2,741 1.1 17 3,153 2.0 20 2,342 1.5 20 8,236 1.5 22

Cons. Other School
Specialists 4,703 2.3 15 4.467 2.8 17 4,676 2.0 14 13,846 2.4 16

Coor. Other Agency 2,311 1.1 20 3,464 2.2 18 4,571 2.3 15 10,346 1.8 19

Testing-Indiv./Spec. 9,230 4.5 8 267 .2 23 320 .2 22 9,817 1.7 21

Testing-Dist. Prog. 38,919 19.1 1 835 .5 22 235 .1 23 39,989 7.0 3

Career Education 1,724 .8 21 6,518 4.1 11 2,794 1.4 18 11,036 1.9 18

Record Keeping 9,240 4.5 7 9,112 5.7 6 14,355 6.9 5 32,707 5.8 7

Guidance Activities 1,524 .7 22 5,259 3.4 14 3,055 1.7 17 9,838 1.7 20
Planning (Prog. & Case) 7,417 3.6 11 7,651 4.8 10 15,131 8.3 3 30,199 5.3 8

Enrollment & Registra-
tion 970 .5 23 9,203 5,8 4 8,787 4.2 9 18,960 3.3 14

Professional Resp. 8,821 4.3 9 8,918 5.6 7 34,280 19.4 1 52,019 9.2 2

Admin. Assignments 8,798 4.4 10 13,011 8.2 2 12,899 3.8 7 34,708 6.1 5

Misc. Paperwork 4,725 2.3 14 9,151 5.7 5 10,251 5.2 8 24,127 4.2 10

Special Educatioo 19,166 9.4 3 11,371 7.1 3 8,163 3.9 10 38,700 6.8 4

Total Counselor Days 1322
Total Counselor Minutes 1,042,929

112
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program model components and by student outcomes, as well as by grade level.
The listing should inclade title, copyright date, a brief description of the con-
tent, and the use for which the resource was dcveloped. Assuriing that you will
want to disser,.inate this list to the guidance staff, it also it's helpful to include
information about how to obtain the resource and about any restrictions on
borrowing it.

Equipment

A study of your equipment inventory will reveal the quantity and kinds of
equipment available as well as how it is distributed. How zg-cessible is it to all
staff? You may want to consider an equipment use study to dvermine if you
are using the equipment to As maximum potential or to evaluate if your current
distnbution sy stem is the best for you. Depending on the size of your program
and the quantity of the equipment, you have a basic choice to consider: whether
the equipment is best used if housed centrally and shared on a check-out basis,
or permanently housed on each of the campuses.

Facilities

Baseline information as to the facilities available to the current guidance
program is needed on a building-by-building basis. This, again, will show you
the evenness of facility av . As you begin to implement desired new
program activities. it will provide realistic planning information about the space
av ailable currently. Any necessary remodeling takes time and planning. If ad-
ditional space is needed, such as a classroom for developmental guidance or a
guidance information or Lareer center. that information must be ready for sub-
mission to the district as the superintendent makes the overall plans for the
ensuing year.

Political Resources

Poluy Statements

--Political" here means the support that is rooted in district or building policies,
in state and federal laws, rules. or regulations. or in the standards adopteu by
aLcreditation or other professional associations to which your school or district
subscribes. Knowing the philosophical tencts that undergird your program pro-
v ides you , e Lontext within which to operate. The district may have an existing
board pat.), about the guidance program. It surely has a statement about the
eduLational mission of the district that has implications for the guidance program
In all likelihood there are proLedural expectations for counselors expressed ia
cidnunistrative handbooks. You need to review these official pronouncements
and extraLt and synthesize from them the basic political platform of the current
guidance pmgram.

113
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If you have followed the suggestions we made in chapter 3, you have expressed
a policy statement about the guidance program when adopting a program model;
for example, if you are using the comprehensive program model described in
chapter 3, the development of the three structural componentsthe definition,
rationale, and assumptionswill provide you with the policy support that is
most relevant to your efforts. Indeed, it is our opinion that unless you have these
statements in hand, unless you know the model the district want,, your reor-
ganization effmts may be ineffective.

Another te.eful sursey is that of existing state and federal education laws,
rules, and regulations that pertain to guidance. This is particularly true where
the state holds close control over the educational system. Because guidance is
still a relatively new part of the total educational program, there may not be
much available in written rules and regulations, however, a visit with the state
education department guidance staff often reveals much about state goals. This
task is one that a work group can accomplish to learn much about the larger
persps.ct ye. If ou have not availed yourself of the statewide viewpoin;, join
the members of the work group on their visit to the capitol.

reeional accreditation and professional associations have established
standards relesant to guidance and counseling. Some of these standards include
counselor-student ratios, and some hint at guidance program standards. Where
they do, you may find them useful as you proceed through the program im-
prosement process. Program standards him been established by the Amencan
School Counselor Association (Carroll. 1980, ASCA & NACAC, 1986) and the
National Career Development Association, formerly the National Vocational
Guidance Association (NIVGA, 1979)disisions of the American Association
for Counseling and Development.

Staff Support/Nonsupport

"Political" also means the lesel of constittnt support that is behind the
momentum to change. Some counselors are eager for changes and will accept
them, others resist change. If you are the guidance program leader, you need to
consider the feelings of the staff and make preparations for working with both
supportive and nonsupportive individuals.

Step 2: Identify Current Guidance and Counseling Activities

A major task in assessing the current program is to identify and record the
actisities in which thc vidanre staffand other staff, if appropriateare in-
solsed The all% ities should be ..atgorized by the components that organize
the desired program structure as well as by grade or school les el, This assessment
phase pros ides qualitatise data about tht program, it pros ides the detail that fills
in the outline of your current program structure.
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There are several reasons for recording these activ ities in writing. First, the
discipline of writing as opposed to speaking ensures preciseness. In addition,
recording these activities renders them visible and thus more understandable to
others This is important because so much of what we do is invisible to others.
Visibility helps counselors see the c( mmonalities among their programs. In some
districts it has provided a bridge be-ween the elementary and secondary coun-
selors, they have been able to focus on the similarities rather than on the dif-
ferences of their programs Finally , recording encourages counselors as they
learn more about the new program model and how what they are currently doing
fits into the model. In our experience, it has helped the counselors who are not
in the mainstream of program remodeling and revitalization better understand
the four program components described in chapter 3 by providing operational
definitions for them.

We suggest that one or more work groups be used to accomplish this step 2
assessment Groups can be organized by school levelelementary., middleijunior
high, and high--or represent all school levels and be organized by the new
proitram (omponents Every staff member should respond to the survey so that
a complete picture is developed. how es er, if the staff is large, groupings of staff
meinbeN may Lomplete the surveys together. Buildings with multiple staff mem-
bers are an obvious grouping Clusters of elementary Lounselors. or other clusters
of single staff members can be arranged

The work groups need to do ise the forms to be used. Each group should then
distribute the forms to the staff for whom they are responsible. asking them to
list the guidance and court cling aLtis Ines ny program Lomponents. The forms
could contain a fey, examples by grade level in order to assist staff in knowing
what to list. The work group members could generate their own examples. Some
districts have found it useful to use the activ ities described in their original
district handbooks Make sure that the aLtivities hsted are actual activities.
however, not those that the staff would like to do The next step is to aggregate
the data from individual staff members into a level-by dew]. Lon1ponent-by
component composite.

Some districts have Londucted speak. aLtivity or task assessments as well as
the larger suNey just de'd.ribed In order to better understand the nature of its
"sy stem support" a, ti ines. one district LonduLted a study of the quasi-admin-
Istrative ant' dern.al tasks Lounselors perform The proLess used was sImiiar to
that described above A work group of counselors identified the tasks they
performed thut "did not require a master's degree in guidance and counsciing
to do Individual staff members then estimated the number of hours or days a
year they spent on eaLh ot these tasks These specifiLs were then totaled and
their per(entage of the total time wds determined Other d.stricts have gathered
this information in the original study , as in the Missouri time-tusk analysis (St
Appendix A).
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Another approach to this qualitative assessment of what actually occurs in the
guidance program was used by a guidance program leader as she met with each
building staff group. She interviewed them regarding a predetermined set of
criteria that allowed her to gather the data to compare their programs to the
program model adopted by the district. The same concept is being used in a
self-study format whereby the leader provides the questions to a building staff.
They complete the responses in writing and the comparison process ensues.
Neither of these modes, however, provides the specific information about the
range of activities uiat is so useful in understanding the texture of the current
program. and neither mode is useful in accomplishing the next assessment step,
determinunz the intended student outcomes of the current progam dctivities.

Step 3: Determine Student Outcomes

Gathering Student Outcome Information

The next task is to identify the student outcomes for each activity. This entails
taking one activ It) at a time and asking such que. mins as, Why do we do this?
linw ire students different as a result of this lion ity? What do st idents know,
what attitudes do they form, or what can students do that they could not do
before Note the follow ing examples in the boxed material entitled "Activity
Outcomes

ACTIVITY OUTCOMES
ActiN it Outcome

Assist students in planning their All students can select classes
schedules consistent with their abilities and

Conduct Career Day

interests

Students who participate can
identify an occapation consistent
with their abihties and interests

Althuugh a obv ious that our major purpose as Lounselors is to serve stuchnts,
not all of us have had expenenLe in clearly stating the results of the work we
do For years as a prof ession we subscribed to the notion that what we did was
not observable or measurable. or that what we did were processes and so the
results were not visible

If y our distriLt has been involved in the aLLountabilny movement, your task
may be to merely synthesize available writtzn statements. If, in adopting the

udanLe pr gram iriodel. you adopted an outline of student competenues, then
your task is onc of relating speLifiL aLtiv ities to student Lompetencies If neither
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of thesc upi:ons is avaliabit and your staff as a whole is not comfortable with
the emphasis on outcomes, you are advised to use a work groupyour steering
committee counselors or a group of other counselor leaders- and guide them
through the basic process of identifying student outcomes for the activities listed.
It is by demonstrating our contribution to students' growth and development that
our position in the educational setting is assured. Thus, this exercise allows you
to test th? validity of staff activities, if an activity has no visible outcome or if
the identifiable outcome is of little significance, then continuing it may be
inadvisable.

Having determined the intended outcomes of each activity, you can (a) generalize
competencies. and (13) specify the clients you serve. The client data will be useful
to you as you take step 4, described in the next section of this chapter; the
Lompetency information is useful now. By grouping activities under a component
that is intended to delise7 similar outcomes,, you can make general statements
about the intended outcomes of each program compenent. For example, the
outcomes of the two aLtiN, ities cited aboveschedule planning and Career Day
are related to students' deNelopment of educational and career plans. Aggregating
the outcomes from all such acto, Ines would describe the outcomes of the incli-
Nidual planning component. With ll the outcomes listed, you can draw larger
generalizations about the intended outcomes of your total current program. This
list then is ready for use in Lomparing the program you currently have and
the program your district sLhool desires the phase of the project described in
chapter 6.

Gatherirg Student Status Information

An important part of assessing the Lurrent program is gathering information
about the current status of students What they know , learn, and need. If this
has not already been aLLomplished in deN, eluping the rationale for your program,

w ork group should take on the task of identify ing and collecting data about
students Possible sourLes of such data include standardized tests, criterion-
refere nLed tests, attitude sun, ey s. Lareer des eloprnent sun eys, follow -up studies,
and dropout studies. Demographic data, failure and absence rates, discipi. e
reports, and mobility rates are reported by many schools and districts, the com-
mittee should amass as many of these reports as a:ready exist in your system.
When compiled, suLh information Lan pros ide insight into how well the current
program is meeting student needs. It also tells you what the student needs are
for your sy stem. As w ith the acto, ity information, the student data gathered in
this step should be related as muLh as possible to the list of student outcomes
you have just identified.

In addition to proNiding insight into how w ell the current program is meeting
student needs, student data play another role in program development. They
provide a baseline against w hiLh to compare students in future years. They
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provide opportunities to look at trends concerning student growth and dewel-
opment.

Step 4: Identify Who Is Served

The fourth step in assessing your current guidance program is to identify who
actually is served by your programwho the "clients" areand the balance
of services or the level of service that each subset of clients ro...eives. The previous
assessment has identified who your student clients are and, if the exercise was
thoroughly lone, caused you to acknowledge that there are many clients in
addition to students. School counselors also sen e teachers, administrators, Fo,:
dents' parents, and the system itself.

After the staff have identified the activities they perform and the ;nteaded
outcomes of each activity, the next question is. How do we know that all students
for whom the activity was conducted reached the ;mended outcomes ? Although
the guidance staff may feel that the activities accomplished the desired results,
there may be little evidence to prove it.

Thus, the next task is to identify the students who have attained the intended
outcomes. Is it only the students who drop in to visit the guidance office? Is it
all students? Is it all 10th-grade students? Indicate the r imber and percentage
of students who have achieved a particular outcome and how it was determined
that this outcome has been achieved. In this w ay the guidance staff defines the
outcomes for specific subpopulations in the school. Follow this technique for
each activity (or grouping of activities), and the result will be a listing of the
outcomes that the activity is achieving and its impact on students (see Figure
4-4). It may be that only a small number of students attain many guidance
outcomes, or there may be little proof that any outcomes are attained at all.

Another means for gathering data on clients served that has been used is a

survey. It is not as precise as the method suggested above, but has yielded useful
information. Counselors in one district were asked to "guesstimate" the per-
centage of their client-contact time that they spent with a listed set of clie
The original list was developed by a work grinp and distributed to ali counselors.
The group collected and tallied the results and were encouraged by the consistenc-i
of the "guesstimates." We believe that altHugh this is an imprecise way to get
information, if enough indiN iduals submit inpw , any real aberrations are modified
by the uniformity of the majority. The results of one survey of this type are
presented in Figure 4-5.

The system-as-client is important to acknowledge also. In the districts with
which we have worked, the most accurate data about this come from log keeping.
By ensuring that the system-serving functions are distinct from the student-
serving functions, the data may then be so analyzed. The results of one such
log keeping for a group of high school counselors are presented in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-4
Activity/Outcome/Impact

Activity Outcome

Assist .......dents in
planning their
schedules.

Conduct Career
Day.

Students can select 1.

classes consistent
with their abilities and 2.
interests.

Students can identify 1.

an occupation consis-
tent with their abilities
and interests. 2.

Impact

Only 12% of the stu-
dents change classes.
1976 follow-up study of
graduates: 68% re-
ported curriculum satis-
faction.

Participation-attendance
records at the Career
Day: low (only 30%).
Counselor contacts:
high-quality response,
but only 12% of the stu-
dent body.

Figure 4-5
Guesstimates of Percentages of Time Spent With Clients

(75% of Total Time Spent in April, 1983)

Northside 1SD, 1983

Average'
Elementary

Average'
Middle

Average'
High

Student Contacts
Developmental Guidance

Grc up 23 13 10
Individual 11 12 25

Basic Testing Program 7 3 10
Preventive (counseling) 12 18 11

Remedial (counsehng, referral) 4 8 3

Adult Contacts
District Administration 5 8 3

School Staff
Principals 5 4 3
Teachers 9 9 7
Other Counselors 3 3 5
Special Education Staff 8 6 5
Other Specialists 3 3 3

Parents 7 10 8

Outside Agency Staff 2 2 1

Community Representatives 1 1 2

*Due to rounding, numbers do not add to 100%.

-I 1 9
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Figure 4-6
Personnel Support Versus System Support

Personnel Support System Support
% of % of
Time Function Rank VS. Time Function Rank
12.8
8.0
6.3
4.2
3.9
3 2
2 5

Individual Counseling
Individual Guidance
Confer. Staff
Enrollment/Registrafion
Consulting Staff
Confer. Parent
Counsehng Parent

2
4
6
8
9

12
13

19.9 ProfRssional 1

Responsibilities
8.3 Planning 3
6.9 Record Keeping 5
5.2 Misc. Paperwork 7
3.9 Special Education 9
3.8 Administrative 11

2.3 Coordinate Agencies 14 Assignments
2.0 Consulting Other School 15

Specialists
1.7 Guidance Activities 16
1.5 Consulting Parents 17
1.4 Career Ed. 18
1.3 Confer. StudenVParent 19

6 Group Guidance 20
.4 Small Group Counseling 21
.2 Testing Individuals 22
.1 Test District Prog. 23

52.4 47.5

Step 5: Gather Perceptions

The last step in the Lurrent program assessment process is to gather perceptions
about the current program from students, teachers, counselors, admmistrators,
parents, L.iid community members This phase of the assessment focuses on what
individuals from such groups think about the actk ities of the current program.
It does not necessarily focus on the realities of the current program nor on the
perceived needs of indk ;duals, the school, or society. Needs assessment comes
later in the program improvement process.

The data gathered may help you identify supporme people and groups who
may bc used as resources, and inform you about what is right with the current
program in your users' perceptions and about what might need to be changed.
You can also use the baseline data in subsequent public relations efforts.

The most direct way to find out what people think about your current program
is to ask them. We suggest that you ask the members of your advisory or steering
committees to help you in this process. The parents on your advisory committee,
for example, can help you word the questions to parents by suggesting proper
terminology and effectke ways to encourage parents to respond to your questions.

,d20-
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The same is true of the administrators on the committee. They are representatives
from (heir groups to you.

One way to ask is to interview a representative sample of individuals from
the various groups Involved using a structured interview approach. Using separate
work groups with the advisory and steering committee members as leaders can
help accomplish this task. You may wish to consider having your advisory and
steering committee members inteniew leaders of various subgroups because
leaders are representatives of their groups, tor example, the PTA representative
to the advisory committee could intervio, the presidents of local unit PTAs.
The danger here is that the leaders' opinions may not be representative of the
mainstream of their groups.

There is a specific role for the guidance program leader to play m this prozess.
Especially if there is widespread and generalized criticism of the cunent guidance
program, there is ment to the leader asking key individuals such as superinten-
dents, principals, and parent leaders direct questions such as: What do you like
about the current guidance program? What do you dislike about it? What would
you change about the program? What would you add to the program?

The advantages of using an intenrew approach are the direct contacts with
members of the anous groups Ind the in-depth responses that can be gathered.
The disadantages include the time-consuming nature of the task, the small
number of people who can be contacted, and the chfficulty in tabulating the
results.

Another way to ask people for their perceptions is to use a questionnaire or
a series ot questionnaires Questionnaires can be prepared and distributed to
large numbers of people Tabulating results is easy, particularly if you have
access to a computer.

We would suggest the same cautions in the deelopment of the questionnaires
or questions as we did in the deelopment of logs. Aoid the temptation to ask
eery question y ou eer wanted answered, keep the qi._ tions straightforward
and simple. It is irnperatie that your questions be related to the components of
your program model or to the outcomes ',!sired for students and oti,er clients
rather than to counselors' functions. How you do your job is a professional
decision. Needless to say. , the questionnaires w ill have wording suitable to the
population being polled, the questionnaire for elementary children will be dif-
ferent from the questionnaire for adults, but in order to be correlated, the sub-
stance must be the same. The questions ..ad answers must correspond from one
sun ey form to another if you w ant to aggregate the results and analyze them
together. Comparisons of perceptions different groups hold are often useful.

A partial sample of a questionnaire used successfully to assess students' per
ceptions about the outcomes they achieved from participating in guidance activ-
ities is presented in Figure 4-7. The format of the questionnaire w as used with
all the groups sun eyed by changing the statelo:nt "The guidance program helped
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Figure 4-7
Guidance Program Questionnaire

Directions: Please read each statement carefully. There are no
answers. Just check the space that best decribes how you feel
statemont concerning the guidance activities in your school.

The guidance program Strongly No
helped me to: Agree Agree Opinion Dis
1. Plan my scheiule

2. Interpret tests and
other data

3. Recognize my
abilities

4. Solve personal
problems

5. Plan for education
after high school

right or wrong
about each

Strongly
agree Disagree

Note Courtesy of Guidance Department. Mesa Public Schools. Mesa. Arizona Byron E.
McKinnon.

me to ." For example. if the questionn. ire were to be used with parents, the
statement could read, "The guidance depa .ffient helped my son or daughter to

. In addition, the activities list can be changed to reflect the activities of
your own program It IF recommended that a questionnaire of this type be
prepared for the elementary, middle/junior, and senior high levels. The range
of responses also can be modified to threeagree. no opinion. disagreeor
twosimply yes or no.

As with any market research effort, selecting the population to be surveyed
is very important The sample must be representative of your program's con-
sumers Not all the perceptions held will be flattering and not all of them will
be negative; there may not be much uniformity between consumer groups. The
more accurate your sample, the truer the picture that you will have of your
current program will be Again, gathering the perceptions of all your constituents
at once 's a one-time activuy and should be done with proper care. After you
have made some program improvements, you may do some selective market
research to gather opinions about the changes. with the Lurrent study results
serving as baseline data.

If your system is small enough to do it by hand, or if you have access to a
computer, it is best to survey random samples of students and parents. However,
surveying total samples of counselors and administrators is advised. Whether
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you poll all your teachers or a random sample depenls on the size of your school
system. If it is small, poll them all. If it is large, kientify a random sample. (If
you are selecting the sample by hand, use a random sample table found in your
basic statistics book.)

Leadership Roles and Responsibilities

If you are the guidance program leader. you are responsible for accomplishing
the current program assessment. The scope of the undertaking will call upon all
of your leadership, supervision. management, and administration skills. As you
read through the descriptions of the various tasks to be undertaken in .his phase
of program improvement, you will no doubt come to that conclusion. This
summary is provided to clarify your role. Essentially. you have specific re-
sponsibilities for the initiation, implementation, and closure of this phas, of the
program improvement project.

Initiation

As the program leader, you will need to keep the adopted program model in
front of everyone involved in the project. including the decision maker,. and
every member of the counseling staff. At this point 2,ou may be the only person
who truly understands the concept. You will find yourself continually clarifying
and explaining the model

It is your responsibility to conceptualize the current program assessment pro-
cess. As the guidance program leader. you need to identify the tasks to be
performed and be able to explain them to the staff. We have suggested a multitude
of tasks necessary for a complete assessment, y ou may not choose to do them
all at this time or in the order we hive set out. Ultimately. however, all the
tasks are needed as the program improvement efforts continue.

Once school administrators 'nave a vision of what an improved program will
look like, they are eager for changes to occur. As the guidance program leader.

need to respond to their needs, but you also need to ensure that the program
charig.: deusions are the right decisions. This is why a factual assessment of th:.
current program is so essential. to ensure making the nght changes. not just
responding to some indiv iduals' pet concerns. You need to determine how much
time you have to complete y our assessment, and the steps that are most cntical
in order to progress at a reasonable rate. Thorough planning is essential. and so
is effective use of your time.

If you are in a multi-school or building sy stem. you need to share the leadership
of the program with your staff leaders. These counselors can becomt. the leaders
of the subparts of the project and lead their colleagues by influence and delegated
authority. You continue to lead by influence coupled with the authonty of your
position. You need to be sure that la) the counselors selected are ready to be
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effective leaders, and (b) to work out mechanisms for being able to continue to
provide leadership to them. The whole process becomes a matter of balance. In
this case, you must strike a balance between knowing where you are going,
what you need and want in results, and letting the staff of the work groups
determine how they are going to provide results.

Implementation

You are the overall leader of the data collection efforts. You must staff your
work groups to get the tasks done, and you must delegate effectively. Effective
delegation means being explicit and precise in the charges you give work groups,
and monitoring their progress as they proceed. We feel it is importa t, if possible,
for you to meet with each work group and, indeed, to become a member of each
group Although you are the ultimate leader of these efforts, you do not have
to have aH the answers. We have found that thinking together with the work
group members is a useful strategy. Every district with which we have worked
has implemented its current program assessment somewhat differently . The data
needs are the same, but the process routes may be different.

In your district you may need to engineer the development of the assessment
instruments and procedures to be used for a variety of reasons. You need to
ensure the adequacy of instrument development and then ensure that the instru-
ments are relevant to the selected program model. Your perspective is broader
than that of your staff and you are more aware of the resources available to you
from other district or campus departments, you will know abodt reports generated

distnct departments, and you will know about district ,:omputer capabilities.
Your involvement will allow you to coordinate the work of dr ',mous work
groups It is imperative that you not bombard the staff with a variety sun,lar
surveys It is also appropriate for you, as the guidance program administra!nr,
to collect and present some of the data on your own. For example, you probably
already have much of the budget and facitic, information. Also, you are in a
better position to survey other administrators.

There are a vanety of ways in which you will be able to help the committees
implement their processes. Yn'T 2.1ithonty will facilitate data collection. You
can ensure the involvement. understanding, and responsiveness of every staff
member You will need not only to eduzate the staff as to what they are doing
and why but alse understand and manage the resistance of some staff members.
If you are taking the steps in program improvement that we are suggesting, then
you w ill be armed with the policy support you will need to answer the concerns.
It also is helpful to remind staff that the current assessment needs to be accom-
plished only once, after the program redesigning efforts are completed, you will
evaluate what you ha.,e done, but your basic program descnption will be finished.
You may find that you need to mandate some of the work. particularly the time-
usage study The time-usage study will involve more work on the part of each
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staff member than w ill other aspects of the assessment, and the importance of
its results is such that completeness and acc:-.7..cy are imperative. Finally, there
is a high correlation between your use of your supervisory skills of encouraging
and praising and the success of this phase of the project. The more accessible
you are to the staff, both to the work groups and to the staff as a whole, the
more comfortable eseryone will be with the new model and its implementation.

Closure

Your final set of responsibilities in accomplishing the current program as-
sessment will be to help the work groups summarize and disseminate the data
they hase collected and to help the steenng committee and the staff analyze the
results. Organizing the presentation of the data is not easy. It is probable that
you %%ill want to present all of the data to the steering committee and to the
counseling staff. but only an executive summary to other interested staff such
as campus administrators and other guidance staff. It is useful to have leaders
of the work groups present the information that their groups have gathered, but
you must assume responsibility for ensuring that the information is understood.
You will need to allow as much time to do this as is required. As much as an
entire in, :nice education day has been used in some schools for this purpose.
This allows the staff time to process the information and tt. begin drawing their

n conclusions. It also pros ides them the opportunity lo raise questions and
to learn more about the implied program changes. The results that have been
gathered are tangible and impressise, and by presenting them all together, per-
spectise is maintained It will be rewarding to staff to see the fullness of their
program. As w e mentioned abose, this w ill probaLy be the first time that the
entire program will seem visible. tangible. and concrete.

The data need to be analyzed oy you. the steering committee, and, either
together or separately. . by the counselor leadership teamif they are not all a
part of the steering committee Yoa must be clear about what the data say to
you You must draw conclusions about what the current program is and what it
is accompkhing. Then you are in a position to state what the design of the
current program is and what the current priorities are.

By -design we mean the balance that has been struck between the program
ckimponents or among the counselor functions You can state that as of this time,
tor example. the largest component of me current guidance program is system
support. thc second 1., indisidual planning, third, responsive sersices, and fourth,
guidance cumculum You nov knov, for example, that the primary mode of
operating for the counseling staff is indisidual counseling, the second is com-
pleting admir istranse assicriments, the third is doing special educatiun admin-
istratise work, and ,o on An example of presenting that information from the
Northside Independent School District's program unprosement project is pre-
sented in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8
Northside Independent School District
Current Guidance Program Priorities

(Data Generated in Counselor Time Study, April, 1983)

Component

Priority/School Level

Elementary Middle High

Guidance Curriculum 4 4 4
Individual Planning 1 3 3
Responsive Services 3 2 2
System Support 2 1 1

As a result of aggregating the information gleaned in the study of how coun-
selors applied their time, it was learned that the priorities of the programin
comprehensive guidance program termswere as shown in the boxed material
entitled "Program Priorities."

PROGRAM PRIORITIES

First Priority
Elementary: Individual Planning
Middle School: System Support
High School: System Support

Fourth Priority
Elementary: Guidance Curriculum
Middle School: Guidance Curricuhim
High School: Guidance Curricutum

Next, you would state the priority order of the student outcomes addressed
and that of the clients served by the current program. For example, you may
have learned that at the elementary level 20% of your activities are aimed at
helping students to be safe at home and in the neighborhood. Those activities
thus have a high priority. At the high school level, you may have learned that
60% of your activities relate to scheduling and schedule changes. You also now
know the rank order that applies to the clients you serve. You may have learned

Jur top priority clients are individual students who come to the counseling
e, second are teachers, third are groups of students with remedial level needs
, you call in for group counseling, and so on.

If you have not already done so, these conclusions ;wed to be written down.
This will help you bring this phase of the project to closure and provide you
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baseline information with which to move on to subsequent steps without having
to reanalyze the data every time you pick them up. The value of written state-
ments, as mentioned earlier, forces you to be precise, provides a tangible focus
for the steering committee and the counselors to endorse, and provides a vehicle
for communicating with others about the results of the work that has been
accomplished.

Concluding Thoughts

In summary, the assessment of your current program should have contributed
to your program improvement project. The staff has been involved and has
learned much about the prce,ram as it exists. The staff has a vision of the model
to be adopted/adapted. A full, concrete description of the current program has
been made.

You have broadened the involvement of staff in the program improvement
process Counselor leaders have been identified and are beginning to fulfill their
role All counselors and other relevant guidance program and administrative staff
have been working in groups. The steering committee members have been used
in operational roles to lead the work groups, in addition to their advisory capacity
on the committee, and, thus, their investment in the overall project has increased.

In addition, a sense of the need for change has begun to emerge. By this time
the counselors know that change, will come, but should feel reassured that the
decisions to change are not being made hastily . This suggests that the leadership
is seeking to make the right changes.

From a staff development persp2ctive, the counselors have learned more about
the adopted program model and the Llmponents through record keeping, data
gathering, and discussion They have Ix to understand the relationship be-
tween their current program and the ne program model. They have come to
know their current program in concrete detail They have begun to learn about
and practice the important program development skills of planning and data
gathering.

You, the steering committee, the guidance staff, and the administrators now
know what resources you have available in the current program and how you
use them You know the activities that compose the current program, what your
current program emphasizes, its variety, and the balance of your use of the
corr onents in the delivery system You now know at least the probable student
outcomes of your program and the scope of your impact on the students you
serve You know the clients your current program serves and the proportion of
services it provides to the various subsets of these populations. You know the
perceptions of your primary program users. In short, you, the steering committee,
and the guidance and administrative staffs know the design and priorities of the
current guidance program.
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The scope of the current program assessment is such that, once done, there
is a tendency to think that the program improvement project is completed. But,
it is not. Although you can now relate your current program data to the program
model, making judgments at this time is premature. Your next questions are:
What do we desire our guidance program to be?that is discussed in chapter
5; and How does what we are doing now compare and contrast with what is
desired from our program?that is discussed in chapter 6. The concreteness
of your knowledge about what is and the vision you have about what could be
will provide you the impetus to begin to navigate the difficult program improve-
ment steps of planning 'he transition from where you are to where you want to
be and, then, implementing changes.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGNING THE COMPREHENSIVE
GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Once a comprehensive guidance program model has been selected and data
have been gathered that describe the current guidance program, the next phase
of the program improvement process is to design the specific program that is
desired for your school district or school building. Conceptualizing the desired
program in concrete term, is essential becaust-,, as you will find, the program
improvement process is somewhat analogous to remodeling your home while
you are living in it. A specifically drawn blueprint of the renovations f3r your
home is needed so that the renovations may be made in an orderly sequence
without totally disrupting your life style. The more precise the blueprint, the
more efficient the reno anon will be and the more certain the ultimate product

will be to reflect what you want. The same is true for a comprehensive guidance
program. Also, although at this point you may have a somewhat idealistic picture
of the guidance program you want, you will need to begin to temper this vision
with reality. You will need to be specific about the changes you want to make
and feel confident that those changes are the right changes.

During the designing phase of the program improvement process you will
continue to use the steering committee or the school-community advisory com-

mittee you established pro, iously. By this time these committee members have
become knowledgeable about the current program and have grasped the concept
of the new program. As representatives of both the professionals who work 'n
the progrrn and the constituents who use the program, they can help in ham-
mering nut the hard decisions to be faced. Possible questions that need to be

asked al

Which program component should have priority for the counselors?
Of the competencies that students need to learn, which should be emphasized
at each grade level or grade grouping?
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Who will be served and with what priority: all students in a developmental
mode or some students in a remedial services mode? And, what are the
relationships between services to students and services to the adults in the
students' lives?
What domains will describe the scope of the guidance program and what
competencies and otitconin will have priority?
What skills will be utilized by the school counselors: teaching, guiding,
counseling, consulting, testirg, record keeping, coordinating, or dissemi-
nating information, and witii what priority?
What school levels will benefit, and to what extent, from the resources
appropriated to the program: elementary, middle/junior high, or high school?
What is the relationship between the guidance program and staff and the
other educational programs and staff: is the sole purpose of guidance to
support thc Instructional program? Or does guidance have an identity and
responsibilities of it own? Should it be a program or a set of services?
(Henderson, 1987).

The answers to these questions are dictated by the priorities of the system in
which the guidance program and school counselors find themselves, and by the
quantity and quality of resources supplied to the program. The steering and
advisory committees can help ensure that the changes you will be recommending
will be responsive to the needs of the school district and the community, and
they may help in generating the new re,.Durces you undoubtedly will need.

If you are the guidance program leader, you have primary responsibility for
the decisions and their implementation, but we believe the broader your support
base, the sounder your decisions will be. You will need to continue to clarify
information and the impending decisions. You will need to move the decision
process along In all likelihood, you will have major responsibility for putting
the vision of the model program in operation.

Establishing the design of your desired program entails describing in concrete
terms the structure and contents of your improved guidance program. The com-
prehensive guidance program model you selected needs to be tailored to fit the
realities of your school building and district. The basic question at this point is.
How do you want to use the resources available to the guidance program in
your setting in order to have a comprehensive and well-balanced program?

Chapter 5 describes seven steps to establish the design of the program for
your district/building:

Step 1: Select basic program structure;
Step 2: List student competencies;
Step 3: Reaffirm policy support;
Step 4: Establish parameters for resource allocation;
Step 5: Specify student outcomes;
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Step 6: Specify activities by components; and
Step 7: Write down and distribute the description of the desired program.

The first step enta.ls selecting the structure that best will help you organize
your program and defining the program components to fit your building or district
situation. In the second step, the competencies that your program will help
students learn and apply need to be listed. Suggestions are made to help you
build the list that best fits your situation. Although, as we said earlier, you must
have had policy support to begin the guidancc program improvemert process,
in the third step it is important to reaffirm that support. With the newly con-
ceptualized program defined to fit your building or district and with the basic
competencies that your program will address Aentified, policy support should
be elicited for these specific concepts. In the fourth step, the reaources we discuss
are the time and talents of the staff and the allocation of these resources to
program component delivery and to student competency development. We sug-
gest that the roles of staff members be defined and guidelines established for
the use of counselors time and talent. Also, the -le :red balance between program
components needs to be established, and pnorines for the competencies students
are to acquire need to be set. In the fifth step. student outcomes/indicators are
specified tor different grade levels (e.g.. K. I. 2. v.c.), grade groupings (e.g.,
K-3, 4-6, 7-9. 10-12), or scho.)1 levels (e g., elementary, middle/junior high,
high school). The sixth step entails identify ing the major activities that make up
each of the comprehensive guidance program components i.,, 'his time, you
develop the scope and seque.ice of the nidance cu-riculum, list the major
activ ities that contribute to students' individual planning, and identify recurrent
topics for which responsiv e services are souuht In the seventh and last step, 1
suggest formmg an outline describing the compicthtnske guidance program and
distributing it. The description of the new program must be reviewed and un-
derstood by all concerned.

lt is essential to establish the design that you want to have for your program
so that the implementation that follow s can be realistic. If you are from a school
district that has ,nore than one building. Jarifying the desired de6gn at the
district level w ill ensure consistency of the program from one building to another
The district design should be general enough. however. to allow buildings io
tailor their programs to meet local building and neighborhood needs

Step l: Select Basic Program Structure

\A, ith the assistance of your steering committee and school-community advisory
committee and your distriu policy maken decide what the guidance program
structure will be for your district:building. Currently. the structure in use may
follow the guidance serv ices model (orientation, assessment, information, coun-
seling, placement, and follow-up activ Ines.) or it may be organized around the
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proLesses of counseling Lonsulting, and coordination, or the duties model. We
recommend that, in place of these structures, a new structure be adopted that is
more in keeping NN it h a developmental guidance perspective. We recommend
that the components described in chapter 3guidance curriculum, individual
planning, responsive services, and system supportbe used as the organizers
for your guidance program KI2. Local community, district, and state needs
will dictate the specific content to be included in each program component as
well as the overa:, bala. among the components. The recommznded compo-
nents are again briefly described below, and an .:xample of how one school
district tailored this structure to its needs is included in Appendix B.

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Definaum The program definition includes the mission statement of the
guidance program and its centrality within the school district's total
educational program. lt delineates the competencies individuals will
possess as a result of their involvement in the program. lt summarizes
the components and identifies the clients of the program.

Rwwnale The rationale discusses the importance of guidance as an equal
partner in the eduLational system and provides reasons why individuals in
our soLiety need to acquire the competencies that will accrue to them as
a result of their involv ement in a compreheirave guidance progiam. It
includes the Lona.hions drawn from the student and community needs
aessnients or other Llanfications of goals for the local educanona;
system.

Asti/in/mon% Asumptions are the principles that shape and guide the
program They may include statements regarding the essence of the
contribution that school Lounsclors and guidance programs make to
tudent development, the premises that undergird the comprehensne-

ness and the balanLed nature of the program, and the relationship
between the guidanLe program and the other educational programs. A
tatement that the program needs to be Lontinuausly planned, designed,

implemented, and evaluated should be included as well

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Guulance Cure l ulum. The guidance curnculum is the center of the
developmental part of the Lomprehenyve guidance program. It Lontains
statements as to the goak for guidance instruction and the compet,mcies
to be developed by students The Lurnealum is organized by grade level,
that is, a scope and sequence of learmngs for Grades K-12 is
etahl hed. t is designed to serve all students and is often called
classroom or group guidance.
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Individual Planning: The activities of the individual planning component
are provided for all students and are intended to assist students in the
development and implementation of their personal, educational, and
career plans. They help students to understand and monitor their growth
and development and to take action on their next steps educationally or
vocationally. The activities in this component are delivered either on a
group or individual basis with students and parents.

Responsive Services: The purpose of this component is to provide special
help to students who are facing problems that interfere with their healthy
personal, social, career, or educational development. It includes the
provision of preventive responses to the students who are on the brink of
choosing an unhealthy or inappropriate solution to their problems or of
being unable to cope with a situation. Remedial interventions also are
provided for students who have already made unwise choices or have not
coped well with problem situations. This component includes such
activities as individ2:a and small group counseling, consulting with staff
and parents, and referring students and families to other specialists oi
programs.

System Support: This component has two parts. It includes activities
necessary to support the other three components and activities
implemented by guidance staff that support other educational programs.
Support that the guidnce program needs includes such activities as staff
development, community resource development, budget, facilities, and
policy support. Support that the guidance staff provides to other
programs includes the system related aspects of the individual planning
activ;ties (e.g., student course selection), linKage with the special
euucauon and ocational education programs, and guidance-related
administrative assignments

Step 2: List Student Competencies

Once you lune selected your overall program structure, the next step i. to
decide on the competencies that the guidance program will take responsibility
for helping students acquire. What knowledge will students gain, what skills
will students develop, and what attitudes will students form as a result of their
participation in the guidance program? For help on answering these questions,
go to the results section of the current program assessment you have already
completed. In that process you identified the intended student competencies
resulting from guidanc: activities K-12 in the current guidance program. As we
suggest:d earlier, compare these with lists generated from the goals of your
school district, your state departnicnt of education, or your local community.
Some school districts and some state departments of education hae developed
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competency lists to be used as part of their graduation requirements. Use such
lists in the comparison process. Also review the lists of competencies preseated
in chapter 3 and appendix C. Then decide on the list to be used in your program.

The above-mentioned sources will give you a plethora of ideas, but we rec-
ommend that you beild your own list, one that fits your school district's and
community's stated goals and priorities. One of your ultimate goals is to ensure
the centrality of the guidance program within the school district's total educational
program. The more direct the link between the school district's goals and your
program, the more clearly related the guidance program will be to the basic
mission of the school district. For example, if the district's educational philos-
ophy includes such items as helping students to become good citizens, be re-
sponsible for their actions, and make wise choices, then these words should te
incorporated in the student competencies addressed by the guidance program.

You need to proceed through the list-building process in as systematic 4 way
as possible; that is, you first need to identify the broad areas of human growth
and development that you established as the realm of the guidance program
in chapter 3 we called these categories domains. Next, competencies are specified
for each domain and for each grade grouping, or end-poin, of a school level,
for exampie, at the end of the tith grade for the elementary guidance program,
at the end of the 9th grade for the junior high school program, or at the end of
the 12th grade for the high school program.

The preliminary work ot assembling this list can be done by a work group.
Reviewing lists of competencies genelated by others may be Lonfusing at first,
but once the work group gets Inv olved it is an exciting task. It allows professional
counstlors to focus on the contributions they can make to students' growth and
development At each stage of the development of the listafter establishing
the doma.ns stating the competenciesit should be reviewed and approved by
the total guidance staff as well as by other key members of the school staff,
administration, students, and the community. Use your school-community ad-
visory committee to assist you in the process.

Finally, we stress the need to be parsimonious when it comes to the number
of domains, goals, and competencies used as the basis for your improved pro-
gram The life career development model presented in chapter 3 used 3 domains
and 5 goals per domain This means that there were 15 goals for the overall
program model The Northside model presented in chapter 3 displayed 6 domains
and 12 skill goals for the overall program model. We suggest that you not exceed
these numbers because longer lists become difficult t3 manage effectively, es-
pecially given the resources typically available to the guidar:e program. This
list of compet,,acies is the heart of the comprehensive guidance program. Every
activity conducted in each component of the program should aim toward mastery
of one or more of these competencies.
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Step 3: Reaffirm Policy Support

If you have followed the process of the program change outline so far and
are using a steering committee or a school-community advisory committee, you
already have a group of guidance-educated and supportive others, including
administrators, parents, teachers, and business and industry personnel. At this
point in the process, however, it is a good idea to reaffirm the support of the
school system's policymakers and administrators for the program concern. Re-
member, they need to know what is envisioned for the guidance progt..m and
be willing to support the i nnrovement efforts not only with the public but also
with the guidance staff and other school staff members who may be anxious
about the proposed changes.

To learn if you have the support of th.: administrators in your school or district,
begin with your immediate supervisor. If you are at the district level, this means

your assist? . or associate superintendent; if you are at the building level, it
means your principal. Remember, to ensure that the changes you envision are
consistent with the district's vision, you need at least one of the administrators
to help you keep in touch with the district's basic mission. You also will need

the administrat: to help you gain the support of the school district's board of
education. In addition, you will need the administrator's assistance in enlisting
the support of the other administrators, at the campus or district level, who
supervise or have expectations for co inselors. Finally, you will need the re-
af firmation of the upper-level administrators to convince counselors who resist
the impending changes that the changes are, indeed, what the district wants and

that they need to be responsive to those changes.
Because school districts opuate within a delicate political balance, recognized

leaders or a majority of constituents- including parents, principals, counselors,
teachers, students, superintendents, other administrators, and board members
have to be willing to "sign on" to the new program vision The more you
prepare thc.m at this :!age of the process, the stronger your support in the di ffit.ult

times of actual implementation will be.
Now that the program structure has been selected and student competencies

have been listed, it is time to seek a guidance program policy statement. The
fact that the advisory or steering committee have already endorsed the program
helps because they can take the program structure and student competency list
to their constituent groups, educate them, and solicit feedback. However, it also

is highly desirable to have your board of education adopt a guidance program
policy that affirms the structure of the desired program. We have he districts
adopt the program definition as the basic policy. The policymakers state the
priorities for the program, such as serving students with needs for deveopmental,
remedial, or preventive help, the relative priority of each of the four program

i .1 c
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components, and the pnorine, foi student skill development. You may find some
of the data eathered in your study of the perceptions of the current guidance
program useful as a rationale for the needed changes. You also may find the
'Resolution on Guidance and Counseling (4.1.26)" adopted by the Delegate
Assembly of the National School Boards Association in April, 1986 useful. It
stated:

NSBA encourages local school boards to support ,omprehensive guidance and
counseling programs. kindergarten through grade 12. staffed by professionally trained

counseling personnel NSBA also urges local s,hool boards, state education agencies
and the federal government to support activ ines aimed at improv ing the education
of school counselors, the development of exemplary guidance and pupil service
models and research which examines the effectiveness of such programs.

Step 4: Establish Parameters for Resource Allocation

With your program broadly outlined and basic policy support established, you
are now ready to define in concrete terms the desired design fcr the district's
comprehensive guidance program. Questions that need to be isked now are.
How do we want to make best use of the counselors' talents! What does the
desired program balance mean in terms of counselors' time! Which student
groups should have ton priority, second. third. and so on' Which student com-
petencies should be emphasized?

At this point a "Which came first. the chicken or the egg!" issue arises:
Should the desired outcomes and program design dictate the allocation of re-
sources, or should the allocation of resources dictate the shape of the program?
In an ideal setting. the identified student and community needs would justify
the allocation of sufficient resources to provide a complete. comprehensive pro-
gram for meeting those needs In a real setting there are, no doubt. more needs
and desired outcomes than the school or district _ to attend to. given feasible
resource allocations. This is part of the challenge of "remeAlcling your program
while you are living in It." You are probably not creating a pru,ram from scratch
with the potential for unlimited resources

You must make recommendations based on current resoc, ce allocations with
some projections or requests for expanded resources In our txpenence. school
counseling staffs first have had to redirect their current resources and have had
to be prepared to use augmented resources appropriately. Thus. at this point you
make resource allocation decisions based on the priorities and realities of your
schools For example, you have .lentified what a fully implemented guidance
curriculum would contain. however, if ere is time in the students' schedules
for only one guidance lesson per week (or month, or grading penod). then the
full guidance curriculum cannot be implemented at first. Decisions need to be
mad- as to what topics have top priority so that the lessons that are taught are
the most important

.1 , I
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Another example. There is a finite amount of time that school counselors have
in a school day, week, year. In the current situation, there probably is not enough
counselor time to implement fully all four program components of the compre-
hensive guidance program as desired. Thus. priorities for the use of counselors*
mailable time must be suggested to .tet realistic goals for the program. In order
to set pnorities for use of the counselors* talents and time, the highest priority
student competencies should be identified.

Define Counselors' Role

Before making coacrete recommendations concerning the school counselors'
role, it is important to remember the unique contributions that school counselors
can and do make to students* growth and development. Counselor role expec-
tations need to be spe-zified. that is. job descriptions for school counselors and
other related ruidance department personnel need to be written. This process
requires knu...cdge about what school counselors are educated to do. The clar-
ification of counselors* talents accomplished in the assessment of the current
program provides an excellent backdrop for erbuing decisions as to how coun-
selors" time can be bect used.

Because standard counselor job descriptions have not served n v. ell in the
past. we recommend that you consider drafting position guides. The position
guide offers more detail than the standard list of 9 or 10 duties found in most
traditional job descnptions. The position guide includes sections that descnbe
the pnmary function of the job. the major responsibilities involved. illustrative
key dunes, organizational relationships. and performance staadards (Castetter,
198 i r. Using the comprehensiv e guidance program modt.l. the school counselors'
position guide would state that counselors are expeced to teach the guidance
-urriculum, assist students to develop their individual plans. counsel, consult,
and refer students and others in response to their specific prcblems and needs,
cooperate with other school staff in needed support of their programs. pursue
their uwn professional growth. and dev elop and implement an effective guidance
program (See the sample position guide in Appendix D )

Define Others' Roles

No v. is also an appropriate time to redesign or reaffirm the job descriptions
of the other guidance department personnel such as registrars. career center
technicians. counselors' secretaries, office aides, and peer facibtators. Ulti-

mately.. all personnel who work in the guidance program must have their roles
defined. including teachers v. ho act as advisors or who teach guidance or psy-
chology classes, and commumty volunteers A ho augment the guidance staff in
specific guidance activities. Again. we recommend that you Krite the job de-
scriptions for each of the positions so that differentiation of the various roles
and multiple responsibilities are clear to all concerned.

1 1S
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Because human resources are basic to the guidanci. program, you may find it
Liseful to consider who else in addition to the school staff is available to help
deliver the guidance program One of education's chronically untapped resources
is community members, hence, an inventory of community members who may
be willing to serve is an important part of a community resource list. The most
dramatic examples of community -assisted guidance programs have been provided
in career education programs For example, business, industry, and labor groups,
service club members, and the like are often willing to speak on occupation-
specific o employment realities Also, parent and grandparent groups have been

to prov ide role models of caring adults for elementary school children. PTA
leaders can be used to lead parent education groups, using the National PTA
and March of Dimes publication, Parenting. The Underdeveloped Skill (1986).

Determine the Desired Balance Between Program Components

An unportara consideration in designing y our program is to assign time to
each program component This is a critical issue because of the traditional add-
on nature of guidance. In the past. as new issues, concerns were addressed in
the school. duties were added w ithout much thought as to the time these duties

ould take to complete A comprehensive guidance program is not an add-on
program, it ie 2 Trogram The program structure is established and the
time availa')le to staff k allocated so that across all staff available, the time
allocated to the program components equals 100cI Because of differences acros,,
grade or grade grouping levels. allocations of time for inu,,idual staff members
may be different Ako. the allocation of time may vary from school building to
building and district to district. depending on the needs of the students and
communities

To help establish the desired time allocations for the program components of
the comprehensive guidance program, we have found that the steering committee

or school-community adv isory committee can prov ide direction. We also have
orked with separate groups of counselors, principals and other administrators.

and parents, but this is cumbersome Consensus between the groups is hard to
achieve w hen each group cannot hear the deliberations of the other groups. On
the other hand, if you are in a district in w hich the major emphasis is on helping
indiv iduals determine their own best mode of operation, you might use a process
whereby the counseling and guidance staff make recommendations that, in turn,
are brought forw ard to the decision-making or advisory groups by the counselor
leaders The leaders would present the rationale of their constituents, but they
must also have the authonty to compromise and to develop consensus on behalf
of the staff.

As implied above. you ned to implement a process that will lead the group(e)
tu consenso, because mo.,t likely you will not find unanimity ,,mong the decision
makers The Northside Independent School District project used its steering
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committee and applied a modified Delphi process to reach a decision about the
allocation of time across the program components. The committee first was
asked to establish priorities for component resource allocation. Their decision
is reflected in Figure 5-1. (Please compare/contrast it with Figure 4-8.) Then
committee members, w hi had become educated about the program model, were
asked as indisiduals to write down the percentage of counselor time that they
considered ought to be appropriated to each of the four program components.
Each member then posted his or her :'ercer.tage allocations on blank sheets of
easel paper that had been hung on the walls of the meeting room These postings
:ire displayed in Figure :=-2.

Note the ranges of time. The steering committee as a w hole considered the
ranges and apparent "median" ratings, and deliberated and debated. Consensus
on the peicentages for each category w as then reached. At a subsequent meet-
ing after some "percolating" timethe final balance in terms of percentages
was considered and agreed upon The balance that was established as desired
by the district is piesented in Figure 5-3 (Northside Independent School District,
1986) These figures were used to suggest allok.atior s of staff time for Northside's
desired program. they beLame the template against which th k. surrent program
assessment data were ccmpared and contrasted.

Another district, St. Jeseph, MO (Hargens & Gysbers, 1984) established the
pLrLentages displayed in Figure 5-4 as those desired for the allocation of time
for the program components

Establish Priorities for Basic Guidance Skills/Domains

It is important to has,: both the ounselors and the sonsumers of the guidance
program establish pnorities for the sompetencies that students will a...quire as a
result of their partmpana in the guidance program Helping all students in a
skitool building or a system make progress toward acquiring competencies con-
tained in the 15 goals--or 12, or howeser many you Kase agreed upon in your

Figure 5-1
Northside Independent School District
Desired Guidance Program Priorities

(Data Generated By Steering Committee, January, 1984)

Component

Priority/School Level

Elementary Middle High

Guidance Curriculum 1 1 2
Individual Planning 2 1 1

Responsive Services 2 3 1

System Support 4 4 4

140
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Figure 5-2
Individual Committee Members' Appropriations of

Counselor Time/Component

Elementary Middle High

Guidance 40 40 40 35 40 40 35 30 30 30 25 10 20 15 35
Curriculum 50 40 40 40 30 30 30 40 30 15 40 35 25 20 10

60 45 65 30 50 50 50 30 20 30 40 50
Consensus: 40 30 25

Individual 20 25 35 30 30 20 25 30 25 30 30 35 40 40 25
F anning 20 20 20 10 10 40 30 25 20 30 20 20 30 40 40

20 10 10 15 25 15 15 30 35 30 20 20
Consensus: 25 30 30

Responsive 20 20 25 15 15 30 25 30 25 30 30 40 25 20 20
Services 20 20 20 40 40 15 25 25 30 4" 20 30 30 20 40

20 25 15 25 30 15 15 30 35 30 20 15
Consensus. 25 25 30

System 10 10 10 15 15 10 15 10 10 10 20 10 10 30 20
Support 10 10 10 20 30 15 15 30 20 15 20 20 15 10 10

10 10 10 30 15 20 20 10 10 10 20 15
Consensus: 10 15 15

Figure 5-3
Northside Independent School District

Desired Guidance Program Balance

Component

% Counselor TimelSchool Level

Elementary Middle High

Guidance Curriculum 40 30 25
Individual Plannmg 25 30 30
Responsive Services 25 25 30
System Support 10 15 15
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Figure 5-4
St. Joseph School Disvict

Desired Guidance Program Science

% Counselor Time/School Level

Component Elementary Middle High

Guidance Curriculum 25 20 15
Individual Planning 10 20 30
Responsive Services 55 45 30
System Support 10 15 25

modelpresents an overwhelming challenge if you are just beginning to im-
plement a competency-based comprehensive guidance program. This challenge
is compounded because you also are accepting accountability for helping students

ith developmental. preventi e, and remedial needs. Thus, priorities as to which
competencies are to be included at any given time in the program need to be
established.

The goals for student competency dev elopment can and should be ranked
according to their overall Importance for all students You also may wish to
suggest the importance of 1, arious goals (and the competencies involved) by
different grade or grade-grouping levels The sequence for helping students reach
these goals needs to be agreed upon as well, for example, many groups have
agreed that helping students know and understand themselves is prerequisite to
their learning to know and understand others This process of setting priorities
becomes complicated, but the 1, ar tut' s approaches usually produce some con-
sensus in terms of overall top priorities for attention, and as you move to :aore
specific implementation plans, you %,k ill have a sense of where to begin and
\k here to end. Figure 5-5 presents the goal pnonties established by Northside
Independent School District 0986). These skills are still stated in very broad
terms, they are comparable to "domains" as defined in chapter 3. If you are in
a smaller setting and can manage the attendant tasks, this is an appropriate time
to conduct a student and community needs assessment to ascertain priorities. In
a larger district setting or a multi-building setting, however. the competency
statements are still too broad to be used as an assessment of students' needs.
(Ideas (in assessing needs are presented in chapter 6.)

Step 5: Specify Student Outcomes

In previous work you established the domains, goals, and competencies for
student dev elopment for \khiLh the guie.ance program and counseling staff are
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Figure 5-5
Pdorities for Student Skill Development

Recommended Program Design

In order to have a comprehensive and appropriately balanced program, the
following prionties for allocation of resources need to be considered as goals for
campus programs.

Pnonty Rankings Assigned to Skills

a)
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1 understand and respect themselves 1 1 E

2. understand and respect others 2 2 E

3. behave responsibly in school 3 3 E

4. behave responsibly in the family 9 6 E

5. behave responsibly in the community 9 10 M

6. make wise choices 3 3 M

7. manage change successfully 7 8 M

8. solve problems 5 5 M

9. use educational opportunities well 8 9 M

10. communicate effectively 6 6 M

11. plan for personally satisfying and
socially useful lives 11 11 H

12. prepare for personally satisfy;ng and
socially useful lives 12 12 H

accountable. You organized competcncy statements around the goals. At this
point, you need to specify your intended outcomes by grade level, grade group-
ings, or school level. This simply means breaking the competencies into their
subparts and establishing outcomes appropriate to the age levels of the students
served by the program acti . alcs. The outcome lists for the life career development

1 4 3
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model presented in chapter 3 result in specific statements. These expand quickly
from the basic list of 15 goals For each gradc level there are 13 competencies
or 195 competencies, K-12 (listed in Appendix C.)

Again, IA e stress the need to be parsimonious in identifying outcomes for
%stud) _you Ix ill be accountable Although you will be basing the actual number
you usu on the assessment of your student needs relative to these oatcomes,
seeking too rnany outcomes w ill make the program unworkable. The allocation
of counselor lime to the different program components has a direct beanng on
what outcomes you are able to assist students to acquire. As the program de-
velopment efforts proceed, every one of these outcomes becomes an aim of some
lesson. unit. or counseling session In the comprehensive guidance program,
Lvery Jul% ity has a student objective and every activity 's objective must relate
to an outcome that is on this list The boxed material entitled "Conceptual Flow
presents an example.

Domain 1

Goal A

Competemy

Student outcome

Actitity objectite

CONCEPTUAL FLOW

Self-knowledge and Intelpersonal Skills

Students will develop and incorporate an
understanding of the unique personal
characteristics and abilities of themselves
and others.

Students will specify those personal
characteristics and abilities that they n...y
value

Fifth-grade students V., I I identify a variety
of things that they value

The student will identity six thntgs he or
she values

The task of specifying competencies by grade level, grade-grouping, or school
level is one that counselors need tu do The work group that defined the broacl?.r
list of goals and competencies should either conunue wlth this task or provide
leadership to an expanded group of counselors working on the outcomes list. It

is instructive for all the counselors to have some experience in deve.oping at
least a portion of the list It helps them think in student outcome terms so that
when the shift is made to the activity development phase of the project, they
are used to thinking in terms of specific student behaviors.

When it is near completion, the list of outcomes should be reviewed and
ratified by the total counseling staff and by all othersthe steering committee
or the administrative staffwho are providing leadership to the prog-am change

I ,1
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efforts The total list of outcomes w ill be a bit much for others than counselm.,
to ro iew but the counselors need the opportunity to think through every pi, ce
of the outline. Too, the review by administrators and chers allows people w,-.:
different frames of reference to consider the specifics ot ihe guidance program.
In this way outcomes that a-e potentially unpalatable to some community mem-
bers or outcomes that hae been oerlooked and are seen as unponant can be
identified and addressed at the Leginning

Step 6: Specify Activities By Components

The next step is to define the program cc nponents in liner detail by describing
the primary emphases and the major acti ales included in each. Each component
of the desired program should Include &AIN ities that are performed effectively
in the current program and identify new actiities that are emisioned to meet
the program goals better

Guidance Curriculum

For the guidance curriculum. the Northside school district staff identified as
curriculum strands the basic student competencies that were established for the
comprehensie program (see Figure 5-5) These described the scope of the
guidance cumculum Next, priorities for guidance instruction were established.
This process seres to help counselors know the topics to be taught at particular
school le els and. because there are time limitations for teaching students, the
competenc les that must be addressed The .sequem.e for assisting students to
learn the competencies was also established. This may merely er.:iil restating
the student outcomes specified for each grade level in the previous cffon. How-
eer. if in the pro, ious substep you expressed outcoi les by grade spans or school
loels, you now neec to clarify what is to be taught at each grade level. Again
an example from the life career doelopmcnt modcl helps portray this. The scope
and a sequence for the Kindergarten guidance curriculum in this model is depicted
in Figure 5-6.

Having done that, the next step is to group the outcomes into units for in-
struction Heretofore the organizer for your doelopment of student competencies
has been the domains As yoa identify specific outcomes for each grade level
and sequence them, some natural groupings for learmngs from the different goal
areas probably will emerge. For instructional purposes, you will probably want
to teach these by logical units rather than in the order specified in your outline
of competencies For example, the units that emerge from the kindergarten
outcomes in our example above might be, first, a unit on "self" that focuses
on the first 4 of the competencies as sequenced above, second, "decision making,"

addressing the next 2 competencies, third, "others," the next 3, fourth, "school,"
competencies 10 and II. fifth, "community and work," competencies 12 through
14: and finally, "future."

u
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Figure 5-6
Kindergarten Guidance Curriculum Scope and Sequense

Kindergarten students will

1. describe their appearance
2. describe ways they care for themseives
3. describe areas where they are self-suflicient
4. describe growing capabilities
5. describe choices they make
6. realize the difficulty of making choices between two desirable alternatives
7. recognize that they listen to and speak with a variety of people
8. describe people and activities they enjoy
9. describe their work and play relationships with others and their favorite

activities
10. descnbe those things they learn at school
11. describe their daily activities at school
12. recognize the town, state, and cotir'ry in which they reside
13. describe the work activities of family members
14. mentally project adults into work activities other than those they do

presently
15. describe situations that are going to happen in the future

Individual Planning

For individual planning identify the major activities that assist students to
make their personalized plans. In the schools aild districts with which we have
worked, thcse activities focus on students' educational and career plans. If your
program is so directed, you also might have activities that help students make
plans that relate to their personal and social lives. These major activities also
must be related to the broad goals of the guidance program. An example of the
activities and the skills they relate to as delineated by Northside Indvendent
School District is provided in Figure 5-7.

As you can see, these are activities traditionally found in guidance and coun-
seling programs. Decisions need to be made as to the priorities for the time
spent within this component Assisting s'rdents to complete successfully their
elementary and secondary education is ,sually a pnority for school counselors,
with the transition grades receiving the highest priority; however, co:lege, post-
secondary vocational/technical, and career planning fall in this component as
well. At the elementary level, orienting pnroary-grade children to school and
helping upper-grade children adjust to the in,:easing demands of the academic
curriculum by developing effective, personalized approaches to studying and
tun; management may have priority. . Where counselor case loads are larger than
the 100.1 ratio suggested by those who would have school counselors work with
individuals in a one-to-one relationship, this component will need to be built
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Figure 5-7
Individual Planning System:
Activities ta-sd Student Skills

Activity Student Skills

Orientation Use well their educational
opportunities in school

Educrtional Planning Plan/prepare for personally satisfying
lives

Preregistration* Make wise choices

Registration* Manage change successfully

Dissemination and interpretation of Understand/respect themselves
standardized test results

Careervocational planning Plan/prepare for personally satisfying/
socially useful lives

Application of other skills taught in (As identified through local needs
guidance curriculum assessment)

'Overlaps with system support.

around group activ ities. The group activities will need to be designed to assist
indiv iduals to develop personalized plans and should provide for one-to-one
assistance as follow-up.

Responsive Serv:ces

For responsive services, identify the topics that students, their teachers, and
parents present most frequently sc that a vstematic means for attending to them
can be established. What problems interfere most often with the students' per-
sonal, social, career or educPtional development? How many students need
counseling, consulting, or referral? What percentage need preventive help, small
group counseling or brief family interventions? Wh-..t percentage need remedial
help. one-to-one counseling or referral? Which parents, teachers, and adminis-
trators need consulting help?

In the Northside project, a subcommittee of the guidance steering committee
asked the Northside Independent School District counselors to list the topics they
found themselves responding to over the course of the year. The steering com-
mittee established pnorities for the counselors' attention to these topics from the
school district's point of ie Again, each of these topics is related to the
competencies the counselors strive to help students master Clarifying this re-
lationship from the outset assists counselors to specify appropriate student ob-
jectives for their counseling activ ities The 11.,t of topics. the grade levels at
vhich they were identified. and their priorities are presented in Figure 5-8
lenderson. 1987)

4"
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Figure 5-8
Responsive Services: Topics, Skills, and Priorities

Grade
Levels Recurrent Topics Skills

K-12 1 Academic failure

K-12 2. Child abuse

K-12 3. Divorce/single parents

K-12 4. Grief/death and dying/loss

MS/HS 5 Suicide threats

MS/HS 6. Sexuality issues such as
appropriate dating behavior
and wise date selection;
pregnancy; VD

K-12 7. Tardiness/absences/
truancy/school phobia/drop-
ping out

K-12 8 Discipline behavior prob-
lems

K-12 9. Peer problems

K-12 10 Alcohol drug inhalant abuse

K-12 11. Family situations

K-12 12 Information seekers

K-12 13 Application of other skills
taught in guidance
(1) academic problems
(2) behavior problems
(3) social problems

Use well their educational op-
portunities in F,chool

Behave resporisOly in the family

Behavo responsibly in the family

Manage change successfully

Understand and respect them-
selves; solve problems

Understand and respect them-
selves; solve problems

Use well their educational op-
portunities; plan and prepare for
personally satisfying and socially
useful lives

School-related: behave resport,
sibly in school;

Understand/respect the Aselves/
others

Understand and respect them-
selves

Behave responsibly in the family

(Varies with different information
needs)

Solve problems

The information was surprising in two ways. First, there were not that many
topics-12 in all, and, second, there was much similanty between the lists the
elementary and the secondary Lounselors submitted. These two factors made the
job of becoming better at helping students handle their problems more manage-
able Inservice trauung could be focused on these issues. Exemplary practices

1
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could be developed and shared. Northside counselors feel that one of the side-
benefits of this massive redesigning effort has been learning that there is not as
much 01 a difference between the programs at the three levelselementary,
middle, and highas they had believed. The programs are shaped differently,
but students' needs are similar and counselors' skills and interests are similar

System Support

Providing the detail to describe and define system support divides this com-
ponent in tvwo parts. One part defines the support that the guidance program
needs from the system. The other part defines the support that the guidance
program provides to other programs, such as elementary and secondary educa-
tion, special. gifted. vocational, and compensatery education, and the testing

program.
The level of support needed for the guuLace program from the system needs

Lianfication. The various aLtivities counselors participate in require policies and
administrative proLedures. staff and program development opportunities, rea-
sonable lev els of budget provisions. adequate facilities and equipment, appro-
priate stall- allocations to implement the desired program, and public relations
support. At this stage these requirements may be more of a "wish list" than a
statement of realistiL Lhoices, but later when specific implementation plans are
made. Lonstraints are ,.onsidered. ThLse items are discussed more fully in chapter
6 beLause many are key s to th.: auual implementation of the new ly conceptualized
program.

The first step in establishing the desired or needed support from the guidance
prjvaM to the other programs is to develop the list of major activities that the
guidance staff partiopates inif this has not already been accomplished in the
assessment of your Lurrent program The second step is to make recommendations
as to which of these tasks are appropriate for counselors to do by asking the
question. Is a master's degree in guidance and counseling nt-ded to accomplish
this task? If the answer is no, then it beLomes the responsibility of the counselors
or the sLhool-community advisory committee to make recommendations as to
what other departments are served by and thus are responsible for the tasks.

Consid-ring these factors at this time will help later as you consider ways to
hamile activities that need to be displaced This concept and the issues involved
are disLussed mort fully in chapter 7. Priorities for possible displacements,
however. Lan be suggested at this point. Figure 5-9 (Northside, 1986) displays
the order of pnonty eL'.abhshed by Northside ISD for counselor support to other
programs. It is ba.wed on the lists originally generated in the assessment of the
current program, that is, it ranks what the counselors were then doing and is not
a statement ,,i what they should do. In theory, displacements should start with
the activities listed at the bottom and continue until the nonguidaace tasks are
eithei displaced completely, shared equitably, or streamlined.

41 r,



Figure 5-9
System Support: Programs and Prithities

Elementary Middle High

1. Consult with staff and parents

2. Student referrals

3. Test administration and interpreta-
tion to staff

4. School climate

5. Staff development

6. Special education

7. Gifted education

8. Preregistration

9. Discipline management

10 Curriculum planning

11. Compensatory programs

12 Accreditation

1. Consult with staff and parents

2. Preregistration

3. Test interpretation to staff

4. Student referrals

5. Scholl climate

6. New studa,it registration

7. Record keeping

8. Referrals to special ethication

9. Curriculum planning

10. Schedule changes

11. Master schedule developmnt

12. Vocational education

13. ,...,..indance/discipline

14. Other special programs

15 Test administration

1 Consult with staff and parents

2. Preregistration

3. Test interpretation to staff

4. Staff development

5. School climate

6. Curriculum planning

7. New student registration

8. Record keeping

9. Schedule chInges

10. Student referrals

11. Admission, review, dismissal
committee meetings

12. Vocatietial education

13. Other special progiams

14. Test aoministraton

15. Disciprine management

,
i J U
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The Decision-Making Process

As you hase gathered in reading the abose sections, providing the detail to

describe your desired program design is no small task. Again, the resources you

use in this task will y dry depending on the program redesign mechanism you

are using. We recommend that you use the counselors from the steering com-

mittee to do or lead the bulk of this work. The same principle applies here as

in earlier steps. The more ins olsed more counselors are. the smoother the needed

transitions will be. I, any ease, leader counselors need to ensure that the rec-

ommendations made are suppurted by the steering committee The committee
needs to assist in making the hard decisions. such as the priorities for displacing

unwanted system support actisines, but in many cases they need only to be
educated as to what the priorities are that will become internal operating rules

for the guidance department. such as determining ho °Ise on a campus c.-1

count the test booklets after administering standardized tests.
You need to be aV, are of topics that are of particular importance to the non-

counselors on the steering committee and attend to these appropriately: for ex-

ample. your high school principals might be attached to the traditional conferences

held with indis idual 12th graders as to their post-high school plans You need

to make the effort to ensure that they understand the time these conferences take

relatise to the benetit in terms of student outcomes achiesed Any decision that

will result in changing the shape of a major actisity needs to be carefully con-

siderd by the committee A helot ul rule of thumb might be th t if one committee

member w ants to discu,s an sue. you better gise it fair hearing Es en if nonc

ot the otk committee members are particularly interested in the discussion.

there Ali, kie other, outside the con.rnittee that hold that position as well. and

ultimately that discussion will recur
As an agenda guide. you need to discuss each of tho abose topicsfrom

selecting basic program ,tructurc to making recommendations regarding the

leYels of support needed by the guidnce programin separate meetings The

group will still be struggling to understand the basic concepts. thus making the

necessary decisions is not easy Alloss ing them to focus on one topic area at a

time helps you in the long run, although it m iy extend the time you take on this

step AS it can take up to a year to assess your cuncht program. it can take a

year to select your desired program design That design. hoskeser, as stated
earlier, becomes the goal statement tor eyerything that follows, so it must be

done thoroughly and with sufficient deliberation leigumenti to ensure support

as \ou mos e into implementation

Step 7: %%rite Dmin and Distribute the Description of the Desired
Program

Has ing established the design ot the desired program. the last task is to put
in writing all the decisions you hase made It you are the leader of the program

15-i
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improsement efforts. this task is yours alone. As with any written publication,
the document must portray a cohesive whole, have a logical sequence, and be
written m a consisunt and concise style. thus, one wnter is mandatory. As stated
earlier, the wntten descnption depicts the basic structure that you have decided
on and becomes the working document for you and your staff henceforth. It
replaces the former guidance program handbook or plan.

We recommend the write-up contain at least five pans. the structural com-
ponents, the position guides. the program components. the recommended design,'
resource allocations for the program, and appendices.

The structural components section includes the statements that express the
philosophical basis of your program. The final versions of the rationale, the
assumptions, and the program definition are included. In addition, the list of
student competencies that are to be developed through the guidance program are
presented. Listing the specific grade-level outcomes is probably too lengthy for
this section of the document. but these may be listed fully in the appendices.

The second section of the program descnption document includes the position
guides des eloped to deseribe the N anous jobs guidance program staff perform.
These guides are not only for the elementary . middle junior, and senior high
school counselors, but also fur any counselor speeialists you base in your school,
distnct such as vocational. special. or compensatory education funded counse-
lors. and for head eounselors Job descriptions also should be included for other
staff members Nk ho base been identified as basing roles integral to the delisery
of the guidance . if you are using or plan to use community
volunteers, their positions also should be described here.

The third section includes the more detailed descnptions of the program
components It includes the list of strantls :n the guidance curriculum, the major
aetisines that make up the indisidual planning system, tht.; recurrent topics that
are the focus of the responsise services component, and the specific actismes
identified in system support Also included in these subsections are the priorities
established, the reeommended mode of delisery for each component (i.e.. if
small group counseling has been suggested as the preferred mode for the re-
sponsise sersices eomponent. if elassroom-sized groups base been defined as
preferred for guidanee eurneulum. and so on). the recommended allocation of
resources to this eomponent (especially that of the school eounselors' time), and
statements of expeetations regarding eN aluatiun of the oserall eomponents im-
pact on students. eaeh aetisity's effeenseness. and the eompeteneies utilized by
the professional staff

The final section of the write-up eontains detail about the reeommended design

resource allocutions for the pp- -ram. These statements desenbe the appropriate
balance among the four eomponents. the prior:ties for the elients to be served.
and the competerkies to be sought This section presents numerically what the
program should itAt like to be eonsidered eomprehensise and NN ell balanced.
For example. in addition to the priority skill:, ranking (see Figure 5-5), N( Tthside

.1 5 2
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ISD stated the desired allocation of the counselors' time in terms of the best
ways to use the student school day (see Figure 5-10Northside, 1986), and in
terms of the time spent in serving their various clients (see Figure 5-1I
Northside, 1986). The recommended days per year and hours per day per com-
ponent have provided guidelines for counselors as they plan their weeks, months,
and year, and have helped program monitors understand in a tangible way what
is desired for the program to be considered effective Finally, the statements of
priorities are used most hem il n the next step, planning the transition to the
comprehensive guidance program.

After you have written the program description and have had it typed and
printed. you need to have the steering committee or the school-community ad-
\isor) committee, the upper-echelon administrators, and the counselors review
it in detail We suggest that you view this as the last chance for input before
complete. final adoption For this final review you need to use strategies that
IA ill assure you that everyone has read and considered the document. With the
steering committee, this might mean )ne meeting spent discussing the overall
product of their labors.

Each counselir, staff memcsx must be held accountable for reading the doc-
ument and must be prov ided an opportunity to discuss it. A strategy tp. ' suc-
cessfully with counselors has been to schedule an inserv ice education day during

L.ch the counselors from the steering LommittLL have explained each of the
sections. particularly those describing the four program components If you then
prcpare an agenda for discussion and train the head s, idary and elementary
counselors in its use, you provide a means for counselc ) consider the full
scope and depth of the program design With the discussion Ida in everyone's
hands, snidll groups of counselors Lan be asked to consider major tenets of
each section of the document and to owe support or disagreement with each
concept Spo,..fiL items of confusion or concern can be identified at this time.

The final rev ision of the document needs to be completed and presented to
the school district board of education for adoption In some districts board
members read these documents in tutu and then ratify them. In others, members
dre presented an overview of the program and pi ionties, and are then Provided
copies for rev iew dt their discretion In yet other districts, board members are
satisfied with presentation and the knowledge that the documents are available
should they :hoose to review them

Finally , c )mplete distribution to relevant parties needs to be made. At min-
imum, every counselor needs to have a copy of the document, as does every
sL hoL)l principal Other administrators need Lopies on a "need to know basis,
for example. if you are using vocational funds to support part of your guidance
program. then your district's ocational director needs copy You may also

ish to consider publishing sections of the document for those who need only,
portions of it, for example. the personnel department must have copies of the
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Figure 5-10
Desired Percentages for Allocation of Counselors' Time During

Student School Days

0> in. a)c 0
O 20.. a)
co CO

CC

Elementary 40%
21/2 hrs. per

day
73 days per
year

High School 25%
11/2 hrs. per day

44 days per year

Middle school 30%
13/4 hrs. per

day
51 days per
year

Vocational 25%
1 Y2 hrs. per day

44 days per year

Elementary 25%
11/2 hrs. per

day
44 days per
year

High school 30%
13/4 hrs. per day

51 days per year

Middle school 30%
13/4 hrs. per

day
51 aays per
year

Vocational 30%
1 3/4 hrs. per day

51 days per year

Elementary 25%
11/2 hrs per

day
44 days per
year

High school 30%
1 3/ 4 hrs. per day

1 days per year

Middle school 25%
11/2 hrs per

day
44 days per
year

Vocational 20%
11/2 hrs. per day

35 days per year

Elementary 10%
30 min per day
14 days per
year

High school 15%
1 hr. per day

29 days per year

Middle school 15%
1 hr. par day

29 days per
year

Vocational 25%
11/2 hrs. per day

44 days per year

Note Based on a 6-hr student day, 175-day student year Figures are per counselor
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Figure 5-11
Desired Percentages for Allocation of Counselors' Time By Client
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2. Testin

B. Preventiv

C. Remedial

II. Adults
A. District
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C Parents

D Outside
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position guides, the instructional staff w ill want copies of the curriculum-related
sections, and so forth

Concluding Thoughts

At this point, the blueprint for your new program is drawn, the vision of what
you want is depicted in concrete terms. The steering committee members and
Ole counselors are apt to think (again) that the work is done. However, in terms
of the improNement process of the guidance program. you have established only
the objectives to be accomplished. What remains is planning the transition to
the desired program and its actual implementation. Thus as you distribute the
program description, you must at the same time be prepared to outline the next
steps in the program deelopn ent efforts The momentum that has been generated
for change must now be channeled toward making plans and implementing
changes systematically.. The details of how to accomplish these phases of the
program Improvement process are provided in chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 6

PLANNING THE TRANSITION TO A
COMMEHENSIVE GUIDANCE

PROGRAM

Chapter 5 descnbed the steps and issues involved in delineating the design
for a comprehensive guidance program. Delineating the design is an important
phase of the change process because it descnbes and specifies the directions for
change that will be required to install a comprehensive guidance program. Un-
fortunately, some administrators who wish to make program changes stop after
the designing phase. They conclude; wrongly. that if directions for the desired
changes are clear, the desired changes will occur. We believe, however, that
for the desired changes to occur, those changes need to be planned. Planning
how you will make the transition to a comprehensive guidance program is vital

In addition, careful planning is required because of the complexity of actually
implementing the program. Although some implementation tasks are completed at
the district level, much of the actual program implementation occurs at the building
leva Thus, two levels of planning are required. planning for district level as well
as for building level implementation. As these two levels of planning occur, re-
member that they interact. Some building changes cannot be made without district
changes occumng first. Also, some district changes cannot be made without building
level initiatives preceding them. In general, the district initiates policy changes that
building personnel can implement. Sometimes, however, building level tryout,: of
new activities and procedures are required before district policies can be established

Chapter 6 descnbes in detail four steps involved in pl.inning the transition to a
comprehensive guidance program.

Step 1: Specify cnanges;

Step 2: Plan your program improvements;
Step 3: Begin building-level program improvement efforts; and
Step 4: Expand your leadership base.

149
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Step 1 involves making decisions about the specific Lhanges that are required.
The desired program description (chapter 5) serves as a template to lay over the
top of your current program so that .,imilanties and differences can be seen.
What should be adopted directly from the comprehensive program model? What
current activities should be maintained? What components of the program model
not presently available need to be created to fill gaps in the current program?
Your answers to these questions will provide the information you need to plan
your program improvements in step 2 If you are working in a large school
district, you will need to make plans to implement the program at the building
as well as the distnct level, thus, step 3 details developing plans for building-
1evt..1 program improvement. In step 4, if you are the director of the program,
we encourage you to expand your leadership base to include, in a ..rnall system,
all the counselors, or in a larger system. more of the counselor leaders. As you
prepare for implementation, the more "grass roots" leaders you have available,
the more effective your transition will be. You also will have the benefit of their
advice and counsel in making the transition you are planning workable in this
phase of remodeling and revitalizing your guidance program.

Step 1: Specify Changes

The first step in planning the transition to a comprehensive program entails
specifying the needed changes To uo this you will need to compare and contrast
your current program with the program you desire, establish goals for change,
and identify ways to bring the changes about When you have completed this
step, you will have speLified the Lhanges that are wanted and will be ready to
bcgin the process of making or helping others make the required Lhanges

Compare and Contrast Your Current Program With Your
Desired Program

Having studied you, anent program and has, ing established a design tor the
program -jou want, you have the information you need to Lompare and Lontrast
the two The goal is to identify places where the programs overlap, but, even
more important. where there are gaps that may need to be filled. You will also
identify some plaLes where the design of the current program goes beyond the
de.,ign that is desired You will be asking and answering the question. Is there

discrepanLy between what you want your guidana program to aLLomplish and
what your guidance program is accomplishing currently?

We ads, ise you to conduct this discrepancy analysis from your data for both
the current program and the desired program If you have followed our sugges-
tions in chapter 4, you have information about student competencies, about
resource allocation (particularl, the appropriation of counselors' time and tal-
ents), about the makeup of the program components and the balance of rescurLes

1 L,
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applied to them, and about the clients sened Careful analysis of this information
provides you the data you need to specify needed changes

Northside Independent School Distnct used this process. Here is what was
done Some of the data gathered regarding the design of its current program
were displayed in chapter 4 (see Figure 4-6) Similar information was presented
from the design for the desired program in chapter 3 (see Figure 5-2). In Figure
6-1 these data are presented side by side The information is presented in terms
of percentages of counselors time that is, should be spent in delivery of the four
program components.

In terms of the program components, the discrepancy analysis between what
is and what should be yielded the following information:

Compares favorably (appropriate amount of time spent).
Individual planning: middle, high
Responsive services: elementary, high

Gaps (too little time spent):
Guidance curriculum: elementary, middle, high

Spillovers (too much time spent):
Individual planning. elememary
Responsive services: middle
System support: elementary, middle,

Figure 6-1
Northside Independent School District

Appropriation of Counselors' Time: Percentage/Program
Component

Current Desired

Guidance curriculum
Elementary 7 40
Middle 8 30
High 5 25

Individual planning
Elementary 37 25
Middle 29 30
High 27 30

Responsive services
Elementary 28 25
Middle 31 25
High 28 30

System support
Elementary 20 10
Middle 32 15
High 40 15
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In addition tr analy zing the hard data colleeted in the current program as-
sessment, an analysis ot the more subject data gathered is useful too. In
gathering the perce: dons of the current program, some themes probably emerged.
Having now agreed upon what is wanted from your desired program, other
people's opinions about what was good and what was missing from the current
program will give you more information upon w [itch to base your decisions for
change The subjective information regarding Outcomes sought, clients served,
and resources used also needs to be analyzed as to how your current program
compares and contrasts with the desired program. It is useful to categorize your
analysis in the same manner as you did your analysis of hard data. "compares
favorably, "gaps," and "spillovers." For example, it might be that most
people surveyed felt that the high school guidance program served the college-
bound students adequately., did not serve the "average" students sufficiently,
and invested too much time in serving In'.!Iiiaal students with difficult personal
problems, the first is a subjectively stated favorable comparison, the second
identifies a gap, and the third, a spillover from the desired design.

You also need to study the degree of congruence between your objective and
subjective data in relationship to the improv program you envision. The ideal
is for the hard data and subjective data to be as congruent as possible and tor
your current and desired programs to match for each component of the progiam,
the clients served, counselors' functions, and so on. If your objective and sub-
jective data are congruent but the two designs do not match, you have descriptive
information from the subjective data upon w hich to base your lecommendations
for change For c, ample, if your objec ice data tell you that counselors spend
too mud, time in sy 'ern support and the program's users feet that the counselors
function too much like clerks, you have a rationale to support the recommendation
to decrease the time spent in the system support component. If your objective
data and subjective data are not congruent N. the two program designs match,
you have identified a need for public relations efforts. For example, if your
counseh)rs are spending an appropriate amount of time responding to students

ith personal problems but youi consumers do not perceive this, you know you
need to educate your consumers At the same time, the subjective data might
alert v oil to the reality that the counselors are, tor example, responding to students

ith personal problems on a one-to-one basis, but that more group work is
desirable so that more students with problems could be served

It your objective data and subjective data are not congruent in an area where
the current and desired programs do not match, then the decisions you make
depend on whether the subjective data represent a favorable oi unfavorable
opinion and on v. hether the misraatch in program design is a gap or an overflow ,

If the subjective data abo,it the current program are favorable. oar advice is to
leave well enough alone L nt you have begun to implement your desired program.
It the subjective data represent the opinion that you arc not doing something that

IGO
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in fact takes a disproportione amount of time, you need to educate the opinion
holders before you can implement needed changes For e (ample, if high school
pnncipals think high school counselors are not spending enough time changing
schedules and your current assessment data tell you they are, you need to help
principals know about the disproportionate investment of valuable talent in an
activity that does not use eounselors' education and talents to effect appropriate
change s. That is, the principals need assistance to see the problem. Counselors
shoulo present these data to their principals because they have examples and
anecdotes to share that will put life and meaning into the data.

Identifying, quantitativ ely or subjectively, the places where your current pro-
gram compares favorably with the desired program tells you and the staff what
is nght with the current program. That provides a morale broster for the staff,
who are by now probably quite anxious about ongoing or proposed changes. It
also provides you with a good foundation upon which to build.

Identifying gaps in the design of your current program vis-a-vis the desired
program points to two kinds of changes that may need to be made. The gaps
either mean you are simply not doing enough of what is desired or not doing it
at all. For example, in the Northside discrepancy analysis, there was a 20% gap
in the use of the guidance curnculum component at the high school level, a 22%
gap at the middle school level, and a 339k gap at the elementary school level.
Thus, a change recommendation was toaugment the current guidance curriculum
efforts. In the same district's study of counselors' use of their special knowledge
and skills, it was learned that no time was spent by middle school counselors
at most sLhools in career guidance activities Thus career guidance activities
might be a new dimension to be added to the program at those middle schools,

Identifying where the design of your current program goes beyond that of the
desired pa)grain also points to two kinds of potential changes. You may be doing
,00 muLh of what is desirable, or you may be doing something that is seen as
inappi opnate for the guidance program or a waste of counselors' time and talent
For example. In the Northside analysisas in that of most schools and districts
with which \P.c. hay L workedmuch more rime than was considered desirable
was being spent in support of other programs (one part of the system support
Lomponent) For others to 1 ally understand what this means, you may need to
go bey ond the Lurrent as essment data and gather more specific data to help
bring the re il problems and issues into focus In Northside another survey was
LonduLted in adition to the Lurrent assessment to further spLcify what system
support tasks Lounselors aLtudly were doing In the analysis of that data it was
found that w hereas some taslo were appropriate for counselorstest result inter
pretation, behavioral observ _aions of students being considered for special ed-
uLation referral--they were absorbing too much time Other tasks, however,
were inappropriate for Lounselors counting test booklets, making logistical
arrangements tor animal admission, rev le% . and dismksal committee meetings
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for special education students Thus, recommendations regarding the first set of
tasks involved ideas for streamlining the counselors' involvement (keeping them
involved but reducing time spent), recommendations regarding the second set
involved displacement. Specific strategies for augmenting, adding, streamlining,
and displacement will be discussed in chapter 7.

Establish Goals for Change

Having clearly identified discrepancies between the current program and the
desired program, you are ready to draw conclusions. This entails studying each
set of discrepancy data and identifying the gaps and spillovers. The following
conclusions from the Northside study were &awn from contrasting current and
desired program designs:

Program Design

Too little time is spent in curriculum at all three levels.
Tot much time is spent in individual planning at elementary level.
Too much time is spent in responsive services at the middle school level.
Too much time is spent in system support at all three levels.

The guidance program leader develop the list of conclusions. This list needs
to be presented to the steering and the school-community ads isory committees,
the counselors, and other administrators to enable them to see the spccific prob-
lems that need to be addressed It is from this list of conclusions that recom-
mendations for change are drawn.

Recommendations tor change are restatements of the data-based conclusions
into "should" statements Related to the example aGose, recommendations for
change from Northside are presented in Figure 6-2

Another step in the process is to assign priorities to the recommendations.
Some school districts with whom we lime worked hase chosen io do this by
identifying changes that "need" to be made and those that they "want" to make.
Whether you choose to state them as needs and w:dits or whether you list all of
them in order of priority is up to you Because the process we have outlined
generates rather lengthy lists of recommendations for change, listing changes in
priority order makes the list more manageable

Identify Ways to Effect the Changes

Now that the issues have been identified through discrepancy analysis and
explicit recommendations for changes has e been made, all staff and others
involved in the program des elopment effort need to identify ways to itwin the
recommendations and to make the changes. We recommend that those in-
volvedthe steering comn.ittee, the school-community ads isory committee, the
counselors, the administrators, and other staffbrainstorm was to make the

612
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Figure 6-2
Guidance Program Change Goals

In order to attain the desired comprehensive, balanced guidance program for
Northside ISD, it is recommended that counselors and administrators work together
to:

at the elementary level:
increase the time spent by counselors in curriculum
decrease the time spent by counselors in individual planning
decrease the time spent by counselors in system support

at the middle school level:
ihcrease the time spent by counselors in curriculum
decrease the time spent by counselors in responsive services
decrease the time spent by counselors in system support

at the hich school level:
increase the time spent by counselors in curriculum
decrease the time spent by counselors in system support

changes. It is best to involve everyone who will be affected by the c...anges, this
process allow s them to sense di; feasibility of the changes and sets their thoughts
in motion as to how recommendations might be carried out.

The steering committee should be the first to do thispreferably at the same
meeting where the recommendations for the changes are developedas a reality
chf.ck. It allows committee members to consider whether the recommendations
the) are makiog are feasible. The steering committee also ought to help design
the process for presentir.g the change recommendations and soliciting ideas about
:low to make the changes from the appropriate staff If your building:system is
large enough, it is advisable to use the steering committee members to conduct
the brainAorming meetings with the rest of the staff These meetings ought to
include enough people so that true brainstorming can occur, that is, tha, many
ideas can be thrown onto the table for further consideration.

In the case of Northside, the counselors and administrators from the steering
committee condueted meetings w ith each of the thee different principal groups.
elementary, , middle, and high school. The counselors conducted the meetings

'h the other counselors Each group was presented wim the discrepancy In-
f.:L. ,.on relevant to their own level and were guided through the brainstorming
process for each discrepancy and resultant recommendation. They responded to
the question. "How could this be (lone?" For example. How could counselors
spend more time in the guidarce currculum component? How could they spend
less time in the system support component? The ideas generated for increasing
high school guidance staff time spent in guidance cuniculum are provided in
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Figure 6-3 Complete lists of id:as generated in the Northside meetings on these
tv 0 topics for each of the school levels are incluued in Appenuix E.

The data from separate ink etings such as these Lan then be aggregated and
presented to the steering or ,chool-community advisory Lommittee to do the
second half of the brainstorming process applying judgments to the myriad
suggestions The L)nmuttee. then. draws from thoe ideas to develop the list of
items that need to Le done to bring about the desired changes. The groups who
brainstormed the suggestions need to see the notes from their various meetings
so that they know their ideas were heard and are being considered. These lists
also sire useful in the future when speLifk changes are being implemented

Thus. as you conLlude this step. you have a L fear and concrete picture of how
your Lurrent program needs to change You havL formulated reLommendations
for the changes you are getting ready to implement. so that you will know you
have chieved what you want when you get there And. you have begun to
identify ways to effeLt the desired Lhanges You are novv read., to plan your
program i inpro s :me nt s

Figure 6-3
Northside Independent School District

Results of Brainstorming Ways to Reduce Discrepancies between
the Current and the Desired Guidance Program

STEERING COMMITTEE IDEAS
High School Lev&

To increase time spent in curnculum
work with groups (vs individuals) to thsseminate information, e g , Junior
and senior credit checks. test score interpretation
become invcived with clubs, organizations, and other extracurricular activ-
ities, through assignment if necessary
increase time spent in group activities
set yea, ly calendar that will facilitate counselur s keeping on task for group
activities
get into the classroombe a vicible part of the educational team

All Levels
To increase time spent in curriculum

define program expectations, monitor implementation
develop curriculum resources
provide staff development for counselors
communicate program to and enlist support of administration and faculty
design systematic dehvery system (calendar, timeline, individual vs. group)
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Figure 6-3, continued

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IDEAS
To increase time spent in curriculum
times to conduct curriculum activities

advisones
4th penod study hall
on-carrpus suspension class
coverage for teachers at conventions
club schecule
identify ar.d work with classes that have needs. e g . lower level academic
classes
different methods of assighing counselors to case load job responsibilities
pnority. students on campus now. not tor their future
inservice for teachers on such topics as behavior management. listening
skills
planned for the year consistent
calendar

HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS IDEAS
To increase time spent in curriculum

group guidance to teach decsion-making skills, self-esteem
do away with parent notes on schedule changes
more inservice with teachers. e g , with freshmen teachers to help freshmen
become successfully involved In school
more time in 9th-grade advisories
freshmen advisory guidance in the first month of schooi. orientation to nigh
school. study skills, attendance. 4-year plan revision. involvement
9th graders orientation to Career Center
more time interpreting OVIS
need facihties to do group guidance
more use of advisory to have small groups with all students
brown bag" sessions

make official time for counselors to go into ciasz.rooms. ideas restructure
school day periodically, more faculty involvement with credits, clubs, etc.
Principals verbal support, sell ideas to key teachers or departmert heads
counselors need planning time
priorities. feehng g000 aouut themselves, decision-making and study skills

Step 2: Plan Your Program Improvements

A. the district level. the steering committee or the schoot-commumty ads isory
committee and the guidance program leader should de% ise a master plan of action

for accomnlishing the distria-ler el tasks. A list of ''tasks to do can be developed
from the suggestions resulting from the brainstorming s:ssions previously de-
scnbed Then an &hot. Flan for accomplishing these recommendations needs to
be written

1 n5
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List What Needs to be Done to Implement Changes

From the various lists of idels generated in th3 discrepancy analysis of the
current and desired proarams, the guidance program leader and the steenng or
sch:ol-community advisory committee needs to develop a list of "things to do"
to facilitate the implementation of the comprehensive guidance program. The
list should be an action-onented list, not a list of N ague wishes, and the actions
should be feasible.

The list may be rather long. Districts we hay e worked with have generated a
range of 25 to 40 items that needed to be done before complete implementation
could become a real*. This does not mean that all tasks have to be accomplished
before some changes can be made. but it does mean that poiicymakers have to
be realistic about their expeetations for the new program implementation. A
partial list of such actions from Northside, to help you eneision what It might
take. Is included in Figure 6-4.

As y ou can see. these are major tasks to accomplish Also by scanning the
list. you can see that there are categories of items. for example. those that relate
to staff deselopment. to resource deyelopment. and to product development.
Other categories might be those that relate to poker deelopment and program
deselopment, To ensure the completeness of your list. you may want to group
the list by the categories of resources used in the original program assessment.
human resources talent. time. ratio, assignments. financial resources. budget.
materials. equipment. facilities. political resources. policy, identification of pro-
gram supporters Grouping by categories w ill help rou and the steering committee
make the next set of decisions. What to do first

De ?lop Your Master Plan

Needless to sar . all of these "to do- actiities cannot begin at once Some
depend on the 3ccomplishment of others Thus, the next step is to list the "to
do- A:mines in the chronological order in which they are to be done. Chronology
1, guided br consideration of w hether certain tasks are prerequisite to other tasks.
Consider whether tasks are deelopmental or experimental, and whether they
are feasible to do at this time or if ther might be difficult i accomplish. If they
are tied to other. lamer processessuch as district budget developmentthey
must be done at times rele%ant to those processes A part of the Northside "Master
Plan' is displayed in Figure 6-5 The first four items were related to the
de%eloptrent of the district's budget for the next fiscal year and were also of top
priontr The budget is submitted for consideration by thc ,,,,penntendent by May
1, thus the research work needed to be done in March and April. The Frameitork
otwiou.,:y needed to be finished before it could be presented to the board of
education, the board needed to appiose the progran, description before it could
be presented to the counselors with authority
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Figure 6-4
Recommended "To Do's" To Accomplish the Comprehensive

Gu -iance Program

Develop guidance progran component guides;
Develop system for assif ring ;ocal campuses to design their

guidance programs;
Establish communication mechanisms;
Design relevant counselor staff development program;
Design relevant counselor evaluation system;
Provide program development time for counselors;
Establish campus departmental budgets for guidance department;
Assess costs associated with implementation of program and

develop an appropnate budget (district);
Review and make recommendations to ensure adequacy of

guidance facilities;
Modify counselor staffing formulas as recommended;
Hire technical assistants at secondary schools;
Review and recommend extended contracts for counselors;
Establish pal ameters for counselor access to students,
Develop a public relations plan,
Explore use of other-than-local funding sources; and
Develop Job descriptions for guidance department clerical staff

Figure 6-5
Master Plan for Implehls:Itation of NISD's Comprehensive

Guidance Program
(In chronological/priority order)

Task Deadline

Make recommendations regarding extended contracts 3 25,85
Make recommendations regarding counselors preference

lowered caseload v. technical assistant 3 28/85
Make recommendations regarding priorities for implementing

lowered caseloads: elementary, middle, high 3,28,85
Send memos to principals regarding campus guidance

department budgets 4 5 85
Develop counselors' position guides for inclusion in i=ramework 5 1 85
Complete Framework, prepare for board presentation 6 1 85
Plan Guide development process 5 1 85

Seek approval/funding 5,15 85
Conduct leadership training 6/30 85

Develop recommendations for minimum standards for facilities
equipment for principals 8,1 85

Plan/implement inservice sessions for counselors on minimum
expectations (Framework) 8 30'85

ri
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Plans of aLtion to aLlomplish the major tasks also might need to be developed
to facilitate the effiLienLy of those responsible A plan ot aLtion inLludes several
parts identification of the tasks to be done, ihe order in which they must be
done, the personts) to do them, the time for aLLomplishing them, and a statement
of how you w ill know they hay e been doneidentification of the end-product
or result sing one example from the Northside "Master Plan. a sample plan
of action format is presented in Figure 6-6

Whatever format you use, you need to specify what needs to be done in what
k)rier and ty whom If you are the guidance program leader. this gives you your
Job-related ni.,.:4 re., for Lontinuing the projeLt you have been working on You
also hay e to identify the areas where the members of the steering committee Lan
help you and w here you and the counselors are on your own

Step 3: Begin Building-Level Program Improvement Efforts

Nt this point the guidanLe program improYernent proJeLt beLomes a two-tiered
one p to now you have been working from the frarne of reference ot the school
sy stem Building-leYel Lounselors and administrators haYe been inyolved more
cr less on a Yoluntary basis. exLept for responding to the proJeLes data-gathering
needs If you haYe tollowed our &Iv, iLe. many of the counselors and some
administratoN haw been in,- oked in the work groups Those Lounselors who

ision the new pr 2ram as the way e of the futur, or the answer to thcir dreams
e probably already evperimented with new acuvities

When the statement ot the distriLt's minimum expectxions for the guidanLe
program is adopted. responsibility shifts to the local sLhool buildings in the
distrkt, their programs must be Lhanged to meet these minimum expectations
or go hey ond them What you should hay e been saying to the building-level
Lounselt rs and administrators all along, as they raised the usual concerns re-
garding distriLt mandates. is that there w ill be room for tailoring the desired
program to loL al Lommunity needs It is at this time that that statement becomes
the Lhallenge The Lounselortsi and administrator( si in each building must rede-
sign their program to better align it w ith the distriLt pmgram and also to ensure
meeting their studLnts' and local Lornmunitiesl highest priority needs

Assist Building Staff to Prepare for Change

It .,ou are the guidanLe program leader. .you will need to assist the staff as
they taLe this Lhalle I hey need help to internalize the desired Lomprehensive
guidanLe program as desLribed They need to be familiar with the planning
model they IA 1 I he asked to follow They need to assess their current prugram
relatiYe to the distriLt model and to identify loLal needs and establish priorities
tor meeting those needs Finally , they need to design the desired program for
the building based )11 the desired distriLt model Sound familiar ' It i% the same



Figure 6-6
Plan of Action

Major Task Enabling Tasks
Person

Responsible
Date to be
Completed

Resources
Needed Comment

Make recommenda- 1) Develop question- 1) Director of guid- 1) March 1 None additional

tions regarding
extended con-
tracts

nage ance

2) "Train" steenng
committee counse-
fors and pnncipals
to conduct survey
with cnslrs/prins us-
ing questionnaire

2) Director of guid-
ance

2) March 5

3) Place on meeting
agendas

3) Steering commit-
tee, Principals, &

3) March 5

Counselors
4) Make presentation;

conduct surveys
4) Steering commit-

tee. Principals, &
4) March 6-13

Counselors
5) Tally results by

school level (Elem:
5) Director of guid-

ance
5) March 20

MS, HS)
6) Prepare report and

make recommenda-
tions

6) Director of guid-
ance

6) March 25

1 fl f'1 b o

C7's
1,.
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proLess you have just been through at the district level The basic difference is
in the level of specificity. and of course. that difference depends on the size of

the district
At we campus level. eaLh counselor needs to begin to think in personal terms,

saying "/ spend X hours a week in counseling." "/ spend X hours a week in
clerical tasks," and so on. "At the building level, the 20 students who are
Lontemplating suiLide and need responsivt. services are somewhere in these

hallway, "At the building level, 'f a guidance activity is selected for third

graders. I am the one who Will or will not implement it There is no longer
room for "That's a good ideaft r someone else" kind of thinking Each
counselor needs to become an instrument of change

Understand the Desired Program Design and Description

It has probably taken you some time to reach this pointup to a }ear or
moreso the Lounselors have had time to understand the concept of the corn-

prehenvite program and to know about the major impending changessuch as
developmental guidanLe. small group Lounseling. and more emphasis on career
development The proper balance for the district program has been decided
Now. eaLh counselor needs fully to understand the new program structure

Vvc reLommend that. after a formal presentation and the distnbution of the
written comprehensive program description, small group discussions be held
with the Lounselors to Llarify an} misLonceptions. correct misinformation, and
ensure as mudi as possible not only that they have read it. but also understood
it. The most logiLal small groups should be useda building staff, a cluster of
elementary counselors, and so on By "small groups" we mean 5 to 10 The
guidanLe program leader needs to be present at as many of these discussions as
feasible, beLause the shifting of foLus to the building level in anticipation of
moving from planning to implementation represents a milestone in the project

The strategy mentioned in chapter 5 and used in Northside involved thf: use
ot a "discussion agenda The director of guidance developed a form that
identified key topiLs and issues addressed in the Lomprehen11e guidance program
guide Head comms. irs were assigned to disLuss the agenda with their staffs

The direLtor explained IL. issue points and the rationale behind the choices
made The Lounselors were given 2 weeks to read the guide. write responses to
the disLussion agenda. and disLuss these items in building staff meetinps Each
head Lounselor wrote a sumr-iary of the building discussion. when the directo,
Lame to the next staft meeting. those items became the focal point of the ths-
Lussion The direLtor also Lollected the Lornpleted forms because several topic,
surfaced that needed to be addressed further The summary information ..s

disLussed with all head Lounselors at one of their meeungs By the end of this
proLess the counselors Lould legitimately be expeLted to know the district guide

lines for the comprehensive guidance program
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As a final step, the counselors were asked to conduct a meeting with their
building administrators to summarize the program description and to suggest
what it might mean to the wilding program Because the principals had already
been made aware of the document by the director this was the opportunity to
enlist the building administrators support for the development of the building
plan

Understand the Planning Model

The responsibility for developing the building plan belongs to the building
staff. It is therefore important to ensure that building counselors understand the
planning process and to establish mechanisms to facilitate it. At this point, we
suggest that the counselors be educated about the steps in the planning process
that you v§ould like them to use. Again, depending on the size of the district,
the planning model may nut need much elucidation if most counselors have been
invoked in the development of the district plan, but if th- district is large, at
least one round of inser% ice educauon about the planning process may be re-
quired Figure 6-7 displays the comprehensive planning model used by North-
side

In addition to benefiting from the experiences of the district as a %%hole, the
building staffs have the benefit of the district's theoretical base as vvritten in the
rationale. assumptions, and definition The district program description also
portrays the model for the program structure and lists student competencies to
be addressed in the program Thus, the challenge to the building-level staff :s
tu study hov§ their current program compares and contrasts v§ ith tht district's
desired program, and to asses , the needs of their students uld the local comnunity
in terms of the broad parameters established for the dhtrict program

We ako recommend that me building eounseling staff lead the guidance pro-
gram development effort, but that they involve others as %%ell Representati% es

from the faculty , the student body. parents, the administration, and any other
group of "significant others" should he inuIed If you have a school-com-
munity ad%isory committee. use it In fact, v§c recornin id that the advisory
eommittee continue functioning even after you ha% achieved the changes you
are vvorking for in order to g .c you continued ad% ice and counsel We believe
that a proaram alvLays benefits from advice and counsel from its constituents or
eollaborators. but remember that thc g u dam. e staff atiel appropriate administrators
need to remain the decision makeis of the implementation and management of
the guidance program

Begin Planning b), Assessing Current Program Status

The 'current status" study of the building program consist' of the same steps
needed in the district study 1hese vvere fully described in chapter 4 Most likely.

171
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Figure 6-7
Guidance Department

Northside Independent School District
Building Planning Process

The purpose of the local planning effort is to provide a comprehensive and
balanced program that is

consistent with the distnct's minimum expectations;
tailored to meet local needs; and
such that principals and counselors can be held accountable for it.

The Building Comprehensive Guidance Program Plan is developed as a result
of an assessment of local student, school, and community eeds and an
assessment of resources available to the building. The plan portrays how the
resources will be applied to meet the priority needs of the program's clients'
goals and how the effectiveness of the program will be evaluated.

The 12-step process is outlined below ' The forms for reporting the plan are
provided by the district.

Phase I. Planning
Step 1 State the theoretical basis of the program The district has

expressed the philosophy of the program in the Framework. A
campus may choose to augment the statement to reflect the
campus philosophy.

Step 2 Specify the program development model. The district's "Guidance
Program Development Project" and the "Building Planning
Process" outlined herein reflect the model. The program is to be
developed through the ongoing process of planning, designing,
implementation, and evaluation.

Step 3 Assess the needs for assistance in achieving the outcomes desired
for the students, teachers, staff, and parents as a result of
program efforts The desired student outcomes provide the basis
for the needs assessment. The desired student outcomes are
listed in the district's program Framework.

Step 4 Assess the resources available for use in guidance program
implementation. Resources include the time, knowledge, and
skills of the counselors and other guidance program and
community personnel, as well as the activities and strategies
used in the program components, materials, equipment, facilities.
budget, and so on.

Step 5 Estabhsh program goals The goals state in general term.; how the
program resources will be applied in assisting students, teaching
staff, an I parents achieve the outcomes identified as most
needed and most desired.

1 72
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Figure 6-7, continus4

Phase II Designing
Step 6: Specify student and ot. client performance objectives. The

objectives state specifii-ally who will behave differently and how
as a result of the program efforts. Client performance objectives
are specified for each program component and by grade level.

Step 7. Select program strategies. There are a variety of strategies that can
be used to assist clients in meeting the performance objectives.
In this step specif T. activities are selected for implementation and
the yearly calendar for activity implementation is set. Required
and suggested act.vities for each component are described in the
program component Guides

Phase III. Implementation
Step 8 Develop a plan of action for implementing the program strategies

The tasks required to effect each strategy are detailed and
assigned

Step 9 Develop staff If new or renewed knowledge or skills are needed to
ensure effective implementation of the program strategies, they
are attended to prior foiat this time. Staff development is a
responsibility shared by the individual, the campus, and the
district. If an individual needs professional development, he or
she should pursue it If several individuals on a campus or a
number of individuals in the distnct need similar knowledge or
skill development, the campus or the district, respectively, should
provide the staff development opportunities.

Step 1" Implement the program strategies and monitor their effectiveness
Formative evaluation techniques are suggested in the program
component Guides.

Phase IV ',aluation
Step 11 Conduct formative and summative evaluation Based on the

evaluations of the strategies implemented, the campus guidance
department assesses its effectiveness in accomplishing the goals
established in Step 5 and its overall success in assisting clients
reach the needed and desired outcomes identified in Step 3.

Step 12 Communicate evaluation results to campus and district
administration and others as appropriate. These results form the
basis for the next year's program plan as well

*These stelis are an adaptation of a program development model published by the American
Institute for Research, Palo Alto, CA (1978)

1 P*1A / 0
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the building data are available from the original assessment. so 'it this time the
task is not to collect the data, but to study them in light of the now-established
desired program design Building guidance staff members should be cognizant
of their currently av ailable resources and how they are used You will recall that
kke discussed three kinds of resources human. financial. and political. Human
resources included not only the number of guidance pri am staff, but also the
speeiallied talents of each, their case loads, assignmenb, and time available as
well as the appropriation of that time to the various functions and activities of
the program Financial resources included budget, materials, equipment, and
facilities Political resources included policy support as well as support by in-
div iduals within the sy stem ' the community

st this point, the guidance An itics conducted in the current building program
need ' he arranged according to the comprehensive guidance program com-
ponents. and the competencies that they assist students to attain need to be
specified A listing of clients the building proeram serves needs to be made, not
by names ot specific indiv iduals, but by categoric., and by numbers, for example,
it is important to know how many or what percentage of students in the building
receRe "pre\ cntive oi 'remedial assistance, how many or what percentage
of t ak.ult recei,c consultation serv ices. how many parents have so;.leht consul-
tation or referral serv ices, and so on Every bit of eoncrete data that can be
gathered regarding the current program needs to be assembled, so that as the
building staff develops its plan tor change, it is grounded solidly in reality. A
premise here is that the design of the current guidance program had emerged in
response to di, most immediat2 and most isible student. teacher, and parent
needs Thus the current program pros ides an "informal assessment of these
needs from these per;peen es

Assess Perceived Student and CommuniO Needs

A 11( 1 s PO( en ed Studt ed Sonic program planners do this task before
any other step in the planning process Although this assessment can be done
first, we do not belie\ e the results will be as useful as those of one donc during
this phase of the program improvement process A maior reason we recommend
waiting until this phase is that it is not until now that you have identified the
stucl,mt competencies for your program And, in the type of assessment we are
proposing, student competency statements become, in effect, the needs assess-
ment items In tact, this part of the designing process could Just as well be called
an inventory of student competenciesan inventory of where students are in
competency development and where they Would like to be in their competency
acquisition

To illustrate how the competencies you have choscii can be cons e,ted to needs
assessment items, examples arc pros ided in Figure 6-8 From the competencies
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Figure 6-8
Competencies as Needs Assessment items

Prst grade
Competency: Students will describe how exercise and

nutrition affect their mental health.

Needs assessment: I can tell how exercise and eating habits make
a difference in how I think, act, and ,ael.

Eighth grade
Competency. Students will analyze effective family relations,

their importance, and how they are formed.

Needs assessment. I can tell why good family relations are
important and how they are formed.

Eleventh grade
Competency Students will evaluate the need for flexibihty in

their roles and in their choices.

Needs assessment I can explain the need for flexibility in my roles
and in my choices.

presented in chapter 3, we selected one eompetency from grade I, one from
grade 8, and one from grade I I.

The actual assessment can be done using a card sort approach or a questionnaire
format. The card-sort approach pros ides direct interaction with students, but it
takes more ume to administer and seore The questionnaire format is easier to
administer and score, but it does not pros ide the direct contact with students
some may desire To show you what a needs assessment questionnair- using
conserted competencies looks like, we chose a section of one used for grades
10, I I, and 12. (See Figure 6-9). The section of the questionnaire we chose is
on life-career planning competencies.

It is common to describe needs assessment as a way of determining the
discrepancy between what exists and what is desired. If this practice is observed
ngidly, on:y contemporary needs will be recognized, and the needs of the past,
or C.-lose that already hase been met, may be oserlooked. When asked to respond
to a needs statement, indisiduals would be justified in asking whether it makes
a difference if the statement represents a need they feel is important but is being
satisfied, or if it is a statement that represents an unmet need For program
planning, it is important to know the 7.:As that are being met as well as the
needs that deserve additional attention.

An additional means for considering met needs is to review the needs being
'net in the current program. It is hkely that current program activities grew out
o.r a prior informal or formal needs assessment. If students' evalu. ions of these

I 0"% r.-
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Figure 6-9
Life Career Planning

To fill o...' this questionnaire, students were asked to complete toe following steps.

Step 1

Step 2

Read each sentence carefully Each one ciescritxs things students
are able to do in order to demonstrate learning in that particular
area.

Now make a decision. Are you able to do what the sentence de-
scribec" Are you not able to do what the sentence describes'?
Fill in the circle that shows what you think.

'f you think you are able to do what the sentence descnb s

fill in circle a ®
If you think you are not able to do what the sentence describes . .

fill in circle b ® ©
Choose the five sentences on each page that describe what you
would really be interested in learning to do Some of the statemeras
will really interest you and some will not In the second column
(circles are lettered c), fill in the circle for each of the five statements
that you feel you need to learn how to accomplish.
For example, if you feel you would really be interested in learning
to analyze how characteristics and abilities develop, you would
mark as follows.
I CAN 1 describe and analyze how an individual's characteristics

and abilities develop

The statements below are about things you can do to show you are preparing
yourself for the future and are aole to make decisions about what you want tc do
in your e Review your instruction sheet carefully Then fill in the circle that shows
what you think about that statement

I CAN
1 evaluate the importance of having laws and

contracts to protect producers ® ® ®
2 provide examples of decisions I have made based

on my attitudes and values ® ® ®
3. analyze the decision-making process used by

others. ® ® ®
4 distinguish between alternatives that involve varying

degrees of risk. (-i

5. evaluate.the importance of setting realistic goals and
working toward them ® ® ®

1 7 G
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Figure 6-9, continued

6 uescnbe my rights and responsibilities as a
producer. ® @ ®

7 explain and analyze how values affect my decisions,
actions, and hfe styles ® @ ©

8. identify decisions I have made and analyLe how
they will affect my future decisions. ® @ ®

9. analyze the consequences of decisions others
make ® @ ©

10 explain how my valuas, interests, an,1 capabilities
have changed and e changing. ® @ ©

11 speculate what my rights and obligations might be
as a pr,Jucer in the future ®

12 summarize the importance of understanding my
attitudes and values and how they affect my life ®

13 use the decision-making process when making a
decision ®

14 provide examples and evaluate my present ability to
generate alternatives, gather information, and
assess the consequences in the decisions I make ®

15 assess my ability to achieve past goals and
integrate this knowledge for the future

aLtiities indkate that they are saluable. then it is a good assumption that they
are meeting a relatively unoortant need.

The opportunity to respond to Nies ant sampling of needs is another inlpertant
point Simply Aated. How Lan need be identified if no onc presents the
statement: Limited Loserage. insignificant Lhoices, or redundancy may distort
a needs Anse), . We reLommend that you deselop your own needs assessment
sursey from the list of competenLies you hase established However. because
some states (for Lxample. Mis,ouri) ha% e des eloped statewide needs assessment
surseys (Missouri Department of Elememary and Secondary Education, 1981).
Lheck to se. if your state has one relev ant to your school district and community.

If your d met is similar to those with which we have worked. more needs
(LompetenLies) w ill be identified than the program resources Lan proide for,
thus, one purpose of a needs assessment is to determine priorities foi needs
(competenLies) Also. w hereas there will be common needs (competencies) across
a school district, there also may oe differences as dictated by the needs of
particular buildings in a distr If you are uneasy about or inexperienced ,n
des eloping such sursey. s. you may find it adsantageous to use an adopt-adapt
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strategy. uat is %electing and modifying needs statements from existing in-
struments rather than constructing nev ones. Be ure. howeser. to incluq, a
needs statement for each competency for which your program is accepting re-
sponsibility

A final point to keep tn mind is whose perceptions of students' needs should
he assessed The answer is those of anyone insolsed m the educational process,
including those reLcising Luucation This inLludes students. educitors. parents.
community members, employers. and graduates

Students This group should receise top priority in any needs assessment Who
knows more about students than students Student% can tell you what they need
as a group and as individuals They will also let you know whether or not the
current program is meeting their needs

hdu«110)rs Assessing this group will give you their perceptions of student needs as
well as perceptions of their own needs

paren15 This group will help you identify what they feel their children should learn
from school experiences Including them in the needs-assessment process offers
them an opportunity tor insolcement in planning the guidance program As a
result of their personal insolcement they may he more willing to offer their
support

communm membor% Included in this group are Indic iduals who are not employers,
ym, they support the school financially Information from this group may give a
somewhat different perspectiso to the information gained from an a,sessment of
parents

toplo,er, I hose who arc responsible for hiring graduates of your school system
or for hiring students still in school hase definite ideas abaut the outcomes of
education they expect Including employers in the need% assessment process will
gise the school an opportunity to know what employers expect a, well as offering
the employers a chance to know more about the guidance program

Graduau s Nil assessment of this group can provide information about the effec-
tiseness of the guidance program tor those who are applying their skills in post-
high school pursuits [hey can h,4 identify areas that are of the most benefit as
well as areas that need strengthening

Because of time and resource limitations, you may not be able to assess all
ot these group% about student needs !f you must restriLt the number of groups
to be assessed, student% aLd educators should reLeise attention first by sirtue
being the mos' immediately ins olsed It may be that Noll could assess students
and educator% th s! first year and member% af the othe groups during following
years It is impurtant howeser. that eaLh of these groups be assessed at some
point in the periodic needs assessment procecs,

4s sess Communal Need, It is important to remember that although students
are the primary clients of the guidanLe program. t:iere are other Lhents whose
perceived rieeds must be sur eyed as well Teachers. parents, admmts.rator,
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and other specialists are all clients in one way or another. Ideally . the survey
of their needs also should be related to the student competencies you are seeking
to develop or enhance An ex,imple would be to ask teachers to respond to Items
in terms of their needs for assisting students attain the desired competency. . Using
the same examples as we did for the student needs assessment above. a sample
of teacher items s presented in Figure 6-10.

It is Important. also, to as . ess staff needs ' r system support activities. This
needs assessment can be focused in two Aa)s. You can assess your clients'
needs for system support for activities performed in the current program, or you
can assess their perceived needs for the proposed achy mes of the desired program.
If the latter i:, your aim, this assessment cannot be done at the building level
until after the desired program has been established. At this time, however, it
ro.i) be relev ant to assess perceived needs for current activ ities or those you are
thinking of doingusing the district's suggested activ ities. If conducted in the
appropriate contextfor example. In conjunction 'A ith the assessment of student
needsyou will probably help build a powerful case for div esting the guidance
department of son e of the typical quasi-administrative and clerical tasks. Staff
assessment will identify their perceptions of the need for counselors to do such
:asks as "senior credit checks" or "bus duty supervision." You IA ill also identify
tasks to be displaced or streamlined, such as recommending students for above-

Figure 6-10
Teacher Needs Assessment

First Grade
Student Competency Students will descnbe how exercise and

nutrition affect their mental health.
Teacher Neec I need assistance in helping students learn to

tell how exeicise and eating habits make a
difference in how they thirk. act, and feel.

Eighth Grade
Student Competency Students will analyze effective family relations,

their importance, and how they are formed.
Teacher Need I need assistance in helping students learn why

good family relations are important and how
they are formed.

Eleventh Gmde
Student Competency Students will evak.ate the need for flexibility in

their roles and in their choices.
Teacher Need I need assistance in helping students learn to

explain the need for flexibility in their roles and
in their choices.
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or behm -aerage leel Louse oftermes or Loordinating the testinE.. piogram.
Finally . you v.ili identity the topics that you need to adurc ,n faLulty and parent
workshops and consultation sessions

Articulate the Design of the Desired Building Program

Armed v.ith the distw's model for a properly balanced and comprehensive
guidance prog...-am. with data r:garding your students and other clients' needs.
and v.ith concrete information about the design of your current guidance program.
the buildim: guidance staff. w ith the assistance of the building school-community
ads, isor. Lommittee. must now design their desired building guidance program
The desired design must be in unting. for all the reas., ,Aplained heretofore.
must be clealy relevant to the community 's necboth students' and adults.
and must be realistic in terms of the resources available to the building.

The building description of its desired program should include the same parts
as does the district program description. There should oe a statement of the
rationah for the building program. using local need, and demographic data that
support its unique design The as.sionptions should mirror the district's philo-
sophical statem-nt. but in addition be localized to incorporate the philosophy of
the build,ng and its surrounding community.. The program definition should
likewise mirror the district's definition, but prov ide speLifiL detail for the desired
structure and balarke of the progran1. The competencies students are to attain
as a result of participating in the school's guidance program need to be listed.
A summary of the resources available to the building program needs to be
included. this includes the descnption of the guidance staff and their unique
talents and skills

Each of the components in the delivery sy stcm needs to be spelled out in
detail The seLnon on the 4iffilant urn( Atm should include the student com-
petencies to be addressed in units and lessons taught at each grade level and
should ieference the nutenak to be used. The building staff need to follov.
Gelates steps for selecting atm% ities Oescnbed in chapter 7. The number of
guidance learning aLtiv Ines per grade level should be specified Ho v. guidance
lessons are infused ,nto talks educational programs alw needs to he described

Th activ !ties and -,er that compose the building's indii plonning
component need to Ix- spc.ined The activities for each grade level as well as
the outcomes they addr, need to be stated. The mat nals used as well as other
resours.es available need to be referenced The results , students and the means
by which parents are involved ako should he described

The re sponsik C sen ts Ante -up should detail the intornution gleaned from
assessing students nceds to, special u. sistance The number and topics of small
group counseling set-% ices as v.ell as a description ot a counselor's case load of
individuals should be prov ided The onsultation erILe s .1nd mechanisms used
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for reterral should be listed NIthough this IN perhaps the hardest Lomponent to
describe in adv anLe. typiLal prioraj topiLs or _tudent needs Lan and should be
identified. and the appRournate number of students. parents, and leaLhers who
typiLally benefit from these unique ser.iLes Lan be provided These appraisals
help you annk pate the number of aLtiv Hies that will need to be offered. and the
amount Lounsekff time that will need to be provided to ensure adequate
attention to these needs

The .i:isttm support ,omponent needs to be speLifiLally written 10 clarify what
the guidame department staff program does to support other programs and to
iternir.: the support they need to ensure appr.Tnate delivery of their ow n program.
Support to othLr prograras should be listed by programstate the aenvity and
briefly desLribe thL Lt unselorisr roleist and responsibilities Support needed
from the building adnumstration and staff should itiLlade such items as policy
and proLedural asststanLe. budget. equipment. and faLilities needs, support for
speL ilk staff development opportunities. un I bulding publii. relations activities.

An miportant consideration in writing the desLrlption of the prograin that is
desired for your building Is the format you will use to present the program As
you have no doubt tdeaned trom the dis, ussion above. the write-up must be as
spLcifiL as you Lan make it. Lomplete with the lisung ot materials and other
resourLes you v ill use ri program delivery A Lommatee of Lounselors from the
various sLhool levels of your distriLl needs to be formed to establish the format
to be used by all buddings DistriLts we have worked with have Lhosen differem
torra II is important however. that the format make sense to th,! counselors
and to othL s who w ill be reading and using the program design. It is also
essential that all buildings use the Name forrnat to be able to judge the quality
of programs aLross the distriLl and to ensure some LonststenLy aLross the district

tormat that was used to Nummarue program activates is presented in Figure
( I I This format servd as a eluL le tor idenntying all activities provided for

Lertam LonlpetenLy 1,1.111 ). a speLIfiL set of student Lhems igrade leve'. de-
velopmental. preventive. remediah. or tor a partiLular program component The
Lounselors tound it a relatively easy and understandable vehtLle for displaying
their repertoire of activities

OnLe the program ism a budding has been written. building Lounselors can
A,Irk with their administration and f,Kulty to show them what the guidanLe
program tor their building Is The appropriate roles ',I the Lounselors Lan be
Llarified Current aLtiv ines Lan be judged as appropriate or inappropriate for the

ot Lounselors" time The Lounselor.student ratio Lan be evaluated. and if it
is not appropriate. thL prinLipal Lan be enlistc,' in the struggle to improve II

here better proLedurcs arc needed tot delivLring system support activities. a
building team Lan be .harged to doLlop them Having established what is
desirable. building stall Lan build gu Mark e program budget requests and renovate'
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Figure 6-11
Sample Format to Summarize Building-Level Program Activities

Budding Name-

COMPREHTISIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Idenfification of Activ.ties

STUDENT SKILL GRADE LEVEL

Student Need Level Developmental Preventwe Remedial
(Circle One)

Program Component Cuidance Cumculum Indwidual Planning
System

Responsive Service System Support

INTENDED OUTCOMES

(Circle One)

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES & RESOURCES

faLilities. With a Loncretely drawn sion in hand, the building staff, in collab-
oration w ith the district staff. zan work together to specify and implement the
changes needed to attain the desired building programs.

With the deelopment of the design for each building's desired program. the
designing phase of the pr_.;ram redeselopment efforts is finished It ou are ready
to make the transition to program implementation. Before we mane on to sug-
ges,ions for making the transition to the new program. howeser. it is time to
Lonsider expanding the leadership base for the program deselopment efforts.

Step 4: Expand Your Leadership Base

If you arc th district guidance program leader and are approaching imple-
mentation of a redesigned program. you will benefit from expanding your

4

lead-

Ic'-)....s,
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ership base at this point T, date, leadership has been prov ided by the counselors
on the steering r schoo1-communny adx isor) committee In addition. there are
other designated leaders of counselorsthe build ng level head counselors. who
have ad some responsibility for the program improvement efforts an,. vvho ill
have much more responsibi!...ty as you move into building program redesign.
Thus, at this juncture the ieadership base should be expanded in two ways.
Increase the number of program development leaders by augmenting the number
of counselors involved in program development activ Ines. and enhance the build-
ing leadership role of die head counselor In some cases. the program devel-
opment leaders are he,. coun . but by establishing two different categones
of leaders, some optiolis are prov ided in selecting leaders for program devel-
opment Thus. the program development leaders are those who assist in imple-
menting the new program and new program Jon Hies. they ak: the program
Irmo% ators The head counselors are the manaeers of the program as implemented.
they are the program maintaineN

Regarding the select! )n of leaders. the guidance program leader for the district
needs to be cognicant of the strengths and we, knesses of the d..signated. formal
campus counselor leaders the head counselors. and needs to identify potentially

pmgrani development peer leaders in order to build a strong leadership
team for program impler-ntation ith both sets of leaders -in hand.- then.
the task each group vs III need to be specified Group members have to be
trained to do the tasks and must have opportumues to the their designated roles
The effeas they make need to be recognited and reinforced

Head Counseli,rs In antkipation of the positive leadership that w ill be
needed from them, the head counselors need to ha ys! their riles irked and
supported As mentioned above. the head counselors in each bu c.iig are prob-
ably alrea:dy m place, so identifying them is not a challenge. whereas becoming
famthar with their operational sty le may be Ako. :1 the guidance program leader
has the chance to participate in the selection of new head counsdors. he or she
needs to work diligently and skillfully w ith the principak to ensure the selection
of someone who is aligned w ith the new program In our experience, building
principals want 'someone wh. Ain be loyal to them and to their school. but they
will lease the assessment of the indiv idual candidates' guidance and counseling
expertise to the guidance leader Pnncipals also want St meone who will provide
good leadership to the building proerani and hi) will work to make their building
program the best in the district

If you are the district guidance program leader and if you have not already
begun to assist the head counselors to play their roles more folly . you should
begin at this time Many districts with which we have worked have not spelled
out the responsibilities of the head cot nselor If your district does not have a
specific job description for the head counselor, one needs to be developed If
you are starting from scratch. you may want to consider the position guide

-
t-7
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dev doped in Northside school district and prov ided in Figure 6 12 We suggest.
howev er. that you begin the development of their job descnption with the head
counselors themselv es 13) being asked what they do that is unique to their role,
they not onl) dev clop an Inv estment in the job description, but th.:ty begin thinking
of themselve as different from and leaders of the campus staff. They need to
be identified as the on-campus -ogram manaL-rs and supervisors of the guidance
staff

Having specified head 1/4. ounselors' responsibilities. you need to assist them to
develop the skills the) need to carry them out. If they are not internalizing the
new progiam concept. you need to help them do that. You can help them through
programmatic discussions in head counselor meetings ard by modeling for them
dunng building staff meetings. The). too. want to do the best job they can, and
can benefit from a role model.

Given the lack of ,pealized training for head counselors and the dirth of
hterature on the subject. the) probably need insen ice educa( and training on
staff supervision 1A, e x4,111 discuss this in more depth in chapter 8. but most head
counselors we have worked with havt sought help in learning such basic skills
as how to 1/4. ondal effective meetings. how to provide constructi.e criticism.
how to build a team. and how to help staff set appropriate goals.

If the district Is large enough. or if there are neighbonng district& schools with
hich to cooperate. the head counselors enjoy providing a support system for

each other. that is. being a "team of their own. Th pro,. ides them a support
group that sen es to znhance their gow th as building leaders They need to be
suppt ned as they try ou new strategies and as they carry out the guidance

Figure 6-12
Head Counselor Position Guide

Title Head Counselor (Middle & High School)

Primary as a member of guidance department staff
Functions the role of school counselor as descnbed in the

position goes, as the leader of the guidance
department, effect the continuous improvement of
the guidance program and personnel

Malor Job (1) implement the campus comprehensive guidance
Responsibilities and counseling program and specifically provide

services to meet the special needs of hisiher
caseload (MS. 400, HS. 200);
(2) administer the campus guidance program,
(3) manage the guidance department staff,
(4) coninbutc to the development of the district's
guidance program, policies, and procedures
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Figure 6-12, continued

Key Duties: (1) implement the campus comprehensive
guidance and counseling program and specifically
prcvide services to meet the special needs of his/
her caseload: please refer to the appropriate level
position guide.
(2) administer the campus guidance program: lead
the development and implementation of the campus
guidance program consistent with the district and
school goals and objectives; prepare request fcr
and utilize allocation of 'artment budget; conduct
campus guidance der ..hent meetings; represent
the guidance department to the administration and
to other department coordinators; supervise the
maintenance of student records and ether guidance
department procedures.
(3) menage the guidance department staff:
supervise the e ^p ar tm e nt staff, ,st the principal
and director of guidance in observations and
evaluations of staff; assist the principal in selection
of new counselors; assist the principal and director
of guidance in providing staff development
programs.
(4) contribute to the development of the district
guidance program, policies, and procedures:
represent the campus staff at the district head
counselor meetings; communicate and promote
implementation of diatrict policies and procedures.

Organizational is .uperv;bed by the principal and the director of
Relationships guidance; supervises and coordinates the work of

department staff, professional and paraprofessional;
collaborates with administration; cooperates with
district and campus instructional staff leaders.

Performance A head counselor's performance is considered
Standards: satisfactory when:

(1) the principal c.ne director of guidance concur
and the head counselor's level of competence is
reflectec' as such on the "Northside Independent
School District Head Counselor Evaluation
Form"; and
(2) evaluation of thb . tnnual Guidance Program
PlanHigh School indicates overall effectiveness
of the program.

ca
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program leaders' assignments As discussed presiously they should be held
accountable for the on-eamrnis diseussions of the district program framework
and other topics related to tne new program. As districtwide mandates are given
for implementing new program actisities, head counselors should be held ac-
countable for seeing that they are performed.

And, fnaff. the head counselors will need to hase their authority supported
in thew- newly defined roles As they supers ise and mor nor their staff members,
their leadership must be recognized, and the central ffice guidance program
leader should model this recognition for the counselor.. Head counselors' ef-
feet!' eness will mirror the amount of authority that is de,egated to them. In this
arena, the principal's tole is key also The principals want their department heads
to be effecuse, It makes the principals' lob easier. The more work that is done
thn-ugh the head eounselors and with the principals, the clearer the head coun-
selors' responsibilities for campus program ope-ation will be.

Prov-tan Detelopment Leaden Depending on the size of the district and
the representation on th.: steering eommittee, it is probable that the number of

deselopment leaders will need to be expanded by ins ols ing more coun-
selors as improsed prol.-am implementation approaches Program deselopment
leaders should be chosen from counselors who are sisibly supportise of the new
program directions. hase enough sision to be able to anticipate the benefits of
the improsed program. ano 're either informal or formal leaders of other coun-
selors

To identify these indmduals, the steering committee eounsel should be
consulted They need to fo eomfortable with the new leaders as the steenng
committe counselors ssil [lase responsibility for bringing these new leaders
"on board" and work,- ith them Their recommendations do not have to be
hinding, but their thougnis and coneerns need to be attended to Again, it depends
on the size of the distnet, but es en in reasonably small distil...is counselors may
not know, eaeh other from one building to the next. The person w ith primary
responsibihty for thi program des elopment efforts is the one sk ith the broader
perspectise

Has ing identified the counselors that an going to be brought onto the program
elopment leadership team, time must be taken to ensure that they feel com-

fortable in their understanding of the eomprehensise program eoneept. That they
were selected beeause ot their initial understanding and wpport of the new
coneept help , and initiation does not take a great amount of .me but it does
need to be do le At the same time, the expanded group needs to be built into

cohesise team of v )1-kers This is accomplished by clarifying the roles and
tasks that they neck' to help accomplish The model that worked effectively in
Northside was to deelop subgroups of experts for each component, that is,
subcommittees were formed for each componenta curriculum committee, an
indisidual planning conimittee, a responsise serices committee, and a system
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support committee. Each committee had representation from each of the school
levelselementary, middle, and high school Thus the total group also could
be divided by level grouping, which was later useful for certain activities. Each
committee's major responsibility was being the voice of its particular component
to their colleagues.

A task for the committees to accomplish that is worthy of consideration is to
coordinate Cae collection of current practices that are good examples of imple-
mentation of the various components. For example, the curriculum committee
collects sample guidance lessons and units that ast,:st students at various grade
levels to reach the priority competencies, the individual nlanning system com-
mittee collects samples of z?tivities that help students develop personaliL d
educational or career plans, the responsive services committee collects samples
of exemplary counseling, consulting, and referral practices. When compiled,
these collections become resource guides for all counselors to use zs they add
to their programs.

The program leadership team then have the data they need to become true
experts in the implementation of the components at the relev ant school levels.
After being (rained in the component definitions and after reviewing and selecting
the multiple exemplary practices, they are equipped to disseminate these ideas
to their colleagues. We also have found that they benefit from training in lead-
ership skills so that they can present themselves as peer leaders.

The more the team members are used as leaders, the more depth their role
takes on. If they ,tre collecting materials for resource guides, let them plan the
guide formats and their own processes for collecting the materials and for ac-
knowledging other counselors who are taking strides in the new direction. Provide
them the opportunities they need to communicate with their colleagues, that is,
call meetings as they need them, suppo:t their efforts with the rest of the coun-
selors, and so on They operate from the power that is delegated to them, this
delegation must be clear to the total group of counselors.

Resource guide development is not the only task that a program leadership
team car take on. As you approach implementation of the new program, many
innovative or pilot efforts will need to be tried Such efforts might be curriculum
wnting, expenmenting with new activities (Including the use of teacher advisory
systems like the one described in chapter 3), or developing a recommended
protocol for a campu, response to a student suicide. Program leaders might take
on the responsibility for der igning the distnct's staff L. elopment plan. Whatever
the project, the same prim ples apply. The team leaders' task needs to be clearly
given, their expertise car,.`ully developed, and their authority clearly recognized.

Finally, if motivated and professionally committed individuals have been se-
lected, and if they have been given a meaningful task to do, they will be working
hard at something that their colleagues may still be dubious about. It is imperative
that their work and their worth be reinforced. Rewards for professionals, ac-
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cording to Hurst (1984. p 84). may come from any of six motiv ators. "Achieve-
ment (w hat you believe you did). Recognition (what others think you did), Work
itself (what you really do). Responsibility (what you 1 others do), Advance-,
ment (what you think you can do). Growth (what you b:lieve you might do)."
Program leaders feel a sense of achievement in completing each task that is part
of their charge, for example. when the position statements or resource guides
are published They receive recognition by them very selection to be a "program
leader," this is maintained as they present new concepts and ideas to their peers.
We have found that encouraging them to make presentations at local, state, and
national professional growth co,rerenees is not only good for the emerging
leaders. but it also hdps others iearn from what they are doing. If the new
program leaders have been selected as we suggested from the ranks of those
who believe in the new program concept, the work they do to better understand
the new program and to hdp implement it is rewarding to them. If part of their
charge is to help their colleagues learn about and implement new program strat-
egies. the leaders are Nitally responsible for the successful implementation of
the program and for the effective performance of the rest of the counseling staff.
Program leaders can be hdped to feel like leaders and to envision themselves
as the head counsdors and guidance surnisors;administrators of the future.
Program innovators that we have worked with consistently talk about how much
they are learning from their experiences. they are eager .) grow and find new
opportunities, such as program improvement, as :uel for their own professional
development.

Guidance Program Leader's Roles and Responsibilities

This phase of the guidance program improvement project resuhs in a shift in
overt leadership from the steering Lommittee or the school-community advisory
committee to the guidance program leader. If you are the Icader, the district
"master plan for program improvement" becomes the responsibihty of your
office You also ar responsible for helping building staffs plan their improved
programs Again, you have program management and administrative tasks and
staff leadership and supervision tasks to accomplish.

Like in the prior phases. as the guidance program leader you must continue
to he the orime mover Although we describe the steps as though they are taken
one at a time, in reality many activities go on simultaneously , for example, while
you are del eloping the master plan, you are also helping buildings assess their
current program, and you will be training your new leaders and providing su-
pen isory insenke to head counsdors Again, n is up to you to keep each part
of the project mov ing along a constructive course. You must use every oppor-
tunity to reinfon., positively the individual change efforts the counselors make.
You are probably the only indiv idual in the district who "sees" the whole picture,

R
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although by this time the expanded program leadership team and the head Loun-
selors are beginning to see a lot of it too proidt.d you keep them informed.

There are some tasks in this project phase that in all likelihood only you can
do You need to Lompile and present the discrepancy data, that is, display the
data and note the Londusions You need to maintain an open discussion climate
as staff members brainstorm Ideas for discrepancy reduction. You need to wnte
the district master plan and select and train the co-leaders. You need to be
prepared to use the expanded or redirected resources that begin to flow to the
guidance department as soon as the steering committee makes its recommen-
dations for aanges If ratios iniproe. you will be hiring more counselors, and
your seleLtion criteria must be tailored to identify those who will fit into the
new program If your department reLenes a higher budget allocation, you need
to be prepared to spend it If you are allowed facility improements, you need
to haxe your blueprints ready If Lounselors' Lontracts are extended, you need
to haxe your inser la. training or program doelopment ectiities ready to im-
plement This is the part of the project that is most fun, but a too represents
ehallenges for you.

By now many of those you work IA ith. including fellow administrators as well
as counselors. are beginning to 'gee' the program Lomept. This, too, is exciting,
but, you may find the Lounselors frustrated that they haxe not yet been freed of
all the undesirable system support &to, ities and the administr itors frustrated that
eounselors are not yet seeing all their students more often. Yo i iced to transform
these frustrations into the energies that will cause the needed changes.

We haxe learned that people want to see the changes they desire, but are
reluJant to Lhange their own behalors that others want changed You prebably
willand possibly should feel at this point that you are Lonstantly swimming
upstreamexplaining rationale, defending recommendationsbut each Lon-
structie Lhange begets another Ultimately.. the momentum for diange takes
oer and you will be able to relax somewhat. At this time you are mming into
the IrnplementatIon phase of the program improement project
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CHAPTER 7

MAKING THE TRANSITION TO A
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE

PROGRAM

Having organized for change, adopted a comprehensive program model, as-
sessed the current Irogram, established the design for the desired program, and
planned the transition, as the guidance program leader you are now ready to
make ie transition. You also are ready to develop mechanisms to maintain the
program once it is in operation. This is one of the most crucial phases of the
entire program improvement process. The questions to be answered include:
How is the transition to a comprehensive program made? What activities remain
from the current program? What activities need to be displaced? What activities
need to be added? Five steps are described that help answer questions such a,i
these.

Step I: Implement the master plan for change;
Step 2: Focus on special projects;
Step 3: Facilitate building-level changes;
Step 4: Monitor changed program implementation; and
Step 5: Plan and implement public relation? activities.

Chapter 7 opens w ith a di cussion of the tasks involved in implementing the
'Master Plan for Change.** Recommendations conceming the staffing patterns
and the financial and political resources required to operate a comprehensive
guidance program are presented. Then, the change strategy of focusing on special
plojects is introduced. Attaching the guidance prugram improvement process to
federal, state, and local priorities can provide the energy. motivation, and support
to carry the overall improvement process to completion. Next, chapter 7 describes
how to facilitate the building-level changes required to fully implement the district
comprehensive guidance program at the building level. In addition, chapter 7
describes how to institute a listrictwide system for monitoring program changes
and overall program implementation at the building level to ensure that the
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program does not reser( back to its original, traditional operation. Monitoring
systems. ways to reinforce s:aff who are making progress, and mechanisms for
making program adjustments are described. In addition, chapter 7 presents ideas
about planning and implementing. with district leadership, public relations ac-
tivitie,. to make sure that students, teachers, parents, administrators, and the
public at large are aware of the remodeled and resitalized comprehensive guid-
ance program hnally. chapter 7 delineates the roles and xsponsibilittes of
gullance program leaders in the transition process.

Step 1: Implement the Master Plan for Change

In developing the "master plan" (chaptei 5), the guidance program leader
identified the major tasks that reeded to be done, developed an order for doing
them, and identified people wt.() would be insolved in their accomplishment.
The tasks that need to be done, theig degree of feasibility, and the specific
timeframe for each building or district may be different, for example, if the
school system is currently "into" curriculum writing, then guide development
fits right into already established district priorities If the system's thrust is staff
develonment, then the recommendations for inservice training, job description
development or supeiv ision, and esaluation improsement might be the most
feasible to accomplish.

However, there are some recurrent recommendations that need attention for
the program actually t.) change Regardless of the particular timeframe, the
guidance program leader might want to consider some of th: following ideas
for '" improved use of human, financial, and political guidance program re-
sources as the master plan for change is implemented. These ideas are presented
below in outline form and are explained in detail on the pages that follow.

Human Recources

I) Modify counselor staffing formulas (r? ios)
2) Develop counselors' job descriptions and develop job descriptions for

guidance department clerical staff

Financial R:lources

3) Establish budgets for guidance departments at the district and building
levels

4) Fxp!ore use of other-than-local funding sources
5) Develop guidance program component Glades
6) Review and make recommendations to ensure adequacy of guiaa,i,:. ta-

climes
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Political Resources

7) Update policies and procedures
8) implement displacement. streamlining of noneuidance and counseling ac-

tivities
9) Recommend Y.tpdel Ines for support from building administration

10) Work with resistant staff members

Human Resources

Modift Counselor Staffing Formulas (Ratios,

Hav mg outlined the proeram's basic structure and the desired levels of service
to students and other clients. it is possible to use this irtformation to suggest the

ratios needed to conduct the program as desired. For example. using the Northside

ISD desired program figures. the formulas displayed in Figure 7-1 could be

used to recommend appropriate ratios at the elementar) . middle and high schooi

levels.
Ekmentary counselors have been added in ratherdramatic numbers in the program

development projects we have worked with. The elementary 04:lance programs
are developmentally based and thus are already closer to the desired program as
defined by these districts than are secondary programs. which are traditionally
entrenched in system supoortquasi-administrauve.clencal tasks (Peer. 1985) No
district with which we have worked has stated that counselors as supporters of the
system should have top priority in the pmgram all of the districts h2ve assigned

high priority for all school levels to the guidance curriculum.
All this is to say that rano improvement is one of the more difficult tasks to

Implement. it extremely costly. and there must be some evidence that the
counselors themselves are willing to provide services to all studnts. Once that
Intent has been established and some effort has been applied in that direction.
justification for improved ratios is more credible. At the same time, being such
a large cost item. ratio improvement is ned to the district's overt budget

development procedures. The guidance program leader must be armed and ready
and be prepared to implement the improvements in stages. We advise you to
continie to Implement other more feasible changes and not wait until ratios are

improved to begin.

Develop Counselors' Job Descr mons and Develop Job Descriptions for
Guidance Department Clerical Staff

Identifying the v anous human rc,ources a. ailable to the guidance program
brings with It the need to define the roles and functions of the various personnel
to ensure appropriate use of their education and talents. The counselors' job
description has already been described in the position guide format discussed in
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Figiire 7-1
Elementary Counselor Ratio Recommendation

Desired program design:
CuMculum: 40% x 70 = 28 slots

lndl ping: 25% x 70 = 17 slots

Resp serv- 25% x 70 = 18 slcts

Sys supp: 10% x 70 = 7 slots
Program activity slots = 30 minutes each (average)
Student school day = 7 hours
7 hours yield 14 activities per day
14 activities x 5 daysweek = 70 activity slotsWeek

To implement Guidance Curriculum as iesired:
28 slots

12 for olanning'
16 classes

x 25 (average # students class)

400

400 students per counselor is the ratio needed to implement the guidance
curriculum.

To implement Responsive Services as desired:
18 slots

60% for preventive level. small group cour sehng
40% for remedial level. indMdual counselir g

18 16
x .6 x .4

7 students11 groups
x 5 students (a

55 students
55 students 7 students = 62 students in responsive services case load

Responsive services alends to 15% of population on the average
62 is 15% of 413 students per counselor

Thu: 400:1 is the recommended ratio for elementary counselors in order to
implement the program as designed.

'2 slots per week fir 6 grace levels.
"Each class rs to be guided one time per week
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Middle School Counselor Ratio Recommendation

Desired Program Design:
CUITiCUlum: 30% x 35 = 10.5 = 11 slots

Indi ping: 30% x 35 = 10.5 = 10 slots

Resp serv: 25% x :5 = 8.75 = 9 slots

Sys supp: 15% x 35 = 5.25 = 5 slots

Program activity slots = 1 hour each (average)
Student school day = 7 hours
7 hours yield 7 activities per day
7 activities x 5 daysWeek = 35 activity slotsweek

To implement Guidance Curriculum as desired:
11 slots
2 for planning*

9 classes per week per counselor**

18 classes = curriculum case load
x 27 (average # studentsichss)

486
486 students per counselor ,s the ratio needed to implement the guidance
cumculum.

To implement Responsive Services as desi-ed:
9 slots

50% for preventive level, small group counseling
EO% for remedial level, individual counseling

9 9
x .5 x .5

4.5 groups 4.5 students
x 9 students (8-10 = average

40.5 students size group)

40.5 students + 4.5 students = 45 students in responsive services case load
Responsive services attends to 15% of population on the average
45 is 15% of 300 students per counselor

Thus, 393.1 is the rec ommended ratio for middle school counselors in order to
implement the program as designed.

'Planning: teachers-1:6, counselors, 2:9
**Each class is to be guided every other week
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High School Counselor Ratio Recommendation

Desired Program Design:
Curriculum: 25% x 35 = 8.75 = 9 slots
lnd'i ping- 30% x 35 = 10.5 = 10 slots
Rasp serv: 30% x 35 = 10.5 = 11 slots
Sys supp: 15% x 35 = 5.25 = 5 slots

Program activity slots = 1 hour each (average)
Student school day = 7 hours
7 hours yield 7 activities per day
7 activities x 5 da-is/week = 35 activity s 3/week

To implement Guidance Curriculum as desired:
9 slots
2 for planning'

7 classes per week per counselor-

14 classes = curriculum case load
x 27 (average # students/class)

378

378 students per counselo is the ratio needed to implement the guidance
curriculum.

To implement Responsive Services as desired:
11 slots

50% for preventive level, small group counseling
50% for remedial level, individual counseling

11 11
x .5 x .5

5.5 groups 5.5 students
x 9 students (8-10 = average

49.5 students size group)
49 5 students + 5.5 students = 55 students in responsive services case load

Responsive services attends to 15% of population on the average
55 is 15% of 366 students per counselor

Thus, 375:1 is the recemmended ratio for high school counselors in order to
implement the program as designed.

'Planning. teachers-1:6, counselors, 2:9.
Each class is to be guided every other week.
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chapter 5. We recommend that position guides be developed for every fu;l-time,
permanent guidance department staff member. More concise job descriptions
can be developed for others including volunteers. Specific job descriptions are
prerequisite to any staff expansion. Community speakers, clerical aides, and
peer counselors all need to have their jobs described. These job descriptions not
only help clarify the functions that new (and old) staff members are expected to
implement, but they also help administrators see the justification for augmenting
the guidance staff. Indeed, to justify a new Aaff position, a thorough job analysis
of existing related staff positions is required.

Financial Resources

Establish Budgets for Guidance Departments at the District and Building
Levels

In the assessment of the current program. one of the tasks was to review the
financial resources available. In the review you may have found that the financial
resources were described in terms of a well-defined budget in which all of the
money spent on guidance, including salaries, wz,s part of the budget. Or you may
have found that money for only such items as testin,: materials and a few other
guidance resources was included. Or perhaps there was no budget at all. Within
the ',udget policy guidelines for the school/district, the task is to establish a budget.
To do that, consider such major categories as those displayed in Fgure 7-2.

Premuisite 3 any resource expansion is to ascertain the costs of implementing
the recommendations. The guidance program leader will need to develop a cost

analysis for each of the items for inclusion in the district department, budget
or in other budget categories if that is where the :tem fits. The total amount,
presented all at once, could be overwhelming; so our advice is to prepare these
cost analyses on an item-by-item basis. Thus, as each recommendation is brought
forward for consideration, the guidance program leader can present the dollar
figures associated with it. For example, if implementing the improved ratios
recommended above entails adding counselors to the staff, it is the guidance
program leader's responsibility to know how much those additional staff positions
will cost. Having specific cost information available allows the guidance program
leader to anticipate others' concerns about the increased expenditufes and to be
prepared to defend the allocation of additional dollars.

Explore Use of Other-Than-Local Funding Sources

A majority of the funds for the program probably comes from local and state
sources. There are, however, funds from other sources. Federal legislation is
one source. Federal funds available to augment the comprehensive guidance
program include those that support vocational educatior, special education, com-
pensatory education, and special topics of national rriority such as drug abuse
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Figure 7-2
Budget Categories

1. Personnel
a. Counselors
b. Secretarial/clerical
c. Guidance administrators
d. Fringe benefits

2. Materials
a. Student materials

1) Texts and workbooks
2) Audiovisual materialr
3) Testing materials
4) Reference materials
5) Career/guidance center materials
6) Testing materials

b. Professional resource materials
1) Professional library books
2) Journal subscriptions
3) Training materials

3. Supplies
1) Office supplies
2) Computer-assisted guidance equipment supplies

Instructional supplies
4. Capital outlay

1) Equipment and maintenance
2) Furniture

5. Professional development
1) Meetings and conferences
2) Consultants

6. Travel
7. Communication
8. Research and evaluation

prevent ion education. Federal emplayment and training legislation also may have
guidance funds available for schools.

Most federal funds are distributed by the state department of education. If the
guidance program leader is not already familiar with these sources, a visit with
the state's guidance consultants would be a rewarding experience. They will be
able to tell you about federal and state monies that may be available for guidance
programs. Keep in mind that most of these sources will not fund an entire
program. They do, however, provide dollars for such aspects of a program as
counseling disadvantaged or drug-using students, augmenting a career center,
or implementing a vocational assessment program Also, keep in mind that most
of the time access tc, these funds is through a proposal or the development of a
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written plan. With thtt Lomprehensiv e program already designed, suLh a proposal
or pl'an is readily developed because the program context and student needs
alreath have been established. The proposal writer has to extract only the portions
of the otal program that are of interest to the funding source to present the plan.

Develop Guidance Program Component Guides

A major task in making the transition to a ct Tiprehensive guidance program
is to choose the guidance activities and matenals that will assist students to
dev elop the competencies that have been decided upon. Describing the specific
activities that make up the program and having adequate program matenals is
prerequisite to successful implementation of the program. Counselors must have
tools to assist them in their changed roles. Whether such guides are written for
use in a building's program or for an entire uil,*rict makes a difference in the
approach to this task, but the end products will be similar. The guides describe
the actiN ines used in the implementation of the comprehensive guidance program
components. In developing the guides. new activ ities may be created, or activities
may be collected that hav e been used successful!) in a building. Suggestions
for developing guides for the four comprehensive program components are pro-
vided below.

Guidance Curriculum Guide. A curriculum guide provides the descnption
of curriculum units and specific lessons We suggest that the guidance program
leader use the cumculum writing expertise that is availableinstructional su-
pervisors if the distn .t has them, the administrator in charge of cumculum
develop-rt. it or instruction, or regional consultants in curriculum writing. The
leader must also keep in mind that there will riobably not be a one-on-one match
between a specific activity or resource and a specific competency. Often a single
guidance activ ity may result in the achievement of a number of student com-
petencies.

To illustrate how an activity may be wntten and to show its relationship to
the goals and competencies of the guidance curriculum suggested in previous
chapters, an example is displayed in Figure 7-3 The example is from the Self-
knowledge uni Interpersonal Skills domain of the life career development model
and relates to goal A for the fifth grade. You may wish to consider this format
for your own activity descriptions. Note that the activity is described on one
page and follows a straightforward outline that defines the basic activity. Coun-
selors are encouraged to develop the lesson plan according to their teaching style.

Individual Planning Guide. An individual planning guide describes in detail
activities and procedures to help students apply information and develop their
personalized plans. These write-ups exemplify the refocusing of some current
activities from "system support" activities to student outcome-focused activities
that help them make their educational plans. For example, the objective for
preregistration of i,econdary !Lyel students can be changed from "students will
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Figure 7-3
Sample Activity and Format

Domain I
Goal A
Grade 5
Performance Indicator 2

COAT OF ARMS

Domain I: Self-Knowledge and interpersonal Skills
Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of

the unique personal characteristics and 3bilitipc of
themselves and others.

Competency: Students will specify those personal characteristics and
abilities that they value.

Performance
Inaicator 2 Students will identify a variety of things that they value.

Activity Objective:
The student will identify six things he or she values.

Materials: Coat of arms, pencil
Time: One session of approximately 30 minutes
Directions: Have each student fill in an outline of a shield with the

following for a personal coat of arms:
Box 1: Draw a symbol to represent yow oreatest success.
Box 2: Draw a symbol to represent your family's ntest

success.
Box 3: Draw a symbol to show a place you dream about.
Box 4: Draw symbols to show two things at which you are

good.
Box 5: Draw a picture to show what you would do if you

have one year to live and wvild be a success at
anything you do.

Box 6: On one-half of the box write two words you would
like used to describe you; on the other half write two
words you would not like used to describe you.

circle couise numbers on course selection cards" to 'Ildent learning objectives,
such as "10th graders will select an 1 lth-grade course of study that is an ap-
propriate next step toward their educational/career goals." The activities that
might be envisioned as a unit include interpretation of career interest and aptitude
assessments, information exploration in the guidance center, review of the high
school graduation and college entrance requirements, revision of the students'
"High School Four-Year Plans," and, finally, preregistration for the 11th grade
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yearthe circling of the numbers on the cards. Or, the objective for un ele-
mentary school Career Day can be changed from "the school staff will provide
X number of career speakers" t3 "3rd-; 4th-, and 5th-grade students will list
the educational requirements for five careers that relate to their identified career
interests.' The guidance program activities provided to assist students attain the
objective might include a career interest inventory, a guidance lesson on the
relationship between levels of education and levels of occupations available in
various job clusters, and Career Day speakers who describe their educational
histories as they relate to their occupations.

Responsive Services Guide. A responsive services guide can provide a de-
scription of the topics and modessuch as counseling, consultation, or referral
the counselor uses in response to students', parents', or teacners' problems.
Counseling session plans and the overview of a planned series of counseling
activities can help other staff membt s as well as less experienced counselors
benefit from the ideas used in activities. Changing Student Attitudes and Behavior
Through Group Counseling (Myrick & Dixon, 1985) or Brief Family Interven-
tions in the Lt 'vol Setting (Golden,. 1983) are examples of such descriptions.

Including a list of the community referral sources counselors use in the building
or across the district also enhances the implementation of this function. Devel-
oping this list not only prov ides the names of outside source people who have
cooperated effectively with school counselors in the past, but it can also provide
a vehicle for gathering consistent information about these sources' areas of
expertise.

Describing Exemplary Activities

To begin the task of guide writing we suggest using the results of the current
program assessment already completed. Take those current activities and ma-
terials you feel are in keeping with the improved program that has been de-
signedthose that have lie potential of helping students to develop the chosen
competenciesand place them in the appropriate component and grade-level
grouping.

If, as guidance program leader, you are working in a single school or in a
small district setting, thi, mly be easily accomplished, however, if the setting
is larger, you may need to implement a process similar to that done in Northside
Independent School District. This approach was developed after a group of 12
counselors from the district-4 from each school levelspent a week, the
district's typical allotment for curriculum writing, to develop the units and lessons
to teach decision making to grades 4-12. The work was more closely aligned
with textbook writing than with typical curriculum guide development efforts.
In addition, that district had identified 15 guidance curriculum stands, the coun-
selors and the directorconcluded that they could not wit 14 more years to
have tilt curriculum guick completed, to say nothing of the guides for the other
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components. It also was not realistic to expect the district to hire the counselors
as a curriculum writirg team for a year or whatever it took to accomplish the
tasks.

The counselors decided to collect "exemplary practices" that were currently
performed in district buildings, write them up in consistent formats, and cate-
gorize them by program component. They found this to be an excellent vehicle
for crossfertilization of ideas. By working with counselors from different school
levels, the pocling of ideas helped everyone learn about each other's programs
and was a major step toward an articulated, K-12 program. It had the additional
benefit of helping all participating counselors see how what they were currently
doing fit into the new program concept.

The scope of this activity would vary with the size of the district guidance
program. No matter how large or how small the program is, however, the
guidance program leader should attend to the details of the guide writing. In
Northside, the compilation of ideas into guides tlok 3 years to accomplish. Once
guides are published they have a permanency that provides part of the foundation
upon which the new program can rest. It is importaat that this foundation be
solid.

In Northside, a work committee was used to develop the formats to be used
in the guides, such as lesson plans, activity plans, and counseling session outlines.
In turn, the work committee trained the rest of the counselors in how to complete
the forms. When counselors submitted their "promising practices" in the pre-
scribed format, they were ready for typing for inclusion in the guide. The work
committee screened the inputs and selected the best practices. The difference
between these guides and those developed in the small district is that these
become illustrative examples that a building program can use as a pattern, as
contrasted with those that represent actual descriptions of a particular building's
guidance activities.

Developing New Activities

After a list of aLtivities that are currently being performed successfully in the
building or district program has been compiled,. there still may be gaps where
there are no exemplary activities for some student competencies, so that new
activities need to be developed. Gelatt (1975 .)p. 19-22) outlined four steps in
selecting guidance activ ities and resources. First, as he suggested all imaginable
act'vities and resources are surveyed. Next, all the possible ac.ivities and re-
sources are listed. Then a list of desirable activities and resources is drawn up,
and finally, choices are made of the preferred activities and resources. To assist
individuals with the first step, Gelatt identified two major groupings of activities
and resources. instructional and guidance pro:edures, and direct-indirect inter-
ventions. He provided the examples displayed in Figure 7-4 in each of the
groupings.

*Zi$2
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Figure 7-4
Examples of Activities and Resources

I. INSTRUCTIONAL AND GUIDANCE PROCEDURES

A. Reading printed materials
1. Narrative materials
2. Programmad materials
3. Cartoon booklets
4. Kits

B. Observing
1. Live demonstration

a. Peer student models
b. Cross-age modals

2. Live dramatizations
3. Films
4. Filmstrips
5. Slides
6. Videotapes
7. Any one or all of the foregoing oixervational media followed by guided

practice, supervised either by the models or by counseling personnel
C. Listenvig

1. Radio
2. Sound recoi dings

a. Records
b. Audiotapes

D. Interacting individually or in groups with
1. Counseling personnel
2. Community resource persons

E. Practicing behavior under simulated conditions
1 Simulation games
2. Simulated work
3. Role playing
4. Behavioral rehearsal

F. Gathering personal assessmei it information
1. Responding to instrumsnts measuring personal charartenstics
2. Collecting information from people
3. Self-assessment activities

G. Participating in computer-supported programs
H. Using on-line computer technology

II. DIRECT-INDIRECT INTERVENTION

A. Direct interventionsleaming activities employed directly with students
1. Developmental activities

a. Orientation-in: Orienting students for a new school level, a new
educational system (for example, individualized education), an
innovative guidance program, or a new specific school setting

,:x2n3
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Figure 7-4, continued

b. Personal assessment: Helping students understand a-d develop
their own abilities, interests, physical attributes, personal and social
behavicrs and values, and preferences related to available career
opportunities

c. Personalchoice opportunities: Assisting students to consider
choices in each of the areas of behavior

d. Personal problem-solving skills: Enabling students to make wise
decisions and plans and to use the information gained in personal
assessment and personal choice opportunities

e. Formulating and pursuing personal goals: Assisting each student
to formulate and to pursue his/her gows and plans for achieving
these goals

2. Prescriptive activities
a. Within-sc'ool learning experiences: Working with one or more

students having learning, social, or personal problems
b. Orientationout prescrib9d learning experiences: Providing

prescribed learning expenences for students at critical timesfor
ex ample, beginning a new job, dropping out without specific plans,
enlisting in the m:::.,

B. Indirect interventionsseMces provided on behalf of students
1 Interventions implemented through providing assistance to assess and

possibly to modify
a. Aspects of the educaIional setting and system
b. School personnel
c. Home and neighborhood factors
d. Community resources (for example, health, social, and welfare

agencies; business and industries)
2. Interventions implemented through guidance-related

a. Research
b. Evaluation

In step 2 of Gelatt's outlinelisting all possible activities and resources
the task is to narrow down the list of all imaginable activities and resources to
those that seem possible, to those that could be carried out. The key point in
step 2 "is not to eliminate activities and resources you could do but may iwt
want to do" (Gelatt 1975, p 23). Next, in step 3, the task is to list all desirable
activities and resources. Here is where local constraints and personal values
Lome into play Possible activities and resources can be reviewed in light of
such things as

Magnitude How much of the total school population or program will be affected?
Complexity. How many other changes will it incur')

20 4
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Convenience Can it be developed and operated locally. or will it require outside
consultants?

Flexibility. How rigidly must the method be followed in order to be successful?
Distinctiveness. Is it new and different?
interaction with other programs. Does a stand alone or require other programs to

be involved for success?
Readiness: Can it be applied immediately?
Cost: What are initial costs and future funding needs?
Content: Is the content an innovation or a redo of an old method? (p. 26)

Steps 1 and 2 that Gelatt suggested can be accomplished by a work committee
of counselors We would adv ise using the steering committee counselorsor the
other cot.nselor leaders that have been identified and horn you would like to
involve further. All the counselors should review the products of these steps.
Steps 3 and 4listing the desirable and choosing the preferred activities and
resourcesshould involve all counselors in the district because each counselor
has personal values to be considered.

The guidance program leader and the guidance staff are now ready to choose
the materials that will best help the students attain the outcomes identified pre-
y iously At the elementary level a plethora of commercial materials is available
to support the guidance curriculum, and even to some extent the individual
planning and responsive services components, but even then the use of the
materials need- to be carefully related to the student competencies and the
activities used to help students achieve and apply them. At the secondary level
not as many commercial materials are available. so activities and related materials
may need to be developed locally to imptement the guidance cumculum, indi-
vidual planning, and responsive services components.

Review and Make Recommendations to Ensure Adequacy of Gni-dance
Facilities

Ensuring adequate guidance faciLies and equipment may be difficult consid-
ering the costs that may be involved. However. now that you have identified
the desired program design and have chosen guidance activities for the program
components, you also are aw are of the facilities required. For example, if class-
room guidance is to be an essential part of the developmental program, a guidance
classroom may be deemed essential, if counselors are expected to conduct small
group counseling., an adequately sized room is needed, if a guidance center is
to lv the nub of the program, a large classroom is needed, and so on. Space in
growing districts may be at a premium, but in schools and districts where en-
rollment is declining, the facilities acquisition challenge may not be as great.

Whatever the situation. however. an important task is to review the physical
facilities available to the current program and to identify your needs for aug-
mentation or modification The reason that physical facilities are so Important
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is that they oftcn pros ide students with their first and sometime lasting impres-
sion of the guidance program. Staff and parents also gain impressions about the
guidance program and the vork of the counselors through the program's physical
facilities. If a guidance office has many filing cabinets prominently displayed
containing student records. and, in addition. has the master schedule on the wall,
it does not take long to kr .ov. what the counselors do. If, on the other hand, the
counselor's office or classroom is decorated with posters exemplifying the need
for s,.yu J decision making, good interpersonal skills and so on, the program
prieriti s may be , Tceived differently.

Atteni,on to fi pe and the use of physical space and equipment of a com-
pretiensise program often is neglected in the change process. Unfor-
tunately. what atter t:on el:en remains fixed to the traditional ways of organizing
guidance. To make thc guiclane ,umualtun. individual planning system, and
responsise serscces funclion effecusely arid to provide appropriate support to
other programs. a new way of oronizing guidance facilities is needed.

Traditionally guidance fauhties has e consisted of an office or suite of offices
designed primarily o piosidt_ onc-zo-one counseling assistance. Such an ar-
rangement frequently has included a reception or %sailing area that serves as a
browsing room where students hate limited access to some displays or files of
educationJ and occupational information. Also, this space typically has beer
placed in the admilustratise wing of the school so that the counseling staff (:3!1
be close to the records and the adrn:nistration

The need for indisidual offices is obsious because of the antinuing need to
carry on indis idual counseling sessions. There is also a need. hoveser, to open
up guidance facilities, to make them more accessible to all students, teachers.
parents. and to community representatises. One approach to make guidance
facilities more usable and accessible is to reorganize traditional space into a
guidance center

A comprehensise guidance center Lan bring together as ailable guidance n-
formation and exploration resources and make them easily accessible to students.
The ccnter Lan be used for such actisities as group sessions. self-exploration,
and personalized research and planning. At the high school lesel, students can
gain assistance in such areas as occupational planning. job entry and placement.
financial aid information. and postsecondary educational opportunities. At the
middle school mor high school les el. students can gain assistance in such a:cas
as career pian:ang. high school educational opportunities, community ir.so:ve-
ment. and recreational opportunities At the L:ementary school level, students
and their parents Lan gain information about the school, the community, and
parenting skills. and read books about personal grovth and deselopment. An
arca for counseling vith toys can be provided.

Although the center is asailable for use to school staff and community mem-
bers, it shoitld be student-Lentered, and many of the center activities should be
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student-planned as well as student-directed. At the same time, the center is a
valuable resource for teachers in their program planning and implementation.
Employers, too, will find the center useful when seeking part time or full-time
workers Viewed in this way, the impact of the center on school and community
can be substantial.

If community members and parents are involved in the planning and imple-
mentation of the center and its activities, their interest could provide an impetus
for the invivement of other community members. When parents and other
community members become involved in programs housed in the center, they
gain firsthand experience with the educational process. Through these experi-
e ices new support for education may grow.

The guidance center should be furnished in as comfortable a way as possible
for all users. Provision should be made for group as well as individual activities.
Coordinating the operation of the guidance center should be the responsibility
of the guidance staff All schc.,: staff should be involved, however. We rec-
ommend that at least one paid paraprofessional be employed to ensure that clerical
tasks are carried out in a consistent and ongoing manner. Volunteers also may
be used.

Although such centers are seen more and more at the secondary level, the
concept is useful at the elementary and postsecondary levels as well. Salmon
and Selig (1976) discussed the center concept in the elem.2tary school and
provided a number of examples of activities that could be included in such a
center The postsecondary focus could be much the same as that of the secondary
program Reardon and Burck (1977) described procedires ant methods to es-
tablish such centers in postsecondary institutions, as did Beaumont, Cooper, and
Stockard (1978).

Equipment needs are identified by a similar process to that used for facilities.
In the current program assessment, you surveyed the equipment available. Having
now identified the major material resources, you can now specify related equip-
ment needs For example. you may learn that bulletin boards, filmstrip or movie
projectors. or VCR players would be useful. Again, this information allows you
to analyze the xsts involved and to develop your budget request. The request
is substantiated by the dearly stated relationship between equipment, facilities,
and the program design

Political Resources

Update Policies and Procedures

Another task to be completed to implement the new program is an update of
the policies aliJ procedures that govern guidance as they appear in ihe uistrict
policy and procei!ural handbook (thosc you identified in assessing the ..urrent
program Some of these hang,m may be merely editorial or cosmetic, ,ome,

2i )17*,
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however. v. ill be major changes in procedures and will net be easy to effect
The former changes are those that merely translate board policy to administrators.
the latter are those that v.11 need to be negotiated. particularly those that describe
how the guidance department interacts with and supports the programs of other
departments.

In analy zing ho v. the current program compares and contrasts with the desirA
program. y ou hay e documented somethir^ y ou already knew. A number of
activ Hies for which you are responsiblu are not guidance activities at all or are,
at best, only tangentially related to guidance. They have become a part of the
guidance prog;arn over the years. perhaps by someone's design but more likely
by default As you also know . no matter how these activities became part of the
program. once they are established, they are difficult to remove. And, what is
worse. the.e responsibilities consume the valuable time and resources needed to
conduct the actual guidance program.

Disnlace Streamline .Vonguidance and Counseling Acuvities

In ido.ofying discrepaacies between the current and desired programs (chapter
6; you identified aaps in your current program design as well as spillovers. where
your current program resource appropriation went beyond what was desired
such as where counselors were spending too much time on certain activities. As
you V . 1 I I recall, for those activ Ines in w hich it is desirable that counselors spend
less time, the recommendation to .srrewnline the counselors' investment was
made. .Acto ities from the current program 111.11 do not fit into the desired program
become targets for displaccment The displacement strategy entails replucing
undesired or inappropriate activ ities or duties with desired guidance program
activ ities. that is. augmenting or adduzg desirable activities. Many activities to
be displaced or streamlined are those performed 'rl support of other programs.

Counselors already should have listed the activi.ies they perform that need
displacing, streamlining and agreed as to those actn 'ties that are appropriate.
Negotiating to displace activ ities will require solidanty among counselors, a
clear picture of needed guidance activities, and solid data to provide a rationale
for the displacement Besides the data gathered in the staff time analyses, other
data gathered in the assessment of the current progr.m can support the recom-
mendations for displacement One example given in chapter 4 was the study of

quasi-administrative or clerical tasks done in Northside. You also need to
consider at thh point whether streamlining or displacing an act.vity is the result
of district policy or practice. or if it is a building-specific problem. If the practice
h distnctv, ide, district decisions need to be made to change the situation lf,
however, it is a building problem. it should be solved at the building level with
district support.

In describing the current program. you identified way s the uidance depa.tment
prov ides support to the overall educational program. If you have followed our
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suggestions. you hae identif.ed these by specific program. It is not unusual for
guidance departments to pro%ide support for regular educational programs by
refernng -* _lents to special programs, implementing onentation and articulation
actnities. participating in curriculu.., planning, assisting in the dedopment of
accreditation reports. preregistenng students for next years' courses, consulting
in the de% elopment of the master schedule, and making student schedule changes.
It also is not unusual for guidance departannts to provide support for other
programs such as testing, discipline management, gifted education, special A-
ucanon, and vocational education In the Northside study you will recall that
the acities performed in support of these % anous programs was consuming,
aepnding on the Ice., 30% to 40c1 of the school counselors' time districtwide.
In addition to the total time absorbed by these actRities, there were many tasks
of a clencal. quasi-administrame. or other nonguidance nature that counselors
were performing For example, counselors were scheduling the admission, re-
% iew, and dismissal committee meetings, writing principals' annual reports. and
c3unting the credits that high school students were accumulating toward grad-
uation Those tasks and many others were targeted for displacement.

The question of vho handles displaced actiuties if the guidance staff does
not is an issue that is not often discussed but should be. Identifying ho should
spend time on these acti%itie or how else the actiity might be accomplished
becomes the responsibility of the counselors seeking to diest themselves of the
tasks If the counselors suggest a reasonable plan, their chances of effecting the
displacement are increased substantially.. Such questions asWho is the primary
beneficiary of the acti% ity ? Who has the knowledge or skills to conduct the
actiity How ar. the task be delegated to as many people as possible so as to
be least wasteful of any indiiduars time''need to be asked and answered.
The answers to such questions suggest the displacement recommendations.

At the district leel. agreements can be made between the guidance program
leader and those of other departments that would facilitate the shift in respon-
sibility for these actiities to the related department staff. '.. you have other
department administrators on the steering committee, you will benefit from their
understanding of the pnmary mission of the comprehensm guidance program
and the new expectations for counselors It is not easy to figure out who else
will add these usually burdensome tasks to their calendars because other staff
will not %olunteer for them eagerly.. If, how eer, the administrators know that
counselors are not just saying. Ifs not my job," but rather are saying, "But
my job is to guide and counsel students," these transitions can be managed.
Again, these changes will not be made mernight nor magicUly, they fit into the
"hard-to-do' category and require clarity of direction and persistance from the
guidance program leader.

Examples of typical nonguidance support tasks high school guidance depart-
ments do are credit checks, scheduling, and cumulatie record keeping. Credit
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recording and checking reflects the basic mission of the school. teaching and
learning The primary beneficiaries of this service, then, are students and teach-
ers. In a teacher-student advisory system, the credit checks are an all-staff
responsibility, not a time-consuming activity for one relatively small group of
staff members. Also, by giving some of the responsibility to the students, coun-
selors enable them to monitor their ow n progress toward graduation and thus to
be more in tune v, ith their own status. Scheduling or student registration is the
means of distributing midents irro teachers' classes. Again, it is a total school
function By using a universit: -type scheduling system, the vast majority of
scheduling can be accomplished in one day if the entire staff and the various
departments work together Scheduling does not have to be done one student at
a time by guidance staff over a period of 3 to 4 monthsand then, in our
experience, done again in September through massive numbers of schedule
changes Other suggestions might be that gifted education teachers accept primary
responsibility for the assessment of potentia. gifted program participants, or that
N ocational education te,_ he s be r ponsible for collecting the information needed
for the Vocational Education Data S. ,tem (VEDS) report. New procedural guide-
lines for implementing these changes should be wntten and published by the
district personnel Involved.

e are sure that you have already identified the activities that net to be
displaced, but to illustrate how the displacement strategy works. consider an
example from the Northside project In the Northside staff time analysis, it was
learned that the middle school counselors spent 7.1% of their time on admin-
istrative tasks related to special education and 2.1% of their time in group
guidance. In further study of the detail of time spent on special education, it

as found that much time was spent in the annual review ireetings where
Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs) were developed for st idents already
enrolled in special education. The counselors felt that their time was not well
ustx1 in these activ dies as the special education staff were more krowledgeable
than they about the individual needs of the students. It was negotia.ed with the
district special education administration that the special education staff would
consult with the counselors prior to and after the annual reviews and that the
counselors, thus, would not need to spend unnecessary hours in the IEP devel-
opment meetings The time saved was made available for the middle school
counselors t: conduct classroom guidancethe guidance curriculum. r%t each
building, thl. counselo,'s invols ed worked out the communication procedures
with the special education staff and developed their classroom guidance schedules.

Some displacements will entail the hiring of additional staff. Often the case
can be made for hiring less expensive staff to free Clic '....ounselors for activities
that their guidance and counseling education has prepaied them to do. For
example, often counselors are asked to maintain the cumulative student records,
to become the school registrar Those of you who have this responsibility know

2
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that it is time-consuming. The answer to this problem is to work toward hiring
a registrar or at least sufficient clerical personnel to do the job.

Augment Activities

As we mentioned at the beginning of this discussicn, at the same time as the
counselors are seeking to rid themselves of tasks that are inappropriate consid-
ering their education and training, it is helpful if, at the district level, some
mandates for new or improved guidance and counseling activities are issued.
This helps individual counselors to make it clear that they are not just giving up
sony tasks, but that they are being held accountable for other, more appropriate
guidance tasks. These new mandates must be related to the program improve-
ments that are sought, but they might also be related to the activities being
displaced. For example, if counselor involvement in test administration is being
streamlined, it might be politically smart to include a systemwide mandate that
counselors improve their efforts to assist others to use test results appropriately.
If counselors are displacing the task of developing lists of students who might
be retained, they could be mandated to provide specialized counseling for students
who are failing two or more courses If counselors are being taken out of the
role of disciplining students ,. they could substitute workshops for parents on
effective parenting skills.

Recommend uuidelines for Support From Building Administration

Guidelines may need to be written for building administrators to suggest
appropnate levels of support for their guid...nce programs. These might entail
statements about adequate facilities for counselors, as well as adequate budget
appropriations for guidance departmtnt supplies. Statements also might be made
about work schedules for counselors, for example, what their expected work
hours are. including recognition of lunch hours and preparation periods. Some
tasks identified for displacement may be handled in this manner, especially those
that have become common practice at the building level but are not rooted in
district policy.. Examples include stating that elementary counselors should ben-
efit from the secretarial services av3ilable at the school and not be required to
do their own typing, iecommending that new middle school students begin the
registration process in the administrat've office and be referred to the guidance
department after such items .s verification of address and immunizations are
taken care of, and recognizing that the standardized testing program provides
useful information to faculty and administration as well as counselors and thus
test administration is a shared responsibility of all building staff members.

Work With Resistant Staff Members

By now it w ill be clear that there are counselors and other guidance sta;f who
understand the new program and are eager for it., implementation. ".nd, by now,
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it will be clear that there are counselors and other staff members who resist the
changes that are called for. The resistors probably fall into several categories:
those who have not 'yet quite grasped the program concept, those who disagree

ith the educationaf-developmental basis of the program,. preferring the psy-
chological-crisis oriented services approach, those who are skeptical as to the
alidity of the changes, those who do not believe the changes will ever occur;

those w ho are worned about their ow n competence for meeting the new mandates;

and those who do not want change, period.
We recommend that the guidance program leader continue open dialogue with

the counselors and other guidance staff about their concerns. As the change
process continues to unc 'd, how ev er, more and more of their concerns, anxieties,
and fears will be add, 1. Changes do not happen overnight, and the concept
does become clearer war, ame. The superintendent is in support of the program;
inset-% ice training is prov ided. We also recommend that the guidance program
leader identify and find w uys to acknowledge those who do support the changes
and the efforts that lead in the right directions. We vill discuss this point more
extensively later in this chapter

Step 2: Focus on Special Projects

The educational reform efforts of the mid-I980s have brought change to many
-cts uf the educational system. Once you have established the design that is

wanted for the guidance program, the guidance program ieader is encouraged
to focus on special projects that help incorporate recommended reforms into the
guidance program. The energy prov ided by the educational reform or other
professionw ide mov ements can facilitate some of the changes that need to be
accomplished New directions from the federal, state. local community., district,
and building level could be mirrored by special emphases w ithin the guidance
department Such changes keep counselors abreast of changes in the total edu-
cational sy Aem and help maintain their position on the educational team, that
is, other staff who have to change see that counselors hL.e to change also. Such
changes also have the side benefit of helping counselors avoid having change
forced upon them that may be inappropriate to the directions of the new program.
For example. many of the current reforms hay e increased the paperwork ac-
countability burden of the school staff, such as noting students mastery of
required instrucnonal outcomes 1f the counselors have to attend to changes of
their own, they Lan better av old being assigned to complete some of the paper-
work tasks that belong to teacher, or administrators, if the counselors are visibly
augmenting the guidance curnculain component, for example, fellow staff mem-
bers w ill see more readily that th,- counselors do not have time to do such
notations for them.

I 2
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Federal and State Priorities

The review of the history of guidance and counseling provided in chapter I
demonstrated the impact of federal priorities on the development of our profes-
sion As well, contemporary guidance program changes can and should relate
to the current federal emphasis on "at risk" populations. Surely, children and
youth who are "at risk" becaose of drug and other substance abuse, educational
disadvantagement or academic failure, premature sexual activity, or adolescent
depression are priority clients for school counselois implementing the responsive
services component of the comprehensive guidance program. That these clients
have federal priority provides rationale for their needing counseling services and
for the guidance department to receive some of the funds appropriated for special
programs to meet their needs.

Current state level educational reforms have focused on Improved instructional
methodology, improved curriculum, improved student achievement, and im-
proved student discipline. These emphases have caused the development of new
teacher appraisal 'evaluation systems, new requirements for lesson planning, ef-
forts to better facilitate the achievement of "academic excellence," and increased
emphasis in vocational education on preparation for a highly technological work
world There has been a renewed interest in minimum competency tests and
standardized achievement measures. Mandates for improved student discipline
include systems that provide consistent and logical consequences for student
mist.thavior and require more parental Involvement for students who "act out."

Each of these efforts can be used to enhance and support needed changes in
t e guidance program. The aLtual specifics of reforms vary from state to state
ad according to local priorities and needs; nonetheless, some common themes
point to directions for counselors. New systems for assisting teachers to use
current teaching methodology include clinical supervision stratcgies of obser-
vation and ftedback, refined appraisaL evaluation models, and professional growth
plans The same strategies can be used for counselors and are discussed more
extensively in chapters 8 and 9. Asking counselors to write their plans for
counseling sessions and guidance lessons is a companion piece to asking teachers
to develop better lesson plans. Districts across the country are using 'school
improvement planning techniques and developing long-range plans. Coliaselors
and guidance departments too should be asked to clarify their plans for the year
by submitting calendars or using a goal-based improvement approach. This fits
nicely into the comprehensive program concept.

Curriculum development in other disciplines provides counselors with the
opportunity to write the guidance curriculum and to provide for infusion of
guidance curricula in the more traditional curricula. For example, in addition to
the guidance dimension w ithin the mental health curriculum strand in the tra-
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ditionai health and science curricula, the social skills outcomes that are part of
the guidance curriculum can be easily infused into the social studies curricula;
communication skills can be infused into the language arts; and problem solving

can be infused into science and math.
The renewed emphasis on testing calls for counselors to renew their units on

test-taking skills for students and to help teachers use test resvits respnsibly.
This provides counselors the opportunity to shift their role from being test ad-
mMistrators to being consultants in appropriate test utilization. Similarly, im-
proved discipline management programs rest heavily on pidance content
Counselors can sein this are ,. of high priority to administrators and work col-
laboratively with them in helping students learn new ways to beha, c responsibly
and to make decisions through activities in the guidance curriLulum. Both of
these emphases give counselors clear priorities for providing students with special

services, students who fail to meet minimum academic standards and students
who consistently misbehave often can benefit from effective sm311 group or
individual counseling.

District Priorities

With or without impetus from federal or state sources, school districts typically
have pc:onties of high interest to their school boards or to their supenntendents.
School board member., are often interested in academic excellence reflected in
the number of scholarship winners, or in "back to the basics" of the schools'
mission that can include the "basic" of responsible behavior. District admin-
istrators are challenged by declining or expanding enrollment; both have impli-
cations for teacher morale. Counselors can be visible in their role of helping
othersas well as themselvescope healthily with change. "Wellness" prc-
grams are emerging and bring with them a potential interest in mental health.
These activities are "system support" of the best kind: that which uses the
expertise of the guidance and counseling field.

Community Priorities

Influential community groups, such as the PTA, the charnhcr of commerce,
and service clubs (e.g., Lions and Kiwanis clubs) have priority projects Mat can
bring positiv e Visibility to improving the guidance program. Pr: PTA is interested
in youth problem topics such as suicide prevention. Lions Clubs are actively
working to combat drug abuse and to help children care for their personal safety.
In some areas locally elected public officials are concerned about child abuse
Economic development groups are interested in career development programs
Guidance program reformers are advised to listen to the priorities ot these groups,
where their interests dovetail with guidance goals suggests priority areas for
guidance efforts as well.

,
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Building Priorities

Major events in school buildings can highlight the need for specific changes
in the guidance program. Accreditation self-studies and visits provide opportun-
ities to make re...omiendations for improving the guidance program. Visible
student problemsteen J, :des, drug "husts"demand counselors' attention.
Principals have goals for their schools. Counselors should collaborate with their
administrators by showing them how the comprehensive guidance program sup-
ports the development of strategies to help attain the school goals. Principals'
goals quite often include such items as holding high expectations for students,
working to enhance the self-esteem of students, and improving the interpersonal
relationships among tile staff. Counselors can and should share parts of these
goals. Needless to say, the more counselors' and principals' goals have in com-
mon, the more support counselors will have.

Finally, individual counselors or counseling staffs have special talents, inter-
ests, and areas of expertise. Some high school counselors are expert in helping
teenagers deal with grief and loss, some elementary counselors are creative in
using popular toys as materials in developmental guidance programs. By capi-
talizing on these, the guidance program leader can not only give appropriate
recognition to those counselors, but also provide for the development of special
projects that, when successful, can be shared with other buildings.

Step 3: Facilitate Building-Level Changes

If the school district has a guidance program leader, that individual can assist
the building counselors make needed changes by establishing systems that help
them focus on those changes. Two such mechanisms are described next: first,
having building staffs commit to goals for program improvement and develop
action plans for achieving those goals, and, secone, having building staffs de-
elop transition and implementation plans similar to those developed at the district

level If counselor leadership is at the building level, school counselors and their
principals can use the strategies described P.ext.

Use a Goal-Based Program Improvement System

An effective means for helping Lilding staff make the transition to a com-
prehensive guidance program is the use of a goal-based program improvement
sy stem Goals help individuals focus their energies on changes they and others
perceive as important, and make change manageable. In the circumstance we
are describingremodeling and revitalizing your program while you are living
in itthe thought of striving to implement all the changes at once can be
overwhelming. Focusing on a handful of goals is conceivable to most people,
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being allowed to develop their own strategies for attaining those goals allows
counselors a sense of autonomy and comfort in making the needed changes.

In Northside, the goal areas are established at the district level. The district
initiates the goal-setting and action planning processes, but each building is
provided latitude in choosing specific implementation strategies that fit its needs
or specialties. Establishing the goals for high priority skill development, clients,
or activities and the process of goal-setting, action planning, monitoring, and
evaluating progress toward the goals provides a consistency of focus across the
district. These efforts serve to effect the continuity of newly implemented pro-
grams, allow for the continuation of dialogue between counselors from different
buildings about change efforts, and give direction for insen ice training and staff
development activities.

Goal Setting

In reviewing the current guidance program and the desired guidance program,
you discovered some discrepancies, as we discussed in chapter 6. These dis-
crepancies are the logical targets of and point to the goals for program improve-
ments The number of goals people are asked to consider depends on the number
of discrepancies found, the size of the discrepancies, and the priorities the district
or building has set A handful of goals are probably enough for a counselor to
strive for in one year Goals should be delineated for program improvements
and for performance improvements. A sample of a memo used in Northside
Independent School District to assist counselors to attend to meaningful goals
is presented in Figure 7-5 (It should remind you of Figure 6-2, the difference
is that in this instance the goals are presented to individual staff members as
challenges to each to do something to help repair the discrepancies between the
current program design and that of the desired program.)

These goals are broad and leaL, each counselor or building staff with choices.
What they do "to impro%,e the quality of time spent in responsive services" and
how they do it is left to them. Couselors may strive to decrease individual
Lounseling time by initiating small group counseling, or sy stematically consulting
with teachers, for example An example of more specific goal targets is presented
in Figure 7-6.

These goals establish more specific activities for counselors to implement at the
building level, but leaves the implementation plan to them. They are asked to
conduct group counseling for targeted populations, but the actual design of the
counseling series is left to them In both cases the counselors specify the student
outcomes and also objectives for their new activities, they plan their own strategies
and methods of evaluation based on local needs and their own resources.

Counselors are asKed to set their own goals to be reviewed by their immediate
supervisor Where there is more than one counselor in a building, the guidance
department as a whole should have goals also, for example, the department will
develop an annual plan for expanded implementation of the guidance cumculum.

2 1 6
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Figure 7-5
Goals Memo

To: Counselors
From: Director of Guidance
Re: Program and Performance Goals

Bs low are listed general goals that have been identified for program and
performance improvements. Please pick two from each category to focus on for
this school year, and specify the improvement you envision on the action
planning form that is attached.

Program Goals
to increase time spent in curriculum/developmental guidance
to decrease timo spent in responsive services/to improve quality of time
spent in responsive services
to decrease time spent in system support
to decrease time/improve quality of time spent with school staff
to increase time spent with parents

Performance Goals
to improve group guidancs skills
to improve counseling skills

9 to improve consulting skills
to improve program planning/evaluation skills
to improve referral skills

The individuals' goals within the department should in related to each other's,
and all counselors on a staff should be cognizant of their colleagues' goals. This
helps to develop a support system that is useful in helping the counselors meet
success in striving for their goals.

We also recommend that building principals sign offon tht goals to indicate
not only their awareness of the counselors' endeavors, but also their approval.
The head counselor or, in buildings where there is no such designated department

leader, counselors should meet and discuss the goals with the principal. This
ensures that the guidance goals are consistent with the general building goals
and provides a vehicle for enlisting the principal's support in goal attainment.
The goals should ultimately be submitted to the district ofice for review by the
administrator responsible for guidance.

Action Planning

Once specific gr....is have been established, each counselor and each department
should develop action plans for meeting these goals. This process was outlined in
chapter 6. As mentioned previously, action planning encourages forwaru and realistic
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Figure 7-6
Counselors' Goals Memo

.ro Elementary Scnool Counselors
From: Patricia Henderson, Director of Guidance
Re: Counselors' Goals, 1986-87

The goal-setting process implemented tor the past - al years worked well to
help focus the guidance program improvement efforts. The districtwide goals for
1986-87 are hsted below. Pleaua discuss these goals with your principals and
add others that are in response to the needs of your campus community.

1. To continue to contribute to students' education by effectively teaching
guidance curncula outlined in the Comprehensive Guidance Program
Framework.

2. To respond to campus-identified high priority student-chents through effective
group counsehng. "High pnodty student-clients" may include students who are
ur....lrachieving or who are behaving irresponsibly.

3. To respond to campus-identified hip priority parent-clients through
systematically implemented parent consultation or parent education.

4. To decrease student-contact-time spent in clerical/quasi-administrative tasks
by identifying personal "time-eaters" and minimizing the time spent on these.

5. To provide a better balanced guidance program by systematically planning
the year's acitivities to adhere as much as feasible to the district-outlined and
campus-specified comprehensive program design (Planning assistance will ue
provided by the Director of Guidance.)

6 To =ease the effectiveness of counseling and guidance activities by clear
articulation of the counselor's theoretical base.
As in previous year), we will be discussing the strategies you identify as
appropriate for striving to attain your goals. A copy of the revised Plardino
Form is attached. Please suismit a copy of your "Guidance Program
Improvement Planning" forms to me by September 15.

Approved.
J E Rawhnson. Associate Superintendent

cc Elementary School Principals

thinking. It sets in nionon a series of decisions and plans that actually help implement
the strategies. A sample planning form is provided in Figure 7-7.

Once counselors' goals have been identified and counselors have committed
themselces to implementation strategies, the guidance program leader has a
means of monitoring counselors' progress toward these goals This process is
discussed in more depth a little later on in this chapter.
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Develop Building-Level Implementation Plans

To make the transition to the comprehensive guidance program at the bLilding
level, several sets of plans must be drawn up: plans for change, action plans,
and program plans. The building "plan for change" is similar to the district's
"master plan for program improvement." It includes a list of tasks that must
be accomplished in order to fully implement the desired program. "Action plans"
outline the actions to be taken in order to accomplish target goals or to implement
specific change strategies. The "program plan" is a description of the actual
activities that need to be accomplished to deliver the comprehensive program
components.

Develop Building Master Plan for Change

A building "master plan for change" needs to be developed. Building guidance
staffs have identified areas for change based on the student and community needs
assessment. and based on the comparison of their current guidance program with
the expectations expressed in the district program description. The former sug-
gests the content mid client priorities, the latter the program shape and ccunselor
function pnonties. At this time the building guidance staff make decisions about
and clarify in writing the parts of their current program that need augmenting.
streamlining, or displacement. and the kinds of activities that need to be added
to their current program.

Develop the Building Action Plan

Next the building guidance staff lists its pnonnes for change and writes the
building plan of action for accomphshing the desired changes. The plan of action
includes taking aLtions and perforimng tasks. Identifying the person responsible
to see that the task is aLLomplished. establishing the timeframe for its accom-
plishment. and clarify ing the ev ident.e that it has been done. For example. if.
In order to access studcnts in a junior high school, guidance cumculum time
must be negotiated with the academic teaLhers. several tasks need to be accom-
plished before the counselor Lan infuse the guidance learning activities Into the
various curricula. tat The ,unselor must have lesson objectives planned, (3) the
prinLipal's support must be enlisted. (L) a meeting w ith the academic department
chairs needs to be established, and so on To accomplish each of these tasks
successfully. plans must be made

A point needs to be made here. The changes must begin w ith reallocation of
the resources currently al, ailable and in antiLipation of new resources that will
probably be allocated Counselors must resist the mentality of w a.ting until
every thing at the sy stem level has been done. This is where the give-and-take
nature of the process is most ev ident. Only so much change can occur at the
building lel, el w ithin the Lurrent resource allocation. but those changes need to
be made For example. if a prinopal w ants counselors teaching or developing
guidanLe lessons for use in a homeroom-type situation and perceives Lounselors
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Figure 7-7
Guidance " ..14gram Improvement Planning Form

GUIDANCE PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLANNING School.
Name.
Pnncipal/Head Counselor SignaturP.
Date.

USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH GOAL

PLANNING
(To Be Completed by September 1)

EVALUATION
(To Be Completed by Contract EndJune)

Goal:

Program
Objective/Strategy

Tasks to
Accomplish Timeframe

Level of
(1-5)

Accomplishment
Student/Others'

Outcomes

2 0

ta4
A



Overall Assessment of Level
Of Accomplishment: 1 2 3 4 5

(Not Achieved) (Fully Achieved)

Counselor's Signature.
Principal/Head Counselor
Date:

2
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as sitting in their offices spending undue amounts of time with individual students,
the counselors should devise ways to attend to the principal's goal. It is con-
ceivable that if they managed their time with the consideration that the principal
has an Important priority for them, the lessons could be developed. The principal,
then, would be more apt to believe that the counselors use their time efficiently
when they ask for other considerations.

Often the success of system-level resource expansion depends on the evidence
of maximum resource use at the school level. Spending all the money appro-
priated for buying program materials is an obvious example. On the other hand,
once buildings have established their local plans, the district can identify and
target problems and solutions identified in s,..-eral buildings. If several building
guidance program plans seek to augment the ;uidance curriculum through use
of 'homeroom" periods, a districtwide group aught be formed to work together
to develop appropriate guidance learning activities.

Develop the Building Program Plan

At this time, the building staff should describe their specific program plan for
the upcoming year. In establishing the desired program for the building (chapter
6), activities were described for each cnmponent. This plan will not only list
those actimes and the related outcomes, but w ill also project the timeframe in
w hich they w III be done It will include the actiities being maintained and those

intended to be added to the program, reflecting the goals that have been estab-
lished.

Now that a desired balance has been established for the organirition of the
building guidance program, decisions hae been made concerning the student
competencies that hae priority for achieement, and approp..ate guidance ac-
tivities and resources hme been chosen for the prograr.i. the next step is to
establish timetables and acto,ity schedules This is anolner one of those important
steps in the ^rogram improement process because it proides still another op-
portunity for the guidance staff to make their program isible--isible in the
sense that others can see the totality of the program and the resources and time
required to carry it out This stcp is also important because of the discipline
required to deNelop timetables and actiity schedules It forces you to think
through carefully how the program will unfold before it is implemented

A format for portraying the Nearly program plan is displayed in Figure 7-8
The calendar proides at a glance an overview of the program plan

This Lalendar format IS simple and graphically displays the balance of the
program, but it ot proide all the information desirable. Actimes should
be described L .re in enough detail so that a reader could know what the

program is aLt ling, and how The actual program plan should reflect a
realistic application ol the program resources time. talent, materiak, facilities.
and so on
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Figure 7-8
Program Activities/Component/Month

NISD Guidance Department CALENDAR for 198_-198_
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Design New Activities.

Having developed the yearly program plan, the building staff is strongly urged
at this time to make final their plans for any new activities that are to be performed
to implement more fully any of the program components. Once the school year
has begun it is difficult to take the necessary time to plan thoroughly a new
activity to ensure its being done with quality. It is imperative that new activities
be done well so that the success of the activities is reasonably assured. Most
likely, in order to add new activities, you will have displaced some traditional
activities; thus, others will be observing the merit of the new activities very closely.

We have previo-sly discussed Gelatt's mode: for &signing a new activity.
nu: guidance program leader needs to be realistic about how far the budget
resources will go and plan their expenditure in accordance with the program
priorities. Th .. new materials need to be ordered in ample time to receive them.
Finally, the logistics of how to conduct the new activities need to be planned:
not just the content plan, but the facilities that will be used, how the students
will be .iccessed, the timeframe for the activity, and securing the necessary
audiox isual equipment.

Step 4: Monitor Changed Program T.mplementation

By now you are well into the implementation o a comprehensive guidance
program As difficult as plannir,2 and designing the program was, it is even
more difficult to maintain the momentum for change and to ma.ntain the im-
proNements so that the program does not reNert back to its original traditional
form Systems for monitoring progress toward the established goals and for
monitoring oerall improed program implementation must be developed and
used Staff must continue to be encouraged to try the nelA acti hies and reinforced
in their efforts. Finally program adidstments must t-- made as a result of mon-
itoring the changes.

Monitor Improvement Plans

If you have used the action planning process and the format we have rec-
ommended, the guidance program leader has a N ehicle for monitoring progress
to% ard the goals that have been set In planning the process to attain their goals,
counselors have listed the activities they need to do and have established a
tuneframe for doing them. Depending ,n the size of the district, the guidance
program leader can monitor counselors' efforts according to their timeframes
a "tickler file" system will helpor reports of counselors' progress can be
elicited on an announced schedule. monthly, quarterly, or unce per semester. If
there are head counselors, it is appropriate for the head counselors to monitor
the progress of the counselors, and for the guidance program leader to monitor
the progress of the head counselors and, only indirectly, the building staffs.
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Monitoring does not need to be heavy-handed; most staffs will have worked
hard to succeed at their new efforts and will be prOud of their accomplishments.
Indeed, monitoring provides the guidance program leader with the opportunity
to support and reinforce their work. Also, if staff nc -esources that the guidance
program leader can provide, the leader will be aware of their needs. If for some
reason insurmountable obstacles get in staff's way or a well-planned activity
does not yield the anticipated results, the guidance program leader will be aware
of their hurt and will be able to encourage them to continue to strive for im-
provement. Changing involves risk taking. A sample of the timeframe used in
Northside for the goal-setting, monitoring, and goal-attainment assessment pro-
cess is provided in Figure 7-9.

Monitor Overall Program Implemutation

The district has established guidelines or rules for what the desired program
is and for ways to accomplish it. Methods for monitoring the content and shape
of the buildings' changing programsand, indeed, that of the d*:.trict as a
wholemust be used. These provide the guidance program leader with infor-
mation about who is and it. aot working toward the desired improvements, and
about what is and is not possible in the given circumstancesthat is, what else
outside the guidance department needs to change in order for the guidance
program to be as comprehensive, balanced, and student-directed as the newly
established policy states.

To monitor the changing content of the program. the guidance program leader
can use some of the methods described in chapter 9. such as aggregating student
outcome data or using unobtrusive measures such cataloging the new program
materials that counselors order for their programs. To monitor the changing
shag. of the program, the guidance program leader can continue to ask the
counselors to account for their use of time through calendars or logs We rec-
ommend that the guidance program leader use the same time accounting measures
as over time they will pro\ ide graphic evidence of th. shift in the program. This
evidence proves to be a rew ard in itself for the counselors Remember, success
breeds success!

Provide Encouragement and Reinforcement

Part of the difficulty of maintaining a program stems from problems associated
ith try ing to change staff work behavior patterns. lt is relatively easy to do

something new once, particularly if it is highly visible. Also, some staff members
may sabotage the improvement process by gu .ig along with a new activity once,
but when it is over, withdrawing their support. As a result, is is important to
build into the program way s of assessing the need for reinforcement and ways
to provide svh re:nforcement
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Figure 7-9
Timeframe for Supervisory Activities

TO: Middle School Head Counselors
Middle School Principals

FROM: Patricia Henderson, Director of Guidance
SUBJECT: Guidance Department Supervisory Timeframe
DATE: August 22, 1986

It is recommended that Head Counselors keep records of their supervisory
activities.

AugustSeptember
Individual Goal Setting Conferences

1. Principal with Head Counselor (by 9/15)
2. Head Counselor with Counselors (by 9/15)
3. Director of Guidance with Head Counselor (9/15-9/30)

OctoberNovember
Observation of counselors

DecemberJanuary
Conferences regarding:

1. feedback from observations
2. progress towards goals

February
Development of counselor performance evaluafions in consultation with

Principal and Director of Guidance
Conduct evaluation conferences (by 3/1 )

March
Counselors develop Professional Growth Plans

AprilMay
Observations of counselors

June
Conferences regarding:

1. feedback from observations
2. assessment of goal attainment
3. Professional Growth Plans
4. tentatwe goals for following year

APPROVED'
J E Rawlinson, Associate Superintendent for Instruction

.
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Because the need for reinforcement occurs over time, it is important that at
least part of the staff development program be designed to provide such rein-
forcement. Skill building and discussion sessions that take place on regular basis
are vital. Skill building opportunities can be provided by encouraging counselors
in the system to share their successful new activities with others in a minicon-
vention type format, if the system is large enough to do this, or at local, state,
or national professional growth conferences.

Discussion sessions around specific events in the guidance program can be
held in regular staff meetings. Staff meetings provide counselors opportunities
to talk with their colleagues about guidance and counseling issues. Glickman
and Jones ,I986, p. 90) cited professional dialogues as one of the critical factors
in creating a successful school. They stated that: "Essentially a dialogue occurs
when supervisors provide the elements of time, focus, and structure for indi-
viduals to meet and talk." Thus counselors' staff meetings are an essential vehicle
to continue to encourage needed changes in addition to ensuring a basic com-
munication of information.

On a more informal basis, birthday parties, potluck dinners, and other socials
are helpful ways to provide reinforcement and form inter building teams. When
such events are planned, consider the down times that occur in any academic
year. In some areas of the country, the last part of January and the first part of
February need special events to brighten the season Midyear conferences can
be held on a regional basis and are usually well attended.

Make Program Adjustments

As the program unfolds, there w ill be times when it is necessary to make
program adjustments. Ko,-p in mind that such adjustments are fine-tuning ad-
justments. They ure not major adjustments made as part of the initial program
improvement. Those come after more thorough evaluation, as discussed in chap-
ter 9. Any changes made in the program now should be made only after careful
thought. Sonic changes will be obvious, as in activities that simply do rot work
Others w ill not be obv ious on the surface, but will become clear after systematic
evaluation. As a rule, count to 10 before making any substantial changes Some
activities need time to take hold and as a result may not show up too well at
first, tor example, a shift from indiv idual counselmg to group counseling may
not be appreciated at first by students who are used to individual attention, but
as more students receive group counseling, its positive effects will influence the
evaluation.

Monitoring and adjusting the program arc the results of formative evaluation,
a concept discussed in chapter 9. For now , the kinds of changes you can expect
to be making most often as you fine-tune the program may include modification
of nmetabkN, modifiLanon of activ ity schedule.,, substitunon or modification of
activities, substitution of resources, and changes in student competencies at
various grade levels.
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Step 5: Plan and Implement Public Relations Activities

Now that you have a grasp of the new program and are comfortable in de-
scribing it, you are ready to plan and implement public relations activities.
Because the best generator of good public relations is a good program, counselors
need to feel that they are conducting the best program feasible, They need to
feel secure in the priorities that have been set and feel that they can explain them
to the many "publics" served such as students, teachers, administrators, parents,
the business community, and community members at large.

Planning publi: relations begins with study of the data tnat were gathered in
the assessment of the current program as to how others perceive the guidance
program Because one purpose of public relations is for peuple to know more
about the program, the goal at this time is to help people move from what they
thought the program was to what the new program structure is. To accomplish
this task, we recommend that a work group be formed to assist in planning and
implementing the public relations program. The work group should include not
only counselors but also representativespreferably leaders -11 :.ie publics with
whom you plan to relate. It could be an ad hoc group and it may include
representatives from the steering or school-cqmmunity advisory committees.
Ultimately, the group that will continue public r lations activities )rice they are
undertaien, is the school-community advisory ommittee.

Plan Your Public Relations Program

Public relations program planning is not d' Arent from the planning used in
the rest of the guidance program improvement process. You necd to know where
you are, perform a "current assessment"in this case, the perception survey.
You need to know where you want to gothe "desired" eiviin this case,
the established goals for the public relations program. And, you need to know
how you are going to get there, es:Iblish your plan of action that includes the
public relations objectives and strategies to be accomplished anu the nmeframe
involved.

To be systematic, public relxions activities are installtd as an ongoing part
of the program's overall improvement and management procedures. Public re-
lations activities that are not related in this integrated fashion to the total program
may be superficial and, as a result, may not have sufficient impact. Thus, careful
attention to the planning is important.

To develop your plan foi public rel?t:cns, consider these steps.

Establish goals for your public relations efforts, for example, for program
consumers to be informed about, understand, and bc supportive of the
comprehensive guidance program.

1 Identify the target populations for your public relations efforts, for ex-
ample, students, teachers, parents, administrators, referral agency per-
sonnel, community representatives/leaders.
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3. Find out what these publics think about what you are doing and what
they think you should be doing; for example, the specific data gathered
in the curivnt program perception survey should tell you this.

4. Establish specific objectives for each subgroup; for example, to inform
all parents about the program; to gain support from some parents for the
program.

5. Identify the resources available to assist in your efforts; for example,
"Meet Your Counselor" pamphlets, r TA newsletters and programs, day-
time radio talk shows, and school official communiqués.

6. Consider the relative impact each resource may have on the target pop-
ulation; for example, inviting PTA leaders to serve on the guidance ad-
visory committee provides them an opportunity to fulfill their leadership/
representaiive role and, if advice is taken, their support for the program
has been enlisted.

/. Translate these resources into strategies to be used. Where possible we
recommend using the already existing resources that have demonstrated
effectiveness for reaching the target population, for example, the Ad-
ministrator's Association newsletter to communicate with administrators.
Where none exist, creating unique resources such as guidance department
newsletters or "Counselor Corner" columns in the local newspaper is to
be considered.

8. Outline the steps aiat will be taken in the development of these strategies
and relate them to the overall plan.

9. Assign a person to be responsible for the activities.
10. Establish your tirneframe.

Well-planned public relations activities are an integral part of the guidance
program improvement process. Remember, an effective public relations program
is sincere in purpose and execution, in keeping with the total guidnice program's
purpose and characteristics, positive in approach and appeal, continuous in ap-

ation. comprehensive in scope, clear, with simple messages, and beneficial
to both sender and receiver

There are two purposes of public relations activities, to let consumers know
how good the program is, and to change any negative perceptions they, may have
to more positive ones. To do this, it is important to listen for and understand
the negative perceptions that some consumers may haw.. For example, some
teaLhers do not know about our program and are often dissatisfied that they do
not get "instant service" when they think they need it. They are not aware of
our taking work home at night like they do to grade papers and plan lessons.
They do not think that we are tied to a set schedule that someone else has
determined Many are not familiar with our role as student advocates, they see
us in problem situations as advcrsanes. Also administrators may think that coun-
selors do not work very hard Co-administrators work evenings supervising

.,
,
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activitizs, and they do not think that counselors do that. Some counselors are
perceived as not being loyal to the school because they do not attend extracur-
ricular aitivities. Some parents do not feel that they get the response they want,
or perceive counselors as having made recommendations about their children
that have damaged their educational careers. Many are not aware of our spe-
cialized training. Some in the population at large stillunfortunatelyhave
negative bias against people with mental health problems and are skeptical about
the value of psychological services. In addition, some students do not recognize
or acknowledge the help they receive from counselors. They perceive us as
paper-pushers who were not helpful when they perceived they were having a
problem. In general, because our programs have not been well defined, people
have had unrealistic expectations about counselors and the services counselors
can and should provide.

Implement Your Public Relations Program

In implementing your public relations program there are two essential factors
to consider: timing and quality. Public relations activities should be planned to
capitalize on times when you have your audiences' attention. The quality of any
activity ought to be high; you need to put your best foot forward.

We suggest that you consider conducting your public relations activities with
your v arious target populations at those times w hen you are changing or working
on improv ed activ ities that affect particular consumer groups. When you are
asking teachers for classroom time to conduct the guidance curriculum activities,
sonie may be reluctant to cooperate This can be balanced by conducting effective
lessons when the opportunity is prov ided. Teachers may be quite upset when
they look for a counsel ir to assist them w oh a problem and lean, that the counselor
is scheduled into clo' srooms for guidance for a certain amount of time. This can
be the ideal time to explain to them the benefits gained from developmental
guidance Administrators also may be resistant when counselors try to divest
themsekes of the quasi-administrative clerical tasks that take up so much time
and talent They get weary of counselors saying, "That's not my job." If,
however. they become cony inced that the time saved is directly focused on
helping students through the guidance curriculum, individual planning, or re-
sponsive serv ices, mis negative feeling may be dissipated. Parents who are used
to the notion that counselors work one-to-one with students may be put off by
liroup guidance activ ities If group guidance is unexplained, It may further par-
ents feelings of not getting adequate serv ice from this specialist for their own
child At such times. careful explanation of how many more students and parents
are receiving service offset this concern

Guidance Program Leader's Roles and Responsibilities

The role of the guidance program leader shifts during this phase to that of
staff leader and program manager for ongoing successful program implemen-
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tation. While the transition to the new program is being made, the roles that the
leader will play in continuing leadership and supervision of the improved program

are begun.
The guidance program leader keeps the momentum for change focused and

alive during the transition, and in implementation maintains the focus on con-
tinuing improvement and fine-tuning of the improved program. The person re-
sponsible for program development leads the district-level changes and is the
chief implementer of the district master plan for change. The leader brings in
appropriate consultants to assist with the implementation of special projects. The
central office guidance staff member is in a position to know what is going on
at the district, state, and federal levels and has the responsibility to communicate
and interpret that information to the rest of the guidance staff. The guidance
program leader manages the ongoing public relations efforts.

The guidance program leader develops building planning and improvement
monitoring systems to be useu when the program has settled into ongoing plan-
ning-evaluating-adjusting. The ultimate accountability for program success and
for performance improvement is up to the designated guidance program leader.
The guidance program leader works not only to ensure that guidance department

staff continue to strive for program improvements but also encourages and rein-

forces their eftorts. It :s conventional wisdom among personnel specialists that
employees do what is "inspected" not what is "expected"; an "inspector" is
needed.

Some of this authority is delegated to the other designated leaders such as
building head counsclors or counselor cluster leaders. Those leaders need assis-
tance in carry Inc out their roles effectivel. As discussed more fully in chapter
8. this w ill probably entail direct modeling of appropriate conduct as a supervisor,
and it will entail encouraging these leaders as they tzy leadership strategies To
ensure full implementation, we encourage the continued use of other staff leaders
informal or otherwise to ensure healthy communication between the district-
to. el guidance program kader and the entire guidance staff Informal leaders

are often the best vehicles for honest feedback.
Central offk.e guidance program leaders need to establish their roles with the

principals and other administrators. Because administrative responsibilities are
probably shared with them. they must be educated as to the guidance department
goals and priorities and their support must be enlisted for the changes and the
ongomg efforts as well Their concerns and goals need to be attended to and
Nupportcd with the counselors A goal we have not discussed fully is that of
striv ing for open and clear communication between the building counselors and
their administrators, this soh. .mes problematic and deserves conscious at-
tention. For guidance program change efforts to be successful, collaboration
must ot..t.ur between the counselors and the administrators. The interactive nature
of educational program decision making presents challenges to both building-
and district-level admini ,trator,. successful program implementation depends on
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taking correlated steps toward program improvement. The more these actions
are orchestrated, the more effective the guidance prcgram will be in achieving
its goals for helping students learn what the program can offer.

Dunng implementation of the newly conceptualized guidance program, it is
time to focus on efforts to ensure that the guidance department staff members
professional and paranfessional, leaders and followershave the competencies
they need to conduct the well-balanced and comprehensive guidance program
that is envisioned. Chapter 8 will discuss in more detail how the staff leader ..:an

work to ensure that each staff member is striving to reach full professional
potential, that each staff member is opereting competently.
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CHAPTER 8

ENSURING SCHOOL COUNSELOR
COMPETENCY

In the past, the school counseling profession has emphasized the process (skills
and techniques) of guidance such as counseling and consulting. Emphasis on
the content of guidancedecision making, problem solving, communicating
has, until recently.. been of secondary importance. In addition, the comprehen-
sive, developmental approach is relatively new to guidance program concep-
tualization and delivery . Also. new competeucies are required of school counselors
or. at minimum, new emphasis is being placcd on competencies that traditionally
Kase been underutilized. Thus, during the program improvement process and
beyond, attention needs to be given to ensuring the competency of school ceun-
selors in developing and implementing comprehensive guidanc; programs. Chap-
ter 8 descnbes how to do this by focusing on rise steps that need to be taken to
ensure school counselor competency.

Step I: Getting ready;
Step 2: Getting the right people in the right roles.
Sten 3: Providing appropriate supervision:
Step 4: Evaluating st:df effectively; and
Step 5: Encouraging professional growth.

The first step focuses on becoming knowledgable about the resources required
to establish programs that w ill ensure school counselor competency. . This in-
volves review ing the position guides and the human, financial, and political
rescurces available. The second step involves getting the right people into the
right roles. "Right people" means people who are cci.;petentwho have suf-
ficient knowledge, skills, attitudes, and beliefsto handle tl....ir assigned jobs.
"Right roles" means roles that the program requires to ensure effective delivery
of the desired program. Collaborating between counselor supervisors and coun-
selor educators, recruiting qualified applicants, selecting appropriate candidates
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tor a% ailabk positwns. phking them in appropriate settings. and orienting them
to new roles are the tasks required to accomplish the second step

The goal of the other three major steps Is helping _staff members reach optimum
lock J performarke in their assigned positions. According to Barret and Schmidt
(1986. ) st.hool Lounselors benefit from administratix e. clinical, and dexelop-
mental super. Iskin This section of tht chapter includes a discussion of the
..haneing role of the building-lex el guidance department headfrequently called
the head ,ounselor Although speific ideas for counselor performance mar
uation are discussed in chapter 9. a brief discussion is included in this chapter
hc,ause we feel it is best if performance maluation is emisioned as part of an
oserall systen1 designed to encourage professional growth and del, elopment.
hnally the seLtion on professional growth int.ludes discussions about deeloping
laths, kiwi professional growth plans. assessing the needs for counselor com-
petent.) des elopment. forming a distrkt master plan for staff dmelopment. and
dealing w ith indrs Iduals who _ iot meet minimum professional competency
standards. If you are just beginning a guidarke program. you would accomplish
these tasks in the order desnbed If the program is alread y. operational. howmer,
these tasks are ongoing

Step 1: Getting Ready

Befr i systematk ,:ftort to ensure the t:ompetency of school counselors can
begin. pertonnarke expectations tor Lounselors' positions must be stated, and
the person hargcd %sail the responsibility of improsing Lounselors' performance
must aware of the resources al. ailable to assist ss oh staff dexelopment.

Base Counselors' Roles on Position Guides

As we stated earlier it.hapter 5). Lounselors' roles should be defined by position
guides Position guides state the expeoations of staff members in implementmg
the program The example we used from Northside Independent School District
delineates the following t.xpeLtations. St.hool counselors should teach the guid-
arke Lurrkulum. guide students in their indnidual planning efforts, counsel
students v. ith problems or Lorkerns. on.sult %kith parents and staff, refer students
or their parents to other specialists. and coordinate the work of others (e.g..
tat.olty doing tasks pre% iously done by st.hool counselors. and ommunity xol-
unteers partkipating m omprehensixe guidance program actix ities) Thus. coun-
selors in a system that ust, this position guide arc expected to haxe the competenues

needed to teat.h. guide. ounsel, Lonsult. refer, and coordinate effectively. Fur-
ther dehneation of these Lompeteues the related skills. knowledge. attitudes.
and beliefs is not the subject of thh book What is important for our purposes
here. how exer. is that you be &Atilt. that ensuring wanselor competeny can

2 4
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occur only if you and your district have identified the counselor competenc'es
required to successfully deliver a comprehensive guidance program.

Consider Available Resources

As you prepare to accomplish steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 in ensuring school counselor
competency. . you need to consider the resources available. Buildings, districts,
and communities haw the human, financial, and political resources required to
ensure counselor Lompetency The question is. How can these resources be used

effectively?

Human Resources

Effectise performance in a position is a shared responsibility of the position
holder and the school district. Counselor applicants hal, e a responsibility to define
themselses adequately so that prospectise employers can evaluate whether they
are "right- for the jobs asailable. Employers hase the responsibility for clearly

and speLifically defining the positions aallable Counselors !me a professional
responsibility to be competent in what the district has the right to expectthat
is, the educational areas defined as minimum s:andards for certification by the
state and the ethical standards defined by the profession

Esery school and district employs azI.ilinistn.tors who are responsible for the
'performame of the guidance depanment staff "She titles of such administrators
Nary. . as do lesels of authority and responsibility. . Administrators may have such
titles as principal. superintendent, head counselor, guidance and counseling di-
rector. coordinator, or supers Bor. The roles that each fulfills on behalf of en-
sunng school counselor competency need to be specifically defined The number
of these administrators who may be ins olsed and the degree of their competency
in guidance and Lounseling will N ary by the size of the school district as well
as by its Lommitment to the Lomprehensise guidame program concept. Chance
may also enter du: plaure in terms of the career paths of the administrators
limb, edfor eraniple, a principal who was formerly an etfectise school coun-
selor may proside a different quality of administratise direction and supersision
than one who 11.,s had no Lounseling experieme. and the quality of such direction
and supers ision may N ary depending on the prirkipars experiences as a school
counselor.

Certain Lommunities and geographical regions hae resoun.es that counselors
may be able to use For example, there are ther four hundred counselor training
institutions in the United States. Many school districts are sufficiently close to
these institutions to Kase acLess to counselor educators. Other skin...4 counselors,
professwnal Lounseling assouation leaders, mental health counselors, counseling
psyLhologists, psyk.hiatrists. training consultants business, industry human re-
sources speLialists. and other speLialists also inzy be available. In order to make
optimum use of these speLialists for professional dmelopment, how eser, their
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expertise needs to be surveyed and cataloged. We suggest that you compile a
list.of such individuals, identify their areas of expertise, the topics on which
they present workshops, their professional licenses and certificates, and their
fees.

Financial Resources

The financial resources av ailable to the guidance program should make pro-
vision for the professional development of the counselin, cwf. Districts provide
monies and opportunities for insen ice training and attendance at professional
conferences and conventions Regional offi;:es and state departments of education
also provide educ ation and training opportunities for school counselors. Larger
school systems and intermediate school dittncts often prov ide professional jour-
nal subscriptions, books, and training tapes through professional libraries.

Political Resources

In this era of educational reform, there is increased support to enhar ce profes-
sional educators' competency and accountability. Many states' reform efforts
include renewed emphasis on professional growth in the form of mandatory
inserv icy. education, professional renewal requirements for recertification, and
career laddel , Es en if counselors are not mentioned directly in these efforts,
the movement to improve overall staff competency can be used specifically to
assist counselors For example. Texas mandated a "Model for Effective Teaching
and Superv ision," which provided the training of the trainers, the training ma-
terials, and the hourly requirements for teachers and administrators to be trained
in the model Counselors and counseling upervisors were not included in the
mandate. how ev L r. counseling administrators were. It then became the counseling
administrators' responsibility to see that cohnselors were also provided oppor-
tunities to learn about effective teaching, counseling, and supervision.

Step 2: Getting the Right People in the Right Roles

With the position guides written and the available resources identified, a
sy stematic approach to staff development may begin. The first task for ensuring
competency of school counselors is to have the right people in the right roles.
Finding the right people requires the guidance program leader to collaborate
with the colleges and universities in which most of the counselors are trained,
to ret run the most highly skilled graduates to apply for available positions, and
to 'Heti the most talented skilled applicants to fill those positions. Helping school
counselors fulfill the right roles requires the guidance program leader to place
them properly and to orient them to their new assignments.

2 `). 6
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Collaboration

Most cL liege and university counselor education departments seek to develop
collaborativ e relationships ith the school districts in their areas that are most
apt to hire their graduates. Such relationships are built by the professors seeking
advice about various aspects of their training program. Many counselor education
departments have formed formal advisory committees consisting of counselors
and guidance program leaders from their neighboring districts. In addition, coun-
selor educators seek advice through professional discussions and invo,ement in
local or state professional associations for counselors. Often practitioners are
invited to make presentations to counselor education classes, w hereby both the
students in preservice training and the professors themselves gain insight into
the actual work of school counselors.

Field experiences provide a primary opportunity for meaningful collaboration
between counselor educa.ors and local school districts Accreditation standards
developed by the Association for Counselor Educators and Supervisors (1986
encourage counselor educators to include field experienes for counseloit-, in-
training Making these experiences effective is a shared responsibility of the
collegL 'university staff and the building district staff. To ensure successful com-
pletion of coursework that includes fieldwork, professors need to be e'lphcit
about the experiences that counselors-in-training should have. Requiring them
to counsel individuals and w rite up Lase studies, to LonduLt group counseling
sessions with students with problems, and to teach developmental guidance
lessons guarantees that counselors-in-training will have these experiences. At
the same time, school counselors responsible for supervising counselors-in-train-
ing need to be e;splicit about the experiences they know to be valuable relative
to the design of their school guidance program. Figure 8-1 provides an example
of guidelines for pracncum students used by Northside Independent School Dis-
trict to help counselors-in-training consider %hat experiences they would beuefit
from in order to learn to be effective school counselors within that district.
Guidelines such as these and the related experiences that students have help the
counseloN-in-training to conceptualize the program and to understand the rela-
tionship betw een the skills and techniques they are learning and the program in
which they will use these skills For most counselors-m-traming it becomes their
first opportunity to explore this relationship

Recruitment

Interacting with counselors-m-training is one way to recruit appliLants. The
purpose of recruitment is to develop a quality pool of applicants. The better the
applicant pool, the more potential there is for those selected to beLome outstand-
ing counselors The basis for recruitment is to have a quality program and to let
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Figure 8-1
Guidelines for Practicum Students

Guidance Department
Northside Independent School District

To ensure that you have experience in each of the components that constitute
the Distnct's Comprehensive Guidance Program, please consider the following
as possible activities to be included in your practicum experience:

Guidance Curriculum Component
Developmental group guiding (guiding-teaching of guidance content using
guidance techniques)

Individual Planning Component
Helping groups of students apply
(1) skills learned through curriculum component
(2) tests results information
(3) career information and/or experiences
Helping students develop educational plans

Responsive Services Component
Counsehng individuals
Small group counseling
Consultation with teacher and or parents regarding children with problems
!Referring

System Support Component
Coordinating testing
Teacher in-service
Special purpose testing
Assist with pre-processog PAC referrals

Please read the
TACD Position Statement, 1982. "The School Counselor. Personal
Characteristics, Work Environment, Roles and Competencies"
NISD's Guidance Program Descnption Matenals

people know about it Ckarly explaining the guidarke program to district faculty
prov ides teachers who are certified as Lounselors or those who are planning to
seek advanced training an opportunity to consider the merits of being part of the
sLhool Ju nseling staff. Providing teaLhers with quality feedback about students
they refer and consulting effectively with them as they face problems with
students or students' parents are other recniitment vehicles. If your school or
district hires experienced Lounselors, presenting quality programs at professional
conferences and workshops also is a useful recruitment activity. Finally,, the

more active the sLhool Lounselors in a district are in local, state, and national
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professional organizations. the more isihle the program voll bc, it the quality
of the school LounseloN' leadership and sense of responsibility is impressive,
others will want to be part ot the distriLes comprehenSiNe guidance program.

Selection

After attrading quality apphLants. the next challenge is selecting the best as
L.mdidates tor school Lounseling positions As we haNe said before, school
Lounselor positions must be defined explidtly in order to match the applicants'
qualifiLations with the expedations of the positions. The competencies required
for the counselor positions already haw been defined at the district level, but
eaLh building may haw specific demands that must be made explicit as well.
These demands may imlude needing indodduals with certain personality char-
aLteristio as well as Lertain preferemes for a nous guidance program functions.
The goal is to assemble a balance of LharaLtensties and competencies across a
building or distrid staff For example. balanced staffs may haN e conceptualizers
and logistiLs speLlalists. leadeN and followers. those who enjoy group work and
those who onjoy Lonsultation. and so on It may also include an ethnic/racial
halame parallel to that of the student body and a balance of men and women

The proLess tor statf seledion indudes intemewing applicants. considering
the reLommendations of people familiar with their work. and rodewing their
experienLes and adninements. Inten, iews of prospeLtRe Lounselors should be
LonduLted not only by the peNonnel department staff but also by the superisor
or administrator Who will Lnersee the work of the staff member. In the case of
the sehool Lounselor. this means the building principal as well as the district
guidame program leader Some systems ako haN e etfeLmely involved the current
LounsLiing staff in the intemew process Although effectne intemewing by a
large group is diffiLult to orchestrate. some districts haw all the counselors
partiLipate in a group discussion with appliLants. Others haw had individual
LounseloN conduLt different parts of the inten, iewfor example. one counselor
taking the applicant on a tour of the school. ,inother explaining the guidance
Lenter. and so on The size of the Lurrent staff and the number of candidates to
be inteniewed directly influence the interview format to be used.

The interview should pimple the opportunity for the candidates to relate
themsekes to the positions that are open. An atmosphere conducive to self-
expression should be established Inten, iew questions should lead the appliLants
to rLport is mall about themsek es in relationship to the positIon as possible in
a reasonable length of tam There should be a diiect relationship between the
questions asked in an inteniew and the job requirements. MuLh has been written
about the Ae alueor lack of alue of the interview as a selection tool, but it
is one V.,,q Of allowing Landidates the opportunity to proNide self-reports of their
experiemes and abilities to fill the position Lompetently. It ako allows the
employer the opportunity to gain insight about the Landidate's personality
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In soliciting recommendations from other professionals who hae worked with
a candidate, the administrator or superisor should ask specific questions about
the quality of tht applicant's experiences in relationship to the role of the school
counselor in the district, such as How effective a teacher has the applicant been?
What has been the quality ot the applicant's relationships with parents? Persons
who gie recommendations should be encouraged to provide concrete examples
to support their opinions.

Finally,, a reiew of the applicants' strengths and weaknesses as noted in their
past perfomiance caluations proides insight as to their probable success or
failure as school counselors We beliee that it is imperative for a counselor to
haix been an effectie teacher in order to begin to be an effectme counselor.
Counselors should come from the ranks of the best teachers if they are to deliver
a quality de%elopmental guidance program that Includes classroom guidance.
Because the ability to be part of a team also is essential to delivering A com-
prehensme guidance program. indicators of indRiduals' past relationships in this
regard are important The guidance program and staff are on center stage in a
school. thus potential counselors must haix demonstrated that they are first and
foremost good employees Bidence oi ,,,uch traits as these is usually found in
past performance ratings.

Proper Placement

A well-deeloped selection process proidc, the information needed about
candidates selected to fill aailable school counselor positions. It is imperative
that staff members be placed in positi, that will make maximum use of their
strenuths and in which their weaknesses will be minimized by the strengths of
others As we indicated aboi, e, strengths and weaknesses in terms of competen-
cies and personal characteristics need to be considered in placing individuals in
specific assignments The "chemistry" of a staff, although difficult to define,
is as important to consider as are the competencies available and those required.
For example, if a staff already has several highly assertive individuals, the
addition of a follower would probably do more for staff balance than the addition
of a person seeking a leadership position. With a clear definition in mind of the
program that is desired :ar your building, you are better able to makt- judgments
about who will best fit the job availake.

Within a school system it is often possible to redistribute staff members to
make optimum use of their talents The same clarity regarding the competencies
and personality characteristics needed in a partic6lar work setting is required if
you haw the opportunity to transfer indiidual staff meml,?.r from one work
setting to another Trail der opportunities can occur naturally in districts where
growth pros ides new positimb. or when counselors retire or move on.
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Orientation

To help new counselors fulfill their roles properly , orientation to the require-
ments of the job itself and the context of the work setting is necessary. By
orientation we mean prov iding them with as much information about the com-
prehensive guidance program as possible. New counselors receive information
about the counselor role in their training programs, and about the work setting
in the job application and selection process. Once p'aced, however, they need
more specific information about their role and the appopriate use of their com-
petencies in the program. If the new counselor previously was a teacher, it is
important to remember that counselors roles and teachers' roles are different;
the transition from one to the other is not automatic. New counselors need to
know how the guidance program, perhaps only globally defined to them up to
now, actually operates in the building to which they are assigned. The specific
acivities that define the four comprehensive program components will need to
be conveyed. New counselors also will need to be informed about the structure
of the building in which they will work, the principal's priorities, and the or-
ganizational relationships.

A member of the existing staff should be designated to help newcomers learn
the facts they need and to ease their evolution into the new role. Helping new
counselors use their unique competencies is a role for the building guidance
department head. This may include helping new counselors to broaden their
perspective from a classroom perspec;ve to the school perspective, to act as a
consultant to other staff members and as an advocate for students, to put the
concept of the guidance program in operation, and to learn the informal power
structure of a school.

Orientation should begin with formal meetings conducted by superv'sors and
administrators. Other topics are best handled through ongoing dialogue with the
new counselor and a counselor colleague, who may or may not be the building
supervisor In some programs a "buddy system" has been used effectively. In
any case, there is a lot of information for new counselors to learn, and the more
systematic their induction into their new positions is, the smoother the transition
will be.

Step 3: Providing Appropriate Supervision

Once the right people are in place and are prepared to fulfill the right rolt.,,
helping them perform these roles is the challenge. A regular system to encourage
performance improvement needs to be established. There are three components
that compose a counselor performance improvement system. supervision, eval-
uation, and professional development The goal of a performance improvement
sy stem is to use proLedures that will guide counselors to be accountable for
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helping students reach specified guidance program outcomes, and to carry out
their work as defined in the counselor position guides in a competent manner.

The supervision process provides some of the data needed to evaluate an
individual's performance. Supervision helps employees clarify what they are
held accountable for. Both the supervision and the evaluation pr-)cesses provide
vehicles for identifying an individual's needs for competeitzy improvement that
can be attended to in the professional development compount.

Although the primary responsibility for an individual's performance improve-
ment belongs to the indiv idual, others in the system can be of help. Principals,
head counselors, and guidance program leaders all have expertise in different
aspects of the counselor's role Conceptualizing supervision, evaluation, and
professional growth opportunities as parts of one system to enhance school
counselors' professional development also provides the opportunity to clarify
the roles and responsibilities of the arious overseers for school counselors'
performance.

Supervision pros ides counselors specific feedback regarc...ag their performance
in guidance program activities, assistance in attaining their established goals for
program improvement, and information regarding their atter.fion to administrative
requirements. It is one means for recognizing outstanding performance and con-
tributions and for identifying performance deficiencies In addition, because it
has been recognized that professionals seek feedback on the quality of their
performance. supervision also provides a chicle for doing that. As Glickman
and Jones (1986, p. 90) stated. "The critical point is that supervision creates an
.nstructional dialogue among and with teachers that results in planning and acting
upon improvements in learning for students." Substitute "counselors.' for
"teachers" and the point is equally true. Thus, the essential goal of supervision
is to encourage a health}, professional dialogue between couriaelors and their
supervisors and among counselors as a professional group

To the question posed by Barret and Schmidt (1986):

Should counselor supers ision be categorized as a threefold process ,,dtninistratise
(performed by principals with a facus on employee attendance. pu-ktuality. staff
relations. outreach to parents). clinical (performed by properl) tramed end certified
counseling supers isors with a focus on direct sersicc Misery ), ind developmental
(performed by program coordinators with a focus en prot7ram desclopment.
service traini4, and other system-wide concerns)? (p. 53)

we say YES!!! This categorization helps clarify the different aspects of coun-
selors roles that are super% ised by suggestin& the appropriate supervisory ap-
proach for assisting counselors in those various roles, aLd by sorting out the
roles of the various administrators who supervise counselors.
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Administrative Supervision

Administrative supervision focuses on counselors work habits and ethics.
Other tasks that might come under administrative supc-vision are those related
to system support activitiesparticularly those in Ahich the guidance program
provides svport to other educational programs. These may include such activities
as participating in the planning of the standardized testing program, appropriately
completing forms for refernng students to special education, and completing
required reports.

School buildings and dIstricts use many different forms that support this su-
pervisory component, such as daily sign-in sheets. calendars, telephone call logs,
and reports of parent conferences. As Barret and Schmidt (1986) mentioned, the
primary administrative supervisor for the school counselor is the building prin-
cipal Administrative superviston should be ongoing. As with other forms of
super\ ision, feedback to the counselor should include positive and negative
comments and should occur on a regular basis.

Clinical Supervision

Clinical super% ision focuses on counselors' direct service delivery and on
counselors' unique professional skills such as guidance. counseling, consultation,
and referral Observ ing counselors use their skills. as well as specific feedback
regarding what was observed. is the essence of clinical super% ision. A five-step
process model is suggested.

I. Preobservation conference
2 Observation
3. Analysis of data
4. Postobservation conference
5 Postconference analysis

Aubrey (in Boyd, 1978. p 306) defined skills as "behaviors that are opera-
tional, repeatable, and predictable within a delimited range of effects." The
counselors' professional skills (vie use the word competencies) can be delineated
so as to lend themselves to this form of obser...tion. Many counselor education
programs and school districts have listed the competencies that they expect of
schoul counselors they educate and ant), ty. Competency fists provide the bz-isis
for observations To illustrate, the "descriptors" used for this purpose by North-
side Independent School District are provided in Appendix F.

Supervisors certified as school counselorssuch as head counselors, central
office guidanci. administrators or super\ isors. or counselors assigned super\ isory
responsibility of their peers-- should perform clinical supervision if it is to be
effective Forms that assist the super% isor to focus on specific, important be-
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hay tors are helptul in clinical super% ision They provide a vehicle for commu-
nication between the observer and the person being observed. Sample forms
from Northside are provided in Appendix G.

No matter how minutely competencies are described or how refined the ob-
sen ation forms are, training is required to provide supervisors with the back-
ground they need to provide meaningful feedback to practitioners. Feedback
should be given within 48 hours after an observation occurs so that both parties
have a fairly accurate recollection of the events.

It is hard for us to recommend to you an ideal number of contacts that me
clinical supcnisor and counselor should have. If counselors are not unduly
threatened by such observations and the related feedback conferences, then the
more the merrier because professionals do value feedback to help them improve
their competencies. Clinical super% ision is akin to tutorial assistance; it is one-
to-one. direct, and competency focused. Counselors can benefit from clinical
supen ision in each of the functions required in their workinstruction, coun-
seling, consultation. and referral Observation and i^c.edback about counseling
competencies will not necessarily provide counselors with ideas about how to
improve their consultation competencies. for example We do recommend that
okervations occur at least twice a year

Developmental Supervision

Developmental supervision, as stated above. focuses on program and staff
development issues. It entails the three-phased appro.c:, of ( I ) collaborative goal
setting for program and performance improvements, (2) monitoring counselors'
progress toward those goals, and (3) assessing counselors' level of goal attain-
ment.

Developmental supen ision prov ides the vehIcle for challenging counselors to
repair discrepancie; between the current and the desired program For example,
it more group counseling Is desired of the program, counselors can be asked to
set goals of increasing the number of groups served. It also provides the vehicle
for targeting specific competency development goals for counselors. lf, for ex-
ample, as a result of clinical supervision or the summative performance evaluation
counselor competency deficiencies are noted, counselors can set goals to repair
those deficiencies. Sucli goals might be to expand their repertoire of response
techniques in ccunseling sessions. In school systems where the primary super-
visor of the counselors is the principal, one version of developmental supervision
calls for the use of contracts developed between the counselor and the principal.
In this system, the principal identifies a goal that the principal wants to reach,
such as lower absence rates, and the counselor suggests strategies to attend to
that goal, such as group counseling for students with three or more unexcused
absences during the first semester.
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Goal setting and assessing the ley el of goal attainment are steps that require
one-to-one conversations bow eLn the supervisor and the counsdor Monitoring,
however, should be donL 1., Lounsdor supervisors on an ongoing basis and can
be effective with separate gruups of counsdors at a time Monitoring provides
counselors the opportunity to LommuniLate about their successes and failures
and to suggest differLr,t stratLgies to one another Staff meetings provide the
opportunity to do this

Examples of forms that support the goal setting and assessment steps of
developmental super\ ision in Northside Independent School District are program
improverrimt action plans (see Figure 7 7 in chapter 7) and professional growth
plans (see Figure 8-2).

Another approach that has been suLLesstul in Northside is using annual. monthly.

or weekly Lalendars to guide Lounselors in planning their implementation of the
Lomprehensive guidance program Example Lalendar formats ire provided in
Figure 7-8 (chapter -1) and in Figure 8-3.

DeLelopmental super% ision is best pros ided by super% isors assigned the re-
sponsibility tor program developm,mt Head Lounselors have this responsibility
at the building level and Lent al offiLe guidanLe program leaders at the district
level.

Changing Role of the Building-Level Guidance Department Head

Strengthening the means by IA IliLh we help counselors improve their job
performance, as well as more dearly defining expectations for the guidance
program. Lalls for the reLasting ot the role of the buikiing-lev el guidance de-
partment head. Various titles are used to label this position such as head coun-
selor. guidanLe depa. iment Lhair, guidanLe Loordinator. and director of guidance.
we will use "head counselor" as It seems to be the title most used. Traditionally, .
head counselors have served as a liaison between the guidance staff and the
administration, and betv(een the guidanLe department and the instructional de-
partments. ia some instanLes they have been expeued to do the quasi-adnun-
istrAtive tasks assigned to the guidanLe department suLL as budding the testing
schedule or the -si schedule.

In a school t. , changing its guidance program to the comprehensive one
we are proposing, and is striving to use all its available resources to enhance
the effectiveness of the Lounsdors. the head Lounselv's job description must
change. First, it is impstrative that some member of the staff be designated as
the head of the building guidanLe program. Next, a position guide appropnately
tailored to address the additional responsibilities of that person must be written.
The head Lounsekw position guide used in Northside Independent School District
is provided in Figure 6-12 (chapter 6). This guide states the expectations that
head counselors will pro\ ide leadership to the program devdopment efforts on
their campuses, and that they v( ill supervise the counseling staff. in addition to
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Figure 8-2
Counselor Professinnal Growth Plan Form

COUNSELOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN School.
Name:

Principal/Head Counselor Signatvre.

Date:

USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH COMPETENCY AREA

PLANNING
(To Be Completed by June 1, 1987)

Targeted Competency Area:

Objective(s):

EVALUATION
(To Be Completed by June 1, 1988)

Descriptim ol
Tasks/Activities Timeframe

Evidence
of

Acrhavement
Actual

Completion Date
Verification of
Achievement

Level of (I--5)
Accomplishment

2 d 6



Overall Assessment of 1 2

Achievement. (Not Achieved)

3 4 5

(Fully Achieved)

Counselor's Signature.
Principal/Head Counselor
Date.

v



Figure 8-3
Weekly Calendar

N1SD Guidance Department

CALENDAR
for 198_-198

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
730

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10.30 248
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the more traditional responsibilities of sers mg then own case load and repre-
senting the department to others The guide also clarifies that head counselors'

authority to do this 11 delegated to them by the principal and the district guidance
program leaderthose designated as their supers isors in the building and in the

central office
l-inall. the principal and the central office guidance program leader must

work %kith and tor thc head counselors to help them cam out their responsibilities.
he newest challenge tor head counselors is the responsibility of supervising the

eounseling staff The regular staff members need to be informed
as to the authority of the head eounselor The :wad counselor., need to be provided

the skill deselopment they need to conduct their clinical, developmental, and
adnuristratise supers isory roles appropriately Counselor educators can help
local buildings and districts as they retrain head counselors, the supervisory skills
that eounselor educators use with students in field experiences are essentially
the same skills that head counselors need in working with their staff,

aking this one step farther, head counselors in turn need to be supervised.

Admmistratise supers 'slop it the head counselors is done by the building prin-

cipal Clinical and des elopmental supervi\lon should be done by the central
office guidance program leader Clinical supers ision could entail observing the

head counselor conducting a staff meeting and pros iding feedback in techniques

tor ellectis. e meetings Des elopmental supers mon ould entail setting goals that

are specific to head counselors program leadership responsibilities (e g insti-

tuting group guidance ac tis Ines tor 12th graders in which they Icam their status

relatise to high school graduation ind initiating a post-high school plan) and to

staff supers ision responsibilities te g . implementing a specific team-building

strategy I
behese that the effectt%e use ot these arious modes of supersision is a

primary sehn le tor ensuring school counselor competency Each mode ental:s

targeting specific performance behas iors ot counselors and pros ides mechanisms

tor assessment and teedbaek of the aecomplishment of their desired objectives

I hrough these mechanisms both supers isor and counselor are forced to be con-

crete about strengths and deficiencies In our experience, ss hen professional
counselors hase been assisted to Nee speciheally ss hat they can do to improse,

they are e/Wer to impi os e

Step 4: Evaluating Staff Effeetivel

ounselor CS aluation is most ettectise w hen it is conducted as part of the total

performance improsement NS stem An approach to coon,ior c,atuation is dis-

cussed emensisely in chapter 9, but ve include this b' ref discussion of it here

to allow you I Nee h(11,k a Is related to the other parts ot ()serail performance

improsement system
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As w ith the other parts of an overall performance improvement system
super% ision and professional dev elopment ev aluation of Lounselor performanLe
rests on the expectations held for the position of school counselor as clarified
in the position guide Remember that the position guide %as v, ritten based on
the desired comprehensive guidanve program. There niust, then, be congruence
betitecn the program, the position guide. and the procedures used for school
coumelor evaluation.

The purposes of the three parts of the overall performance improvement system
are related but each has a separate goal The goal of supervision is to use the
resourcesthat is, the supervisorsof the system u ,sist school counselors
to reach their professional potential within the district. The goal of ,:,e profes-
sional development component is to envourage school counselors to continue to
grow in their professional competemy , using both school district and personal
resourLes. The goal of the evaluation system is to rate the competency level of
the school counselors from the school district's perspective, to judge how com-
petently they are performing the job to which they are assigned.

In theory, supervision and professional development are conducted in a non-
judgmental manner, but in reality they also provide some of the data that support
the judgments made m evaluation If. for example, counselors are observed by
their clinkal supervisor as Lonsistently giving misinformation to students or as
Lonsistently proieLting their own alues into students deusions, the elinkal
super\ isor is responsible for providing that information to the L aluator The
relationship Lan kork the other vv ay as %veil I the evaluator perLeiv es Lounselors
not being authoritative enough vv ith students. thc Llinkal supervisor Lan explain
to the evaluator the protessional rationale for being nonjudgmental

Sunerv ision and professional grovvth also provide strategies for assisting Loun-
selors to repair dcfiLicnLies identified through evaluation If the evaluator per-
Leives that a Lounselor i not ctfeLtive vvith groups of Lhildren. the LliniLal
supervisor Lan observe thL Lounselor rn tLtlun ith groups and provide teLhniLal
assIstank, c In developmental super% ision. the Lounselor and super% isor might
agree that a protessional development goal tor the Lounsclor vvould be to improve
the use of instruLtional methodology 1hrough strategies provided in the prole-
sional development Lomponcnt. the Lounselor might attend vvorkshops on et-
feLtiv c LaLlung teL hnique 1 hus. evaluation i a very, important part of the
overall performanLe improvement system Tt c sLhenia for Northsidc Independent
SL hool DistriLt's performanLc inipi ov cnie'it system is displayed in Figure 8 4
In it the Lentrahl, of evaluation is clear

Step 5: Encouraging Professional Growth

Although prALssional growth is primarily the responsibility of the individual
sLhool Lounselor, there arc man\ resour,e t Lhool distrkt Lan and should
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Figure 8-4
Counselor Performance Improvement System

SUPERVISION ) PROFESSIONALEVALUATION
DEVELOPMENT

Clinical Developmental Administrative Self-Evaluation Administrative
aation

Assessment
of Goal

Individual District

observation
feedback

goai setting
monitonng
measunng

Attainment

(goals
objectives

strategies)

OBSERVATION ACTION (YOURS)
PLANS

Instruction Program e.g. Sign-in Self- Performance Action Plans Professional District's
Improvement Sheets: Evaluation Evaluation Program Growth Counselor

Guidance Conference Plan Staff

Counseling
Professional

Growth
Requests Develop-

ment
Professional Plan

Consultation Growth

Referral
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pro\ ide The needs and wants of the district need to be balanced V% ith the needs
and V% ants of the indiv iduals on the staff. From the district's perspective, the
purpose of providing professional growth opportunities is to provide cost-effec-
tive inset-% ice education and traimn- that meets the needs of the largest number
of counselors in relationship to priority needs of the district and building guidance
programs From the school counselors' perspective, the purpose of participating
in profesmonal growth opportunities is to improve their professional and personal
competencies in areas that they perceiv e as important. As stated earlier, the goal
of professional growth is to encourage staff members to continue to grow in
their professional competency, using both district and personal resources.

The challenge is to provide mechanisms that help both the district and the
district counselors target specific competenciesknowledge, skills, and atti-
tudesthat need enhancement. We recommend developing a process for en-
couraging professional growth that begins by having counselors identify their
own competencies and compare them with the competencies required to imple-
ment the desired district comprehensive guidance program From these two data
sources a master plan for counselor staff dev elopment for the district is developed
that identifies the competencies to be addressed for the various subpopulations
of school counselors and describes how these will be addressed.

Individual Professional Growth Plan Development

As a result of clinical. developmental, and administrative supervision, and as
a result of evaluation. counselors will have identified specific competencies that
need to be targeted for improv ement. Counselors' professional growth plans are
developed in the context of their long-range professional and personal goals as
well ds in the context of the comprehensive guidance program. In developing
their plans. counselors should be explicit about their long-range plans and be
encouraged to identify the intermediate and immediate goals that will help them
reach their larger goals

Both sets of data the specific job performance targets and the professional,
personal goak pro 1, ide information to counselors as they dev clop professional
grow th plans CounscIur hould be encouraged to develop such plans for a 2-,
5-, or even l0-y ear periods As a district, however, you w ill have more than
enough data to work V% ith if you know the counselors' immediate needs and
A, ants for competency acquisition or improvement

In a formally defined performance improvement system, school counselors
w rite profession.d grow th plans in collaboration V% ith their super\ isors and submit
them to the guidancs: administrator A form used for this purpose was displayed
in Figure 8 2 With a form such as tilt counselors and supervisors (principals
or head counselors) agree on a "targe' ed competency area." such as the imple-
mentation of effective group counseling They also discuss appropriate objec-
tive( s) that, if met, would increase counselors' effectiveness, such as the ability

2 5 3
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to (a) articulate a theoretkal base tor counselor behaviors. tb) use a variety of
response techniques. and (3) facilitate students' de% elopment of behav roral plans.

Counselors, then, identify tasks, activ ities that they plat: to perform to meet the
objectives The plan includes a nmeframe and a statement to the supervisor about
potential evidence of achievement. (The second half of the form relates to the
evaluation of the counselors' accomplishment of the planwhen the tasks were
completed, what documentation of accomplishment is available, and at what
level they were accomplished These are reviewed at the end of the year by the
counselors and the supervisors as part of the evaluation system described in
chapter 9.)

Having received the counselors' plans, counselor super% isors and administra-
tors know V, hat their staff members want. They are then in a position to encourage
counselors to seek educational opportunities.

Assessment of the Needs for Counselor Competency Development

Knowing %that the counselors want is only one part of the needs assessment
in a plan for staff development It also is necessary to assess counselors' needs
for performance improvement in terms of the skills needed to implement the
comprehensive program &sired by the building ul district It is important to
assess counselors' competencies to find out those they have as well as those they
need to work on.

To assess counselor competencies the same methodology Lan be used that was
used to assess the perceived needs of students, only the items are changed. The
items to he used can be generated from the competencies that have been identified
as necessary to organire and implement the Lompreheiisiv e guidance program.
The "descriptors you have identified to support the observation-evaluation
components of the performance improvement sy stem provide these specifics.
Using a questionnaire. Lard sort, or other assessment technique, the data are
gathered and tabulated Many such assessments ask counselors not only how
much they need to acquire the competci"; . hut also how important they feel it
is Figure 8 5 prov ides an adapted part ot one such form used in the Community
Collaborativ e Career Guidance Project conducted by the National Center for
Rcsearch in Vocational Education.

From the system's perspective. the guidance super\ isorthe guidance pro-
gram leader also has a v iew point as to the importance ot each competency
that should be considered as the plans tor staff development are made. If, in
comparing and contrasting the current and the desired programs. discrepancies
have been identified that seem to be related to competencies not used in the
current program hut wanted in the desired program, the district guidance program
leader would know the importance ot staff development in those competencies.
whereas the counselors might not yet he aware vu it For example if the desired
program calls for more group counseling than is currently done. competency
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improltement in those skills would reLeie a high priority from the district's
perspective.

Within the counseling staff not only will different groups of counselors want
to acquire thfferent professional Lompetendes, but different groups of counselors
will need to acquire different Lompetencies. New counselors halte different needs
than do experienced counselors Some experienced counselors are more com-
petent than others and may need athanced training, whereas others need remedial
training. The program improement process itself will dictate some staff devei-
opment needs. The priority needs for training head counselors will probably be
different from those for staff counselors If you hae a cadre of peer leaders,
they may have different professional growth needs.

St^ff Development Related to the Program Improvement Process

As they proLeed through the program improltement process, sLhool counselors
learn a Itanety of new conLepts They learn about the Lomprehensive guidance
program. about their roles in it. and about some of the processes that it takes to
unplement it The presentation of the information gathered in assessing the design
of the Lurrent guidame program pro\ ides insights into the program and its faLets,
as does the reLasting of the program that is presented in the expression of the
distriLt's basic struLture Whether you hae Lhosen to seleLt current examples
ol effeLme practiLes or ortured into innmato,e aLti mes that fit the desired
program. t.ounsclors learn about lTeratimul detaik of a twinprehenso.e guidame
program

If. as a first step in assessing the design of Men building programs Lounselors
kept logs of their ado, Ines. they learned about their own pieLe of the program
and wakhed as their data were aggkgated with those of others. This helped
them further internahic the program LonLept and prox ided them with insights
into their own work habits SuLh information. w hen Lompared ith the expeL-
tations for their roles as stated in the position guides. proltides Lounselors with
ideas as tu how tho, Lan add to their professional Lompetendes At the same
time, study of the position guides of other stall in the guidame department helps
all staf f members understand the "Lham of t.ommand as well as the respon-
sibilities of the head Lounselor and those of the arious paraprofessionals,

Counselors need to learn prot.Lsses rdated to planning suLh as goal setting.
ranking, tor prwrity , and aLtion ouirlors ako need to learn about
program planning and personal planning 13, I i,,ng in% ()Red in the program
impnwement proLess they learn about program planmng "I hey haw been in-

in ua program planning aLtinw.s as LonduLting needs assessments,
assessing the 1. urrent program. and establishing the desired program structure
By setting goals and deLloping aLtion plans for attaining those goal,. Lounselors
learn personal planning One of the major benefits of establhhing a Lompre-
hensi ,e guidanLc program with dear-t.ut priorities is that the guidame program

r; r-
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Figure 8-5
Excerpt From Training Needs Assessment Form

Competency Areas and Specific Statements

Competency Area 3

SELECTING PROGRAM'S CAREER
DEVELOPMENT THEORY:

Choosing a career development (and decision-
making) theory on which the career guidance
program will be based.

Describe the advantages of using a theory of career
development and career choice as the basis of your career
guidance program.

Explain the key features such as philosophy, assumptions,
propositions, and hypotheses of several theories of carcer
development and choice.

Competency Importance

a b c d a b c d

a b c d a b c d

Pr.6

It



Select, using previously defined critena, an underlying

theory for your career guidance program by choosing from

or adapting available alternatives to meet the needs of

clients and your organization.

State the selected theory in clear terms, defining how its
components provide the basis for each major area of your

career guidance program.

Communicate the theory, its importance, and rationale to

team members and others who work within the program

setting.

Apply the theory throughout all phases of the development
and implementation of your program so that ongoing
decisions are wade on a clear and loijical basis.

Evaluate the effecveness of the theory, and revise it as

necessary to provide a sound basis for your program.

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

b c d

Note: Fro,- Trainers Manual by L.L. Phillips, 1979, Columbus, OH: National Center for Research in Vocational Education

2 5 7
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becomes manageable to the Lounselors Instead of a series of days that just
happen, the Lounselors' work year beeomes a planned year Not LNery minute
of eery day Lan be planned that will noer happen as long as the important
responsibility of responding to students and others in Lrisis is present. The major
eents of the program Lan be planned. howeer, enabling eounselors to feel a
sense id aLLomplishment liaN mg Lontrol of the major parts of the program and
their jobs empowers Lounselors and Lontributes to their professional pride, and
consequently helps ronallie their Lommitment to their profession.

Counselors, espeLially those who are not used to thinking of the program as
haing any resourLes, need to learn the pruLse Iu effeeme use of resources
such as budgeting. Laretul seleLtion ot materials, and time management During
the program improxement proc, ,ounselors need to learn to use assertion and
pohtical skills, the) need to see themselves as being empowered

Once the desired Lomprchensi%e program design has been established tor the
building and district, and the disLrepane between "w hat should be" and "what
is are Llear, generatiny as many ideas as possible for repairing these discrep-
ant. Les not only pro ides a plethora of ideas, but also gets the Lounselors creame
juices flowing Brainstorming sets in motion "How Lan / change' thought
processes

II in the program improement proLess speLial projeLts are used to enhanLe
the program Lhange proLess, some counselors may need Lompetemy deelop-
ment reIated to those speeial efforts Not only will they need to learn to take
risks Lomtortably, but they also will need to learn the eompetenLies assoelated

ith the speLifie projeets they are participating in It you are expenmentmg with
cumculum writing, for example, inser ice training in cumeulum dinelopment
is important, as is muffing in the specifie content area to be do eloped. It some
buildings are trying out Urge group guidanLe aLtRities, then competency in
working with large groups is required I I you purehase materials for possible
districtwide use, counselors need training in the eiteLme use of these materials

OnLe the analysis ol the disparities between the Lurrent and the desired pro-
grams ha% e been Lompleted, and the basic directions tor prograw Lhange hae
been established, the training needs ot Lounselors in the distriLt Lan be ant.ei-
pated Because muLh has been learned about the teaehing-learning proLe,, in
ieLent years. Lounselors need updating in that proLess it they are to ddier the
guldant.c arfiLulum ettectiNely and maintain their Lredibility as consultants to
teachers I ho also Lan benefit trim] statt deNelopment aLtRities that focus on
instructional methodology suLh as task analysis, lesson design, and etteeme
teaLhing praLtice In additon, tIK new program design requires that eounselors
update their L nipQteILL in truLtured and growth group work, in etteetie
methods ot parent and teacher Lonsultation, in brief family InterNention tea-
mques, in addressing the needs ot at risk s udents (suet] as dropouts and potential
dropouts, substance abusers and Lhildren ot subsume abusers, unmomated
learners and those who Lontinually tail to succeed Kaden-inilly, depressed ad-

(25
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olesLents and those who threaten or attempt suiLide), and in mLorporating career
doelopment aLtmties in the program such as dLeision making, planning, and
problem sok mg Another reLurrent need-- and one that administrators support
wholeheartedly is that of aLquiring time management skilk Finally, counselors
need to fine-tune their public communication skills

As the guidanLe program shifts to requirL better use of counselors' educational
ta:ents, their sense of professionalism should be enhanced To further this feeling,
workshops or otuLk sessions on ethical standards and issues could be held
Counselors should be enLouraged to belong to professional associations and to
beLome uwoked in assoLiation 1ork When aNadable, attainment of licensure
or registry should be enLouraged, with suLh aeLomplishments being publicly

acknowledged.
GuidanLe program leaders, head Lounselors, or other peer leaders can benefit

from learning about leadership LharaLteristiLs and leadership styles A personal
benefit they t:am from partmpating as leaders in the program is increased self-

know leLige They also Lan benefit from learning about situational leadership,
team building, the um. of power, the needed balanLe of both task and relationship
orientation, and thL roles they play in groups and leader-follower situations If
you are the guidanLe program leader. or if your role as program admin..trator
does not require speLial administratic or super% isory Lertit.u.ation, you too \kill
benet it beLause most ot this material is not in, luded in guidame preseRice
education

I he head Lounselors v% ill bent I Lt trom speLiallied training that helps them to
implement their noAl. dallied roles better Where you begin their inseriLe
training depends on the indi%iduals in% oked and the roles identified tor them

Nike reLommend beginning \kid aLtion planning hcLause that is basic. to their

kirk ith Lounselors and to then respontibilities tor leading the building guid-
anLe progiam rksign and implenientation I lead Lk mnselors and peer leaders

also Mat, thOe needs for Ltimpetem les in ntotRating stall members. LonduLting
obser% ations and pio idin.. LonstruoRc LritiLism, risk taking, delegatingis-
sertitinind managing stress In addition, they may need help in de eloping the
skills and attitUdes needed tor etteLto.ely emouraging others I hey may need

to learn the leadt.rship roles assoLiated %Null mutual goal setting as \ken as those

assooated %kith ettt.LnL monitoring of plan implementation It our distrid
orgam/atitinal struLture imolY es a team approaLli %kith the prinLipais sharing the
supery isory 1,:spons Wily tor the LoUnselors, prinLipals need to be intormet. to

ensure their under .t... ig of the newly designed LoinprehensRe guidanLe pro-

viain I hus, the distrio statt deelopinent plan ought to int.lude prinupals

District Nfaster Plan for Staff Deelopment

Knov% iii v hat tlie stalk' wank and needs are tor LompetenLy de% elopment

is a I irst step I he mitt step is to tievekip a plan to meet these needs effiLleinly

and et teLm ely I ht. plan int.ludes identity mg the strategies and resourLes a% ail-
(')
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able for staff development, developing a tirnefraux for the staff development
activi6cs that the building or district will provide, and considering how tlevaluate
the effectiveness of ,le strategies used. Figure 8 6 displays a format that could
be used for writing the staff development plan.

Choose Strategies for Staff Development

A variety cf delivery methods are available for staff development including
lectures, reading materials, audiovisual materials, demonstrations, programmed
learning, discussions, simulations, and direct experience. Each method has costs
and benefits Making decisions about which methods to use depends on the
outcome intended for the staff Lectures typically help listeners to become aware
of ideas or practices, whereas direct experiences such as internships or shadowmg
help participants internalize the content.

The lecture mode is traditional for inservice education. The lectures can be
motivational or instructive Consultants can be brought into the district, or staff
can be encouraged to attend profet. tonal growth conferences held at the local.
regional, state, and national let,els Skilled counselors should be entouraged to
present at such conferences because orgamzing and presenting helps them refine
their practices and ideas

Reading materiak include professional texts and Journals lndit,duals seeking
growth in specific areas can use bibliographies. If the eoal is for a number of
people to consider certain topics. readings t an be assigned and groups can be
formed to distuss the content of the readings The distussion can be fotused by
means of a "discussion agenda such as that displayed in Figure 8-7 and u,ed
in Northside Professional Journal reading is a cost-effettRe. readily act:essible,
and professionally sot.nd staff dodopment ehitle that staff det,elopment plan-
ners typically underutillie Where suth reading is entouraged. follow -up dis-
cussions to assist the readers to protess the ideas they hme read are not often
held. but should be

Other vehicles for professional dis,.ussions intlude staff meetings and retrelts
Case consultations. partitularly those led b.:, an expert tonsultant. oroside mean-
ingful learning opportunities as well 1-eedback conferentes hdd as a part of
chnical super\ ision also can pro% ide learning experientes for tounselors tievt
counselors can learn muth by obseNing master tounselors as they demonstrate
their skills in actual work settings

Identify Resources Atm/able wul Plwi Their L'AE'

Earlier in the chapter we hsted some of ,he resourtes that are potent,ally
available to help in f det,elopment At this point it is important to be specifit
as to the expertise of the people mailable Then, the expertise mailable can be
matched with the priority needs of the staff Some tonsultants are mailable
within the school system. otheN il ost money Thus. the guidance department
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Staff
Category

Staff
Outcome Strategy Timefrarne

Resources Eyaluaion
MethodExpertise FaclEquip Cost
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Figure 8-7
Group Counseling Project Discussion Agenda

Hicih School Counselor Staff Meetings

Group Counseling Project Discussion Agenda

1 Uses values limits of groups
2 What counseling is is not
3. Individual's theoretical models
4 Professional processes and techniques used in group counseling
5 Climate needed for group to succeed
6 Forming your groups
7 Group process

Norms
Organization
Structure

8 Leader's role(s) responsibilities

budget must be LonsiderLd On Le the pnority needs l)t staff haYe been identified
and the means by v. hiLh th--_-y Lan pui sue professional growth hay e been decided.

it is now possible to projeu how muLh money is required to make optimum use
of thc resourLes Ideally , eer}, staff member has the opportumty to grow profes-
sionall!, in the Lourse l)f a y ear Thus. thL. resourLes aYailable should be d.stributed

ith this prinLiple in mind At thL. samL. time means for hal, ing indkiduals share
ideas and information th.:y haYe gained h a way to spread the wealth. For
example, only lmc ounselor trom a distriLt Lan attend a state or national
professional LonterLnLe. that Lounselor Lould gke a report at the staff meeting.

One final important Lonsideration m implLmenting the staff deYeloprnent plan
is planning the use of the taL dines and equipment aYaitable Be sure to consieLr
v. here the %.trious aLtk ities w ill be held. what the seating capacity is. and whether

thL. a.rnosphere is LonduLke to disLussions If plans InLlude the use ot equipment.
make sure that the neLessary .quipment present and that it is in working order.
This may seem oby ious, bi..t all tim often the exLitement of the topic Lauses
lapses in memory about meeting logistics

LstaMsh the Tonetrame ,or Detelopnent

Careful Lonsideration should be gien to %A hen stall deYelopment aLtiYities
will take plaLe Some writers suggest, with gk lid reason. that latc ..fternnon or

et El f,
1
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evening sessions are to be avwded it possible Sessions during sLhool hours
reLommended, but are Lostly beLause they use staft student-LontaLt time Sat-

urday and holiday sessions may IA (irk out vvell, partkulaily it you are in a state
vv here liLensure requirements imlude aLLumulating ontinuing eduLation hours

NNe reLommtnd that stall development adi . mes be iaterspersed ov er the length

ot the program improvement proLess SuLh aLtivities often are enloy able and
serve as a means to imrease morale Stall development aLtivities need to be
planned vvell in advanee so that all involved Lan partiLmate Also, staff devel-
opment should not stop onL e the major program dev elopment efforts have ceased
Professional grovvth should Lontmue as a means tor maintaining Lontmuous
individual profession.: development and program improvement

Eta/mut, Staff DeleIopment Ae tit we%

As vve stated, eaLh stall development aLtivity should be evaluated so that its
etteLtuveness Lan be judged There are a number of vvay s to evaluate the impaLt
of duo, mes, mLluding the use of questionnaires, aLhievement-type tests, ob-
servations. and demonstrations V, hatever approaLh is used, it should be appro-
priate to the outLomes sought tor the stan development aLtivity For example,
observation of nevv behaviors is a more appropriate evaluation deviLe for ex-
periential staff de'vel, pment activities than it might be for lectures

In addition, the efteLtiveness 01 the overall stall' development program needs
to be evaluated Reassessment of the staffs' LompetLnLies through use of the
ongmal needs asscssm .,irument provides intormation as to the staffs' grovvth
Continued monitoring of the stalls' expressed needs through their professional
grovvth plans also provides evaluative data regarding the etteLtiveness of the
professional grovvth activities provided

But, What If. . . .

As in all professions there are some individuals in the Lounseling profession
vvho have either made the NkIlIng Lareer LhoiLe or vvho do not develop their
protessional promise suffi, ,tly short, there are those vvho are vvorking as
sLhool Lounselors or as sLhool Lounselor supervisors vvho are not Lompetent to
meet the position requirements \kith perlormanLe standards outlined as Lon-
Lretely as we have reLommended and with a sy stLm in place to help staff improve
thLir professional LompetenLe. it is possible to terminate those \Ouse perfor-
manLe is detrimental to students grovvth and development Due proLess rules
are in plaLe in most states to proteLt individuals from arbitrary terminations or
rea,signments, yet most systems have proLedures outlined for helping those vvho
are not in the right Lareer to move It is important not only tor the students vxe
serve but tor the profession as a IA hole to help inLumpetent Lounselors find other
jobs
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Ternunation ins ols es legal procedures with important roles for administrators,
personnel departments, and school system lawyers. Reassignment to different
buildings sometimes helps employees regain their professional sommitment. In
many Instances, clarify ing expectations that come from the program improvement
process causes indisiduals to see that they are in the wrong position. Such self-
determination isobsiously preferabk, but it also entails work for the ad-
nunistrators

In any of the aboxe sircutustances. the supers hors role is to base evaluative
judgments on the concrete. behasioral Lritena established in the writing of the
comprehensise guidance program -Ind Pie position guides if the less-than-com-
petent staff members hase been informed about the alteria. and have been offered
the staff deselopment opportunities to aquae the Lompeter, ies they need. it is
professionally appropriate for them to be ensouraged to lease the profession

Guidance Program Leader's Roles and Responsibilities
Fnsuring the competency of the school Lounselors is a primary responsibility

ot the guidance program leader The best designed program is meaningless in
the hands ot insufficiently s.ompetent staff We Use said that an effestive guid-
ance program leader plays a range ot roles to ensure against this The leader
collaborates with the preserx ice training institution staff as Lounselor educators
des elop their programs Recruitment of qualified applisants pros ides a pool of
talent asailable for tilling jobs that bekilne asailable As well as helping select
the best person tor .`c job, the prograni leader has a responsibility to strive to
match new counselors' talent with the positions that wiH use their sapabiliti-s
to the maximum ads antage ot the students and the program

Once school counselors are selected. the leader otients them in thc compre-
hensise guidance program design and goals and ensures their orientation to the
buildings they will serse The roles of the guidance program leader and the
campus administrators must be sarefully outlined, and an efficient and erectise
performance improsement system should be designed. As we have said, the
resources of supers ision. esaluation, and professional deselopment should be
focused to assist the school counselors to attain their optimum lesel of profes-
sional competency In the few cases of incompetence, the guidance administrator
must be able to articulate the professional and program standards dearly so that
such individuals can seek better use of their particular skills Clarity of role
expectations is cntical to ensure the competenLy of school counselors.

A successful guidance program leader trust maintain the vision needed to help
Ihe program succeed at l'i , mission. must uphold the basic principles of the
profession a, large, must keep in touch with the staff and those whom the program
serves must be able to manage change, must sekct pod people as subordinates
and trust them to carry out their roles appropriately, and help them when they
do not The program leader must deselop appropriate and adequate performance

2 C 4
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indicators so that problems may be addressed in a timely fashion and opportunities
for improvement are allovved to emerge. Finally, with the program and perfor-
mance standards in plac,e, a district is ready to evaluate its guidance program
and the school counsding staff This is covered in detail in chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 9

EVALUATING YOUR
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE

PROGRAM

Now that the planning and designing phases of the program improvement
process have been completed and the implementation phase is under w ay. we
are ready to examine the last phase of the processes aluation. Because this is
the last chapter of the book. es aluanon is. of course, the last step in the program
improvement process Right? Wrong' This statement is wrong in the sense that
the entire program improsement proLess is evaluation-based. Evaluation is on-
going, providing continuous feedback during all steps of the process. Evaluation
is not something done only at the end of a proitram in order to see how it came
out The purpose ot evaluation is to pros ide data to make decisions about the
structure and impact of the program and the professional personnel involved.

No program is perfect v. hen it is first implemented Nor do students' needs remain
the same over time A self-monitoring evaluation system can provide information
necessary to (a) preve program effecto.eness thereby meeting external demands for
accountability, and (b) improve program effectiveness thereby maintaining a guid-
ance program that is dynamically responsive to the changing needs of students and
society 1131euer-Collet. 1983. p I 1

The first part of chapter 9 focuf.es on program evaluation. The use of program
standards is described, and attention is directed toward being aien for unanti-
cipated side effects of the program. Then chapter 9 presents discussion of student
outcome evaluation issues and procedures. This includes discussing possible
evaluation designs, selecting or developing instruments to use, scheduling data
collection, and staffing for data collection and processing. Following this chapter
9 offers suggestions for collecting program and student outcome data. Next.
ideas about analyzing program and student outcome evaluation data are dis-
cussed Then chapter 9 presents recommendations about reporting program and

2e7 263
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student outcome eNaluation results as well as using these results for staff de-
Nelopment and program and administrame deLisions Follow ing that, chapter 9
describes the details of a student competency reporting system. Chapter 9 closes
with a detailed di cussion of professional personnel eNaluation. The focus is on
self-oaluation and performanLe exaluation as well as the assessment of goal
attainment. Suggestions for effeLting the eNaluation process and an example form

is provided.

Program Evaluation

Program eNaluation is exactly what it say s it is It Is an ealuation of the
structure and implementation of the program It imokes the collection of La

used to make judgments about the struLture of the program and how that struLture

is being implemented

An Example of the Use of Standards

The usL of the LonLept of ,tandards is one way to aLLomplish program eal-
uation For our purposes, standards are defined as measures of guidance program
Lomponents against v.,11kh judgments Lan be made about the adequacy of the
implementation of these program Lomponcnts To dlustrate, Northside Indepen-
dent SLhool Distria uses the four guidanLe program Lomponenh described in
Lhapter 3 ,h a basis for its program standards The degree of compliance is
measured using a 5-point scale where I = not imp'emented. 2 = weakly im-
plementeu, 3 = aerage implementation, 4 = strongly implemented, and 5 =
fully implemented The Na itegory is used w hen the standard does not apply
The example of standards presented in hgure 9 I is taken from the document,
Gu,dwice. Progrwn Ltaluanon St If Stud . North,ide Independent SLhool District
(1987a)

Possible Unanticipated Side Effects

s program ealuation unfolds, be alert to possible unantiLipated side effects
Sometimes aLth itie il Lreate effeLts unforszen when initially they were put
into operation The pmgram eNaluation yteni should be sensithe enough to
piLk up these effeLts so that they Lan be handlLd immediately or Lan be explained
when they appear in later program or student outLome ealuation results

UnantiLipated outLomes may be either positive or negame For instance,
student outLonies may be aLhio ed through the LumLulum but at an unusually
high expense of students' tune The same may be true for the time of some
teaLhers. On the other hand, some , the most xalued outcomes of a program
may not hac been stated in the original design of the program AttendanLe may
have irnproxed or the dropout rate may have declined.
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Figure 9-1
Example of Program Standards

Guidance Curriculum

1 All students are assisted in a systematic way to
develop knowledge, understanding, and skills
identified as necessary to enhance their
personal, sodal, career, and educational
development.

2. Developmentally appropriate student outcomes
are specified for each grade level.

3. Outcome selection is based on an assessment
of student needs for guidance instruction.

4. The guidance curnculum is taught to class-
sized groups of students.

5. Teachers are augmenting guidance instruction
by infusing guidance curricula into their regular
curriculum.

6. Guidance lessor.s are taught, upon teacher
request, in conjunction with the teachers' goals
for a particular unit/subject.

7. The facilities and equipment used to conduct
guidance curriculum activities are adequate.

8. Sufficient materials are available to support the
guidance curriculum.

Student ;earnings from particular lesons/units
are assessed systematic.

10. Effectiveness of the guidance curriculum
provided for each grade level is evaluated
annually.

Individual Planning

1 All students are provided information and are
assisted in applying the skills necessary to
make plans and to take the next appropriate
steps toward their estabhshed goals.

2 The priority for the component, as indicated by
the time spent by the counselor(s) and the
activities provided, is to assist students to
complete successfully their elementary/middle/
high school education.

3. Individual planning activities are preceded by
pertinent guidance instruction.

4. There is a systematic approach to helping

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 9-1, continued

students use their educational opportunities in
school well through an effective orientation
program.

5 There 's a systematic approach to helping
students plan/prepare for personally satisfying
and socially useful lives by helping them make
appropriate educational plans.

6 There is a systematic approach to helping
students make %Nice choices during
preregistration, including helping them be
aware of their possiblr, choices.

7 There is a systematic approach to helping
students understand and 'espect themselves
through effective interpretation of standardized
and individual test results.

8 There is a systematic approach to helping
students plamprepare for personally satisfying/
socially useful lives through career/vocational
planning.

9. Individual planning activities are implemented
through effective use of
a. Large groups
b Medium (class)-sized groups
c. Small groups
d. Individual conferences

10 Accurate and attractive printed information is
distributed to support the individual planning
efforts of students and their parents.

11 The facilities and equipment available for
conducting individual planning activities are
adequate.

12. The materials available to support
implementation of the individual planning
activities are effectr e.

13 Student learnings resulting from individual
planning activities are assessed regularly.

14 The effectiveness of the individual planning
system activities for each grade level is
evaluated annually.

Responsive Services

1. Students in need are assisted in solving
immediate problems that interfere with their

270

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5
na 1 2 3 4 5
na 1 2 3 4 5
na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5
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healthy personal, social career, and/or
educational development. na 1 2 3 4

267

5

2. A balance of service is maintained for students
with preventive and remedial level needs. na 1 2 3 4 5

3. There is a systematic provision of responsive
services as follows:
a. Group counseling na 1 2 3 4 5

b. Individual counseling na 1 2 3 4 5

c. Staff consultation na 1 2 3 4 5
d. Parent consultation na 1 2 3 4 5

e. Referral to other specialists na 1 2 3 4 5

4. Services are provided on the basis of assessed
student needs. na 1 2 3 4 5

5. The guidance department maintains an
adequate list of referral resources. na 1 2 3 4 5

6. Counselors are readily accessible to students
with problems. na 1 2 3 4 5

7. The facilities and equipment available for
conducting responsive services are adequate. na 1 2 3 4 5

8. The materials available to support
implementation of the res, onsive service
activities are effective. na 1 2 3 4 5

9. Student growth resulting from responsive
services activities is assessed regularly. na 1 2 3 4 5

10. The effectiveness of the responsive services
activities is evaluated annually. na 1 2 3 4 5

System Support

1 Administrative procedures encourage
appropriate use of the counselor(s) special
skills. na 1 2 3 4 5

2. Counselor involvement in nonguidance and
counseling activdies is streamlined. na 1 2 3 4 5

3. On-campus communicafion mechanisms are
established which facilitate collaboration
between the guidance department and
administration. na 1 2 3 4 5

4. On-campus communication mechanisms are
estabhshed which facilitate collaboration
between the guidance department and the
instructional departments. na 1 2 3 4 5

5. Counselor(s) is/are encouraged to uhhze
professional growth opportunities. na 1 2 3 4 5

6. Guidance department paraprofessional staff
provide needed support to counseling staff. na 1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 9-1, continued

7. Time is provided icr guidance program/activity
planning and evaluation.

8. A reasonable budget is appropriated to the
guidance department by the campus
administration.

9. Facilities and equipment are available and
adequate for effective implementaficr. cif the
program.

10. Counselor(s) is/are provided sufficient access
to students so that time is available to
implement effective guidance and counseling
activities.

11. Opportunities are provided and taken for
counselor(s) to explain the guidance and
counseling program to the staff.

12. Opportunities are provided and taken for
counselor(s) to explain the guidance and
counseling program to the community.

na 1 2 3 4 k

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

na 1 2 3 4 5

Student Outcome Evaluation

Student outcomes, or competencies, as we have chosen to call them, is one
of ah. products of a comprehensive guidance program. Student outcome eval
uation "is the measurement of these outcomes both at strategic points during
the implementation of the program and at completion of the program" (Upton,
Lowrey, Mitchell, Varenhorst, & Benvenuit 1978, p 57). Just as program
evaluation begins at the start of the program improvement process, so too does
student outcome evalLation Also, just as vuu developed a plan for program
evaluation, so too do you develop a plan tor conduaing student outcome eval-
uation

As you are beginning the process of laying out a student outcome ev aluation
plan, you should make a number cf decisions You have to decide how you will
design the -valuation You also will need to consider instrumentation, when you
will collect data, who will collect data, and how these data will be analyzed.

Evaluation Design

Et alua:ion Based Upon Prt determined Cnterion Standard Comparisons

The process of specifying posttest performance expectations for students is
one way to evaluate competency-based programs. This means that you need to
establish minimally acceptable performance standards for a competency b., in-
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dicating the percentage of students in the target population who must attain a
particular outcome in order for the program to be considered successful For
example, if it is expected that 95e4 of the students at a specific grade level will
bt: able to select a course of study consistent with their measured interest and
ability, the minimum acceptable performance level has been established at 95%.

The specification of the minimally acceptable level should o.:cur at the same
time that the competency is stated initially There are no hard-and fast rules for
deriving performance standards Rather, they are usually derived from profes-
sional judgment based on the experience of staff members Perfonnaace will
vary acro, s competencies rathci than be uniform Factors to consider in setting
the minimal performance level of an outcome include the judg-:d importance of
the compucncy, the place of the competent in the developmental sequence.
and the probability of attaining the competeri-y

The next step in the evaluation of competency attainment consists of checking
students' posttest pertormancc to determine whether the stated acceptable per-
centage of students did, in faci, attain each ._ompetency. Summary data for
making this determination consist of a tally of the number of students attaining
the criterion les el and the computation of the percentage of the target group
achieving the competency When the sample is small, you can complzte this
process manually w ith a check mark in a 'yes" or "no' column for each student
to indicate attainment or rionattammcnt of the competency With larger samples,
or where more detailed information is desi' _d, you may wish to use a distribution

ith means and standard des lawns, percentiles can be 'ised as summary data

haluation Based l'pon Pretest in Posttest Comparisons

-'.aother method I requently used w ith a program is pretest-posttest comparison
Before-and at ter student data are collected prior 'o exposure to a guidance activity
and upon completion ot the actis ity., these are then compared The observed
differences in the two measures are then mterpretcd in terms of (a) the statistical
significance of the change thi the percentage of students attaining a predeter-
mined change standard, or lc) thc comparison of change among program and
control groups

Oliia non Based l'pon Pam( Tow V U 5 N( fli, iui tic ipa nt (Control)
Comparisons

The criterion references and nretest posttest comparisons just discussed pro-
s ide information that is particuiarly relevant for program deselopment The
crucial question . regarding the cause ot the observed performance or change,
however, cannot be answered by these types of comparisons The cause-effect
questions aic critical in program ,..ontinuation r elimnation decisions and ne-
cessitate comparisons of the performance or gains participating subjects with
those of nonparticipating subjects These types of comparisons not only provide
you with es idence of competency attainment of participating students but also

7
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support LonLlusions tbat pod Ake ati%ines ,:re the pnmary Lausathe faLtors
m the obser%ed outLonies 1%% here signitiLant group differenLes %%ere obsened).

aluation Based 1 pen Responsive Observations

Student outLonie e%aluation pro% ides intkIrmatik.n to determine vhether spec-
died student Lompetendes hae been attained EY aluation data that pro:Aide
informankm shout %%hat %%as not prediLted or .fs hat %%as unanticipated are also

important as yoL, %%AI reLall Data on unexpeded side effects document unin-
tended elf: Lts pioLess lperatioy nd dynamiLs This type of eYaluation not
Ord) ILoks at unannLipated results but also toLuses lm student and staff responses

to their expo-Imes in the program Attitude sur%ey s, struLtLred reaLtion sheets,
and Lase-study teLhniques ean be used to LolleLt this type of data.

nother reason tor using responsRe type ot e% aluation is to proide for Lase
studies that portray etteLts nd ,mpaLt in natural and direct manner. Case
studies Lan pro% ide a led tor v,hat has happened that Lannot be transmitted by
Lxanuning hard oukome data Reports of unusual impaLt indRidual students
as reported in Lase 1;Iustrations also Lan be used effeLti%ely m Lommumeating
more generahied group findings to the publik. lake Lare. nc%er 'hat this
type of e%amation 1. not interpreted as the LolleLting ot testimonies

Selecting or DeehTing Instruments

e reLonimend the tollov,ing guideline. in seleLt.ng r de%eloping instruments
tor the lldleLtion ot 'student outLome aluation data

I I he cxpeL ted liutL uni t! tor eaL h student LompetenL y should be measured
as dirall as possible
I he instruments tor lldleLting e%aluation data should be api,,priaie for
the intended respondent in terms ot Lontent, understandabihty . opportunity
to respond. and mechamLal simphay
DireLtions tor the adnumstration. sLoring. and reporti4 for ll mstniments
should he dear. Londse. and Lomplete in n-kki to ensure uniformity and
aLeuraLy in data collection

4 the time reLl ured tor administering. sLoring. and reporting e% luation
Instruments should be kept at a minimum m order to obtain reliable in-
formation

FAaluation instruments sh.luld meet the tesks of %alidit tor the Lompeten-
Lies that are measured, reIi,diIit in produLing Lonsrstent resulh... fea-
sibility tor the opep.ional situation

Scheduling Data Collection

'Inc data wIleLtion sLhedule tor student outLorne e%aluation should be set up
prior to the initial date ot the e%aluation period and should spedfy tat the Lib-
ieLti% e tor Atut.h data are to be LolleLted. lb) the ins,rumenusi to be used. ILI the
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group(s) or indiv iduals from v. hom data v. ill be collected. ( dr the time when
data will b° collected (pmest. posttest. end of year. and so forth) in relation to
the process schedule. and (el the person(s) to be responsible for data collection.
The evaluation design. including the types cf compansons to be made, will
dictate most of the decisions relev ant to the data collection schedule.

Evaluation data collected for grot. s to make pretest-posttest comparisons or
expenmental control-group compansons need to c( nform closely tc time sched-
ule related to tK process penod. Pretest. or baseline data need to be collected
pnor to the initiation of the activ Ines. and posttest data need to be collected at
a specified time after the completion of the activ ity being evaluated. Some designs
also may require the collection of data at specified periods during the activity
penod or as follow-up some time after the completron of the activ ity. All such
data need to be collectc,I on a predetermined schedule so that all persons involvcd
in the ev aluation can make plans and carr) out the data collection in accordance
with the design

Staffing for Data Collection and Pr,cessing

Adequate staffing to handle the evaluation. including data collection and data
processing. is essential. Organize your work groups to (a) plan and coordinate
data collection and processing. (b) conduct inset-% ice training of teachers or others
who will be re.;,...able for the actual data collection, (c) administer the infor-
mation-) 3llecting instruments. (d) handle the clencal details of preparing and
distributing .nstruments. collecting and organizing completed instrument, scor-
ing and coding data for processing punching data cards, preparing tables. and
preparing evaluation reports. and (e) write and interpret evaluation reports.

The absence of 3dequate staffing for an es aluation is frequendy the underlying
cause for the breakdown of the whole evaluation process. Sy mptoms of inade-
quate staffing may appear in the h. .i of (a) unmet schedules. (b) resistance
from teachers. (c) errors in data processing. and (d) Incomplete reports that are
not communicated adequate!. () program and adrniniatrative persornel.

The staffing needed for the ev aluation cannot be standardized because of the
differences in the nature ani the size of ,:v aluanon projects from school to schoot
Staffing to cor.act a full-scale Program evalua.ion for all grades in a large school
sy stem will obviously rt..qtrre more leadership and more person-hours than will
the evaluation of one specific activ ity in one grade In any Lase, large or small,
comprehensive or specific, the succe,s of ev aluation dependt, on the assignment
of specific time to aaff for the planning. implementauon. and interpretation of
the evaluation.

Collecting Program and Student Outcome Data

All data must be collected in a,:cordance with a data collection schedule and
with proper administration of evaluation instruments This process requires care-
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ful planning and full cooperation of all persons responsible for collecting or
prot P. .g tne needed information The following suggestions may be helpfu! .,

implementing efficient and accurate data collection.

I The purposes and details of the etaluation plan should be c immunicated
to all staff members who will be involved in the evaluation process. The
threat of evaluation and the added burden of another task can be eased by
a full explanation and discussion of all details for implementation before
assignments are given to teachers, counselors, and others. Workshops can
be used to discuss the data collection schedule and the instruments to be
used A good technique to acquaint teachers and counselors with the ev:1-
uation instruments I s to let them complete all the instruments they will
administer Emphasis should be giten to instructions for the administration
of all Instruments and the necessity for uniform administration for all
respondents Also. where obsersers are to be used, it is important that they
hate had thorough training in making and recording their obserwitions.

2 All instruments and etaluation instructions should be prepared and assem-
bled well in adtance of the date for implementing the data collection.
Careful planning of the logistics of collecting and processing evaluation
data will help at oid delay s and ensure comphance w ith the data collection
schedule.

1 All respondents (students. teachers. parents) should be informed of the
purposes for collecting information. and confidentiality should be ensured
where appropriate Steps should be taken to motitate students to the task
of completing tests or other Instruments, as would be done in any other
school testing situation. The asJumption is made that the responses to
e aluation Instruments represent the respondents best effort and an honest
response Any steps, within defined limits. that can be taken to ensure the
t ahdity of this assumption will increase the rdiability and %alio:Illy of the
data collected.

4 The data collected should K. Identified properly ;kith respect to target
groups. date. and person responsible fur their collection. This simple pre-
caution will h 'p present lost and mislabeled data and .ill enable follow-
up in case questions arise regarding the data.

5 Et aluation tests and other instruments should be scored and coded for
processIng as soon as possible after the data are collected. The prea. anged
coding plan should be followed and then rechecked to ensure accuracy.
Many Instruments can be scored and cal& punched by maaine where the
appropriate answer sheets hate been used and the equipment is atailable.
Planning for the use of machine-scored answer sheets and the related
machine-punching of data will result in greater speed and accuracy in
,rrocessIng et aluation data for analySIS (SC1100i Systems that do not have
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their own test-scoring equipment and personnd ith expertise 19 data
processing should seek assistance from colleges anu universinet or com-
mercial agencies that serve their region.)

Analyzing Program apd Student Outcome Evaluation Data

The evaluation design is the uluepnnt for the analysis of evaluation data. The
analyses should follow the design in an details. however. additional analyses
may be made skhere the data arrant and %%here obsen ations of your staff suggest
the need for anal) ses not irkiLded in the onginal design For examp:e. the onginal
design may hal. e specified the analy si, of gain, in occupational knowledge
between experimental and control subjects. but staff ma) have observed that the
reading ability of students seems to be related to the cntenon outcome. in this
case, additional analyses are desirable to determme the extent to which the
observed outcomes were actually attributable to level of reading abl'ity,, and thus
hott reading ability might be taken into consideration in program planning This
is an example u: an unanticipated outcome discussed earlier in this chapter.

The mechanics of completine the analysis of evaluation data are important to
ensure speed. and accurate feedback from the evaluation. Computer-assisted
anal) ses are most desirable where a mass of data is involved Computers. how
'Ner. depend upon the use of a program appropriate to the analysis and a sy s-,em
of checks for errors or inconsistencies in the raw data input The sec.\ ices of a
computer programmer wit.) undeistands the data and the desired output is es-

.Although these points are n !ntioned here in the context of data analy s -.

the) are in.portant to consider dunng the planning for program evaluation
Some types of evaluation information are not easily adaptable to computer

analyses and may in fact be more meaningful when analyzed by you and your
staff For example. subjectivs- counselor reports of guidance activities or certain
types of student behaviors may lose meaning if quantified for computer analysis
These subjective analyses ..,dy be critical in the interpretation of other outcome
data In addition. small samples of activities or students may not warrant the
usc ot computer analysis and thus v.ill need to be handled manually In such
cases precautions should be taken to reduce human error to a minimum by
establishing checks and rechecks

Reporting Program and Student Outcome Eraluation Results

The reports of evaluation results should be addressed to those per, as who
have an interest in IN basic evaluation ..luestions asked in the evaluat,on plan
Such persons include district research personnel. program directoN. tea-heN.
counselors, the la; public. and funding agencies The varlance in the interests
and le\ el of rese t'cb undeistanding of these audiences dictates thc preparation
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of separate reports thdt are appropnate for each group These diverse interests
.z.n be satisfied by prepanng k a) a technical report that constitutes a fun research
report of the design. all statistical data. and evaluative conclusions. and (b) d
professional report that fixuses on the Lonclusions regarding the effectiveness
uf program achy ities and recommendations for xogram emphases and modifi-
cations The basic Lontent of these reports is discussed bnefly in the following
sections.

Technical Reports

A technical report should be a complete descnption of the program being
evaluated. the design of the evaluation. the results, and conclusions and rec-
ommendations The following outline can ser e for the content of the technical
report of a comprehensive guidance program evaluazion.

Program Description

This part of the report should descnbe the program being ev aluated in sufficient
detail for the reader to replica,e the program as evaluated. The target groups,
the specific guidance activ ities. and the personnel and facilities evaluated should
be described in detail

Evaluation Design

The description of the evaluation design should include a descnption of pro-
cedures used to formuLte the evaluation questions and the program objectives.
The specifk evaluation hypotheses. the compansons made, the operational def-
initions or instrumentation, and the t)pes of analyses made for each objective
should be described m detail Th e. case for the design as an adequate approach
to ansv,enng the evaluation questions should be established in this part of the
report

Et aluation Results

The results of the evaluation should be reported in complete detail in this
section Each goal. objective. or competency evaluated should be presented with
the evidence that it was. or was not. achieved. A summary of relevant descnpme
statism.s. and of the statistical analyses to test outcome hyooMeses. should be
reported in proper table form When a large ntimber of vtatistical tables is needed
to report the results, it may be desirable to place some of these tables in an
appendix to the report

Conclusions. Discussion. and Recommendations

Th,s section of the techmcal report presents the evaluative conclusions re-
garding the achievement of the sta,ed goals, objectives. or competencies Th .
discussion of the outcome findings and conclusions Lan include subjective ex-
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planations and additional hypotheses suggest,..1 by the es aluatise data. Rec-
ommendations that are supported by th, sa1uation. and are reles ant to administratn e
and program decisions. in 'p one of the most important parts of the naluation
report This section shou'd pros ide ansv.ers to the basic naluation questions
and discuss the program implications of the finnings. The strengths and weak-
nesses of the program should be identified as indicated by the results. Recom-
mendations for program modifications, and the nature of such modifications,
should be presented along v.ith the justifications based on the obsened outcomes.
Also, this section may include a discussion of the relationship betv.een cost and
outcome. Were the result., v. onh the cost')

Appendices to the Technical Report

Materials that illustraie. descnbe. and support the other ect,ons of the tech-
nical report may be included as information for the reader. Forms and unpublished
instruments should be included as a matter of record and for reaiers v. ho may
not be acquainted v.ith the details of the metoods used. Also. detailed descriptions
of acto. Ines may be included in an appendix :f presentation in the body of the
report would distract from clanty and readab Iit.

Professional Reports

Reports of the ealuation for the professional and administratise staff of the
school should be short and concise Those interested in the details that support
this report should be referred to the technical report. The professional report
should include a brief summary of the findings, conclusions, and recommen-
dations Often most of this report ,_an be taken directly from the conclusions,
discussion. and recommendations section of the technical report. Statistical tables
should be used only if absolutely necessary to document the ;es Ilts summarized.
H %es er. summary charts that sy mbolically or graphically sho v. the results may
b._ helpful Technical language and reference to sy.ecific instruments should be

oided uheneser possible. For example. it v.ould be better to say 'the students
had increased career av.areness' than to say the posttest scores on the Nocational
knovdedge entory v.ere significamly higher than the pretest scores. This
report should ommunicate in straightfor%ard language v.hat happened to stu-
dents v. ho participated ,n specific guidance actis Ines Sometimes uncluttered
graphs or charts can be used effectively

Using Program and Student Outcome Evaluation Reports

aluation reports can be used for a Nanety of purposes. These include
(a) ,.onducting staff des elopment, t b) making program decis:ons, and K.) making
administrati% e decisions Each of these uses is discussed in the fol lov,ing sections.
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Staff DeNeloptnent

aluanori intormation c,oi ht. usc.d tor a ariety ot inser\ t.c stattdeelopment
acti ales ranging trom \\ orkhops to resLarch protects and self-assessment. The

aluation reports should help counsdors. teachers. and other guidance personnd
better understand student needs. thc retail e ettecti\ eness ot guidance aLtI\ !nes.
and promising nc . approaches to tulfilling ilk functions in 'he eduLational
setong Thc tollom, mg sii.,gc.stions may be hdp1,.. in plannint. staff de\ elopment
at:mines using e aluation information

1 Orient ne\\ stall members to the organi/ation and functionmg of the guid-
ance program

2 Pro\ ide teedback NeSSIOns to de elop a !tiller staff understanding of the
mator strengtns and \\ eaknesscs ot the guidance program E aluation
out teedback to those in\ ol\ cd caanot h.! Justibed Reintorcc .ient ot sui.-
cesses can be mon \ atmg tor the staff. \%hereas the \\ ork in doing ar
e\ aluation \%ithout feedback can be demoraliiing

3 Conduct stalf uorkshops to ,,,aniine the nature and ot student
needs for the guidance program This type ot act! \ Hy can be helpful par-
ti,ularly in de \ eloping star understanding ot the mterrdatedness of student
needs and the corresponding contnbations ot the \ anous guidance &It \ Ines
in responding to those needs Teachers. counsdors. and other school staff
may he so in \ kit\ ed in their special interests that they hae lost sigh: of
the necessity to correlate their acti \ Ines \kith tht s. of the ri:st of the staff
This is particularly true \\ hen: some staff tocu, rn crisis needs and others
on doelopmental needs

4 Orgamie statt-centercd program doelopment Aort shops baluation re-
ports can pro\ ide the input to stimulate suit effints in self-examination
and program in\oRement ftc eamination ot the -ele ance ot the otneL-
to.e, and ot procck.s materials and Jot\ mes can lead staff interest in
creating and initiating procram materials and ,Kti\ Ines supported by the
e%aluation e idenee

Prugram Decisions

aluation intormath in pro \ itlis th,: basis tor making program decisions These
ary from broad general issues. such as \\ hat acti.mes should be

pro\ ided. to spe,iiiL problems. suLh as %.% hat technNues are most effecti\ e in
tacilitatint. career decisi4in making among minority group Ilfth-grade students

alue ot e\ aluation rcsults to the pr ram decision making is related to the
eN aluation questions asked Here are some to ,onsider What are the priority
student needs that can be sened by t guidance program ' ho.h guidance
outcome should icceo.c. the highest priont m progr tm planning ' What is the
relatie ettecto, enc.s of different ,li.ti%ities or technNues in achieing specifo.

2 S 0
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student outcomes W hat is the response of the guidanLe staff and th e. students
to different guidance proeedures and teLhniques Vv hat are the possible side
eiTeLts and the procedures and teehniques .hat are not direetl) related to student
outcomes ' What LruLial professional program questions have not been anssvered
by the et aluation information, and tt here is there need for finther int estigation?

Administrative Dedsions

Evaluation reports are of aloe to those responsible for decisions regarding
orgamiational patterns. personne: assignments. and resource management. Most
evaluations do not proi ide direet anstvers to ty peal administrant e questions but
rather pros ide information from tv hiLh inferences can be dravvn for administrative
deLision making Evaluation information may pros ide input relev air such

administrative questions as W hat type of relationship among guidance ,,ersonnel
produees harmonious and efficic nt operations and the expeeted outcomes.' Where
are the personnel strengths and Aeaknesses in the guidanee department! What
are the eharacte.isties of the most effective staff members ' What was the cost
of the outLomes observed V as the outcome ot softie lent significance to Justify
the Lost Where car shifts in personnel or other resotnees r-Auce outcom

ef teen ely ' W here should priorities he plaLed in the allocation of resources
for the guidance program

It is important th At your statt be int olved in the interpretation of the evaluation
results tor administrant e purposes Your pro.,:ssiona' explanations of evaluation
results improt e the audits ot any inferemes that are drat\ n Your expla-
nations %kill contribute to the aceurate interpretation of evaluation results

A Student Competency Reporting System

So tar tte hate discussed program es aluation and student 1.ukome evaluation
issues and procedures as tt ell as proLedures for eolleeting, analy/mg. and using
data gathered from these tvvo types of et aluation Although these tsvo types of
ev aluanon and the proLes, involved play a c nal role in the overall evaluation
of comprehersite guidance programs. tve feel an important dimension of eval-
uation is missing I lot\ can students Inv olt ed in the guidance program participate
in oaluation ' Hoc% Lan they loin tv ith others to monitor their development that
results from their participation in the guidance program ' To respond to these
questions tve reetimmend establishing a student competency reporting sy dein

In one tt ay this is not a nett idea Years ago many renort eards had an nem
tin it Lalled -conduet Sometimes the grade for eonduLt %vas related to...admit.
subieets, but often it represented a subic( tit e rating of hott students behaved in
school 1s ede ational philosophies ehanged. 'conduct" changed tot , became

industry am attitude I he rai shifted to a lodgment of student vvorle
habits and ho lilkuts related to others hen it beLame "IA ork haInts. and
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"social growth." Subcategories rated for work habits included "works nide-
pcndently," "follows directions," "listens carefully," "utilizes time appro-
priately." and "completes daily work Subcategones rated for social growth
included "gets along well with others," "accepts correction," "practices cour-
tesy," "accepts responsibility," "exhibits appropnate school behavior." and
"practices self-control."

Though the use of subcategories was an improvement in communicatim; what
was involved in work habits and social growth, it did not keep pace with what
was happening in other curriculum areas. Today continuous progress rep)rting
of students' growth regardless of grade placement is common practice. Reeding
levels and mathematics levels are related from year to year in developmental
sequence Health and physical education reporting systems now describe year-
by -year growth in students' ability to perform specified physical activities. Where
there was once a single-sheet report card for all instructional areas, there is a
trend now toward having each instructional area have its own report card to be
included in a report card packet The newer reporting systems reflect increasing
movement toward indi.idual, developmental instructioaal programs.

We recommend that you consider deve'oping a student competency reporting
sy stem for your guidance program that complements systems now being used
in some areas of the instruction program This system would not take the place
of process or product evaluation we discussed. nreviously. The:v are an important
p:.rt of your evaluation plan In fact, the student competency reporting system
is a type of student outcome evaluation. But it yields much more than do tra-
ditional approaches to student outcome evaluation because it becomes a common
joining point for students, parents, and staft to take responsibility for the out-
c9mes of the guidance program.

The Basis for the System

The is for the student competency reporting system is the student com-
petencies you have chosen to assist students to acquire as they are involved in
Jour K-12 guidance program You will recall that in the guidance curriculum
presented in thapter 3, there were 15 goals vouped in thr. domains For each
goal there were 13 competencies, one for each grade level K-12.

To illustrate the basis for a reporting system more specifically, we selected
Goal A from the Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills Domain Goal A
contains 13 competencies. one for each grade level For this example we

use the competency for guide 3 and the competency for grade 12. (See
Appendix C.)

Goal A Students vfl develop and incorporate an understanding of the unique
personal characteristics and abilities of themselves and others

Grade 3 ompeteno Stud:nts lJ descnbe themselves accurately to someone who
does not know them

2
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Grade , _ ,,,npetenc ..).Students will appreciate their uniqueness and encourage that

uniqueness.

The next step is to select performance indicators that will show whether or
not students have acquired these competencies. Also needed are performance
levels. Example performance indicators and s. ggested performance levels for
the grade 3 and grade 12 conmetencies are presented in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2
Example Performance Indicators

Grade 3

Performance indicators

Students are aole to
1. descnbe the physical and

personality charactenstics that they
would like others to know about
them.

2. recognize any discrepancies in
their descriptions and correct them

3. descnbe t lemselves correctly to
someone ;hey are meeting 1or the
first time.

Performance indicators

Suggested performance level

Students are able to
1. descnbe six (three physical and

three personality) characteristics of
themselves.

2. correct any incorrect descriptions
that they gave for #1.

3. descnbe themselves to one person
they do not know well

Grade 12

Students are able to
1. describe their uniqueness and why

they appreciate that uniqueness.

Suggested performance levels

Students are able to
1. a) describe two ways they are

unique.
b) describe their appreciation of

that uniqueness in respect to
benefits for self and others, and
the effects upon the feelings of
self and others.

describe three methods presently
used to encourage uniqueness (for
,xample, time and effort in
eaming, practicing, evaluation
responses, and so on).
predict two methods they might
use in the future (for example, time
and effort in further practice, further
learning, further evaluation or
responses, and so on).

2. describe methods they presently 2.

use to encourage their uniqueness.

3. predict methods they might use in 3.

the future to encourage their
uniqueness.

,

2 3
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Possible Formats for a Reporting System

There is a aiiety ot formats you could use to organize competencie, for
reporting purposes We suggest two The first one is a report card format similar
to report cards nosk being used in some instructional arew . The other is a folder
format similar to that being used in ads isor-ads isee systems, particularly in
schools w here individual planning is featured.

Report Card Forraat

The re, :ard format suggested is similar to report card formats used in a
numbet i tructional areas, such as reading and physical education. Specific
com- n es are listed on a report form with some indication as to whether or
n, tude ts [lase attained these competencies or if they still are working on
them lr nis format the rat ngs are done by teachers or counselors in consultation
with stuu, 's The report is then shared with parents, as are reports from other
instruction, areas Performance indicators and performance levels are used in
the rating rocess An examp.e of a report card for thc 15 competencies for
grade 3 is presented in Figure 9-3

Folthr Format

Another format you may w ish to consider is a folder The folder would beloi ;
to students It would be a ehicle for their keeping , record of such things as
than- academic progress. extracurncular actisities, important conferences, and
f uture education and work plans To help students keep track of the competencies
they are acquiring. using a folder format requires developing competency lists
that can be made a part of the folder We suggest that individual sheets of heavy
stock paper be used to list the 15 Lompetencies for each grade level included in
the folder The format is illustrated in Figure 9-4.

Competency rating using this format could be done joinily by a student and
a counselor or an ady isor in an adsisoradvisee system. The rating would be
done by their inttialing a competent.), Li the form when they felt It had been
acquired The performance muicators and performance It.sels for each compe-
tency would be used as a basis for making a judgment

Booklet Format

Another format that could be used in a student t .petency reporting system
is that of a booklet An example of this format is the Career Passport that was
de eloped hy the National Institute for Work and Learning and published by the
National Center tor Research in VoLational Education. There is a leader's guide
(Charner & Bhaerman. 1986) and a student workbook--the Career Passport
(National Institute for Work and Learning, 1987). The Career Passport contains
sections for students to present data about themselses, their education and train-

2 4
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Figure 9-3
Guidance Program

Third-Grade Clmpetencies

281

Your child can Quarters

describe himself or herself accurately.

describe personal mental health care.

describe adult responsibilities.

recognize that actions affect others' feelings

talk and listen to close friends and those who ale
not close friends.

realize study skills are necessary for learning
school subjects.

define "consumer", describe how he or she is a
consumer.

recognize that people have varying roles; describe
personal roletl.

recognize why work activthes are chosen and that
choices may change.

define what "future" means.

realize that people obtain rewards for their work.

recognize those accomplishments he or she is
proud of.

describe personal thought processes before making
a decision

recognize the need to assess possible
consequences before making a decision.

realize that environt it influences interests and
capabilities.

The Rating Key
, Student has accomplished this competency
W Student is still working on this competency
CI This competency does not apply at this time

(Blank)

2R5



Figure 9-4
Guidance Program

Twelfth-Grade Competencies

Student's Counselor's
Initials Initials I can

appreciate and encourage my
uniqueness.

analyze my personal skills that have
contributed to satisfactory physical
and mental health.

assess how taking responsibility
enhances my life.

understand the value of maintaining
effective relationships in today's
interdependent society.

evaluate my current communication
skills; continually improve those
skills.

evaluate ways I presently learn;
predict how learning may change.

analyze how I as a citizen and
consumer help support the
economic system.

assess the interactive effects of life
roles, settings, and events and how
they lead to a personal life style.

analyze the effects stereotypes have
on career identity.

analyze how concerns change as
situations and roles change.

speculate what my rights and
obligations might be as a producer
in the future.

summarize the importance of
understanding attitudes and values
and how they affect my life.

:.-nplement the decisionmaking
process when n eking a decision.

provide examples and evaluate my
present ability to generate
alternatives, gather information, and
assess consequences in the
decisions I make.

assess my ability to achieve past
goals; integrate this knowledge foi
rny future.

282
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Ing, work experiences. volunteer and community experiences, famil: related
activities, hobbies, interests, achievenrnts and skills, strengths, and abilities
A section on competencies -ould be added or incorporated into one of the sections

already in the passport.

Suggested' Uses of a Student Competency Reporting System

Numerous books have been publish:A in the past few years that provided
structured approaches to life career planning Many of these books contained
forms to till out and exercises to complete Although the exercises in these books
ha,t been helpful to people, they %ere often limited by time Once the activities
were completed by an individual, there was httle or no provision for follow-
through. Some books did pro% ide folhw, -through exercises, but those, too, were

limited.
Recently, however, auention has been given to the follow-through issue for

special populations by the use of individual education and career development
plans and programs. In special education there are individualized education
prouams (IEPs). In rehabilitation v irk they are called individual written reha-
bilitatioa plans (IWRP5), and in employment and trmning programs they a,e
called employability development plans (EDPs).

What is needed in schools is a similm vehicle, but for all students. What is
needed for each student is an individual life caret.: plan (ILCP) in folder form
The plan could be both an Instrument and a process that students could use to
create and monitor their own development. As an instrument the plan could
provide e vb, ay for students .to gather, analyze, and synthesize Information about
themselves and their en. ironment As a process the plan could become a vehicle
thnugh Ahich such infor.nation is incorporated into short-range and ler ;-range
goal-setting, decision-making, and planning activities. As a process the plan
could become a pathway, a guide that students could follow It would not be a
track that would be plotted and followed routinely Rather. it would be an outline
or plan for a quest.

Central to an individual-hfe-career-plan folder would be thP student compe-
tencj reporting system. The reporting syster would provide a mechanism for
,tudents to inonitor and record their progre' , in competency acquisition Lists

of competencies from instructional areas could be added easily to the lists of
comoetenci. that result from the guidance program.

To Implement this idea ,.ke recommead that individual-life-career-planning
folders be established for ,;1 students, beginning in the elementary school years
The folders would be the property of the students, although they would be
maintained in the guidance office They would be available to tudents to use

in various guidance and instructional activity s related to goal setting, decision
making, and piunning and would be theirs te take with them %hen they graduated,
transferred, or left sLhool We further recommend that, concurrently, , a report

2 7
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card he des eloped to share with parents the progress ot their children io guidance
competency acquisition File use ot a report card would be appropriate partic-
ularly during the elementary school yea;-s and possibly during the middle school
Or junior high years

V hen students lease school, the) would take their indisidual-life-eareer-plali
folder with them Vs hether the) would go to work or continue with more edu-
cation the folder and the accorrnany mg competency lists would be available
for additn .;al goal-settirg. decision-making. and planning aetis Hies. Information
in the folder would assist them in a sariety of job-seeking and tob-seeping
Km ines, including tilling out application forms. 1% nting resumes. developing
curriculum %Hai:. or preparing for job ads ancement As new e. perienees are
acquired, they ss ould be analy red and added to the appropriate s.... lions of the
tokkr l'hus the indis !dual-life-career-plan folder with accompanying compe-
tenc y lists could become an ongoing goal-setting and planning vehicle for in-
di% idiials as long as thes woukl ss ish to use it

Professional Personnel Evaluation

\s we discussed in chapter 8. a key part of compreheasise guidance program
implementation and management is a eounselor performance improsement sys-
tem 1 he basic purpose of such .1 sy Stem Is to assist counselors reach and maintain
their professionj potential rh, system if', ludo counselor supervision. evalu-
ation. and professamal des elopment This ,ection ot chapter 9 focuses on per-
sonnel es aluanon I o illustrate how this can be done we w ill describe how
ssorthside Independent School District conducts es aluation ot its school coun-
selors

Pu-poses

I he purposes of es aluanon al. to improse the (laser), of the program with
its ultimate impact 0 n the stueents it sers es and to pros ide for communication
among sch ol counselors guidance f rograir leader.. and school aLmmistrators.
I or sc hool cou,'selors es aluanon speedles contract status recommendations and
pi, y ides summatic esaluation as to their ettectiseness For the school system,
es aluanon defines espectations tor caunselors. pertormanee and prosides a sys-
tematic means of measuring their performance relanse to these expectanons

Ealualion

I here arc three I acct. to tilt' Northqde Independent School District counselor
esaluation system i 1987bi i li self -es aluation. (21 performance evaluation. aid
I 11 assessment of goal attainment Fhe selt-esaluation and performance evalu-
ation toeus on lob performance skills and represent data-supported professional
mugments as to imhsiduals' prof iciency in using the skills required on their job
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The assessment of goal attainment focuses on the individual's program and AM
improvement efforts.

Self- and Performance Evaluation

All counselors are evaluated annually. Counselors on probationary status, in
the final yew of their contract term, and those whose term contracts have not
ix.-tn extended for performancc rmsons are evaluated twice a year, on or before
December 15 and March I. All others are evaluated on or before May I.

For elementary school counselors, the primary evaluator is the school prin-
cipal. Fcr counselors who serve mom than one building, the director of guidance
designates one principal as the primary evaluator, with the other principal(s)
providing relevant data to the primary evaluator. The primary evaluator conducts
the evaluation conference or may coordinate a joint evaluation conference. The
mviewing officer is the director of guidance, and in this capacity discusses the
evaluation result. with the primary evaluator before the results are presented to
the staff member.

The director of guidance is available to provide data or assist the primary
evaluators in making their evaluative judgments. The ditector must be involved
in an individual counselor's evaluation when (a) it seems that the contract status
recommendation will mean a dectease in contract status, or (b) the overall rating
of the counselor will be either "unsatisfactory" or "clearly outstanding," or
(c) there is disagreement among the evaluators, including the counselor after his
or her self-evaluation. The director of guidance ma) be involved at the request
of any of the parties involved in the evaluation processthe counselor, the head
counselor, or the principal.

The self- and performance ealuation process consists of (a) data collection,
(b) data analysis, (t evaluation write-up/draft evaluation form completion,
(d) evaluation conference, (e) postevaluation conference analysis, and (f) evaluation
form completion. The counselor and the evaluator complete steps 1-3 separately.
In the evaluation confetence, the counselor and the evaluator discuss their eval-
uations of the counselor's performance. The evaluator then effects steps 5 --d
6, obtains the necessary signaturts, and distributes the copies of the form as
prescribed. The details of how this process works are presented as follows in
case you have an interest in instituting a similar process. The &win that is used
for this pmcess by Northside is shown in Figure 9-5.

Suggestions for Effecting the Various Fteps

I . Data Collection. Although the nature of evaluation is judgmental, the
district believes that effective judgments ..oncerning professional ,ompetence
should be data-supported. In drawing conclusions about performance, evaluators
are asked to rely on data that have becn gathered through the supervision system.
In clinical supervision, observations and feedback conferences generate relevant



Figure 9-5
Northside kidependent School District

Counselor Performance Evaluation Form

NAME

SCHOOL
REVIEW PERIOD: FROM TO DATE EVALUATION COMPLETED

RATINGS SUMMARY:

1. Guidance curriculum knplementation:
2 individual planning system implementation:
3. Responsive serticas implementation:
4. System support implernantatiorr
5. Effectiveness of professional relationships:
6. Fulfillment of professional responsibilifies:

Total Points

CRITERIA FOR OVERALL
PERFORMANCE RATING

SCORING RULES: The highest applicable rating applies.

POINTS RATING

OVERALL
PERFORMANCE

RATING
am* Outstanding is earned with at least 27 points Clearly

and no rating less than Satisfactory (3). Outstancfing 0
Exceeding Expectations is earned with at least 21 Exceeding

points and no rating less than Satisfactory (3). Expectations
Salsfactoty is earned with at :east 16 points, no more

than two scores less than Satisfactory (3), and no
rating less than Below Expectations (2). Satisfactory2 S



Below Expectations is earned with at least 14 points
and no more than one rating less than Below Below

'-)

ta
<

Expectations (2). Expectations 0 >rc
Unsafistacto.y Is earned in 0 other cases. Unsatisfactory 0 >

z
EVALUATION: FALL SPRING

o
..e.
c

CONTRACT STATUS RECOMMENDATION: (Spring Only)
a
7J

1-Yr. term contract: Second year
3-Yr. term contract: rest year of 3 years

g
X

Nonextension 3-Yr. term contract: Second year of 3 years iNonextension 3-Yr. term contract: Third year of 3 years

Nonrenewal (term contract) z0,

Signature of Evaluator Title of Evaluator g

Signature of Reviewing Officer
0c

Title of Reviewing Officer:
0
>

Signature of Employee' Conference Date: zn
m

W

Original: Personnel 8
Copies: YellowCounselor PinkPrincipal GoldDirector of Guidanm

2/87 X

COUNSELOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM

1. Implemen'a GUIDANCE CURRICULUM thiough the use of effective INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS, including

a. appropriate task analysis
b. effective use of lesson design
c. active involvement of studen% in learning
d. selection of topics consistent with identified, high priority student needs and district goals

9Q1



Clearly
Outstanding

0 (5)
COMMENTS:

Exceeding
Expectations

12 (4)

Figure 9-5,

Satisfactory

0 (3)

continued

Below

Exhectains)

Unsatisfactory

0 (1),

2. Implements the INDIVIDUAL PLANNING SYSTEM through the effective use of GUIDANCE SKILLS, including
a. careful planning of sessions
b. presentation of accurate, relevant, unbiasedk.formation
C. involvement of students in personalized educational and career planning
d. accurate and appropriate test results intei, station
e. selection of individual planning activities consistent with identified, high priority student needs and district goals

Clearly Exceeding Satisfactory Below UnsatisfactoryOutstanding Exattations Expectations
0 (5) U (4) 0 (3) 0 (2) 0 (1)

COMMENTS:

3. Implements RESPONSIVE SLAVICES through effective use of COUNSELING, COMULTATION, AND REFERRALSKILLS, including
a. proper identification of problems/issues to be resolved
b. selection of counseling, consulting, and/or referral interventions appropriate to students' problems and circumstancesc. use of counseling, consulting, and/or referral skills appropriate to students' problems and circumstancesd. conducting well-planned and goal-oriented sessions 2 f.l. 2



e. use of group and individual techniques that are appropriate to the.t9p4t: and to students' needs and abilities

I. active involvement of clients in the counsehg, consulting, and/or ret mai process

g. timely follow-up
h. provision of services consistentwith higli nnority, identified student needs and district goals

Clearly 'Exceeding Satisfactory Below Unsatisfactory

Outstanding Expectations Exnctations

0 (5) 0 (4) 0 (3) (2) 0 (1)

COMMENTS.

4. Implements SYSTEM SUPPORT through PROVIDING effective SUPPORT for other programs and by effectively

ENLISTING SUPPORT for the guidance pogrom, such as

a. providing a compre;.aiisive and balance° guidance program

b. selecting program activities which meet identified, high priority student needs and are consistent with campus and

Distdct goals
c. collecting evidence that students achieve meaningful outcomes from program activities

d. operating within established procedures, policies, and priorities

e. contributing to organizational solutions outside of assigned responsibilities

I. working cooperatively with school administrators to gamer support for the guidance program

g. implementing programs which explain the school guidance program

h. attending to ideas/concems expressed regarding the guidarce program

i. supporting campus administration policies and goals

j. supporting district policies and goals

Clearly Exceeding Satisfactory Below Unsatisfactory

Oqtstanding Expectations Expectations

a (5) 0 (4) 0 (3? 0 (2) 0 (1)

COMMENTS:

293
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Figure 9-5, continued

5. Establishes effective PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS by building rapport with
a. students
b. staff
c. parents rn
d. other counselors

6e. administrators
f. other in-school/district specialists
g. community representatives

o
..<Clearly Exceeding Satisfactory Below Unsatisfactory oaOutstanding
,J0 (5) Exhecta(4tijns 0 (3) Exncia(t23) ns 0 (1) r)oCOMMENTS'

1
6. Fulfills PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES by

a. seeking professional development 0
b. keeping records consistent with ethical and legal guidelines

§c. maintaining professional work habits
d. practicing according to the profession's ethical standards

Ae. demonstrating ...rspropriate personal characteristics

RI
i. demonstrating effective use of basic skills (e.g., communication, decision-making, problem-solving, educational)

.6294 i
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):4

V0,0
C
X;

Cluarly Exceeding Satisfactory Below Unsatisfactory or)

Outstanding Exctations Expectatons 4
0 (5) U (4) 0 (3) 0 (2) 0 (1)

E_
COMMENTS: g

C)

7. Additional Comments. §

A

W

8

4
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292 EVALUATING YOUR COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

data. In developmental supervision, program and performance improvement ac-

complishments generate date, as do the various planning forms utilized by the

guidance department such as calendars, goal-setting, and action planning forms.

Head counselors keep logs of their supervisory -contacts with counselors. It is

assumed that performance deficiencies will have been addrcssed in supervision

before they are recorded in the formal evaluation.
2. Data Analysis. The counselor and the evaluator should consider the data

as they pertain to the evaluation categories.
3. Completion of Draft Evaluation Forms. Draft evaluctions are completed

by both the counselor, as the self-evaluation, and the evaluator. The primary
evaluator is encouraged to consult with the reviewing officer prior to completing

the draft. The cover page 3hould be completed last as it represents the summative

judgment and overall rating of the counselor's performance.

The six areas for evaluationinstructional skills, guidance skills, counseling,

consultation and referral skills, system support implementation, establ;shment

of professional relationships, and fulfillment of professional responsibilities

are considered separately. Performance strengths and weaknesses are identified;

both are supported by specific, behavioral examples. (Descriptors as well as

example observation forms are provided in Appendices F and G.) Suggestions

for improvement are made for incorporation in the counselor's professional

development plan.
Each area is scored holistically; that is, the rating for that area reflects a

summative judgment of the counselor's perfcrmance of the various tasks that
contribute to the delivery of the skills identified. "In most instavces, the coun-

selor performs most of these subskills ly " To i judged as

"clearly outstanding," performance of the listed indicators as well as man; if

the discretionary items should be consistently outstanding, exemplary, excellent.

To be judged as "exceeding expectations," performance of the listed indicators

3S well as discretionary items should be at an observably high level. In rating a
counselor's performance as "clearly outstanding" or "exceeding expectations,"

the evaluator should consider how the counselor handles nc only required duties

but also discretionary tasks. Northside's expectations for counselors are high.

To bc judged "satisfactory," performance of at least the listed indicators is
judged as meeting standard expectations, that is, as being consistently good most

of the time. To be judged "below expectations,' performance on the listed

indicators is in need of specifically identifiable improvement, and be judged as

consistently poor most of the time. To be judged "unsatisfaL Jry," performance

on the listed indicators is either not done or done in a clearly unacceptable
manner. "Satisfactory" is the rating earned by zounselors who perform their
job skills with proficiency. . Performance that is rated below or ahove that needs

to be supported by documentation.

2' 6



EVALUATING YOUR COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM 293

The overall performance rating is a reflection of the st.mmary of ratings for
each of the six skill areas plus consideration of the rating levels. To arrive at
the overall performance rating, the ratings for each area and the related points
are tansferred to the cover page and the points totalcd. The criteria for overall
performance rating should be studied and the appropriate overall rating applied
and recorded.

ThiContract Status Recommendation is completed in the spring evaluation
only, although an indication of probable/possible contract status recommendation
may be discussed in the fall evaluation, especially for those counselors for whom
a decrease in contract status is envisioned.

4. Evaluation Conference . The counselor and the evaluator bring their drafts
of the evaluation form to the conference to facilitate mutual discussion. The
evaluation conferences are scheduled by the primary evaluator with sufficient
advance notice provided so that the drafts and related data are available at the
time of the conference. The counselor's strengths as well as weaknesses are
discussed. Discrepancies between the two evaluation drafts also are discussed.
Because the purpose of evaluation is to help each counselor attain his or her
professional potential, suggestions for performance improvement are offered for
all counselors.

5 Postevaluation Conference Analysis. The prtmary evaluator is respon-
sible for developing the formal evaluation. The evaluatoi is encouraged to con-
sider the counselor's input in arriving at his or her final performance evaluation
and may seek the advice of the director of guidance, other campus administrators,
or may gather other relevant data in resolv ing discrepancies between the two
opinions.

6. Evaluation Form Completion. Tu primary evaluator completes the dis-
trict-approved Counselor Performance Baluation Form. It should be typed by
the principal's secretary, not the counselor's secretary. The signature of the
reviewing officer should be obtained prior to obtaining the counselor's signature.
The counselor's signature verities thRt the evaluation has been discussed, and
does not necessarily indicate agreement with the information. The counselor and
the primary evaluator have the right to attach additional statements to the fo..-mal
evaluation form, provided the statements are signed and dated by both parties
and the reviewing officer, again, the signatures verify discussion, not agreement.

Assessment of Goal Attainment

The program improvement and professional growth plans are the means for
implementing the comprehensive guidance program as define: by the district.
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the level of the counselois' contribution
to the improvement of the guidance program on the campus and in the district,
and the level of their efforts to upgrade their professional skills/knowledge. The

2 9 7



294 EVALUATING YOUR COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

judgment assesses the counselors' efforts to reach goals they have set for them-
selves under the supervision of the head counselor (at the secondary level), the
director of guidance, and the principal. It also reflects; where appropriate, the
effectiveness of the individual counselor's efforts as reflected in the guidance
piogram evaluation.

The data for this evaluation grow out of the developmental supervision com-
ponent. It is a summative judgment as to the counselors' level of effort in attaining
the goals established at the beginning of the school year and recorded on the
"Guidance Program Improvement Planning Form" (see Figure 7-7 in chapter
7) and on the "Counselor Professional Growth Plan" (see Figure 8-2 in chapter
8). A performance report is submitted to the director of guidance at the end of
the school year recording the primary evaluator's assessment of the level cf
accomplishment. Documentation includes student outcome data gathered in ac-

tivity and program evaluation and skill improvement data gathered in clinical
supervision.

Concluding Thoughts

In the opening words of this chapter, we stated that although evaluation is the
last phase of the program improvement process, the entire improvement process
is evaluation-based. This means that as the planning, designing, and imple-
menting phases get under way, and during the time they are under way, the
activities involved and the program structures and content that evolve need to
be constructed and implemented based on sound evaluation principles and pro-
cedures so that they can Lz. evaluated. Thus the work completed in the first three
phases of the improvement process must be done well so that the work involved
in the evaluation phase can be completed in a similar manner. Demonstrating
accountability through the measured effectiveness of the delivery of the guidance
program and the performance ot the guidance staff helps ensure that students,

parents, teacherF, administrators, and the general public will continue to benefit

from quality comprehensive guidance programs.
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APPENDIX A

Time and Task Analysis Log
(Partial Log Shown)

Nonguidance
kdduel Sm Atiminiskative

Time Curriculum Pg Services &poi1 Acthd Nes

Examples of **Win

Classroom
Act Mties, Group
Activities

Irdviduel Advisement,
Indwidual Assessment,
Placement, VocationaU
Occupational Enioration,
Arneouri Scholars
Academy, Four-Year Pbn
Development

Consultation, Personal
Cowes ling, Small Groups,
Individual Counseling, Cdsis
Como lirg, Worst

Resserch, SUIU
Community
Development,
Cunicu lum
Drniopment,
Prolosional
Development,
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7:15
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM COMPONENT
DESCRWTIONS

NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM FRAMEWORK

Framework of the Guidance Curriculum

I. Definition
The guidance curriculum component is that through which all students are
assisted in a systematic way to develop knowledge, and to understand skills
identified as necessary to enhance their personal, social, cart.-z, and edu-
cational development.

The guidance curriculum should be developed and taught to assist students
to reach specific outcomes by acquiring developmentally appropriate com-
petencies.

Teaching to facilitate students' learning the guidance curriculum entails five
steps:
1. Introducing (preteaching, readiness development)
2. Teaching (develop, emphasize)
3. Reinforcing (revinv, refine)
4. Expanding/Retenhing
5. Applying (under supervision of counselor)

H. Content Overview
Fifteen curriculum strands have been identified for guidance. Students should:

1. Understand and respect themselves
2. Understand and respect others
3. Behave responsibly in school
4. Behave responsibly in the family
5. Behave responsibly in the community
6. Make wise choices

301
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302 APPENDIX B

7. Manage change successfully
8. Solve problems
9. Use well their educational opportunities in the classroom

10, Use well their educational opportunities in the school
11. Use well their educational opportunities in the community
12. Plan to use their future educational opportunities well
13. Communicate effectively
14. Plan and prepare for personally satisting lives
15. Plan and prepare for socially useful lives

III. Implementation Methods
The guidance curriculum is taught to groups of students. Although the
preferred size of groups varies with the content of the particular strand, unit,
or lesson, the generally preferred delivery modes are, first, class-si* groups;
second, small groups of approximately 10 students; and, third, large groups
of no more than 35.

Framework of the Individual Planning Srftem

I. Definition
The individual planning system is the component c'.* the comprehensive
guidance program through which each student is provided the information
available and is assisted in applying the skills needed to make plans and to
take the next appropriate steps towards his or her established goals.

II. Content
Eight major activities have been identified for assisting students to make
and implement plans:
1. Orientation
2. Educational planning
3. Preregistration
4. Registration
5. Disseniination/interpretation of standardized test te sults
6. Interpretation of specialized individual/group test!
7. Career/vocational planning
8. Application of other skills taught in guidance curriculum

III. Implementation Methods
Although the objective of the activities is to help students make personalized
plans, it is recommended that the activities be conducted with groups of
Ftudents or parents in lieu of individual conferences. Dissemination of printed
information, such as senior handbooks and course catalogs, is an intitgral
part of this system.

3(14
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Individuals are seen as part of the Responsive Services component to receive
help for atypical problems or spzcial needs. It is recommended that thdi-
viduals with academic difficulties (i.e., class failures) be counseled in a
structured and systematic way.

Assisting students to successfully complete their elementary and secondary
education is the priority for this component of the guidance program. College
and other postsecondary education planning are primarily the responsibility
of the students and their parents.

Although individual planning activities are important at all grade levels, the
grade le ;cis with highest priority are the 9th, 8th, 6th, and 5th grades.

Framework of the Responsive Services Component

I. Definition
The responsive services component is that through which some students are
assisted in solving immediate problems that interfere with their healthy
personal, social, career, and educational development.

II. Content
Thirteen topics have been identified as those most frequently presented by
students, their teachers or parents for response by the counselors. Most of
these recur regardless of the school level of the student. They are listed
below in priority order.

1. Academic failures
2. Child abuse
3. Divorce/single parents
4. Grief/death/loss
5. Suicide threats
6. Sexuality issues
^f. Tardiness/absences/truancy/schoolphobia/dropping out
8. Discipline/behavior problems
9. Peer Foblems

10. Alcohol/drug/inhalant abuse
1 1 . Family situations
12. Information seekers
13. Application of other skills taught in guidance curriculum

III. Implementation Methods
In responding to special needs identified by students, teachers, and parents,
counselors may counsel small groups with similar problems, or individuals;
consult with teachers, parents, or administrators; refer individuals to other
in-district or community specialists; or provide mechanisms for information
dissemination.
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Counselors' case loads in providing responsive services at each school level
vary depending on the topic, the number of students presenting the problem,
and the response procedure recommended as most effective for problem
resolution.

Elementary and middle school students with needs for preventive counseling
should receive approximately 60% of the time allocated to this component,
and those with needs for remediation services should receive approximately
40% of the time allocated.

High school students with needs for preventive services should receive
approximately 50% of the time all xated to this component, and those with
needs for remediation services should receive approximately 50% of the
time allocated.

Framework of the System Support Component

I. Definition
This component des,. ibes (a) the support the guidance program needs from
the educational system to ensre eft _five implementation of the other three
components; and (b) the support the gt..idance program provides to facilitate
the implementation f other facets of the total educational system.

II. Content
A. Framework for Support From the Educational System to the Guidance

Department
Support to the guidance program is implemented through provision of

I. Appropriate policy/administrative procedures
2. Staff development
3. ?rogram development
-1 Budget
5. Facilities and equipment
6. Adequatt. staff allocations
7. Scheduled time to access students
8. Public relations

B. Frwnework of Guidance Department Support to Other Educational Pro-
grams
The guidance department coordinates, conducts, or participates in ac-
tis,ities that support eight other programs in NISD's educational system

I. Regular education (elementary & secondary)
2. Testing program
3. Career education
4. Special education
5. Gifted education
6. Vocational education
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7. Discipline management program
8. Compensatory education

III. Implementation Methods
Recommendations as to the level of support needed for the guidance program
to operate effectively are made by the guidance steeriag committee, the
director of guidance, or other administrators at the time of implementing
various districtwide activities.
Priorities for allocation of counselors' time to support other progams have
been established and disseminated in administrative procedures. Clarifica-
tion of the counselors' and others' roles in the various relevant activities is
being spe-ified in procedural regulations.
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LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT:
STUDENT COMITTENCIFS BY

DOMAINS \ND GOALS

I. Self-knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
A. Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the unique

personal characteristics and abilities of themselves and others.
1. Students will be aware of the unique personal characteristics of them-

selves and others.
Students will
a. cleribe their appearance and their favorite activities. (Kinder-

garten)
b. recognize special or unusual characteristics about themselves. (first

grade)
c. recognize special or unusual characteristics about others. (second

grade)
d. describe themselves accurately to someone who does not know

them. (third grade)
2. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the importance of

unique personal characteristics and abilities in themselves and others.
Students will
a. analyze how people are different and how they have different

skills and abilities. (fourth grade)
b. specify personal characteristics and abilities that they value. (fifth

grade)
c. analyze how characteristics and abilities change and how they can

be expanded. (sixth grade)
d. compare their characteristics and abilities with those of others and

accept the differences. (seventh grade)
e. describe their present skills and predict future skills. (eight grade)
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f. value their unique characteristics and abilities. (ninth grade)
g. analyze how chary' liet!cs and abilitifs develop. (tenth grade)

3. Students will appreciate and encourage the unique personal charac-
teristics and abilities of themselves and others.
Students will
a. specify characteristics and abilities tney appreciate most in them-

selves and others. (eleventh grade)
b. appreciate their uniqueness and encourage that uniqueness. (twelfth

grade)
B. Students will develop and incorporate personal skills that will lead to

satisfactory physical and mental health.
1. Students will be aware of personal skills necessary for satisfactory

physical and mental health.
Students will
a. describe ways they care for themselves. (Kindergarten)
b. describe how exercise and nutrition affect their mental health.

(first grade)
c. describe how they care for their physical health. (second grade)
d. describe how they care for their mental health: (third grade)
e. recognize that they are important to themselves and others. (fourth

grade)
f. determine situations that produce unhappy or angry feelings and

how they deal with those feelings. (fifth grade)
g. understand what "stress" means and describe methods of relax-

ation of handling stress. (sixth grade)
2. Students will demonstrate personal skills that will lead to satisfactory

physical and mental health.
Students will
a. distinguish between things helpful and harmful to physical health.

(seventh grade)
b. distinguish between things helpful and harmful to mental health.

(eighth grade)
c. predict methods they may use in caring for medical emergencies.

(ninth grade)
3. Students will demonstrate satisfactory physical and mentai health.

Students will
a. effectively reduce their stress during tension-producing situations.

(tenth grade)
b. continually evaluate the effects their leisure-time activities have

on their physical and mental health. (eleventh grade)
c. analyze their own personal skills that have contributed to satis-

factory physical and mental health. (twelfth grade,

3t-i)
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C. Students will develop and incorporate an ability to assume responsibility
for themzelves and to manage their environment.
1. Students will be aware of their responsibilities in their environment.

Students will
a. describe areas where they are self-sufficient. (Kindergarten)
b. describe responsibilities they have in their environment. (first

grade)
c. give such examples of their environment as their address and the

way from school to home. (second grade)
d. describe the responsibilities of adults they know. (third grade)

2. Students will understand the irrportance of assuming responsibility
for themselves and for managing their environment.
Students will
a. know their responsibilities and can be trusted to do them. (fourth

grade)
b. analyze how growing up requires more self-control. (fifth grade)
c. know their responsibilities and evaluate their effect on others.

(sixth grade)
d. compare and contrast the responsibilities of others in their envi-

ronment. (seventh grade)
e. evaluate how responsibility helps manage their lives. (eighth grade)
f. analyze when they take responsibility for themselves and when

they do not. (ninth grade)
3. Students will assume responsibility for themselves and manage their

environment.
Students will
a. show how they manage their environment. (tenth grade)
b. assess how avoiding responsibility hinders their ability to manage

their environment effectively. (eleventh grade)
c. assess how taking responsibility enhances their lives. (twelfth

grade)
D. Students will develop and incorporate the ability to maintain effecthe

relationships with peers and adults.
1. Students will be aware of their relationships with peers and adults.

Students will
a. describe their work and play relationships with others. (Kinder-

garten)
b. describe the process of making a friend. (first grade)
c. describe the process of making and keeping a friend. (second

grade)
d. recognize the actions they take that affect others' feelings. (third

grade)

3
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e. indicate methods that lead to effective cooperation with children
and adults. (fourth grade)

f. describe their relationships with family members. (fifth grade)
2. Students will demonstrate a growing ability to create and maintain

effective ilatmships with peers and adults.
Students will
a. analyze the skills nwded to make and keep friends. (sixth grade)
b. evaluate ways peers and adults interact. (seventh grade)
c. analyze effective family relationships, their importance, and how

they are formed. (eighth grade)
d. evaluate the importance of having friendships with peers and adults.

(ninth grade;
e. describe situations where their behaviors affect others' behaviors

toward them. (tenth grade)
f. assess their current social and family relationships and evaluate

their effectiveness. (eleventh grade)
3. Students will maintain effective relationships with peers and adults.

Students will
a. understand the value of maintaining effective relationships

throughout life in today's interdependent society. (twelfth grade)
E. Students will develop and incorporate listening and expression skills that

allow for involvement with others in problem-solving and helping re-
lationships.
1. Students will be aware of listening and expression skills that allow

for involvement with others.
Students will
a. recognize that they listen to and speak with a variety of people.

(Kindergarten)
b. describe method; that enable them to speak so they can be un-

derstood by others. (first grade)
c. describe listening and expression skills that allow them to under-

stand others and others to understand them. (second grade)
2. students will use listening and expression skills that allow for in-

volvement with others.
Students will
a. listen to and speak with friends and others that are not close

friends. (third grade)
b. evaluate how what they say affects others' actions and how what

others say affects their actions. (fourth grade)
c. evaluate ways others listen and express thoughts and feelings to

them. (fifth grade)
d. use effective nonverbal communication. (sixth grade)
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e. evaluate how listening and talking help to solve problem (seventh

grade)

f. analyze how communications skills improve their relationships
with others. (eighth grade)

g. analyze how communications skills contribute toward work within
a group. (ninth grade)

3. Students will use listening and expression skills that allow for in-
volvement with others in problem-solving and helping relationships.
Students will
a. use communications skills to help others. (tenth grade)
b. analyze how their communications skills encourage problem solv-

ing. (eleventh gradt)
c. evaluate their current communication skills and continually im-

prove those skins. (twelfth grade)

H. Life Roles, Settings, and Events
A. Students will develop and incorporate skills that lead to an effective role

as a learner.
1. Students will be aware of themselves as learners.

Students will
a. describe things they learn at school. (Kindergarten)
b. relate learning experiences at school to situations in the home.

(first grade)
c. recognize some benefits of learning. (second grade)
d. realize that certain study skills are necessary for learning each

school subject. (third grade)
e. describe the various methods they use to learn in school. (fourth

grade)
2. Students will use skills that lead to an effective role as a learner.

Students will
a. analyze how their basic study skills relate to desired work skills.

(fifth grade)
b. analyze how school learning experiences relate to their leisure

activities. (sixth grade)
c. predict how they will use knowledge from certain subjects in future

life and work experiences. (seventh grade)
d. learn both in and out of the school setting. (eighth gradc)
e. describe personal learning and study skills and explain their im-

portance. (ninth grade)
f. cvaluate personal learning and study skills and explain how they

can be improved. (tenth grade)
3. Students will be effective in their roles as learners.

12
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Students will
a. predict how their developed learning and study skills can con-

tribute to work ibits in the future. (eleventh grade)
b. evaluate ways they presently learn and predict how learning may

change in the future. (twelfth grade)
B. Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the legal and

economic principles and practices that lead to responsible daily living.
1 Students will be aware of legal and economic principles and practices.

Students will
a. recognize the town, state, and country in which they reside. (Kin-

dergarten)
b. understand why peopie use money in our economic system. (first

grade)
c. describe rules they follow in their environment and why those

11 les are necessary. (second grade)

d. understand what a consumer is and how they are consumers. (third
grade)

e. describe how people depend on each other to fulfill their needs.
(fourth grade)

f. recognize that a war earner is required to pay taxes. (fifth grade)
g. describe how the government uses tax money. 'sixth grade)

2. Students will demonstrate a growing ability to use legal and economic
principles and practices that lead to responsible daily living.
Students will
a. describe the rights and responsibilities they have as citizens of

their towns and states. (seventh grade)
h describe the rights and responsibilities they have as U.S. citizens.

(eighth grade)
c. evaluate the purposes of taxes and how taxes support the govern-

ment. (ninth grade)
d. evaluate their roles as consumers. (tenth grade)
e. analyze their legal rights and responsibilities as consumers. (elev-

enth grade)
3. Students will use responsible legal and economic principles and prac-

tices in their daily lives.
Students will
a. analyze how they, as citizens and consumers, help to support the

economic system. (twelfth grade)
C. Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the interactive

effects of life styles, life roles, settings, and events.
I . Students will he aware of life styles, life roles, settings, and events.

Students wili
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a. describe their dail) at school. (Kinderputen)
b. realize how they have changed during the past year. (rust grade)
c. describe necessary daily activities carried out by self and others.

(second grade)
d. mognize that people have varying roles and describe their own

roles. (third grade)
e. understand what important events affect the lives of self and oth-

ers. (fourth grade)
f. recognize what a life style is and what influences their life styles.

(fifth grade)
2. Students will acknowledge the interactive effects of life styles, life

roles, settings, and events in their lives.
Students will
a. analyze ways they have control over themselves and their life

styles. (sixth grade)
b evaluate their feelings in a variety of settings. (seventh grade)
c. predict their feelings in a variety of potential settings. (eighth

grane)
d. analyze how life roles, settings, and L.vents determine preferred

life styles. (ninth grade)
e. compare how life styles differ depending on life roles, settings,

and events. (tenth grade)
3. Students will understand the interactiNe effects of life styles, life

ro,es, settings, and events.
Students will
a. determine how life roles, settings, and events have influenced

their prent life styles. (eleventh grade)
b. assess the interactive effects of life roles, settings, and events and

how these lead to a preferred life style. (twelfth grade)
D. S,udents will develop and incorporate an understanding of sterotypes

and how stereotypes affect career iaentity.
I. Students will be aware of stereotypes and some of their effects.

Students will
a. mentally project aduits into work activities other than those they

do presently. (Kindergarten)
b. recognize how peers differ from themselves. (first grade)
c. distinguish which worl cctivities in their environment are done

by certain people. (second grade)
d. recognize why people choose certain work activities and that those

choices may change. (third grade)
e. define the meaning of "stereotypes" and indicate how sterotypes

affect them. (fourth grade)
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f. describe stereotypes that correspond with certain jobs. (fifth gracie)
2. Students will ckmonstrate a growing ability to understand stereotym

and how stereotypes affect career identity.
Students will -

a. predict how stereotypes might affect themin work activities. (sixth

grade)
b. describe occupations that have stereotnies and will analyzzlowe

those stereotypes are reinforced. (seventhsrade)
c. evaluate the ways in which certain groups (men, womenoninor-

hies, and so on) are stereotyped. (eighth grade)
d. analyze stereotypes that exist for them and how those stereotypes

limit their choices. (ninth grade)
e. analyze stereotypes others hold and how those stereotypes can

limit choices. (tenth grade)
3. Students will understand stereotypes in their lives and environment

and how stereotypes affect career identity.
Students will
a. evaluate their stereotypes and explain those they have changed.

(eleventh grade)
b. analyze the effect stereotypes have on career identity. (twelfth

grade)
E. Students will develop and incorporate the ability to express futuristic

concerns and the ability to imagine themselves in these situations.
1. Students will be aware of the future and what situations might occur

in the future.
Students will
a. describe situations that are going to happen in the future. (Kin-

dergarten)
b. describe situations desired for the future and when they woted

like those situations to happen. (first grade)
c. recognize what they would like to accomplish when they are three

years older. (second grade)
d. define what "future" means. (third grade)

2. Students will demonstrate a growing ability to express futuristic con-
cerns and to imagine themselves in such situations.
Students will
a. imagine what their lives might be like in the future. (fourth grade)
b. imagine what the world will be like in twenty years. (fifth grade)
c. predict what they will be like in twenty years. (sixth grade)
d. predict ways in which some present careers may be different in

the future. (seventh grade)
e. predict how they may have to change to fit into a career in the

future. (eighth grade)
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f. analyze how choices they are making now will cct their lives
in the future. (ninth grade)

g. predict some of the concerns they will have as they get older.
(tenth grade)

3. Students will express futuristic concerns and will imagine themselves
in these situations.
Students will
a. evaluate the need for flexibility in their roles and in their choices.

(eleventh grade)
b. analyze how concerns change as situations and roles change. (twelfth

grade)

III. Life Career Planning
A. Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of producer

rights and responsibilities.
1. Students will be aware of what a producer is and that producers have

rights and responsibilities.
Students will
a. describe the work activiti.:s of family members. (Kindergarten)
b. describe different work activities and their importance. (first grade)
c. define "work" and recognize that all people work. (secondgrade)
d. realize that people obtain rewards for their work. (third grade)
e. recognize that a producer can have many different roles. (fourth

grade)
f. recogn:ze how they depend on different producers. (fifth grade)

1. Students will demonstrate an understanding of what a producer is
and producer rights and responsibilities.
Students will
a. demonstrate steps they follow in producing a product or task they

take pride in. (sixth grade)
b. show appreciation when others successfully complete a difficult

task. (seventh grade)
c. analyze the relationship between interev.5 2.r.c1 producer satisfac-

tion. (eighth grade)
d. analyze how producers may have to cooperate wiLh each other to

accomplish a large or difficult task. (ninth grade)
e. evaluate the importance of having laws and contracts to protect

producers. (tenth grade)
3. Students will understand and exemplify producer rights and respon-

sibilities.
Students will
a. specify their rights and responsibilities as producers. (eleventh

grade)
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b. speculate what their rights and obligations might be as producers
in the future. (twelfth grade)

B. Students will develop anckincorporate an understanding Of how at;';.-.tides
and values affect decisions, actions, and life styles.
1. Students will be aware of attitudes and values and their effects.

Students will
a. describe people' and activities they enjoy.(Kindergarten)
b. describe actions of others that they do not appreciate. (first grade)
c. describe things they have learned that aid in making choices.

(second grade)
d. recognize accomplishments they are proud of. (third grade)
e. define "attitudes" and "beliefs" and describe the effects attitudes

anti beliefs have on decisions. (fourth grade)
f. define "values" and describe their own values. (fifth grade)

2. Students will demonstrate a growing understanding of how attitudes
and values affect decisions, actions, and life styles.
Students will
a. analyze how their attitudes and values influence what they do.

(sixth grade)
b. compare and contrast alters' values. (seventh grade)
c. predict how their values will influence their life styles. (eighth

grade)

d. describe and set priorities for their values. (ninth grade)
e. describe decisions they have made that were based on their atti-

tudes and values. (tenth grade)
3. Students will understand how attitudes and values affect decisions,

actions, and life styles.
Students will
a. analyze how values affect their decisions, actions, and life styles.

(eleventh grade)
b. summarize the importance of understanding their attitudes and

values and how those attitudes and values affect their lives. (twelfth
grade)

C. Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the decision-
making process and how the decisions they make are influenced by
previous decisions made by themselves and others.
I. Students will be aware of decisions and the decision-making process.

Students will
a. describe choices they make. (Kindergarten)
b. describe decisions they mak( by themselves. (first grade)
c. recognize why some choices are made for them; they can accept

those choices and make their own decisions when appropriate.
(second grade)
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d. describe their thought processes before a decision is made. (third
grade)

e. describe why they might want to change a decision and recognize
when it is or is not possible to make that change. (fourth grade)

f. describe the decision-making process. (fifth grade)
g. recognize how school decisions influence them. (sixth grade)

2. Students will understand the decision-making process and factors that
influence the decisions they make.
Students will
a. provide examples of how past decisions they have made influence

their present actions. (seventh grade)
b. analyze how past decisions made by their fannies influence their

present decisions. (eighth gade)
c. evaluate the influence that past legal decisicas have on their pres-

ent decisions. (ninth grade)
d. analyze the decision-making process used by others. (tenth grade)

3. Students will effectively use the decision-making process and un-
derstand how the decisions they make are influenced by previous
decisions made by themselves and others.
Students will
a. identify decisions they have made and analyze how those decisions

will affect their future decisions. (eleventh grade)
b. implement the decision-making process when making a decision.

(twelfth grade)
D. Students will develop r..nd incorporate the ability to generate decision-

making alternatives, gather necessary information, and assess the risks
and consequences of alternatives.
I. Students will be aware of methods of generating decision-making

alternatives, gather necessary information, and assess the risks and
consequences of alternatives.
Students will
a. realize the difficulty of making choices between two desirable

alternatives. (Kindergarten)
b. recognize those decisions that are difficult for them. (first grade)
c. realize that they go through a decision-making process each time

they make a choice. (second grade)
d. recognize that they are able to assess possible consequences of a

decision before ',tally making the choice. (third grade)
2. Students will di :ate a growing ability to generate decision-

making alternat -1ther necessary information, and assess the
risks and consequtmLes of alternatives.
Student.; will
a. generate alternatives to a specific decision. (fourth grade)
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b. evaluate some of the risks involved in choosing one alternative
over another. (fifth grade)

c. consider the results of various alternatives and then make their
choice. (sixth grade)

d. provide examples of some consequences of a decision. (seventh
grade)

e. demonstrate how gifming more information increases their alter-
natives. (eighth grade)

f. analyze the importance of generating alternatives and assessing
the consequences of each before making a decision. (ninth grade)

g. distinguish between alternatives that involve varying degrees of
risk. (tenth grade)

h. analyze the consequences of decisions that others make. (eleventh
grade)

3. Students will generate decision-making alternatives, gather necessary
information, and assess the risks and consequences of alternatives.
Students will
a. provide examples and evaluate their present ability to generate

alternatives, gather information, and assess the consequences in
the decisions they make. (twelfth grade)

E. St 'dents will develop and incorporate skill in clarifying values, ex-
pnding interests and capabilities, and evaluating proPress toward goals.
1. Students will be aware of values, interests and capabilities, and meth-

ods of evaluation.
Students will
a. describe growing capabilities. (Kindergarten)
b. identify capabilities they wish to develop. (first grade)
c. recognize activities that interest them and those that do not. (sec-

ond grade)
d. realize that environment influences interests and capabilities. (third

grade)

e. recognize different methods of evaluating task progress. (fourth
grade)

f. describe the meaning of "value" and how values contribute toward
goal decisions. (fifth grade)

2. Students will gain Oill in clarifying values, expanding ;nterests and
capabilities, and evaluating progress toward goals.
Students will
a. predict five goals (based on their interests and capabilities) they

would like to achieve within five years. (sixth grade)
b. analyze various methods of evaluating their progress toward a

goal. (seventh grade)
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c. contrast goals they desire to complete with goals they expect to
complete. (eighth grade)

d. define their unique valut. , interests, and caprbilities. (ninth grade)
e. evaluate the importance of setting realistic goals and striving to-

ward them. (tenth grade)
3. Students will clarify their values, expand their interests and capa-

bilities, and evaluate their progress toward goals.
Students will
a. analyze how their values, interests, and capabilities have changed

and are changing. (eleventh grade)
b. assess their abili*-; to achieve past gvals and iwegrate his knowl-

edge for the future. (twelfth grade)
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SAMPLE POSITION GUIDE

NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

Title: High School Counselor

Primary to provide, as a member of the guidance department
Function: staff, a comprehensive guidance and counseling pro-

gram for students in grades 9-12 and specifically to
provide services to meet the special needs of his/her
assigned case load (500); to consult with teachers,
staff, and parents to enhance their effectiveness in
helping students' educational, career, personal, and
social development; and to provide support to other
high school educational programs.

Major Job (1) teach the high school guidance cuniculum; (2) guide
Responsibilities: groups of students and individual students through the

development of educational and career plans;
(3) counsel small groups and individual students through
the development of educational and career plans;
(4) counsel small groups and individual students with
problems; (5) consult with teachers, staff, and parents
regarding meeting the developmental needs of ado-
lescents and regarding specific information about the
youths for whom they have responsibility; (6) refer
students or their parents with problems to specialists
or special programs; (7) participate in, coordinate, or
conduct activities that conebute to the effective op-
eration of the school; (8) plan and evaluate the campus
guidance program; and (9) pursue continuous profes-
smal growth.
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Illustrative (1) teach the high school guidance curriculum: con-
Key Duties: duct developmental guidance lessons in classroom set-

tings as planned in conjunction with the instructional
departments, or through the advisory system or study
halls, or as otherwise devised in conjunction with the
school adininistratién; Consult with or be a resource
person to teachers to facilitate the infusion of guidance
content into the regular education curriculum.

(2) guide groups and individual students through the
development of educational and career plans: provide
orientation activities for students new to the school
such as "brown bag" lunch sessions; participate in
orientation programs for incoming 9th graders; guide
9th and 10th graders in the updating of their "High
School 4Year Plans"; guide llth and 12th graders
to evaluate their current status and plan their achieve-
ment of high school gyaduation; guide 12th graders to
develop znd take appropriate steps toward imple-
menting their post-high school educational or career
plans; plan/coordinate/asc.ist in preregistration of 5t1'.
10th, and llth gyaders for 10th, llth, and 12th grades,
respectively; collaborate with middle school counse-
lors to effect the preregistration of 8th graders for 9th
grade; assist students new to the district with course
selection at the time of registration; interpret stan-
dardized test (TEAMS, TAP, DAT, OVIS) results
information to students, parents, and teachers; guide
groups and individual students in applying the test
results information to their educational and career plans;
interpret results of college entrance tests or caroer
assessments to groups of students; guide all students
to develop tentative career/vocational plans through
the conduct or supervision of career education activ-
ities such as career center orientations and utilization
of the GIS system and other career center resources;
provide a mechanism for the systematic and efficient
dissemination of current, accurate information needed
by indi &al students or parents as they develop their
educational or career plans.

(3) counsel small groups and individual students with
problems: conduct structured, goal-oriented counsel-
ing sessions in systematic response to identified needs
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of individuals or groups of studentsrecurrent topics
at the high school level include academic faihire,"
attendance and behayior problems, peer problems,
family issues, child abuse, substance abuse, suicide
threats and attempts, and sexuality iisues.

(4) consult with teachers, staff, and parents regarding
meeting 'the developmental needs of adolescents and
regarding specific information about the youth's for
whom theyhave responsibility: particirv.te in stiffings;
conduct inservice programs for faculty as a Whole or
by departments; condUct/facilitate conferences with
teachers, students, or parents; conduct or provjde op-
portunities for parent education Fograms; write ar-
ticles for parent newsletters; assist families with school-
related problems.

(5) refer itudents or their parents with problems to
specialists or special programs: consult and coordi-
nate with in-district and community specialists such
as school nurses, administrators, and psychologists
and community-based psychologists, service agen-
cies, and physicians.

(6) participate in, coordinate, or conduct activities
that contribute to the effective operation of the school:
cooperate with administration in planning and imple-
menting preregistration and PREP days; interpret group
test restuts to faculty and staff; contribute to the prin-
cipal's goals for enhancing education on the campus;
coopecate with instructional staff in implementing the
"Placement Recommendation Guidelines"; establish
effective liaisons with the various instructional de-
partments; provide input to administration as the mas-
ter schedule is built; act as an advocate for groups or
individual students as system decisions are made; su-
pervise the changing of student schedules in accor-
dance with district policies; cc operate with other school
staff in placing students with special needs n appro-
priate programs, including other regular education,
special education and vocational education opportun-
ities; cooperate with administration/coordinate cam-
puswide administration of the district testing program
(TEAMS, TAP, DAT, OVIS): supervise administra-
tion of special group testing (e.g., PSAT, SAT, ACT,
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CEEB;Ap; ASVAB); cooperate with administration/
supervise the teachetAdvisory aysteth.

(7) Plan and etdisfati
annuillydesight wi* the Ober:menthe* 4thi:' gui
ance department staff,-,thektlinpUti.
based 'on needs ht,c***tint
objectives, eitahlishing the"
endar, and comPletingthe Aimitaf
PlanHighBcboOl;, evilUate Strategies
implemented; complete the *ilia GUidanct
Evaluation ReportHigh School,
(8) pursue totuinuous professional growth: athMadis-
trict-sponsored staff development offerings; join'as-
sociations (e.g., NCA, STACD, TACD, AACD); read
professional journals; attend relevant worksblps, and
conferences sponsored by professionally aprOoriate
organizations (e.g., Region 20, TEA, NA to.,cia-
lions); take postgraduate coutses.

Organizational is supervised by the head counselor, the principal,
Relationships: the director of guidancr4 works collaboratively with

other counselors and guidance department staff; and
works cooperatively with other campus or district staff.

Petformance A high school counselor's performance is 4;onsidered
Standards: satisfactory when (1) The head counselor, principal,

and director of guidance concur and the camelor's
level of competence is reflected as such on the NISD
Counselor Evaluation Form; and (2) evaluation ot the
Annual Guidance Program PlanHigh School ir.di-
cates overall effectiveness of the program.
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IDEAS FOR DISCREPANCY REPAIR

NOR THSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

RESULTS OF BRAINSTORMING WAYS TO REDUCE
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE CURRENT AND THE DESIRED

GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Steering Committee Ideas

Elementary Level

Increase time spent in curriculum role.

Develop and teach baseline curriculum.
Establish systematic schedule (weekly, monthly).

Decrease time spent in system support.

Establish other staff responsibilities for tasks.
Clarify our own responsibilities and communicate them to faculty and ad-
ministration.
Reduce clerical work.
Reduce support to special education system.
Help principals understand appropriate assignments for counselors; elimi-
nate time-consuming, inappropriate tasks.

Middle School Level

Increase time spent in curriculum.

Assign three counselors to every middle school to ensure a counselor for
each grade level.
Assign counselors by grade level rather than by alphabet to enhance the
developmental part of the program.
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Establish a scoeduie of operation and have it endorsed by the principal.
Sciiedule students for guidance by taking them from two academic classe3
per year ',one per semester); i.e., every teacher gives up only two class
periods a y.tar.
Provide inservice to teachers on guidance curriculum purposes and "tasks"
for students.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Hire technical assistants" to relieve counselors of
1. schedule changes.
2. registration of new students during the school year.
3. test coordination.
Assign education office students to counseling office to help file, etc.

High School Level

Increase time spent in curriculum.

Work with groups (vs. individuals) to disseminate information, e.g., junior
and senior credit checks, test score interpretation.
Involve with clubs, organizations, and other extracurricular activities through
assignment if necessary.
Increase time spent in group activities.
Set yearly calendar that will facilitate counFzlors' keeping on task for group
activities.
Get into the classroom to be a visible part of the educational team.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Spend less time in offices.
Add clerical help or computerized resources to accomplish clerical tasks.
Remove counseling case load from head counselors to allow them to be
program administrators and to manage major tasks (e.g., test program co-
ordination).
Review utilization of vocational counselors.

All Levels

Increase time spent in curriculum.

Define program expectations, monitor implementation.
Develop curriculum resources.
Provide staff development for counselors.
Communicate program to and enlist support of administration and faculty.
Design systematic delivery system (calendar, timeline, individual vs. group).
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Decrease time spent in system support.

Evaluate specific paperwork responsibilities.
Review activities te detennine if they can be accomplished through data
processing.
Move some responsibility to students and parents.
Evaluate clerical staff in counseling departments.
Evaluate adequacy of staffing in counseling departments (professional and
clerical).
Study reduced student load for head counselors to allow more coordination.
Move administrative duties to administration; increase administrative staff
if necessary.
Use and evaluate new streamlined procedures for ARD participation.

High School Principals' Ideas

Increase time spent in curriculum.

Times to conduct curriculum activities:
advisories.
4th period study hall.
on-campus suspension class.
coverage for teachers at conventions.
club schedule.
identify and work with -lasses that have needs, e.g., lower level academic

classes.
Different methods of assigning counselors to case load/job responsibilities.
Priority: students on campus now, not for their future.
Inservice for teachers on such topics as behavior management, listening
skills.
Planned for the year, consistent.
Calendar.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Program computer to do credit checks.
mainframe, data base.
microcomputer programs.
Shift philosophy from the counselor back to the student and parent(s) as
the responsible person for seeing that graduation is achieved.
Lengthen yearly contracts (beyond student days).
Head counselor do system support activities, lessen their studenz case load.
"Run" for classes in August.
Teacher advisor program.
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High School Counselors' Ideas

Increase time spent in curriculum.

Group guiftnce to teach decision-making skills, seff-esteem.
Do away with parent notes on schedule changes.
More inservice with teachers, e.g., with freshmen teachers to help freshmen
become successfully involved in school.
Mere time in 9th-grade advisories.
Freshmen adv'sory: guidance Ln the first month of school; orientation to
high school, study skills, attendance, 4Year Plan revision, involvement.
9th graders' orientation to career center.
More time interpreting OVIS.
Need facilities to do group guidance.
More use of advisory to have small groups with all studeni5.
"Brown bag" sessions.
Make "official time" for couns( ors to go into classrooms; ideas: restructure
school day periodically, more faculty involvement with credits, clubs, etc.;
get principals' verbal support; sell ideas to key teachers or department heads.
Counselors need planning time.
Priorities: feeling good about them& Ives, decision-making and study skills.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Folluw-uo studies should not be done by counselors.
Reduce testing coordinvkin time.
Campus-based test:mg specialist to coordinate and administer all district and
state testing.
Administration should coordinate responsibility for state mandated, mini-
mum competency testing.
System analysis to evaluate feasibility of computer support for counselors.
Computer terminal for each counselor.
Hire professional registrar.
Work with state/national college admissions counselors and associations to
eliminate undue college admissions paperwork, e.g., letters of recommen-
dation; develop standard checklist to accomplish this.
Work with scholarship agencies to develop standardized form.
Close adherence to district guidelines to reduce number of schedule changes.
Functions to be streamlined: hand-scheduling new students; paperwork re-
quired for special ed referrals; master schedule adjustmentsbalancing
classes, forming new classes, master schedule errors; credit checks; planning
senior assembly; TEAMS failures; retention paperwork; making lists for
potential school projects; test coordination; hand :allying of master schedule;
ARDs.
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Need input to new course offerings and master schedule development.
Need piincipals' verbal support for the program.
Reduce miscellaneous paperwork: teacher lists, testing procedures, prere-
gistration bulletin, premature scheduling, athletic schedule changes, elective
changes, teacher prejudgments, leveling, college day forms.
Structure staff consultation, calendar, and agenda.
Reduce time spent in personal support to teachers; could handle recurrent
issues through inservice.
Support personnel register new students.
Restructure curriculum information dissemination.

Middle School Principals' Ideas

Increase time spent in guidance curriculum.

Calendar classroom visits--develop with and share with administrators.
Short blocks of time.
Advisory time.
"Essential elements"teachers;departments identify topics and times of
year (counselors too).
Teachers work with counselors in classrooms
team efforts.
roles of each will be clarified.
Need principal's support.
Inservice for teachers by counselors regarding the guidance cumculum.
Inservice for counselors (e.g., group skills).
Change slowly.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Time management.
Teacher inservice regarding g iidance program and services (what is and is
not done).
Referral of teachers for private counseling when needed.
Referral of teachers to administrators for school related problems.
Increase clerical help, e.g., testing schedules, new student enrollment shared
between main office and counseling office.
A-V aids for orientation (e.g., videotape for new students, especially at
schools with large numbers and constant flow of new students.
Brochure.
Administrative staffings.
Improved communication methods.
Registration: forms have litde to do with "guidance."
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Implement a teacher-advisor program.
Counselors should have input into master schedule development.

Middle School Counselors' Ideas

Increase time spent in guidance curriculum.

Need administrative support for classroom guidance.
Develop Curriculum Guide, lesson plans.
Need teacher support and cooperation.
Need structured and organized time.
Relieve counselors of system support duties to provide time for classroom
guidance.
Counselors be assigned to do classroom guidance by grade level, not al-
phabetically.
Have one counselor for each g. level.
Occupational Investigation teachers implement Career Day.
Work through "01" to meet with 8th-grade students.
Use 2 days from each subject to effect classroom guidance and not take an
undue amount of time from one department.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Special education handle referral paperwork.
Hire "technical assistanntechnician to handle those duties, e.g., registra-
tion of new students, all preregistration and scheduling, plan and coordinate

standardized testing. schedule changes.
Use at.ministrative specialists (teacher level) to do administrivia, e.g., lock-
ers, books, master schedule.
Have computer terminal in coLnse!ors' offices and train staff to use it.
8th to 9th grade registration done completely by high school staff.
Counselors should not do the 5Year Plan.
Counselors should not sponsor extracurricular activities, clubs, etc.
Eliminate building responsibility for master schedule, but continue to have
input.
Reduce paperwork, clerical work.
Attendance office or main office handle new student initial registration
procedure
Counselor secretaries are needed to work more days because their duties
involve being registrar and data processing.
Streamline counselor involvement with special programs, e.g., TIPS, LPAC,
Special Ed, CVAE.
Counselors post schedule.calendar of activities and availabilities
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Define counselor job role to minimize "other duties as assigned. . ."
Need separate guidance department telephone line.
More assistance from student aides.

331

Elementary Principals' Ideas

Increase time spent in guidance curriculum.

Individual home study packetsa home program.
Encourage self-viewing of media available.
Increase counselor time in classroom on self-esteem.
Assist teachers with motivational techniques.
Peer counseling to help those in needcounselors used as support for peer
counselors.
Schedule classes for each 6 weeks; topics: study skills, citizenship, test
awareness .
Support recommendation; recognize following concerns: educational cur-
riculum reform, part-time counselors, campuses with heavy load of special
education of federal programs.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Draw up a time-saving recorder of information for referring students for
help.
Common planning time would help.
Support the recommendation, but each campus's needs should be consid-
ered.

Elementary Counselors' Ideas

Increase time spent in guidance curriculum.

Schedule classes regularly.
Develop districtwide curriculum.
Make classrooms available for guidance.
Allocate a percentage of time each week.
Expand teachers' involvement.

a Individual campus teams for planning.
Standardize district procedures.
Assess student needs.
Need principals' support.
Need teachers' support.
Nced materiaJs.
Need lesson plans and units for specific topics.
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Fewer interruptions.
Problem of availability of students.
Curriculum needs to be seen as having priority.
Curtail special education responsibilities.

Decrease time spent in system support.

Eliminate special ed paperwork.
Limit participation in admission, review & dismissal committee meetings.
Secretarial help.
Limit Promise testing.
Eliminate make-up testing.
Drop CAP West reerral work.
Eliminate Early Chikihood referrals.
Eliminate the "go f r" syndromeprincipals to counselors, e.g., So. As-
sociation Accreditation Study Chair.
Eliminate responsibility for before and after school and lunch duty.
Stop doing newsletter articles.
Stop being parents' "tour guide."
Stop driving students to PAC/physicals.
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DESCRIPTORS RELATED TO
EVALUATION CATEGORIES

These descriptors are provided to counselors, their supervisors, and admin-
istrators as a means of enhancing communication about the nature of guidance
and counseling and the specifics upon which to base sound evaluative judgments
as to the proficiency of the school counselor. The specific items were generated
by and large by Northside counselors, with some reaffirmation and augmentation
from the guidance and counseling literature. They are offered to assist new
counselors, experienced counselors, non-guidance-trained administrators, and
guidance-trained-administrators have similar definitions for the skills and knowl-
edge expected of our school counselors.

Specifically, the items provide more concrete descriptions for the performance
indicators suggested for the areas that counselors are evaluated on. If it were
laid out in one document, the format would be as follows:

Category
Performance
Indicator Descriptors

I. implements guidance a. appropriate task analysis 1. selection of terminal
curriculum through the use objective
of effective instructional 2. specification of learning
skills increments

3. weeding out of nonessentials
4. instruction at appropriate

level of difficulty
5. selection of learning

sequence
6. explanation of unfamiliar or

specially used terms
b effective use of lesson I. :,,cus

design 2. explanation

. . . etc
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Still, this list is not all-inclusive nor are all items necessarily mutualy exclu-
sive. It is not meant to be used as a checklist, but rather it is intended 11 make
the school counselor's role more tangible.

1. Implements guidance curriculum through the use of effective instrth>
tional skills, including
a. appropriate task analysis

1) selects terminal objective
2) specifies learning increments
3) weeds out nonessentials
4) instructs at an appropriate level of difficulty
5) selects learning sequence
6) explains unfamiliar or specially used terms

b. effective use of lesson design
1) focus
2) explanation
3) checking for understanding
4) monitoring and adjusting
5) modeling
6) guided practice
7) closure
8) independent practice
9) extensions

10) correctioh-
11 ) evaluation

c. active involvement of students in the learning process
1) varies activities
2) interacts with students in appropriate group formats
3) solicits student participation
4) extends students' responses/contributions
5) provides "wait time"
6) secures and maintains students' attention
7) gives clear directions
8) manages students' behavior
9) uses effeceve teathing practices

10) uses strategies to motivate students for learning
11) maintains supportive environment
12) provides materials and equipment needed for lessons ready for use

at appropriate time
d selection of topics consistent with identified, high priority student needs

and district goals
1) implements instruction at appropriate level of difficulty
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2) assesses student needs formally and informally
3) adheres to district guidance scope and sequence and curriculum

2. Implements the indivklual planning system through the effective use of
guidance skills, including
a. careful planning of sessions

1) performs appropriate task analysis
2) effectively uses lesson design, with expanded use of guided practice
3) guided practice
4) uses variety of guidance techniques
5) has materials, audiovisual aids, and facilities ready for use
6) understands/applies theories of vocational choice

b. presentation of accurate, relevant, unbiased information
1) makes no significant errors
2) presents information so that students can process/internalize it

a. uses vocabulary appropriate to the students
b. explains content clearly
c. presents appropriate amounts of information

3) stresses important points
4) clarifies students' misunderstanding
5) uses accurate language
6) identifies, selects, organizes, and makes accessible educational and

career information systems; makes information resources available to
students

7) utilizes materials effectively
8) is knowledgeable about the range of educational and career alterna-

tives and the value of each of these
c. involvement of students in personalized educational and career planning

1) helps students establish goals and use planning skills
2) knows students' abilities, achievements, interests, and goals
3) effectively uses consultation skills as needed
4) encourages parental input into student planning
5) correctly assesses students' educational and career aspiration and in-

formation needs
6) makes appropriate and appropriately presented recnmmendations
7) conducts activities with groups of sizes conducive to ensure effec-

tiveness and efficiency
d. accurate and appropriate test results interpretation

1) provides appropriate information to students, parents, and school staff
in timely manner

2) ensures that individuals know how to read reports of interest/use to
them
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3) strives to guard against the overinterpretation or other inappropriate
use of test results data

4) in presenting test results interpretation, attends to the confidential and
private nature of individual test information

5) (reference: item 2b. above regarding accuracy of information)
6) understands/applies basic statistical concepts essential in the use of

appraisal instruments and data
7) understand/applies bask 'oncepts and principles of measurement and

evaluation
8) processes appraisal data appropriately for use in guidance and coun-

seling
9) makes effective use of appraisal data in counseling and guidance

e. selection of individual planning activities consistent with identified, high
priority student needs and district goals

1) assesses student needs for planning assistance formally and informally
2) presents needs-identification data to reflect data from follow-up stud-

ies of former students' actual educational and career progress
3) provides information about important dates and tasks to be awom-

plished
4) adheres to District Guidance Program Framework timeframe and

priorities

3. Implements responsive services through effective use of counseling, con-
sultation, and referral skills, including
a. proper identification of problems/issues to be resolved

1) uses effective intake procedures to p iperly discern problems/issues
2) in counseling, assists students to define their problems
3) in consultation, collaborates with consultee in problem definition
4) in referral, understands and articulates the basis for referral

b. selection of counseling, consulting or referral interventions appropriat to
students' problems and circumstances

1) recognizes own personal/professional limitations and organizes case
load appropriately

2) accepts referrals in a competent and professional manner
3) responds appropriate:y to requests for information

c. uses counseling, consulting, or referral skills effectively
Counseling:

1) utilizes a variety of techniques and procedures
2) operates from a consistently applied and conscious awareness of own

theoretical base
3) is nonjudgmental of students
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4) understands the dynamics of individual behavior in the counseling
relationship or in a group

Consulting:
1) has expertise to share
2) shares information
3) in problem specification, gathers as much information as needed to

consult effectively and efficiently
4) in goal setting, understands consultees' responsibilities and goals
5) establishes credibility by being able to suggest a va-iety of options,

alternatives, rcbources, or strategies
6) coordinates the development and implementation of the consultees'

behavioral plan of action
Referral: (process: problem specification, evaluation of need for referral,
resource identification, referral and follow-up)

1) is knowledgeable about sources for referral
2) seeks out referral sources
3) conducts adequate rese3rch about referral sources
4) refers at appropriate time in helping process
5) is able to explain the need for referral and the referral process
6) provides minimum of three referral options to client

d. conducts well-planned anc goal-oriented sessions
1) sessions are effective: objectives are established and attained
2) sessions are efficient: objectives are the focus of the sessions; how-

ever, sensitivity to divergent needs of the group/individual is imper-
ative also

3) materials, aids, and facilities are ready for use
e use of group and individual techniques that are appropriate to the topic

and to students' needs and abilities
1) discerns when individual or group couns.tling would be most facili-

tative to the problem presented by the counselees
2) uses group counseling when it is determined to be more or as effective

as individual counseling
3) structures specialized groups as to topic and purpose as well as mem-

bership composition
4) displays working knowledge of developmental tasks and coping be-

haviors of different age levels and the skills to use group techniques
appropriate for client level

f. actively involves counselees/consultees/refer-ees in the process
Counseling:

1) counseling results in students' acting to solve problems
2) holds student-oriented sessions
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g.

3) allows students to speak freely about problems
4) assists students in exploration of affect
5) assists students in goal setting
6) assists students in establishing a concrete, behavioral plan aimed at

problem resolution
7) ensures that plan is developed at an appropriate level of specificity
8) avoids premature advice or superficial reassurance
9) listens effectively

Consulting:
1) consulting results in consultee acting to solve problem
2) encourages input from consultee
3) facilitates communication between participants
4) avoids premature, superficial advice or reassurance
5) handles expressions of conflict in a constructive manner
6) is appreciative of ideas expressed by others
7) promotes a spirit of compromise and cooperation
8) listens effectively

Rcferral:
1) exhibits skill in the art of referral such that person needing ;referral

feels comfortable
2) assistance results in client going to referral source
3) initiates contacts between referral sources and individuals who have

been referred

timely follow-up
1) follows up with students and other clients as to their progress in

implementation of the problem-solving action plan
2) communicates with referral sources
3) ensures communication between appropriate people
4) prepares/maintains appropriate documentation, forms, records, etc.

relevant to cases
5) implemmts follow-up activities as recommend,A for clients by re-

fernl sources

h. provision of services consistent with high priority, identified student needs
and district goals

1) conducts formal and informal needs assessments
2) determines needs and priorities as perceived by students, parents,

staff, and administration
3) recognizes situations that need attention
4) attends to priorities established in the Guidon ;e Program homework

and in other district memos
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4. Implements system support through providing effective support for other
programs and by effectively enlisting support for the guidance program,
such as

a. providing a Loraprehensive and balanced guidance program
1. uses effectie planning skills

a) assesses program needs and priorities accurately
b) establishes realistic program goals
c) uses results of evaluation to improve program
d) plapc ?rogram and acti:ities
e) p.ovides alternative plans
f) determines suitable and workable time schedule
g) plans an overview of the year
h) writes program plan

2. uses effective organizational skills
a) establishes meaningful objectives
b) sequences activities in a meaninful design
c) sets timelines and follows them
d) operates from a program calendar
e) provides an appropriately balanced and comprehensive program

3. uses resources effectively
a) resources = materials, human dollars, equipment, facilities
b) selects and creates sound materials
c) manages equipment and faci':ties and budget effectively
d) takes proper care/makes proper use of equipment
e) assigns tasks or duties appropriateb:/delegates effectively
f) considers strengths of 'iuman talent available
g) seeks assistance if does not have adequate answers
h) utilizes administration and other staff as appropriate
i) utilizes available resources
j) provides resource materials and information to students, staff,

parents
k) determines what personal and natural resources are available/

needed
4. evaluates program effectively

a) systematically evaluates overall progra.i effectiveness
b) uses results of evaluation to improve program

b. selecting program activities that meet identified, high priority student
needs and are consistent with campus and district goals

1. bases campus program on student and community needs
2. bases campus program on the district framework
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c. collecting evidence that students achieve meaningful outzomes from Fo-
gram activities

I. evaluates effectiveness of activities
2. evaluates quantity and quality of student growth in guidance and

counseling activities
3. provides for a system of evaluating programs ahd activities
4. plans, implements, and accesses systematic evaluation tools
5. uses results of evaluation tools to reassess program goals, objectives,

and strategies
6. consistently evaluates program activities

d. operating within established procedures, policies, and priorities
I. complies with letter and intent of regulations, directives, and instruc-

tions from superiors
2. administers activities in accordance with district guidelines

e. contributing to organizational solutions outside of assigned responsibilities
1. works as member of team in working to solve organizational problems
2. accepts responsibility for helping others learn their responsibilities

and is able to do this without taking over others' roles
f. working cooperatively with school administrators to garner support for

the guidance program
I. collaborates with administration in developing the campus guidance

program goals and objectives
2. seeks their support on matters of concern

g. implementing programs that explain the school guidance program
I. explains the philosophy, priorities, and practic..... of the guidance

program effectively and articulately
2. has a campus PR plan for helping the parents as well as the students

and staff understand the guidance program and its variety of activities
3. uses a variety of strategies to communicate to parents, e.g., news-

letters, columns, parent education sessions, open houses
h. attending to ideas/concerns expressed regarding the guidance program

I. listens with an open mind
2. accepts suggestions gracefully
3. is not unnecessarily defensive with parents or community represen-

tatives; works to understand their concerns
4. maintains professional detachment in circumstances where patrons

are misinformed, mistrusting, (JER's 5 categories)
i. supporting campus administration policies and goals

I. establishes objectives that contribute to the goals of the campus ad-
ministration

2. complies with letter and intent of regulations, directives, and instruc-
tions from superiors
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3. supports administrative directives
4. cooperates with campus administration in addressing campus goals

j. supporting district policies and goals
1. supports administrative directives, school board goals, and organi-

zational policies
2. adheres to Guidance Program Framework
3. cooperates with district administration in guidance program improve-

ment efforts.

5. Establishes effective professional relationships by building rapport with
a. Students

I . demonstrates knowledge of, interest in, and understanding of the roles
and responsibilities of the student

2. acts as student advocate appropriately and effectively
3. communicates effectively with and about students
4. exhibits sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance necessary for estab-

lishing rapport
5. encourages students to have resi-"ect for the rights, property, and

opinions of others
6. primary commitment is to the student, yet keeps communications

open with others
7 is student advocate and liaison for students/administration/faculty/

parents
8. knows the students' backgrounds
9 encourages students to assume responsibility for own behaviors, choices,

and relationships
b. Staff

I demonstrates knowledge of, interest in, and understanding of the roles
and responsibilities of the teacher and other staff members

2. works cooperatively as a team member with staff
3. communicates effectively with and about staff
4 exhibits sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance necessary for estab-

lishing rapport
5. works as a teatr abereducator, consultant
6. respects professional judgments of staff
7. seeks and respects ideas of others
8. is receptive to teachers' cnmments and suggestions
9. encourages teachers to adjust their programs to individual needs of

students
c. Parents

I. demonstrates knowledge of, interest in, and understanding of the
roles, responsibilities, and circumstances of the parent
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2. cooperates with parents in problem solving
3. communicates effectively with ard about parents
4. exhibits nnsitivity, empathy, and acceptance necessary for estab-

lishing rapport
5. fncourages parents to practice effective parenting skills
6. communicates effectively with parents regarding students' progress

and areas of difficulty and success
d. Other Counselors

I. where there is more than one counselor on a campus: operates as a
team member; works collaboratively in the development of goals and
the implementation of the campus guid,:ice program

2. cooperates with counselors from other campuses in the interest of
serving students and the program better

e. Administrators
I. demonstrates knowledge of, interest in, and understanding of the roles

and responsibilities of the administrator
2. work cooperatively as a team member with adminiatrators
3. communicates effectively with and about administrators
4. understands and responds appropriately to the different roles/respon-

sibilities of the campus and district administrators
5. exhib'ts sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance necessary for estab-

lishing rapport
6. plays the child advocate role appropriately

f. Other In-school/District Specialists
I. demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the roles and respon-

sibilities of other specialists
2. communicates effectively with and about other spuialists
3. maintains positive working relationships with other specialists
4. exhibits sensitivity
5. seeks specialists' assistance when needed/beneficial to the student or

other clients
6. initiates communication when needed/beneficial to the student
7. does not overrely on other specialists

g. Community Representatives
1. communicates effectively with referral agency staff
2. maintains positive working relationships with PTA and other patron

groups
3. is interested in and understands roles/responsibilities of community

agency representatives
4. exhibits sensitivity, warmth, and openness for establishing rapport
5. establishes harmonious relationships with referral sources commonly

used
6. informs community about total school and guidance programs
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6. Fulfills professional responsibilities b,

a. seelemg pmfessional development

I. has adequate knowledge to be an effective counselor
a) understands, applies, and can articulate own theoretical frame-

work
b) understands the organization and operation of the school and the

district
c) is knowledgeable of developmental characteristics of age group

served
d) has basic knowledge of

I) guidance content and theory
2) program model
3) school system organization and operation

e) can articulate own theoretical framework with respect to guidance
and counseling, psychology, and human dynamics

f) under: tands and applies basic concepts of psychological theory,
measurement and evaluation, group and individual techniques of
counseling and guidance

g) has an internally consistent approach to guidance and counseling

2. plans for and engages in professional development
a) monitors and evaluates own professional performance
b) implements his or her Professional Growth Plan
c) makes use of opportunities for improving skills and acquiring new

and relevant knowledge
d) has developed and is impl zntmg a personal, professional growth

plan
e) attends professional workshops, conferences, and courses
f) belongs to professional organization(s)
g) invests personal time
h) is selective in choosing programs
1) participates actively in in-district inservice offerings
j) assumes responsibility for own professional growth
k) seeks opportunities to improve skills and to acquire new knowl-

edge
I) maintains contact with current research and practice

m) combines information from various sources to solve problems/
tc :nnovate

n) attempts sound innovative and creative approaches to problems
o) is open to new learning/is willing to learn

3. demonstrates commitment to the counseling and education professions
a) invests own resources in professional developmenttime and

money
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b) volunteers to serve on committees or accepts other leadership
opportunities as offered

c) accepts leadership roles in professional associations
d) shares, joins, serves
e) encourages others to use new ideas
f) takes pride in being a member of the counseling profession
g) understands roles/responsibilities of the school counselor at own

and at other levels
h) applies research knowledge and skills to further the field of guid-

ance and counseling
b. keeping records consistent with ethical and legal guidelines

1. keeps organized, accurate, legal, and ethically appropriate records
2 interprets records to others as is consistent with ethical and legal

guidelines
3. keeps records in an organized and consistent fashion
4. communicates and interprets accurately and openly
5. monitors overall records procedure
6. delegates appropriately
7. sppervises paraprofessional staff effectively
8. ensures security, confidentiality, and legality
9. is knowledgeable of proper procedures

10 maintains adequate, differentiated records
11 documents consultations, referrals, and other 0.....idance anc; counseling

events
11. completes paperwork in a timely and efficient manner

c maintaining professional work habits
1 performs responsibilities in an organized, timely., and dependable

manner
2 complies with district's standards for attendance
3. is considerate of others' time
4. completes required forms and reports
5. attends/participates in required staff meetings
6 exercises professional judgment in absences from work
7. plans and utilizes time to best advantage
8. complies with established distnct work hours
9 is task-oriented

10 maintains a positive atmosphere for learning and growing
1 I. attends to detail

d practicing according to the profession's ethical standards
1 observes ethical standards of the American St...lool Counselor Asso-

ciation and the Amencan Association of Counseling and Devel )pment
2 implements counselor's rote as c" fined in the Northside Comprehen-

sive Guidance Program Framework and other distnct guidelines
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3. adheres to district policies and legal guidelines
4 refrains from revealing confidential information inappropriately
5. does *lot impose personal value judgments on students, their families,

or on school staff
6. demonstrates impartiality with respect to sex, ethnicity, or ability of

students
7. is aware of own personal/emotional and professional limitations
8. maintains confidentiality within established parameters

e. demonstrating appropii...'e personal characteristics
1. demonstrates attitudes conducive to effective guidance and counsel-

ing; is:
positive persevering accessible/available
pleasant genuine supportive
cheerful open-minded receptive to change
accepting future-minded willing to share
enthusiastic realist:- information and ideas
cooperative optimistic flexible
helpful personally has visior

courageous
2. demonstrates attributes conducive to effective guidance and counsel-

ing:
a) takes initiative
b) is caring, kind, warm
c) has a sense of humor
d) demonstrates patience
e) is sensitive to others; has empathy
f) uses intelligence and creativity

3 holds values conducive to effective guidance and counseling
a) demonstrates self-acceptance, -understanding and -confidence
b) holds positive regard for the worth, dignity, and uniqueness of

each individual
c) demonstrates belief in ability of others to change, grow, and

accept responsibility for own actions
d) demonstrates honesty and loyalty
e) values own role as model to others
f) demonstrates belief in the value of learning and schooling
g) respects individual differences
h) resists imposing conforming behaviors on individuals
1) makes a commitment of primary responsibility to students while

providing adequate communication to teachers, parents, admin-
istrators, and other referral sources without violating confiden-
tiality of the counseling relationship

4. has high professional standards
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a) accepts constructive criticism
b) adapts to unusual circumstances
c) tolerates ambiguity
d) maintains objectivity/professional detachment in problem situa-

tions
e) seems informed and confident in expression
0 has professional image with students, staff, and parents
g) models expected social behavior, grooming, and courtesy
h) maintains poise and emotional stability
i) strives for excellence
j) is motivated to achieve
k) maintains good physical health
1) provides a good moral example for students

m) handles decisions of superiors appropriately
n) recognizes own leadership role on campus and accepts the re-

sponsibilities of leadership on the campus
f. demonstrating effective use of basic skills, e.g., communication, problem-

solving, decision-making, ecue:ational
I. uses communication skills

a) listens actively
b) builds rapport
c) is interested in others' messages
d) uses appropriate vocabulary
e) maintains a supportive environment
0 speaks and writes professionally
g) uses both verbal and nonverbal communication behaviors appro-

priately
h) uses appropriate attending behaviors
i) uses open-ended questions and prompts
j) reflects feelings of communicator
k) accurately paraphrases content of communicator's message
1) uses interprctation skills effectively

m) responds to verbal and nonverbal communications in meaningful
ways

2 problem solving
a) diagnoses problems accurately
b) prescribes appropriate remedies
c) approaches problems with impartiality
d) is able to think of multiple options for problem solutinn
e) is able to envision consequences of various options
0 handles dissenting individuals and groups

3. decision making
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a) recognizes the need for a decision
b) explores alternative choices
c) predicts accurately the probable outcome of each choice
d) assigns personal values to each choice
e) determines the costs/risks attendant to each choice
f) applies a variety of decision strategies
g) makes a plan for decision implementation
h) evaluates the outcome of decisions

4. educational skills
a) imparts information effectively
b) strengthens students' capacity to cope with life tuations
c) allows "wait time"
d) maintains physical environment appropriate to the session con-

ducted
e) has materials, aids, and facilities ready for use for various activ-

ities
f) maximizes use of time available for guidance and counseling
g) manages student behavior, e.g.,

1) specifies expectations
2) uses techniques to prevent, redirect, or stop off-task, inap-

propriate, or disruptive behavior
3) applies rules consistently and fairly
4) uses reinforcement techniques effectively

h) uses effective strategies to motivate students to respond to gu:d-
ance and counseling

i) displays a working knowledge of group dynamics, e.g.,
I) content and process variables
2) typical stages of group development
3) various leadership styles and their effective use
4) conditions for promoting healthy groups
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OBSERVATION FORMS

GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMARY OF COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK
COUNSELING SKILLS

Counselor Date of Observation
School Observation: From
General Information(theme, screening criteria, etc.)

No. cf studentsGrade level:

to

Session #.
Goal of group.

Objective(s) of session.

Client(s)' descriptions.

Observed? Indicators/
(Circle) Comments:

1. Results of program Plans and Prepara-
tion
a. Selects group/individual needs ap-

propriately for efficiency and effec-
tiveness Yes No

b. Uses appropriate procedures for
group member selection Yes No

c. Clearly articulates purpose and
strategies of session Yes No

d. Responds appropriately to requests
for :nformation Yes No
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e. Length of session is appropriate to
plans Yes No

f. Has materials, etc., ready for use Yes No
g. Establishes environment conducive

to counseling Yes No
h. Selects strategies that are student-

centered and appropriate to stu-
dents' age level and problems Yes No

i. Provides services consistent with
high priority studeut needs and dis-
trict goals Yes No

Comments:

II. The Counseling Process
a. Provides focus for group Yes No
b. Keeps group on task Yes No
c. Facilitates students' problem defini-

tion and goal setting Yes No
d. Gently encourages participation of

each member Yes No
e. Provides opportunity for student in-

teraction Yes No
f. Facilitates communication between

participants Yes No
g. Listens effectively Yes No

h Avoids premature of superficial ad-
vice or reassurance Yes No

i. Handles expressions of hostility in a
constructive manner Yes No

j. Checks for understanding Yes No

k. Facilitates "guided practice" (if
appropriate) Yes No

I. Clearly states follow-up plans Yes No
m. States independent practice`chal-

lenges" Yes No
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Comments.

III. Personal/Professional
a. Protects confidentiality Yes No
b. Leads without dominating Yes No
c. Explains clearly and concisely Yes No
d. Is genuine as opposed va "phony" Yes No
e. Interrupts destnictive interaction ap-

propriately Yes No
f. Discloses own feelings and beliefs

in a constructive manner Yes No
g. Is tolerant of ideas others express Ycs No
h. Tram individuals with respect Yes No
i. Recognizes individuals within gruup Yes No
j. Uses appropriate vocabulary Yes No
k. Applies a sound theoretical base Yes No
I. Operates within realistic limitations

of school counseling services Yes No
Comments:

SUMMARY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

FEEDBACK CONFERENCE DATE: TIME.

OBSERVER: COUNSELOR.
tSignatures are for the sole purpose of documenting the conference.)
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GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMARY OF COUNSELOR OBSERVATION
CONSULTATION SKILLS

Counselor Date of Observation

School Observation: From to

General Information(context, participants, objectives, etc.)
Student grade level:
People involved in session:
Topic:

Observed? Indicators/
(Circle) Comments:

I. Planning and Preparation
a. Makes objectives of session clear Yes No

b. Is prepared for conference (e.g. has
relevant information, knows stu-
dents' background, is focused on the
problem/issue) Yes No

c. Prepares appropriate documentation,
forms, records, etc. Yes No

d. Has knowledge of community re-
sources and referral sources Yes No

e. Demonstrates knowledge of school
district policy Yes No

f. Has established that consultation is an
appropriate intervention Yes No

Comments:

II. The Consultative Process
a. Uses effective intake procedures to

properly discern problem/issue

b. Collaborates with consultee in defi-
nition of problem and goat setting

35 j:

Yes No

Yes No
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c Coordinates a specific behavioral plan
of action Yes No

d. Listens effectively Yu No
e. Facilitates communication between

participants Yes No

f. Suggests various options for problem
resolution Yes No

g. Avoids premature, superficial advice
or reassurance Yes No

h. Handles expressions of conflict in a
constructive manner Yes No

i. Conducts session efficiently and ef-
fectively Yes No

j. States plan for follow-up Yes No

k. Summarizes conference results ac-
curately Yes No

Comments:

III. Persona 11Professional
a. Protects confidentiality Y. No

b. Is genuine as opposed to "phony" Yes No

c. Is appreciative of ideas others express Yes No

d. Recognizes diversity of individuals'
perspectives Yes No

e. Promotes a spirit of compromise and
cooperation Yes No

f. Establishes professional credibility Yes No

g. Applies a sound theoretical base Yes No

SUMMARY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

FEEDBACK CONFERENCE DATE. TIME

OBSERVER: COUNSELOR'
(Signatures are for the sole purpose of documenting the conference.)

3 52
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GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMARY OF COUNSELOR OBSERVATION
REFERRAL SKILLS

Counselor Date of Observation
School Observation: From to
General Information(context, participants, objectives, etc.)

Student grade level:
People involved in sessim
Topic:

I. Plans and Preparation
a. Understands and articulates rea-

son(s) for referral

b. Is prepared for conference (e.g. has
relevant information, knows stu-
dents' background, is focused on
the problem/issue)

c. Prepares appropriate documenta-
tion, forms, records, etc.

d. Has knowledge of community r"-
sources and referral sources

e. Demonstrates knowledge of school
district policy

f. Has established that referral is an
appropriate intervention

Comments:

II. Referral Conference
a. Uses effective intake procedures to

properly discern problem/issue

b. Defines problem clearly

Observed? Indicators/
(Circle) Comments:

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
Yes No
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C. Expresses rationale for referral
clearly

d. Outlines action steps for referral
process

e. Listens effectively

f. Provides minimum of three referral
options to client (if referral is non-
district, program/specialists)

g. Helps individuals referred to have
realistic expectations of services
available from referral so

h. Helps individuals referred o un er-
stand their responsibilities and to
make plans for action

i. States own follow-up/coordination
plans

j. Summarizes conference results
Comments:

III. PersonallProfessional
a. Promotes confidentiality
b. Is genuine as opposed to "phony"
c. Recognizes feelings and thoughts of

client(s)

d. Promotes a spirit of cooperation
and problem-solving

e. Establishes professional credibility
f. Assifts individual(s) referred to feel

comfortable about referral

Yes No

Yes No
Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

SUMMARY COMMF ITS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

FEEDBACK CONFERENCE DATE: TIME.
OBSERVER: COUNSELOR.
(Signatures are for the sole purpose of documenting the conference.)
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Design phase
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seven steps, 122-123
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Development Research Program, Mesa.
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Distnct priorities. 208
Domains

examples of. 63, 67
life career development. 59-60, 63-65
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Education delivery systems, 61-62
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Evaluation
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data collection, 270-273
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minimum acceptable performance level,

269
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of program structure and implementation.

264-268
reporting results, 273-275
responsive observations and, 2/0
staffing for. 271
of student outcomes. 268-271
student participation. 277-284
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descriptors, 333-347

Evaluation models, 22
Evaluation phase

tasks. 44
Evaluation reports

professional. 275
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uses of, 275

Federal funds. 191
Federal pnonties, 207
Financial resource:

assessment, 99-102
budgets. 191
for professional development. 230

Froehlich, Clifford P . 15

Gelatt. H.B.. 196-191
Generalization level of learning process.

79-81
George-Barden Act (1946). 14-16
George Dean Act. 12-13
Georgia State Department of Education. 26
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Government initiatives. 12-13. 14-17. 28
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Grossmont Union High School District,
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development. 138

Guidance IASI, 29
Guidance curriculum, 124

building-level program description, 172
description of, 74-75. 193
learning process concepts, 75-81
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Guidance facilities, 199-201
Guidance program. See Comprehensive
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High school counselors. See School
counselors

History of guidance programs, 3-31
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Human resources
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for professional development. 229
staffing formulas, 187-191
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discrepancy analysis, 151, 153
domains and competencies, 65-67
evaluation of school counselors, 284-294
exemplary activities descnption, 195-196
goal setting, 210-211
guidelines for pracncum students, 231
head counselor position guide, 239
individual planning system, 137
Kindergarten guidance curriculum, 136
master plan, 158-160
professional growth plans, 239
program assessment reports, 99, 115
program charactenstics, 44-45
pirogram priorities, 115
responsive services, 138-140
staff time allocation, 99, 114, 130 31,

143-144, 151
standards. 264
"strands", 67
student competency goals, 133
support activities displacement strategy,

204
timetable for Improvement process, 50, 51

Observaticn forms, 349-355
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Service, 12-13
Occupational Information in the Elementary

School, 20
Occupations, 12

Office aides, 129
Offices, 200
Ontario, Canada, Ministry of Education, 29
Outcomes. See Student outcomes

Parenting. The Underdeveloped Skill, 130
Parent needs assessrrant, 170-172
Parsons, Frank, 4
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Peer counselors, 191
Peer facilitators, 129
Perceptualization level of learning process,

76-77
Performance indicators

descriptors, 333-347
student competencies, 279

Performance riling. See Evaluation
Personal counseling, 12
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 20, 26
Physical facilities. See Guidance facilities
Planning, orrogramming, budgeting system

trrdS), 25
Planning models, 28, 44-47
Planning phase. See also Evaluation of

current program; Transition proccss
challenges, 47-48
perspective for, 57-62
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67
.

selecting program content, 73-89
seiecting program structuve, 67-73
tasks, 43

PLAN System of Individualized Education,
24

Policies and procedures handbook3, 201-202
Policy sta.' -ment

adoption by board of education, 127-128
program assessment and, 102-103

Policy support, /27-128
Political resources, 201-206

assessment, 102-103
for professional development, 230

Position guides
definition, 129
head counselor, 176-177
high school counselor, 321-324
in program description, 143
sample, 321-324
school counselors, 223

Principals
brainstorming sessions, 155
evaluation role, 285
guidance program support, 205
and heal .lunselors, 175, 178
and high school counselors, 153
as IAS advisors, 85
professional development role, 229
supervision of counselors, 237-239
supervision of head counselors, 244
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Pnnciples of Vocational Guidance, 8

Pnncipks Underlying the Organization and
Administration of the Occupational
Information cnd Guidance Service,
12-13

A Prot7ess Guide for the Development of
Objectives, 22

Program. See Comprehensive guidance
program

Program development leaders
rewards, 179-180
mles and responsibilities. 178
selection, 175

Programmatic Approach to Guidance
Excellence- PAGE 2. 27

Program Quality Reviews for Guidance and
Counseling, 45

Progressive Movement. 3
Psychotherapy, 13-14
Public relations activities

planning and implementation. 222-224
Public relations efforts. 109. 152
Pupil personnel services movement. 16. I

19
Pupil Personnel Services Section. 15-16

Rationale for program. 69-72. 124
Recordkeeping. 8. 9-10
Registrars. 129
Resistance to change, 47. 49
Resource allocation, 122

parameters for. 128-133
wnnen descni,,,on. 143

Responsive senies. 86-87. .25
building-level program description. 172-

173
description of. 195
topics and priorities. 138-139

Responsive services committee. 173-179
River Cay High School Guidance Services A

Conceptual Model. 26
Rogers. Carl. 13-14
Rural American Series. 52

Satisfaction competencies. 79, 80
Scheduling students. 204
School.community advisory committee

'ainstonmng sessions. 156
building-level planning. 163
design phase use. 121. 123
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program description review, 144
responsibilities, 50-52
staff time allocation direction, 130

School Counseling Programs: A Resource
and Planning Guide, 29, 44

The School Counselor and Developmerual
Guidance, 28

The School Counselor and the Guidanci and
Counseling Program, 28

School counselor model, 19
School counselors. See also Head counselors

accountability, 22, 25
activities, 205
administrative duties, 9-10, 21, 39-40,

107

brainstorming sessions, 155
building-1eve1 planning, 162-163
challenges to, 47-48
competency development needs

assessment, 248-249
competency ensurance. 227-259
educat;on and training, 14-17, 229. 231
encouragement and reinforcement. 219-

221

evaluation of, 244-245. 284-294
functions, 9-11, 17, 19, 39-40. 84
goal setting, 210-211
job descriptions, 129, 187-191
orientation, 235
placement, 234
position guides. 228, 321-324
professional growth. 245-258
program descripton review. 41, 42-44
program design involvement, 142
public perception of, 223-224
recruitment of, 231-233
resistance to change, 47. 49, 205-205
role definition, 129
selection of. 233-234
special talents, 209
staffing formulas (ratios). 187-191
student advocate role, 81
student outcomes list development, 135-

136

supervision of, 235-244
system suppon usks, 153
teachers as, 11-12, 16
terminations, 257-258
time allocation, 129. 135. 202-205
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time and task analysis log, 298-299
time usage study, 96-99

School district bowl of education, 144
School system administrators. See also

Principals
needs assessment, 170-172

program assessment role, 92

program description review, 144
program design involvement, 41, 42
support of guidance program, 127

Secretaries, 129
Self-Knowledge and Interpersonal Skills

Domain, 59, 63
Self-orientation, 76-77
Services model of guidance. See Clinical-

services model

Settlement house movement, 3
Seven Cardinal Principles, 7
Sievers, Frank L., 16
Special projects, 206-209
St. Joseph, Mo., School District

staff time allocation, 131
Staff development

district master plan, 253-257
encouragement and reinforcement. 219-

221

evaluation of activities, 257
evaluation reports and, 276
and program improvement process. 249-

253

resources available, 254-256
strategies for, 254
systematic approach, 230-235
timeframe for, 256-257

Staff development modules (AIR), 26
Staffing for evaluation, 271
Staff morale, :53
Standards (or program components, 264
State department of education, 192
State priorities, -407
Steering committee

brainstorming sessions, 155

design phase use, 121, 123
program description review, 144
responsiuilities, 49-50
staff time allocation direction, 130

Student Aid Committee of the High School
Teachers Association, New York City,
5

Student competencies

activities related to, 196-199
categories of, 46
at the conceptualization level, 77-79
delivery systems and, 61-62
by domains and goals, 307-319
examples, 64-67
at the generalization level, 79-81
goal prioritia, 133
guidance program responsibility, 125
learning process concepts, 75-31
as needs assessment items, 166-167
at the perceptualization level, 76-77
reporting system, 277-284
selecting, 62-67
sequencing, 75-81

Student outcomes
assessment, 105-107
California program standards, 29-30
categories of, 46
evaluation of, 268-271
groupings for instructional units, 136
specification by age or grade level, 133-

136

Subjective data, 152
Systems approa^h, 23-24, 25, 26-27
System support, 125

activities, 88-89
importance of, 87-88
to other programs, 140, 153, 173, 202-

205

from the school system, 140, 171, 173

Teachers

as counselors, 11-12, 16
guidance role definition, 129
needs assessment, 170-172

The Teacher's Role in Career Development,
24

Tcst administration, 205

Testing, 8

Test-taking skills, 208

Time and task analysis log, 298-299

Time usage study, 96-S T

Transition process. See also Planning phase
brainstorming sessions, 154-157
challenges, 47-49
conditions for, 41-42
consensus for, 41

considerations, 42
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discrepancy analysis, 150-154
establishing goals, 154
forming committees and work groups, 49-

53

four steps, 149-150
guidance program leader's role, 53-55
implementation, 185-226
meetings, 54-55
models, 44-46
phases of, 43-44
program improvements, 157-172
resistance to change, 47, 49

University of Missouri-Columbia project,
24-25

University of Missouri project. 28
U.S. Office of Education, 12-13, 15-16,

25, 26
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Vocational Education Act of 1963, 20
Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)

report. 204
Vocational 6 Jidance

clinical services model of, 8-11
historical development, 4-11, 20-21
incorporated into comprehensive program

concept, 30
Volunteers. See Community volunteers

Weaver, E.W., 5
Wisconsin program planning guide, 24, 44
Wood, Ben D., 9
Work groups

for program assessment, 92-93, 104, 106.
110

suggestions for, 52-53

Youth Guidance Systems, 24
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